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ABSTRACT OF THESIS

The object of this thesis is to examine all pertinent textual

data, both for the Old and New Testaments, of the quotations from

the Old Testament used by Paul in his letter to the Romans; to de~
s

termine what text or texts Paul used, and when this is done, to

explain, in so far as possible, why Paul deviates from this text

or texts.

In researching the critical textual data of the Old Testament

we have used the seventh edition (l95l) of Rudolf Kittel's Biblla

Hebraica for the Hebrew text. For the Greek text we have used

H.B. Swete's 1887 edition of The Old Testament in Greek because it

follows the pure text of Codex B except where there is a lacuna.

For further examination of textual variants, in the Greek text, we

have relied on Brooke and McLean's 1906 edition of The Old Testa¬

ment in Greek for the Pentateuch. For the Psalms we have used

A. Rahlfs* Septuaginta, vol.X, Psalmi cum Odis. For Isaiah and the

Minor Prophets we have relied on J. Ziegler's Septuagirita, vol. XIV,
' i .

Isaias, 'arid vol.' XIII, Duodecim Prophetae. We have' also used Holmes

and Parson's Vetus Testamentum Graecum (1823).

For researching the texts of later Greek versions we have

used Field's Origenis Hexaplorum Sup eysU >1^ ,

In researching the textual data of the New Testament we have

used the text of The Greek New Testament (1966) published by the

United Bible Societies. In tracing the textual variants we have

relied on Nestle and Aland's Novum Testamentum Graece, twenty-fifth

edition (1963), Teschendorf' s Novum Testainentum Graece (lfi72)> and

von Soden's Die Schriften des Heuen Testaments (1913), and others.

Using these sources we have exhaustively researched the tex¬

tual situation for each of Paul's quotations in Romans. In studying
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these textual data we have made tables to aid in analysing the

textual situation to enable us to see clearly just what Paul has

done with the text. We found that Paul, in the majority of cases,

cites verbatim from the Septuagint. Where he does not, he omits,

adds, substitutes, or inverts words or phrases freely. Ee, also,

in several cases, abridges texts or combines texts into composite

quotations. The tables also help in noting what text was followed

when variants occur.

After examining the textual situation in each quotation we

turn to see how Paul uses the citation from the standpoint of her-

meneutics. Our chief concern here is to see if Paul uses the cita¬

tion in the same sense it is used in the Old Testament. We are

also concerned to see if Paul is influenced by his Rabbinic back¬

ground. To find this out we examine how the citation is used in

the Talmud, the Targums, and the Midrash. Also in this connection

we study what has been published of the manuscripts found at Qum-

ran. It is apparent from this study that Paul was influenced by

his long and close connection with Rabbinic Judaism. However, Paul

is not bound by Rabbinic hermeneutics. His deepest influence

stems from his Damascus road experience. This experience leads

Paul to give the Old Testament a Christological interpretation

throughout Romans. Paul modifies the Old Testament text so that

he may show its connection and bearing upon Jesus the Messiah and

explain the inclusion of the Gentiles in the Church.

Then in our conclusion, after analysing the textual situation,

we consider the possible sources of Paul's citations. In doing so

we consider four sources, namely: 1. Paul quoted from testimonia.

We trace the background of this theory and conclude that Paul may



have used some testirnonia, unknown to us, for the composite quota¬

tions where there is no intervening comment, hut variants, are per¬

haps better explained as arising from other causes. 2. Paul quoted

from Aramaic Oral Tradition. We feel that no doubt there was such

a tradition but there is no case where it is demonstrabie that any

variant in Pionans is due to influence from this source. 3. Paxil

quoted from texts that are not available to us today. We attempt

to show that it is not wise to explain textual variants by this

method unless there is convincing substantiating evidence. 4« Paul

quoted from the Septuagint. This is our conclusion. Though Paul

often cites in favor of the Hebrew against the Septuagint and in one

case he follows the Hebrew almost entirely, yet Paul is dependent,

for most of his citations, upon the three texts ' .Codices A, B, and
^
ve.pre.seft ted by

K of the Septuagint.

Finally we consider the reasons for the variations from the

Septuagint in these citations of Paul. We believe that there are

at least three reasons for the variants, namely: 1. Grammatical

variants. There are only comparatively few places where the text

is varied because of grammatical requirements. These are conside¬

red, but this type of variation does not seem of pressing impor¬

tance because it turns upon grammatical necessity rather than Paul's

deliberate choice of words. 2. Variants which arise from a faulty

memory. This reason is reviewed quite thoroughly. We conclude

that, while memory lapse can never be ruled out as a possibility,

yet the evidence would indicate caution. We also feel that the

variants are better explained by other reasons. 3. Variants arise

from hermeneutical reasons. We conclude that this is the compelling

reason for most of the variants found in Paul's citations from the



Old Testament in Romans. A careful study of these citations reveals

that Paul was a master editor. By this we do not .mean that Paul

dealt loosely with the Old Testament. To him the Old Testament was

the oracles of God and was to be reverenced by every true worshipper

of God. But Paul did feel free to re-phrase the text of the Old

Testament without, in most cases, altering its meaning. But there

are variants which involve a change in the meaning of the Old Testa¬

ment text. These changes usually are for clarification or to enable

Paul to apply the citation more broadly and Christologically. Thus

Paul does not use the Old Testament arbitrarily but he feels free

to modify the text so he may apply it Christologically and eschato-

logically in the wider context of the Church.
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CERTAIN ASPECTS OF THE USE OF THE OLD TESTAMENT

IN THE EPISTLE OF PAUL TO THE ROMANS

Introduction

"The use of the OT in the New has long been recognized as an

important field of research."''' Since the Reformation scholars

2
have been interested in how the OT is used in the New. Of more

recent date Simon Kistemaker has published a book on the use of the

OT in Hebrews"^ (1961), Edwin D. Freed in 1965 produced a valuable

book on the use of the OT in the Gospel of John,^ and just this year

(1968) R.H. Gundry published The Use of the Old Testament in St. Mat-

5thew's Gospel. These books indicate the continued interest and a

new direction in the systematic examination of the way the OT is

used in the NT. It is to continue in this new direction of investi¬

gation that the writer of this thesis, through the inspiration and

encouragement of his advisors Professor Hugh Anderson and the Rev.

Dr. Ian Moir, seeks to study certain aspects of the use of the OT

1. E.E. Ellis, Paul's Use of the Old Testament, Oliver & Boyd, Edin¬
burgh, 19575 P.l.

2. cf. F.A.G. Tholuck, The Old Testament in the New, translated by
C.A. Aitken in Bibliotheca Sacra XI, 1854> pp.568-616.

3. Simon Kistemaker, The Psalm Citations in the Epistle to the Heb¬
rews , Wed.G. von Soest, N.V. Amsterdam, 1961.

4. E.D. Freed, Old Testament Quotations in the Gospel of John,
E.J. Brill, Leiden, 1965, Novum Testamentum Supplementum XI.

5- R.H. Gundry, Use of the Old Testament in St. Matthew's Gospel,
Novum Testamentum Supplementum XVIII, 1968.



in Paul's Epistle to the Romans.

Therefore, in order to have a well grounded approach to our

subject, it was thought best to gather all pertinent textual data

concerning the citations in Romans, both in their OT and NT set¬

tings. Then, with this in mind, we should endeavour to reach some

conclusions as to the text that Paul used and how he used it.

This study, which is largely textual, seeks to answer such questi¬

ons as, What text did Paul use? Was it the MT? or was it the LXX?

If so which of the LXX texts? Did he confine himself to one text?

Or did he check the LXX text with the MT? Or did he use a text

which is lost to us today? These with other related questions are

the main subjects of enquiry. When we have found a tentative ans¬

wer to these textual questions, then we ask why Paul uses the cita-
•4

tion as he does. In doing this we endeavour to understand the OT

citation in its OT context to determine the literal and historical

meaning which was in the mind of the OT writer at the time of the

writing. When this is ascertained as nearly as possible we ask,

Did Paul understand and use the citation in this way? If there

seems to be a difference between Paul and the writer he cites, we

are concerned with the question Why?

The procedure of presentation is as follows: first the NT

text is given together with the Introductory Formula (IF), then im¬

mediately below the Hebrew MT follows. After the MT the LXX text

is given. Where there is a parallel ITT citation or a Targum of the

OT text these are given also. In this way it will be convenient

for the reader to consult the texts involved and thus follow the

argument of the thesis more closely.

With a few exceptions the books of the NT contain abundant re¬

ferences to the OT. Many of these references are actual citations.
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Westcott and Hort have compiled an exhaustive list of these referen-
1 2

ces. Others have compiled lists of citations. However, since few

writers are agreed on the exact number of citations for any given

book, in this study we take as formally cited OT passages (l) those

passages which are cited with an introductory formula, such as

xaQwc Y£Ypa7;'i:at' etc. (2) or those passages which, with no "in¬

troductory formula, appear from the context to be unmistakably in¬

tended as quotations or agree verbatim with some context in the OT.^
Various thoughts, concepts and methods of interpretation often

found in one body of literature are echoed in another and this is

especially true in the relationship of the Dead Sea Scrolls to the

NT writings. Therefore reference is made to the Dead Sea Scrolls

whenever they are pertinent to the citation under consideration.

Reference is also made to the Midrash. In this study we have

used excliisively Midrash Rabbah.1^ The Talmud also yields helpful

evidence of text and Rabbinic methods of interpretation. In refer-
5

ring to the Talmud we.have used the Babylonian Talmud.

In our investigation of OT quotations located in the writings

of the Apostolic Fathers we have limited ourselves to those LAJ C Y/< 5
Included i-otth C.T 3' in UlhidK IS ctdtuajiy OCCOY

^by Lightfoot in his treatise on The Apostolic Fathers, ^that is, to
Clement of Rome, Ignatius, Polycarp, the Didache and Barnabas. It

was felt that the Church Fathers of later date than these would not

1. B.F. Westcott and F.J.A. Hort, The New Testament in the Original
Greek, Macmillan & Co., Cambridge and London, 1890, p.581f.

2. H.B. Swete, An Introduction to the Old Testament in Greek,
Cambridge University Press, 1914 > p»382f. See also Ellis, Pau1's
U3e of the Old Testament, p.l50f.

3. Ibid, p.382.
4. H. Freedman, Kidrash Rabbah, Soncino Press, London, 1939*
5. The Babylonian Talmud, translated by Rabbi Dr. I. Eppstein,

Soncino Press, London, 1948.
6. J.B. Lightfoot, The Apostolic Fathers, Macmillan & Co., London,

1907.



be especially helpful in our study because they are too far removed

in time to be of real helpfulness in determining the text used by

Paul or how he used the citation.

The texts used are R. Kittel, Biblia' Hebraica,"*" and the Greek

2
New Testament for Translators. It has seemed good to use H.B.

Swete's text of the Septuagint^ because he uses the pure text of

either MSS B, A, or K whereas Alfred Rahlfs' text is a compila¬

tion text.^ We have also consulted E. Nestle and K. Aland's Novum

5
Testamenturn Graece, and F. Field's Origenis Hexaplorum, vols. I,

11.^ Since there is a difference,in the numbering of the MT and

its Greek version and English translations in order to avoid con¬

fusion we have followed the chapter and verse numbering customarily

used in English Bibles. The LXK chapter and verse numbering we

have put in parentheses.

There is no evidence that Paul questioned the authorship of

psalms ascribed to David. Therefore we consider such psalms Davi-

dic as well, although we realize that the authorship of many of the

psalms ascribed to David are questioned by modern scholars.

For convenience we have also used the following abbrevia¬

tions:

1. Rudolph Kittel, Biblia Hebraica, Wtirttembergische Bibelanstalt,
Stuttgart, 1951 •

2. The Greek New Testament, edited by K. Aland, M. Black, B.M. Metz-
ger, and A. . Wikgren, American Bible Society, British and Foreign
Bible Society, National Bible Society of Scotland, Netherlands
Bible Society and Wtlrttemberg Bible Society, 1966.

3. H.B. Swete, The Old Testament in Greek, Cambridge University Press,
1900.

4. Alfred Rahlfs, Septuaginta, Wtirttembergische Bibelanstalt, Stutt¬
gart, 1965.

5. E. Nestle, K. Aland, Novum Testamentum Graece, Wtirttembergische
Bibelanstalt, 25th edition, 1963•

6. Fredericus Field, Origenis Hexaplorum, Alex. Macmillan, London,
1875-
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A.V.

Arndt and Gingrich

Brooke and McLean

Denney, EGT

Field

Gesenius

IF

Kittel

Liddon

MT

MS, MSS

Meyer

Murray

NEB

-NT

OT

p46

Rahlfs

RSV

Sanday and Headlam

- The Holy Bible, King James. Authorized
Version.

- Wm.F. Arndt and F.W. Gingrich, A Greek-
English Lexicon of the New Testament,
1957-

A.E. Brooke and Norman McLean. The Old
Testament in Greek, I9O6.

James Denney, The Expositor's Greek New
Testament, vol.11, 1939*

- Fredericus Field, Origenis Hexaplorum.

- Wm. Gesenius, Hebrew and Chaldee Lexi¬
con, translated by S.P. Tregelles, I884.

Introductory Formula for the Old Testa¬
ment Quotations used by Paul.

Rudolph Kittel, Biblia Hebraica.

- H.P. Liddon, Explanatory Analysis of
St. Paul's Epistle to the Romans, 1893.

The Massoretic Text of the Hebrew Bible.

- Ancient Un'i^al and Minuscule Manuscripts
of both the Old and New Testaments.

- H.A.W. Meyer, Gritical and Exegetical
Handbook to the Epistle to the Romans,
1879. '

- John Murray, The Epistle to the Romans,
I960.

- The New English Bible.

- The New Testament.

- The Old Testament.

- The Chester Beaty Papyri of Romans.

Alfred Rahlfs, Septuaginta, vols. I,
II, and X.

The Holy Bible, Revised Standard Ver¬
sion, 1952.

Wm. Sanday and A.C. Headlarn, Interna¬
tional Critical Commentary, The Epistle
to the Romans, 1895*



Soden

Stuart

Toy

UBS

Ziegler

1QH'

lQIsaa

lQIsab
1QM

lQpIlab

1QS

1QS
,a

H, von Soden, Die Schriften des
Neuen Testaments, 1913.

Moses Stuart, A Commentary to the
Epistle to the Romans, 1859*

G.H. Toy, Quotations in the New
Testament, I884.

The Greek New Testament, see page 4>
note 2, for details.

Joseph Ziegler, Septuaginta, vol.XIII,
Duodecim Prophetae, 1943 and vol.XIV.
Isaias, 1939•

Thanksgiving Psalms.

The Complete Isaiah Scroll found in
cave 1.

Fragments of Isaiah found in cave 1.

War of the Sons of Light against the
Sons of Darkness.

The Habakkuk Commentary.

Manual of Discipline.

Rule of the Congregation.

In addition books that are referred to often are referred to

by the surname of the author without the initials or book title.

Where more than one book by the same author is referred to the sur¬

name as well as the title of the book is given. Of course, in every

case, the full details are given wherever the author is first cited

and in the Bibliography. To avoid confusion of references, no Latin

abbreviation other than Ibid.is used.

Our hope is that this study may contribute to a fuller under¬

standing of the text and usage of OT citations in Romans.
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ROMANS 1:17

THE HEW TESTAMENT TEXT FOR ROMANS 1:17

xaOwc Y^YPa7CTat»
J) 6e SCxaioc ex ■xtcrrewc gfarerat.

THE HEBREW MASSORETIC TEXT FOR HABAKKUK 2:4

rpm nrm&Kn p'-rxi

THE SEPTUAGINT TEXT B FOR HABAKKUK 2:4

o 6e SCxatoc bx xCaxeSc ^ou ^ncrsTat,

HEW TESTAMENT PARALIjELS

GALATIANS 3:11

o SCxatoc bx Ttfcrceoos c$(creTcu .

HEBREWS 10:38

o 6e 8Cxat5c pou bx xCarewG ^ncrEtat.
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1. INTRODUCTORY FORMULA

This citation is introduced by Paul with his favourite intro¬

ductory formula xa6u>c Y^Ypa7C'irat' • uses this formula ten times""
2

in Romans, and indeed oftener according to some texts. It is also

used four times in I, II Corinthians. This makes a total of four¬

teen to seventeen times for Paul. About l/5 of all his citations

are introduced by this formula.

2. NEW TESTAMENT TEXT ANALYSIS

For the text of Romans 1:17 there are only a few variants.

According to von Soden Codex A, Clement of Alexandria and a few
OKI)

other MSS read Y&p for &£ ; Codex 192 of his Ia3 group^adds xaf
0131)

^ .
after xaOcog ; and Codex 175 of his Ia2 group^ornits 6e ; Kilpat-
rick indicates that Codex C and ti>Jo Vulgate.add poo before

/ty bSji-h €
&Cxato<; but •bh'f&Z of the Vulgate Syriac Harclean Version,A

Origen in the Latin and Jerome put poo after TcCcnrswc .

3. OLD TESTAMENT TEXT ANALYSIS

a. Massoretic Text

There are no variants whatever for the portion of Paul's

5citation in Romans 1:17.

b. Septuagint Text

Codices A and C transpose the text of B to read^Tx^joou TtCcrewe
rather than rloTecoe poo . Codex W omits poo in agreement

1. cf. also Rom. 2:24; 4'17; 8:36; 9J 33; 10:15; 11:26; 15:3 > 9 »21.
2. UBS has this reading for 3s4; 9113; 11:8 as well.
3. M. von Soden, Die Schriften des Neuen Testaments, Gbttingen,

1913, vol.11. ~ "
4. The Greek New Testament, British and Foreign Bible Society, edited

by G.D. Kilpatrick, London, 1954^
5. Kittel, B-iblia Hebraica.
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in agreement with the Roman text."'' Aquila has xal btvaioQ ev nCcnei

a6-Tou gfioExai - Symmachus reads o(8s) 5Cxcuo<; Tfl ecunotf 7tCoTet
2

gflcTEL , which seems quite important in the light of the interpre¬

tation of Romans 1:17-

Though the MT has no variants except in the part of verse 4 pre¬

ceding Paul's citation the whole verse is so "badly translated by the

LXX that it has led scholars to surmise that there viere either differ¬

ent vowel pointings for the Hebrew text or a different Hebrew text

was used.^ Marcion omits this whole citation from his text.^
The LXX translation of 1D31QKH , by his constancy, or, by

his steadfastness, with ex %t<rve<x>Q pou requires only a very slight

change in the Hebrew, viz. . However, Codex A which reads

pou^jucnrecoc has no support other than Codex C. The Hebrew word
translated by %Ccyceo>£ has a wider connotation than ■kCctviq • It

means constancy, firmness, steadfastness.^ It is used in Exodus

17s12 to indicate that Moses' hands, held up by Aaron and Hur were

7

"steady". It is also used of the moral nature of God in Deut. 32:4>

where it is translated in the A.V. "a God of truth ( TtCcmc ) with¬

out iniquity", but a better translation would be "true or faithful to

his word or promise." It is also used of moral acts of man in Prov.

12:22.^ The A.V. translates it: They that deal truly ( -xfcrTtc )

1. Joseph Eiegler, Septuaginta, vol.13, Duodecim Prophetae, Societatis
Litteratum Gottingensis, Gottingen, 1943.

2. Field, Origenis Hexaplorum, vol.11
3. C.H. Toy, Quotations in the Hew Testament, Charles Scribner's Sons,

N.Y. 1884, pp.l25_-126.
4. Wm. Sanday & A.C. Headlam, International Critical Commentary The

Epistle to the Romans, T. & T. Clark, Edinburgh, 1095> p.28.
5. Toy, p.126.
6. Wm. Gesenius, Hebrew & Chaldee Lexicon, translated by Samuel Tre-

gelles, Samuel Bagster & Sons, Ltd., London, I884.
7. cf. Ps. 33:4; 89:33; and others.
8. cf. Prov. 7:23; 9:3; Ps. 37:3.
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are his delight. Again in Psalm 119:86 it is translated by faith¬

ful ( &\T]0(,vr)V ) and i-n Isa. 25:1 by faithfulness and truth ( &-

Af)0eia). The verb means in the active sense to sustain,

to support, intransitively it means to be firm, to be stable, and in

the Iliphil, it means to trust, to confide in, believe, lean upon.

In the Niphal it means to be faithful, to be trustworthy.

"The significance of the noun is moral and reli¬
gious fidelity and constancy, faithfulness to
all obligations, whether to God or to man. The
prominent idea is steadfast adherence to him in
true-hearted obedience."2

Therefore, the LXX translation, while it may not be considered

a mis-translation, seems to do less than justice to the full meaning

It also seems that poo is an incorrect transla¬

tion for it is a change of 3rd person to 1st person as if the Hebrew

were

4. CONTEXT OF THE OLD TESTAMENT CITATION

The citation comes rather unexpectedly in a vision of Habakkuk

concerning the judgment of the ungodly Chaldeans. This presumptuous

and proud people, despite their appearance of power, might, and stabi¬

lity, will not continue. But contrary to appearances, the just shall

live by his steadfast reliance upon God. God's righteousness will be

the/
-vindicated. is set in opposition to pride and arrogance

of the Chaldeans.^'

5. PAUL'S RENDERING OF THE OLD TESTAMENT TEXT

Paul omits the mis-translated pou of the LXX. He must

have been aware of the difference between the Hebrew and the LXX

1. Gesenius.
2. Toy, p.127-
3. cf. Ellis, Paul's Use of the Old Testament, p.liyf.
4. C.F. Keil and F. Delitzsch, Biblical Commentary on the Old Testa¬

ment; The Twelve Minor Prophets, vol.11, T. & T. Clark, Edinburgh,
1868, p.74.

)
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here and perhaps consciously left out the p0V because it did not

contribute to the meaning of the citation as he wanted to use it.

Or, less likely, he may have quoted from memory without feeling ob¬

liged to give an exact rendering of the text."*" Paul does not cite

either the MT or LXX exactly. Ellis points out that Paul in this

citation is at variance with the LXX and the Hebrew where they vary,

2
but adds that there is very slight variation from the LXX. Perhaps

he knew yet another text? In the NT Codex C there is an harmoniza¬

tion with the LXX by the addition of pou . However, there is no

textual support for por in the LXX < • for Codex C of Romans.

6. QUOTATIONS FROM OTHER SOURCES

a. Qumran Literature

The Habakkuk Commentary pesher for Hab. 2:4 reads:

"This means all doers of the law in the house
of Judah, whom God will rescue from the house
of judgment because of their labour and their
faith in the 'Teacher of Righteousness"4

Concerning this pesher of Hab. 2:4 Bruce has this to say:

"For the Qumran commentators did not claim that
the 'Teacher of Righteousness' was the one to
whom all prophetic scripture pointed forward,
although his career was foretold there. They
believed that all prophetic scripture was con¬
cerned with the fulfilment of God's purpose
in the endtime and that the key to the under¬
standing of this purpose had been granted their
Teacher."5

In the Habakkuk context it is the Chaldeans whom God uses to

chastize Israel and upon whom judgment will fall in turn. But in

1. F.J. Leenhardt, The Epistle to the Romans, Lutterworth Press,
London, 19^2, p.57-

2. E.E. Ellis, Paul's Use of the Old Testament, p.150.
3. Leenhardt, p. 57-
4. M. Burrows, The Dead Sea Scrolls, Seeker & V/arburg, 1958-

p.368.
5. F.F. Bruce, Biblical Exegesis in the Qumran Texts, The Tyndale

Press, London, 1959> P»77»



the Habakkuk pesher the passage is made to apjjly to the Romans."'"
Lindars is largely correct in his understanding of this inter¬

pretation. He believes that Hab. 2:4 is applied in the manner of an

2
apocalypse to the writer's own time. That the delay spoken of in

verse three serves to make verse four say that until punishment comes,

both the evil and the good will continue to store up their rewards,

the evil, punishment, the faithful, deliverance - the exact opposite

of the way Paul interprets it. Lindars feel the situation is fur¬

ther complicated because, for the righteous, faith in the Teacher of

Righteousness is also required in much the same way as Paul reqiiires

faith in Christ. However, this point is debatable."^ Brownlee offers

a useful description of the differences between the interpretation

Qumran gave Hab. 2:4 and that of Paul. He states: "Careful analysis

makes clear the details of the interpretation. The 'Just' are iden¬

tified with 'the doers of the Law in the house of Judah'." To "live"

means to escape the house of judgment, the society of doomed men.

The Hebrew word niHttK means both faith and faithfulness, as

normally in Hebrew, for the law-doers are to be saved both by their

labour and by their faith in the.Teacher of Righteousness. It is

evident that Paul has substituted Jesus for the Teacher of Righte¬

ousness and has narrowed the concept of ni*lQK so as to include

1. W.II. Brownlee, The Meaning of *the Qumran Scrolls for the Bible,
Oxford University Press, N.Y., 1964> p.66.

2. B. Lindars, Hew Testament Apologetic, S.C.M. Press Ltd., London,
. 1961, pp.229-230.

3- Herbert Braun says Cullmann and Bruce view faith in the .Teacher
of Righteousness in the sense of faith in a'person. (Thus they

■

agree with Lindars). But he points out that Carmignac finds this
personal element of faith dropped and understands faith as direc¬
ted only to the teachings of the Teacher of Righteousness. Bur¬
rows seems to waver between the two views. Braun, Herbert,
Qumran IJnd Das Heue Testament, J.C. Mohr, Tiibingen, 1966, pp.
167-171-



faith alone as the ground for justification, yet even for him faith

must show itself in fidelity to Christ.^
"There are also fundamental differences as to the na- '
ture of the faith involved. Faith in the Teacher of
Righteousness was merely belief in an authoritive
spokesman for God, but faith in Jesus Christ is trust
in a Redeemer; and in view of this basic difference,
belief in the Teacher of Righteousness was simply a
meritorious work, rewarded by salvation; whereas faith
-in the Christ is an acceptance of redemption as a free
gift. The salvation involved in each case may like¬
wise be different, that of the Qumran sect perhaps re¬
ferring to survival of the sect in this world; where¬
as that spoken of by Paul is a spiritual redemption
for all eternity. Despite these differences, we have
important background in the enrichment of a text pre¬
paratory for its use at a higher level of meaning in
the NT."3

Brownlee feels that the interpretation of the Habakkuk Commen¬

tary shows a strong influence of the Jewish Targum to the Prophets.

Faith is required in the Teacher of Righteousness whereas Paul app¬

lies this passage in Hab. 2:4 to faith in Christ or more strictly

speaking he applies it to the gospel cf. verses 16 and 17- It is

the "doers of the Law who shall live" in the pesher - this is the

exact opposite of Paul's thought.^
b. Midrash

5
There are two references to Hab. 2:4 in Midrash Rabbah. The

one found in Exodus reads in part:

"In the Messianic Age Israel will utter Song ...
Through whose merit does Israel recite Song?
Through the merit of Abraham, because he be¬
lieved in the Holy One, blessed be he ... This
was the faith which Israel had inherited and
concerning which it is written: but the righte¬
ous shall live by his faith."

This quotation follows the MT rather than the LXX. Here in the

1. W.H. Brownlee, The Meaning of the Qumran Scrolls for the Bible, pp.
126,127 (24-26,121), and By ""the same authorV~T-'he habakkuk Midrasn
and Targum of Jonathan, Journal of Jewish Studies, vo1.V11, N0s.
3 and 4> 1956, p.l69f, especially p.l73» where Brownlee equates
the faith of the targumist and Paul and that of lQp Hab.

2. Paul means more by Ztfyrsxai than Brownlee indicates. For Paul
gfjOETCH meant to have survived God's judgment. Verse 18 in¬
dicates that God's wrath is revealed against all ungodliness and
unrighteousness and thus any salvation for the sinner means that
he, by faith in Christ, has been subjected to judgment and has sur¬
vived and now he stands clothed in the righteousness of Christ, cf.
Rom. 3:21-26; 5:17; I Cor. 1:30; Phil. 3:9-

3. Brownlee, The Meaning of the Q.umran Scroll for the Bible, p. 127
4. Ibid, p. 81. " -----
5. H. Freedman, Midrash Rabbah, Exodus, p.284. Ecclesnsstes. p.83.
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Midrash the faith of Hah. 2:4 is made to reach hack to Abraham and

forward to the eschatological age of the Messiah.

The Ecclesiastes reference gives Hah. 2:4 a different hut per¬

haps related meaning: It reads in part:

"But the righeous shall live by his faith means
that even the Righteous One, who lives forever
lives from His faith. The Holy One, blessed be
He, said ... Sanctify to me the first born by
faith in Me.- This is the meaning of 'but the
righteous shall live by his faith'."

This interpretation pushes faith back, not to Abraham, but to

the Creator Himself. It would seem that in saying that the Righte¬

ous One lives by His faith the Midrash Ra.bbah has reference to the

LXX's translation kx TcCcrrewq jaov , whereas the latter half of the

interpretation may follow the MT.

These two references to Hab. 2:4 come about as close to a lit¬

eral interpretation of Scripture as is found in the Midrash and af¬

ford us much light upon Israel's interpretation of this OT verse.

c. Talmud

In a passage which deals with how the prophets reduce the To-

rah and the Commandments to certain definite principles Habakkuk is

said to have come "and based them all upon one principle, as it is

said: 'The righteous shall live by his faith'.""'"
It would seem by this that H310K was thought, at least

by some, to be the basic underlying principle for the keeping of the

Torah and all the Commandments. This principle was understood in a

legalistic sense and given a very literalistic interpretation and

application. Faith was exercised in the keeping of the minutiae of

the Torah and the Commandments of Moses. No matter what the interpre¬

tation, the text follows the MT rather than the LXX.

1• The Babylonian Talmud, Makkoth, p.173•
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d. New Testament Parallels

1. Galatians 3:11

In this citation Paul leaves out both the |rou and the

ok of the LXX. The citation is introduced by the very briefest

introductory formula out which refers back to the v6|Jtoj at

the beginning of verse eleven. Hab. 2:4 is cited to show that justi¬

fication cannot be obtained by the law. ex xfcrrecoc is antithetical

to o 7cot'r|au^ of verse twelve,"'" or perhaps better, ex xfccecoc;

is antithetical to o 8e v6poc after the analogy of o Qe5c

in verse eight. Paul employs 7cCoTcetoc here in the specific sense

of acceptance of Christ whereby the believer is justified apart from
o

works.

2. Hebrew 10:38

The author of the Epistle to the Hebrews used no introductory

formula to introduce this citation from Hab. 2:4.^ He begins with a

quotation from Isa. 36:20 (LXX) which he takes in a MeSsianic sense

and connects it with cm epx6p.evoc 'hget, of the LXX but he further

defines the phrase by dropping the cm and adding the article o

This is not in accordance with the exact meaning of the words but in
/

accordance with the fundamental idea of the prophetic announcement.^
The writer uses the citation to encourage his readers' endurance in

the faith under their present 'afflictions in the confident hope of

God's ultimate deliverance. This idea of patient hope is found in

the Habakkuk passage. But in citing the passage the writer of the

Epistle to the Hebrews makes the reference to Coming refer to God not

5to the vision as in Habakkuk, and he also interprets it Eessianically.

1. H.P. Liddon, Explanatory Analysis of St. Paul's Epistle to the Ro¬
mans , Longmans, Green & Co., N.Y.,1893> p.22.

2. Toy, p.127. See also E.B. Pusey, The Minor Prophets with a Com¬
mentary, Jas. Nesbit & Co., London, 1907.

3. Kistemaker, p.47*
4. Keil, The Twelve Minor Prophets, vol.11, p. 71-
5. Toy, p.127. See also Pusey, vol.VI, p.81 Liddon, p.22 and others.
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Lindars says of this passage in Hebrews 10:38 the writer,

"takes advantage of the Septuagint version in the
verse to apply it to the Coming of our Lord in
judgment. He then gives the two clauses of Hab.
2:4 in reverse order, so that o btxcuoc be¬
comes the subject of them both. This creates
the desired contrast between 'shrinking back'
and 'having faith' which are affirmative modes
of conduct open to 'my righteous one', i.e. the
Christian reader, as verse 39 shows .... In or¬
der to interpret Hab. 2:4 in this way he has had
to adopt the reading of the LXXA, which places
pou before ex xfomecoc . It then can be referred
to the subject, viz. 'my righteous one' and leaves
the way open for the assumption that he will live
by his own faith. It is possible that this is a
deliberate alteration on his part."^

7. PAUL'S HEHMENEUTICAL USAGE OP THE OLD

TESTAMENT CITATION

The substance of the message of the Epistle to the Romans, is
2

contained in this citation from Hab. 2:4« Therefore it is incum¬

bent upon us to consider carefully how Paul uses this quotation.

We have already seen that the Hebrew HUIDK means faithful¬

ness to all obligations, fidelity, constancy or steadfastness. The

noun is derived from the verb and means (l) firmness, cf.

Exodus 17:12 (2) (in God) faithfulness to His promises, cf. Deut.

32:4; Psalms 33:4; 89:33. (3) (in man) fidelity in word or deed,

cf. Jer. 7*28; 9s3; Psalm 37s3 and (4) (man in his relation to God)

firm confidence toward God."^ It is clear from the context that the

last meaning of JfaK is the one which Habakkuk had in mind. The

preposition 3 means in, by, or at, and so we may translate the

three Hebrew words of our citation literally as "the righteous (man)

in (or by) his steadfast adherence (to the Commandments of God) shall

live."

1. Lindars, p.231.
2. A. Nygren, Commentary on Romans, London, 1952, p.81. Also A.N.

Arnold and O.B. Ford, An American Commentary on the New Testament,
vol. IV; Romans, American Baptist Pub. Soc., Philadelphia, 1882,
p.42.

3. Gesenius.



Most writers"*" believe that IM/HDiO is to be taken with

the verb HTP rather than with the noun . However •

2
Hodge believes it may be taken either with the verb or the noun.

He believes as against Murray^ that "the KT accentuation .... con¬

nects, as Paul does, the first two words together" that is 1D3TDK

goes with the noun . It seems to me that Hodge is correct,

so that the. citation may be read either with modifying

the verb or the noun. Since there are eminent scholars who take

either the one side or the other of the issue the problem remains

unresolved.

There is also a wide diversity of opinion as to whether

%Ccne(x>Q modifies SCraioc and therefore the citation may be

rendered "He who through faith is righteous shall live",^ or whether

it modifies ^fjosxat and so may be rendered "The righteous shall

live by faith." On balance a small majority of writers prefer the

latter rendering. However a number of writers point out that it

really makes little difference, the teaching of the passage is vir-

1. Liddon, p.21.
2. Chas. Hodge, Commentary on the Epistle to the Romans, W.B. Eerd-

man's Pub. Co., Grand Rapids, 1951» P«32. of. also Henry Alford,
The Greek Testament, Lee & Shephard, Publishers, Boston, 1881,
p.320, but for the contrary view see R.C.H. Lenski, The Interpre¬
tation of St. Paul's Epsitle to the Romans, Wartburg Press,
Columbus, Ohio, pp.86-8'/.

3. John Murray, The Epistle to the Romans, W.B. Eerdmans, Pub. Co.,
Grand Rapids, 1965) vol.1, p.33.

4- David Hill, Greek Words and Hebrew Meanings, Cambridge University
Press, Cambridge, 1967) p.157• Thus also the RSV and NEB.

5. Sanday & Headlam, p.28, Murray, vol.1, p.33, J.B. Lightfoot,
Notes on the Epistle of St. Paul, Zondervan Publication House,
Grand Rapids, 1957) p.250. Ellis, Paul's Use of the Old Testa¬
ment , p.118f; for contrary opinions see Nygren, p.04f, Hodge,
p.32"; F.P. Bruce, The Letters of Paul, p.183; H.A.W. Meyer,
Critical and Exegetical Handbook to the Epistle to the Romans,
T. & T. Clark, Edinburgh, I884, vol.1, p.72.



tually the same in either case.^ It is difficult to make a decision.

The fact is that neither the OT Hebrew nor the NT Greek is suffici¬

ently clear to be decisive - they may be construed either way. There

fore, in the light of divided opinion by scholars, one must take that

interpretation which one believes to best fit the context of the case

Although the grammar, at least of Romans, seems to favour the latter

view mentioned above, yet when all circumstances are considered I be¬

lieve Nygren has analysed the whole situation well and has given

weighty reason for the acceptance of the opinion first mentioned

above.

1. Hodge, p.32; J.R. Boise, Notes, Critical and Explanatory on the
Greek Text of Paul's Epistle, edited by Nathan E. Wood, Silver
Burdett & Co., I896, p.21; Alford, p.320; Wm.S. Plummer, Commen¬
tary on Paul's Epistle to the Romans, D.P. Anson, Randolf & Co.,
N.Y., 1871, p.55.

2. Nygren gives three reasons for his conclusion. (l) First he says
the context demands that the words be thus coupled. nCcrUQ is
used four times in verses 16-17. Paul is speaking about the
righteousness which is by faith, 5txatocrCvr) ex TtCcrveax; . If
Paul had thought of ex xCcrceooc us joined to the verb, in the
ordinary manner, the quotation would have given no confirmation
of his view. His Jewish opponents, though holding a different po¬
sition than Paul, were as certain that the "just shall live" as
was Paul. What Paul wants to reinforce is the fact that "he who

through faith is righteous" shall live. (2) The second reason he
gives is: The very structure of Romans and the letter as a whole
are proof that in its theme ex xCotetoc is connected with
o Stxaioc and not with grjcreTCU . The first four chapters
deal with, not just righteousness, but, chiefly him "who through
faith is righteous." In these chapters the emphasis is upon
7iCa*ti<; which is used twenty-five times while ^aetai
is used only three times. In chapters 5-8 just the opposite is
found, 4"ncrexat is used twenty-five times but 7cCo*uq is
found only twice. Thus the theme of these two sections of Romans
is clearly emphasized. For chapters 1-4 it is o SCxaioc ex
nCcvetot; and for chapters 5-8 it is grpBTOi . (3) Lastly Nygren
sees in Romans 5:1 a transition from the first section, chapters
1-4, to the second section,chapters 5-8. Paul in 5:1 sums up the
first section by saying 8t xcuouGevTec ouu ex xCcneux; . This is
precisely the coupling of o S£xcuoc (=8txat.w0evtec) with
ex xCcrceax; done by Paul himself. Nygren, pp.85-87*



However this may he, the prophet Habakkuk declares that though

the Chaldeans, proud and haughty as they seemed, were in control of

vast territories and about to overrun Israel, and seemingly invin¬

cible and permanent, they would perish because of a lack of depen¬

dence upon the true God. On the other hand the righteous, because

of his steadfast faithfulness in keeping the Law of Moses, would live.

It is interesting to note that the Talmud, in the passage referred

to above, indicates a gradual summing up of the Commandments of Moses

which began on Mt. Sinai with 613 Commandments and ends with this

citation from Habakkuk 2:4 which sums up the whole Law in one word,

"faithfulness". Thus an expression consisting of three Hebrew wc5rds
the/

forms the epitome of all that is required of the Jew by Law. It is

a witness to what the Jew thought to be the centre of his religion,

that the one who is faithful toward God in keeping the Commandments

will live and further, because of the covenant relationship with God,

will have a right to life. It is, by, or, in, this 'faithfulness'

that the righteous shall live."'" Thus for the Jew, this citation was

the highest expression of the efficacy of the Law. All who were

faithful in keeping the Commandments would live. The cause of all

their troubles was the failure of Israel to keep the Law faithfully.

This, I believe we are warranted in saying, was the interpretation

the Jews placed upon the verse. The Qumran Commentary on the book

of Habakkuk saw its fulfilment in contemporary and imminent events.

The 'faithfulness' of Hab. 2:4 becomes faithfulness to the Teacher

2
of Righteousness. How we must see how Paul uses it.

Paul takes these three Hebrew words which formed the highest

1. Nygren, p.82.
2. Leslie C. Allen, The Old Testament in Romans 1-8, Vox Evangelica

3, 1964) p.8.
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expression for what was required from the Jew by the Lav; and sees

in them the highest expression of what is required of the followers

of Christ .... the simple commitment of oneself to God, through

faith in Jesus Christ. He saw that this citation pointed up the

fact that even the keeping of the Law required faith, whereas the

Jews by-passed faith and emphasized the doing of the letter of the

Law as the requisite for salvation. Paul understood that the real

2
purpose of the Lav; was to make manifest and increase sins. It

would thus lead man to realize his inability to fulfil the Law ade¬

quately to obtain salvation and so cast himself upon the mercy and

grace of God through faith in Jesus Christ, and that this faith was

counted to him for righteousness.

Therefore we may conclude that Paul does not cite Hab. 2:4 in

relation to its historical context. Neither does he cite the verse

in accordance with the Qumran Literature,^ or the popular Jewish in¬

terpretation, nor does Aquila or Symmachus agree with Paul. Paul

perceives that that which is the fundamental underlying concept of

the Law and the Covenant is also the basic concept of Christianity -

1. Sanday & Headlam, pp.29-30.
2. Paul's attitude toward the Lav; is very complex. There are many

problems which still perplex scholars. Paul's attitude to the Law
must be understood in the light of his esc-hatology. The Law as a
divine way of salvation was finished at the resurx-ection of Jesus.

. Therefore with the resurrection the validity of the Lav; ceased.
The Lav; culminates in Christ. It had provisional regulatory sig¬
nificance which terminated at the resurrection of Jesus which pro¬
ves both His Messianic status and the breaking in of the ecrxa/cov
Paul also understands the Lav; as a sum of prescriptions.. Sin is
the breaking of these Commands. The Law was reduced therefore, to
the scope of ethical lav;, cf. H.J.Schoeps, Paul, Lutterworth Press
London, 1961, pp.174-194*

3. cf. Braun's conclusion: "Fttr die Beurteilung ist ja klar: das glei-
che Zitat wird beiderseits verwendet. Freilich ist die Form der

Verwendung bei Paulus doch derart anders als in 1$ p. Hab.8, 1-3*
dass man besser nicht mit Bruce von einem pescher-Idiom auch bei
Paulus spricht." p.171.
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namely, that faith was counted for righteousness to Abraham, that it

was basic in the acceptance of the Covenant with God, and the Lav/,

as well as its fulfilment in their daily life. He saw that the Jews

had gone astray, in trying to establish their own righteousness"*" by

2
emphasizing the letter of the LaWj from the simple dependence upon the

God of Abraham. He no doubt felt that though this may not have been

in the mind of Habakk.uk when he wrote these words, it was neverthe¬

less the underlying germinal concept which is basic for salvation in

the Messianic Age.

1. Romans 9*31-10:4. But Schoeps defends Judaism against Paul's
attacks and defends it as a religion of convenantal grace. He
cites Rabbinic sources which emphasize the fact that all men, even
Abraham, have need of divine grace. This is no doubt true. How¬
ever, grace does not seem to have been nearly so much emphasized
or so clearly understood and accepted as necessary to salvation as
was salvation by the keeping of the multitude of regulations which
had grov/n up around the Lav/ of Moses, cf. Schoepo, Paul. pp. 206-7.

2. Sanday & Headlam, p.29.
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ROMANS 2:24

THE NEW TESTAMENT TEXT FOR ROMANS 2:24

to Y^-p ovopa toC 0eoC 6t,' pxacrcjrripertai, Iv toCc eGveorv,

xa6cbc Y^Ypa7,:'ta''•

THE HEBREW MASSORETIC TEXT FOR ISAIAH 52:5

i

XK30 •>&& DVil Vo •pDJTl

THE TARGUM1 FOR ISAIAH 52:5

:|»mo w jnVs Vy Koi* Vo K-p-rrn

THE SEPTHAGINT TEXT B FOR ISAIAH 52:5

8i' VP^C 8ia mvToc to ovopd pou 0Mo"<fT)pertcu ev Tote eOveca

1. J.F. Stenning, The Targurn of Isaiah, The Clarendon Press,
Oxford, 1949, P-177.
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1. INTRODUCTORY FORMULA

Again Paul uses the IF xaGooc Y^Ypa7t','at as does so fre¬

quently in this epistle. He quotes here from Isaiah, his favourite

OT source of quotations, for the first time. He quotes Isaiah six¬

teen times in Romans and nine times in the rest of his epistles.

2. NEW TESTAMENT TEXT ANALYSIS

Practically no textual variants occur in this citation. Mar-

cion and Tertullian read St'up&c to ovopa and also Codex 174 of

a 3 ^ ^ ^
von Soden's I group^omits y&p •

3. OLD TESTAMENT TEXT ANALYSIS

a. Massoretic Text

Kittel lists only one questionable reading for the portion

cited by Paul in Romans 2:24 XK373 for UK3D .° T : * •

b. Septuagint Text

2
There are no textual variants listed by Ziegler.

4. CONTEXT OF THE OLD TESTAMENT CITATION

Isaiah 52:5 is set in the context of a promise of deliverance

for Israel from captivity, and a promise that Israel, God's people,

shall know His name. The idea seems to be that in the mis-trqatment

of God's people in captivity, God's name is blasphemed by their cap¬

tors. God promises deliverance. Or it may be that "this is because

it appears that God is powerless to save his own people; the coming

deliverance will take away the dishonour to God's name.

5- PAUL'S RENDERING OF THE OLD TESTAMENT TEXT

Paul put his regular introductory formula after the citation,

1. von Soden, vol.11.
2. Joseph Ziegler, Septuaginta, vol.XIV, Isaias, Societatis Litterarum

Gottlngensis, Go'ttimgen, 1939 •

3. Lindars, p.22.
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the only occasion in the NT in which it is so placed. Meyer remarks

" mOcoc Y^YPa7C'rat' i-s placed at the end, as is never done in the

case of express quotations of Scripture.""'' However, though it is

put in after the citation, it is none the less indicative of Paul's

awareness that he is quoting sacred Scripture. Paul also adds ydp
to the citation. y&P i-s n°t found in the MT or in the LXX. It is,

no doubt, put in here to show how this citation justifies xbv Qebv

Lxip&£etc of verse 23. There is also nothing in the MT which

corresponds to 8i*bpac of the LXX and the NT text. £v toTe

eQvecrtvis also not in the MT. The 8ta mvcoc of the LXX is left

out by Paul, pou is deleted and toft 0eoft is substituted for

it in the citation by Paul. This change of text is necessitated by

the fact that in Isaiah God is the one who is speaking through Isaiah

so that to ovopd. pou there belongs naturally to the text. But

Paul applies this citation to a present situation in which he wants

to make plain whose name it is that is blasphemed and so he changes it

to toft Qeoft . to ovopa is put before St/upfic because Paul

perhaps wanted to place emphasis upon the phrase rathex> than on

St'up&c as in the LXX. It seems to me that Paul makes the above

changes in the citation here purely for exegetical reasons.^ The

literal rendering of the MT is, "continually, all day long, my name

is blasphemed among the Gentiles." And Paul's rendering is different

again, "The name of God is on your account blasphemed among the Gen¬

tiles." Toy feels that the insertion of Si'upac and ev xoiq

eQveoxv are natural interpretations from the context.^ However, in

the Hebrew text it is not quite clear whether it is the nation of Is-

1. Meyer, vol.1, p.130.
2. Liddon, p. 55-
3. Allen, p.28.
4- Toy, p.129.



rael that blaspheme God; nor is it clearly evident that the Gentiles

are blaspheming God's name on account of Israel, though it may be

inferred.

As is the case in most of Paul's quotations, he is not concer¬

ned with the historical sense of the Scripture he quotes."'" Parry

says that Paul adopts practically the LXX text but uses it in a dif-
2

ferent sense. Davidson thinks that he follows 'neither the Hebrew

nor the Greek'.^ The fact that the IF is put at the end of the cita¬

tion leads Sanday and Headlam to think that Paul was aware that he

was quoting freely; and that the IF placed after the citation is an

after thought put in to indicate that the words he had used were

Scripture.^" Although this may have been the case it seems a bit un-

5 6
likely because of the closely reasoned' argument of Paul in Romans.

Romans is not a hurriedly written letter. It is a well thought out

and planned letter in which Paul expresses his "well considered"
t

view especially on the doctrine of justification by faith and other
7

themes.

6. QUOTATIONS FROM OTHER SOURCES

a. Qumran Literature

£L "b
lQIsa supports the MT, however, lQIsa has a lacuna, at this

1. Meyer, vol.1, p.130.
2. R. St. John Parry, Cambridge Greek Testament, Romans, Cambridge

University Press, Cambridge, 1912, p«57« See also C.K. Barrett,
The Epistle to the Romans, Adam & Charles Black, London, 1962,
P.57.

3. Samuel Davidson, Sacred Hermeneutics, Thomas Clark, Edinburgh,
1843, p.395.

4. Sanday & Headlam, p.67.
5. James Denney, The Expositor's Greek Hew Testament, edited by

W. Robertson Nicoll,Hodder & Stoughton, London, 1900, p.600.
6. Johannes Munck, Paul and the Salvation of Mankind, S.C.M. Press,

Ltd., London, 1959, P«199«
7. Nygren, pp.5f, 140.
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point.

b. Post-Apostolic Fathers

Concerning the use of Romans 2:24 in the Post-Apostolic

Fathers Lindars has an interesting paragraph, it reads:

"In the spurious Epistle of Clement 13 this
citation is applied to the scandal of heresy.
The text is unusual for it is written twice
in similar, but not identical forms, which
indicates the author did not have access to
the LXX, but quoted from memory. This quo¬
tation also appears in Ignatius, Trail.8 and
Polycarp, Phil.10, the application is to he¬
resy. There is another reference to this text
in Polycarp, Apost. Const. 1:10; 111:5 where
heresy is not indicated, but the citation is
given a moralistic application. It is used in
Justin's Dialogue with Trypho 17s2 where it
describes the Jews who go about blaspheming
the name of God by condemning the Christians.
Tertullian also applies it in Adversus Marcionem
in reference to the Jews who refuse to believe
and their persecution of the Lord because of
their unbelief. These last two, Justin's Dia¬
logue with Trypho and Tertullian's reference in
Adversus Marcionem are the closest to the lit¬
eral interpretation of Isaiah 52:5• "%

Lindars is not wholly correct in his reference to the spu¬

rious Epistle of Clement. It is not heresy that the writer refers

to but the inconsistency between the profession and the practice of

believers which caused the unbelievers to blaspheme."^ The same is

true in regard to his reference to Ignatius and Polycarp; there is

no reference to heresy as such, but to inconsistency in Christian

life.^ However, we must note that the text of"the spurious Epistle

of Clement" agrees with the LXX against Rom. 2:24 in leaving out

Paul's Toft 0eoO but then departs from both the LXX and Paul in

1. J. De l'/aard, A Comparative Study of the Old Testament Text in the
Dead Sea Scrolls, and in the Hew Testament, Leiden, E.J. Brill,
1962, p.6.

2. Lindars, pp.22-23.
3. J.B. Lightfoot, The Apostolic Fathers, pp.49> 91.
4. Ibid, pp.118, I48. ~ ~~
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adding toScrv before -roTc eCvecrtv .

Clement of Rome also makes an allusion to Romans 2:24 in his

Epistle to the Corinthians (47)• He says that the divisions in the

church at Corinth have caused the unbelievers to "heap blasphemies

on the name of the Lord by reason of your folly.""''

7. PAUL'S HEEMENEUTICAL USAGE OF THE OLD

TESTAMENT CITATION

Isaiah 52:5 and Ezekiel 36:20, 23> the sources of this cita¬

tion refer lo that blasphemy which was occasioned among the Gentiles

by the misery of the Israelites "whose God they were thus led to re-

2
gard as unable to protect his worshippers." But perhaps more cor¬

rectly the captivity of Israel and Judah caused the Gentiles to scoff

at God because it seemed apparent to them that Israel's God was pow¬

erless to help thera."^ This citation is not properly a prediction

but rather a simple declaration of an existing fact.^ The fact that

Israelites who claimed to worship the true and only God were carried
i

away into captivity indicated to the Gentiles that Israel was delu¬

ded. So they scoffed at, and blasphemed Israel's God whom they

thought to be a weakling and not deserving of the devotion in which

Israelites seemed to hold their God. The Targum of Isaiah gives an¬

other reason for this blasphemy, namely, that the Israelite's wor¬

ship of God alone made the Gentiles blaspheme God. The Targum reads:

"and continually all the day they provoke to anger because of (or

blaspheme) the worship of my name."'' There is, no doubt, some truth

1. Ibid, pp.30, 77-
2. Hodge, p.63.
3. W.E. Vine, The Epistle to the Romans, Oliphants Ltd., London, 1957)

p.41.
4. Moses Stuart, A Commentary on the Epistle to the Romans, edited and

revised by R.D.C. Robbins, Warren F. Draper, Andover, 1859) P«83.
5. Stenning, p.176.



in this statement, but it seems that resentment aroused from jealousy

over the worship of Yahweh alone as supreme is less the cause of blas¬

pheming God than is the Gentile contempt toward God who seemed to

them too weak or too indifferent to protect his people.

Paul takes this citation and gives it a slightly different

sense.^ For Paul, these words pointed up not the fact that the Gen¬

tiles blasphemed God because He was a weakling, or because of the

zeal of the Jews for the worship of the one true God, but that the

hypocrisy and sin of the Jews themselves caused the Gentiles to blas-

2
pheme and revile their God. Their conduct was such as to lead the

pagan world to blaspheme and reproach both their religion and its

author. By their hypocrisy and sin the pagan world was led to des¬

pise their religion because their God had no power to purify or re¬

strain His followers. Barnes notes that: "they were scattered every¬

where; everywhere they were corrupt and wicked; and everywhere they

and their religion were despised.""^
Lightfoot feels that because Paul puts the IF after the cita¬

tion and because he introduces it by "the Apostle seems to in¬

dicate that he disengages the sentence from its context, and so from

the circumstances of its original application."^ Others have fol-

5lowed him in this. However, Paul often, as here, quotes from the

OT without regarding the historical sense and often totally ignores the

1. Lightfoot, Notes on the Epistles of St. Paul, p.263; Toy, p.129-
2. Joseph A. Fitzmyer, Old Testament Quotations, New Testament Studies,

7, 1960-61, Cambridge University Press, I96I, p.324-
3. Albert Barnes, Notes, Explanatory and Practical on the Epistle to

the Romans, Harper & Bros., New York, I869, p.68.
4. Notes on the Epistles of St. Paul, p.263.
5. Sanday & Headlam, p.67, Arnold and Ford, p.77»
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context and its historical application as well,"'" so it seems unwar¬

ranted to assume here that he uses this formula to indicate such in¬

tention, especially since this is the only place in the NT where

this IF is placed after the citation. Lightfoot says the purport of
2

Paul's language here is found in Ezek. 6:20-23, and Arnold and Ford

agree that "the passage in Ezekiel is pertinent" but the passage in

Isaiah is not.^ This seems to me to be misleading. The Ezekiel

passage is remarking upon the past sins of Israel not her sins during

the captivity. It was Israel's sin that brought about the captivi¬

ties, but their sinfulness which was no greater than that of pagan

nations, did not cause the pagan world to blaspheme God. It was

rather the fact that their God had sold them into captivity that made

the pagan world scorn their God.

Thus we may conclude that Paul cites this expression from

Isaiah 52:5 without regard for its historical setting, its context

or its literal application. He sees that the statement which was

true of Israel in a previous age, context, and reason, is now true

of them again in his day, in a different context of dispersion, and

for a different reason, namely, hypocrisy.

Clement of Rome follows Paul's interpretation closely.^

1. James Denney, EGT, p.600.
2. Notes on the Epistles of St. Paul, p.263-
3. Arnold & Ford, p.77«
4. see above.
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ROMANS 3»4

THE NEW TESTAMENT TEXT FOR ROMANS 3:4

mOcoc YGYPa7n:ai't

o7u«c av SixaiwQfle Iv toig A<$YotG ctdu xal vixtjcreus lu tx]?

xpCveaQat ere .

THE HEBREW MASSORETIC TEXT FOR PSALM 51t4 (6)

IBSW norn -prm jyo1?

THE SEPTHAGINT TEXT B FOR PSALM 51:4 (50s6)

owjdc av StxatwQtlc xoTg Xoyoic otxv} xat vtrrioTlC &v xco

xpCwecfOaf ere ,
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1. INTRODUCTORY FORMULA

Paul uses his favourite IF again in introducing this citation

from Psalm 51* 4« For the first time in Romans Paul quotes from the

Psalms. Psalms are his second most used source for quotations, only

Isaiah being quoted more - twenty-five times against nineteen times

for the Psalms. xaGobc is read by Codices A, the Koine group of

MSS, D, G,"*" most MSS, von Soden and UBS, xaG&xep is read by

Codices B, K , Nestle and Kilpatrick. Since m0u>£ is supported

by Alexandrian, Western and Byzantine texts this reading is to be

preferred to xaG&mep . xaG&Ttep is found seventeen times in the
2

NT, sixteen times in Paul and once in Heb. 4*2. In four of the_

places^ it is doubtful as compared with xaGu>£ . With the exception

of these four places, all of which are in Romans, xaG&xep is not

used with Y^YPa7C'Ta'' in the NT, and it should be noted that in

each of these four cases the textual evidence is in favour of the

reading xaGcbc . On the other hand xa,Gu>c is used at least twenty-

one times in the NT with yZypaxtcu apart from the above mentioned

four places where there is a question.^ This would point to scribal

correction, especially in view of the fact that Phrynichus (425) con¬

demns the Hellenistic xa0u>c in favour of xa06 or xa.6aC

5
on purely stylistic grounds.

2. NEW TESTAMENT TEXT ANALYSIS

Codices B, the Koine group of texts, G, and the majority of

1. Nestle and Aland.
2. A.T. Robertson, A Grammar of the Greek New Testament in the Light

of Historical Research, Hodder & Stoughton, N.Y., 1914? V'9&7-
3. cf. Rom. 4:3; 9*13; 10:15; 11:8.
4. W.F. Moulton, Concordance of the Greek New Testament, T. & T. Clark,

Edinburgh, 1963•
5. J.II. Moulton, A Grammar of New Testament Greek, vol.Ill, Syntax,

by Nigel Turner, T. & T. Clark, Edinburgh, 1963j p. 33-&>
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MSS along with Weiss read vixfpTlC. vtxfpat,<; is read by K,

A,D,E, and a large number of other MSS."*" With two good Alexand¬

rian texts in agreement, plus the Western text D, the evidence fa¬

vours the latter reading. The variant, however, is of no great

consequence, except that it agrees with the LXXB. Codex B is thus

consistent in having the same reading in both Old and New Testa¬

ments, though, the NT reading may have been influenced by its OT

reading.

3. OLD TESTAMENT TEXT ANALYSIS

Most MSS read with the LXXB. Some MSS of the LXX, Symmachus
2

and Jerome read "pimCl for "plCTS of the MT. The Syriac *

Polyglot Version edited by Brian Walton may read ?p;m for
the pointing of this word. Codex 2013 reads pe for the final o*e

of the LXX."^ Otherwise there are no textual variants involved in

this citation. There is some confusion as to the meter of this

verse in Psalm 50, although this does not concern us here.

Symmachus reads evexsv vou 6txcuwOfjvat, cre moTc Xoyotc

o'ov for -pun plYJI lyo1? and vix&v xptvovra for the

last two Hebrew words of the citation. Aquila reads imeptcptQflG

and Theodotion reads vcxfprid . All differing from the LXX and

from Paul,^ (except Theodotion).

The translation of 113711 , you should be pure, which is

the .Qal imperfect of HDT to be pure'' by , overcome,

is inaccurate. It can only be considered a paraphrase. The LXX takes

1. Nestle and Aland.
2. Kittel, Biblia Hebraica
3. Rahlfs, vol.10. Psalmi cum Odis.
4. Field, Origenis Hexaplorum.
5. Gesenius says that this word is always used in a moral sense, cf.

Job 15:14; 24^4 and it is so used here, while vixda> is not
devoid of moral sense, it is used more often of victory, battle,
combat or in law, cf. also Wm.F. Arndt and F.W. Gingrich, A Greek
English Lexicon of the New Testament, Cambridge University Press,
1957.
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the Hebrew infinitive as passive or middle and so trans¬

lates it as |v tco xptvecrQaC ere , when you are judged, or, when

you judge, (for yourself).^ ar,d otwq are better

translated as "so that" rather than in order that. Sixatoo) is

used in the forensic sense of acquittal after trial. The form

vixricrric is iou>td hftre if we accept the reading of Codices

B, the Koine texts, G _and others, it occurs not at all if you accept

the reading of J? , A, D, and others. It is used in the classical

sense of winning a law suit. It is used here perhaps as a synonym

of Sixcuotu used earlier in the verse. xpfvecrOai is used here
2

in the classical sense much as in I Cor. 6:16; Job. 9*3; 13*19 etc.

and it is passive rather than middle.^

4. CONTEXT OP THE OLD TESTAMENT TEXT

The Psalm, in which the citation occurs, is the great peniten¬

tial psalm of David according to the introductory preface of the

psalm, though the Davidic authorship has been questioned by many

scholars. However, whether or not this is a psalm of David is not

important to the context, for it is very evident that it is a psalm

of penitence. The psalmist recognizes his sin is against God's mo¬

ral law and that God's righteous judgment falls rightly upon his

sin. He recognizes that his sin is fully known to God and that God

is justified in pronouncing judgment.

5. PAUL'S RENDERING OP THE OLD TESTAMENT TEXT

Paul quotes Ps.51*4 from the LXX, with a word for word agreement,^"

1. Boise, p.34; P- Godet, Commentary on St. Paul's Epistle to the
Romans, T. & T. Clark, Edinburgh, 1889; W.G.T. Shedd, Critical
and Doctrinal Commentary upon the Epistle of St. Paul to the Ro¬
mans , Chas. Scribner's Sons, N.Y., 1879> prefer to render this
verb in the middle voice.

2. Liddon, p.60. See also Toy, p.130.
3. Sanday and Headlam, p.72.
4* Ibid . p.72.
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except for the questionable reading of vixfiOTStc H°r the LXX's

vixtyT^q , and thus accepts the mistranslations of the LXX as

well."'" Paul adopts a translation which pictures the situation as

2
though God were on trial, again not in conformity with the context

of the OT Hebrew text. However, either the active or passive could

equally have been used by Paul to develop his argument. Ellis is

in error concerning this citation in believing that Paul is "at va¬

riance with the LXX and the Hebrew where they agree",^ for the NT

text in B, K, L, G and other MSS is identical to the LXX and the

only variant in the other MSS is concerned only with the mood of

vixdw

6. QUOTATIONS FROM OTHER SOURCES

a. Qumran Literature

De Waard says of Ps. 51s4 that the Hebrew text is clearly

identical with the LXX and the variant text of 1QH throws no light

upon either the LXX or the Hebrew.^
b. Post-Apostolic Fathers

Clement of Rome in his Epistle to the Corinthians quotes the

first seventeen verses of Ps. 51 almost verbatim from the LXX and

applies it in instruction for humility, submission and obedience to

God of great men. He uses all but two verses of the psalm and so

makes no attempt to arrive at any interjjretation of the citation that

Paul makes in Rom. 3s4* He quotes like Paul, verbatim from the LXX

5for the citation in Rom. 3s4•

1. Barrett, p.63.
2. Parry, p.60.
3. Ellis, Paul's Use of the Old Testament, p.150.
4. De Waard, p.63.
5. Lightfoot, The Apostolic Fathers, pp.15) 65.
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c. Targum

As is quite often the case, the Targum gives an interpretation

that is far removed from the literal sense of Psalm 51The inter¬

pretation seems to want to say that David sinned his great sin, not

because he was filled with lust, but to keep his subjects from saying

that he was overcome by one of his servants. It is expounded thus:

"Raba expounded what is meant by Psalm 51 '• 4*
David pleaded before the Holy One, blessed
be he, 'Thou knowest full well that I wished
to suppress my lust, I could have done so,
but, thought I, let the people not say, 'Thy
servant triumphed against his master

7. PAUL'S HERMENEUTICAL USAGE CP THE

OLD TESTAMENT CITATION

How this part of Psalm 51'4 which forms our citation is used

is not easy to determine. It comes rather suddenly into a section
2 "5

where David (if David really is the author of this Psalm) in deep

penitence, is making confession of his terrible sin with Uriah's
\

wife after having been rebuked by God through Nathan the prophet,

"In thy sayings" may refer to this message of condemnation by God

through Nathan.^' David, though king of all Israel and no doubt with

all the powers of a despot, was nevertheless overwhelmed with grief.

He saw his crime to be against God and feared His displeasure. He

held it as a fixed principle of his philosophy of life that God was

1. The Babylonian Talmud, Sanhedrin, p.731.
2. John Calvin, Commentary upon the Epistle of St. Paul to the Romans,

Calvin Translation Society, Edinburgh, 1844> pp.65f.
3. But of course it could be a penitential lament from almost any

period of Israel's history (in fact verses 15-19 nay suggest the
period of the Second Temple). But there may also be a nucleus of
material in the Psalm from David's time. We choose to consider
the Psalm as Davidic for as Leenhardt says "The example of David is
particularly significant." p.92. And it has traditionally been so
regarded and was probably so regarded by Paul.

4. Barnes, p.74*



right. David realized that his sin had not only been committed a-

gainst the innocent parties involved, but ultimately it was the pride

of his heart in rebellion against God. Therefore he realized, and

was man enough to confess, that God was right in His sentence of con¬

demnation. The verse may be paraphrased "My terrible sin has been

committed wholly against Thee therefore Thou art altogether right in

condoning me, Thou art wholly in the clear in judging me." It seems
difficult to give this citation any other meaning, set as it is, in

the context of personal confession of sin to God. This principle

may be given wider application to include the idea that all sin of

mankind is against God and serves ''the purpose- of vindicating the

justness of God's condemnatory judgment.""'" Sin, therefore, since it

is against God, vindicates and establishes God's justice in judgment.

In considering how Paul used this citation we had better look

at the context. In chapter 2 he has shown that the Jew is under con¬

demnation as well as the Gentile. This gives rise in chapter 3:1 to

the objection that the Jew then would have no advantage. Paul, in

verse two, denies this inference and. declares that there is great ad¬

vantage, for it is to the Jews God has entrusted the oracles of God

- a fact which distinguishes them from all other nations. In verse 3

another objection is anticipated namely: "that God having promised to

be the God of the Jews, their unfaithfulness, even if admitted, does

not release him from his engagements, or make his promise of no ef-
2

feet." Simply put, to the Jew, Paul's doctrine of the condemnation

of the Jews is inconsistent with the faithfulness of God. The Jew

felt that his covenant relation with God, which was evidenced by cir¬

cumcision and the keeping of the Law, gave him the benefit of eternal

1. Murray, vol.1, p.95-
2. Hodge, p.68.
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life and.as to the matter of sins, each Israelite would he punished

according to his sins.^" Therefore the question would arise: "Paul,

are you saying that God is not faithful?" Paul reacts in horror.

"Away with the thought of any reflection upon
Him! When the case is stated between God and
man there can only be one conclusion: Let God
come out true, and every man a liar; let Him
be just and every man condemned.

The truth and fidelity of God must be acknowledged whatever the

situation or the consequence. So Paul quotes this citation from

Psalm 51:4 to show that he accepts as a general principle the idea

expressed by the psalmist that all sin is against God and that he is

just in the punishment of sin in all men both to the Jew and the Gen¬

tile. Paul uses this citation to show that he holds it "as a fixed

unwavering principle, that God is right and true, whatever the con¬

sequences it may involve; whatever doctrine it may overthrow; or

whatever man it may prove to be a liar" Paul does not, in verse

four, seek to answer the objection of verse three, but only to show

his utter rejection of any thought of unfaithfulness in God. The ci¬

tation is given to show that God is faithful and invariably right in

judging man. Paul does not use the citation according to its histor-
4

ical setting but gives it wider application.

1. Hodge, p.70.
2. Denney, EGT, p.603.
3. Barnes, p. 74-
4. Lenski, p.216.
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ROMANS 3?10-18

The long quotation which follows in verses 10-18 is composed

of citations from Ps. 13»1; 5:10; 139J4> 9:28; 35:2 and Isa. 59:7-8.

They have little, if any, break between them. Here is one of the

clearest examples of Paul's use of the Rabbinical method, usually

called "charaz" but referred to as "Haggada usage" by Schoeps."'" In

a "charaz" a preacher strings out a series of passages (of like na¬

ture) , from the 0T usually beginning with the Pentateuch Paul fol¬

lows this method but quotes only from the Psalms and once from Isaiah,

with perhaps an allusion to Eccl. 7:20. Allen thinks that Paul may

have taken this "charaz" 'from a Jewish Collection, as L. Venard sug¬

gests, and that it may even be a 'sort of psalm in use already among

the Pauline Communities'. He says that "A. Feuillet considers that

the mosaic of Scripture references may originally have been composed
2

to suggest that the entire human personality shared in sin."

Paul cites these verses to prove, in Rabbinic fashion, the uni¬

versality of sin. However, in their original contexts they do not

refer to the depravity of all men, but to the wicked and the enemies

of Israel.^ There are other examples in Romans of this Rabbinic "cha¬

raz"

This series of quotations has had an unusally checkered textual

history, and presents an example of how quotations in the NT may affect

the 0T text. Verses 13-18 got imported bodily into Psalm 14 as an

appendage to verse 4» They are still found in Codices K*, B, R, U,

and many other texts of the LXX. From here these verses found their

1. Schoeps, p.175.
2. Allen, p.28.
3« S.L. Edgar, Quotations in the Old Testament, New Testament Studies,

9, P-55f. ""
4. Sanday & Headlam, p.77. cf. 9:25f; ll:26f; ll:34f; 12:19f.
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way into Jerome's first edition of the Psalms and are commonly prin¬

ted in the Vulgate today. From the Vulgate they were incorporated

into many versions and translations including the Coverdale Bible,

the Book of Common Prayer, etc. So English Churchmen still read

them with nothing to distinguish these verses from the rest of the

text. All this in spite of the fact that there is no Hebrew textual

support for these verses.

Since the various quotations are strung together to form a unit

in Paul's text we will treat them as such, only dividing the analysis

of the texts for convenience in treatment.

1. Sanday & Headlam, p.77*
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ROMANS 3:10-12

THE NEW TESTAMENT TEXT FOR ROMANS 3:10-12

xaGwc yey^cncioi oti
o£>x eotiv 5£xaioe o5be e!e, ofrx eattv o crovCcov, ofcx eattv

o lxP0r)t"v tov 0e6v. 7i&vte£ e£&x\i vctv, apia. "fixpeio'STiaav oux eattv
touuv xpE^Jtotrita, o?>x eativ ecoc evoe.

THE HEBREW MASSORETIO TEXT FOR PSALM 14:1-3

no Vdh mn^x nx Em sph px
-rnx as px mi? .w px into *nn»

THE SEPTUAGINT TEXT B FOR PSALM 14:1-3 (13:1-3)

o&x eativ 710igjv xpHototrita, o&x eativ ecoe evoe...toU tbeTv
el eativ odvCojv rj IxgryraSv tbv Oeov x&vtee e^&xlovav, apa rixpe4>-

Orjauv, o£>x eativ ttoiojv xpuatotrita, oftx eativ ewe evoe.

THE HEBREW MASSORETIC TEXT FOR ECCL. 7>20

:Kom xVn mo hew* x>x xixn pm px cnx

THE SEPTUAGINT TEXT B FOR ECCL. 7:20

on civ6pu/Aoq oux eativ &fxcuoe ev tf| yp, be yioirio'ei Lya-
Gbv xai o£>x apiapfr)0"etat.



1. INTRODUCTORY FORMULA

Paul for the fourth time uses xaQcbc; Y£Ypa7T;'cat' f° introduce
an OT quotation. However here he adds the recitative cm to con¬

firm the following as a quotation much in the sense of using quota¬

tion marks.

This is the only place where Paul so uses cm In Gal. 3:13

he has cm YSYpa7CTat' • He also uses cm to introduce a citation
2

in Gal. 3:11. But cm occurs nowhere else in Paul's IFs.

2. NEW TESTAMENT TEXT ANALYSIS

The text is relatively free of variants. Kilpatrick^ indi¬

cates that Codices B, 1739> a few other MSS, the Syriac Peshitta .

Version, Origen, omit the last o6x ecmv in verse 12,So 4.
We./ 55.
In addition Sanday and Headlam cite 67**, and the Westcott and Hort

margin as omitting + A/,£ o?>x ecmv of verse 12 as well; that is,

the one after toduov xpVO'vSvrrca. They add further that the reading
of Codex B and its allies for these verses is open to the suspicion of

assimilating to a text of the LXX.^ Von Soden lists Codex 103 of his
Of o a2 a3

H group of MSS.and a large number of I and I groups of MSS which'

M ^357> 33)2
omit 6xi in verse 10, and Codices 256 and l6l of the la ' group of

7 c

MSS read ofcSefq for ob6s etq . All the better MSS read with the

text here except those which have been noted above. Tischendorf in¬

dicates that the o before cruvCtov is supported by & , D, E, K,

L, P, and other MSS, it is omitted by A, B, G, and a few other MSS.

o before -rcoiSv is supported by K > E, the Vulgate, Origen
6

and others, it is omitted by A, B, G, K, L, P, and other MSS.

1. Robertson, Gramma.r of the Greek Neve Testament, pp.951-953.
2. Ellis, Paul's Use of the Old Testament, pp.156-185.
3. The Greek New Testament.
4. Sanday & Headlam, p.79*
5. Von Soden, vol.11.
6. C. Tischendorf, Novum Testanentum Graece, vol.11, Leipzig, Giescke

& Devrient, 1872.

7. *S o h ex's t e. ur e a- d 9 'b1 JVr /&,/■ If s houldyc^d 'b'.
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3. OLD TESTAMENT TEXT ANALYSIS

a' Massoretic Text

The ID of Psalm 14:3 seems to be read 10 in Psalm

53:4 and it probably should be read 11HK 1103 , also

is read 1 by at least one MSS.^
b. Septuagint Text

The article o is read before ranwv in K , and Codex

2
A omits verses 3-10 of the Psalm altogether.

■ Aquila reads f^xoxrtoG &r-£crrn apa for the LXX t&vxsq

S^exXivav apa . Origen agrees with LXXB.^ The Arabic rootap
s

I of inV'KJ means, to become sour, as milk. The

Niphal of this verb is used in a moral sense here and in Ps.53:3;

Job 15:16 etc.4

4. CONTEXT OF THE OLD TESTAMENT CITATION

These verses of Ps.l4:l-3 come at the beginning of a psalm,

which the introductory preface cites as a psalm of David. The

first words of the Psalm are "The fool has said in his heart, there

is no God". Then the psalmist goes on to speak searchingly of the

depravity of man. Psalm fourteen is a short psalm only containing

seven verses. It ends on a note of cheer and a promise of salva¬

tion, for his people Israel.

5. PAUL'S RENDERING OF THE OLD TESTAMENT TEXT

Paul makes quite a few changes in the LXX text in the first

part of the citation,although the text from Iv&qz&v on is identical

with the text of the LXXB. In fact there are so many changes that

some have thought that verse ten was not a part of the citation, but

1. Kittel, Biblia Ilebraica.
2. Rahlfs, Septuaginta, Vol.10, Psalmi cum Odis.
3. Field, Origenis Hexaplorum.
4. Gesenius.
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a summary by Paul of what follows.Frora these verses in Psalm

14:1-3 Paul quotes what he feels his need warranted. Also he either

confused Sccl. 7:20 with Ps. 14:1? or knowing the context of both,

he wanted to change the first part of Ps. 14:1? and so he substit¬

uted SCxaioc for twhoov xpricrtovrYza. of the LXX, in Ps. 14:1

with the idea of "describing u<p ajjapttav eovcu as a want of
2

bixcuocrOvT) ". Paul has put 6£xcuoe in purposely because it

is in accord with the" aim of his whole argument, prominently to

characterize the ucp'SptapTlav etvcu as a want of 6txatoo"Svrj
He substitutes o£>os etc for ol>x ecmv eojc svoc and o&x

ecrctv o crovCouv is substituted for tou l8efv el ecmv ouvtcw

if ^ .

T] . Patil's addition of the article o before crovttov and'

£x&ntcov implies a definite person representing a class.^ In

making these changes Paul enlarges the sense of both the LXX and the

MT. Liddon thinks this is "a striking instance of the Apostle's

consciousness of possessing an equivalent inspiration." In verse

eleven Paul changes what amounts to an implied negative statement

5
in the Hebrew and the LXX into a directly negative statement. It

is very apparent that in verse eleven Paul departs widely from the

Hebrew and the LXX. Ellis says Paul in this citation departs from

the LXX and the Hebrew where they agree.^

6. QUOTATIONS FROM OTHER SOURCES

There is no reference to the Ps. 14:1-3 portion of the cit¬

ation in Romans 3:10-12 in either the Targum, Kidrash Kabbah, Qumran

Literature or in the Post Apostolic Fathers.

1. Sanday & Headlam, p. 73-
2. Liddon, p.66. See also Meyer, vol.1, p.155*
3. Meyer, vol.1, p.156.
4. Liddon, p.66.
5. Meyer, vol.1, p.155; Liddon, p.66.
6. Ellis, Paul's Use of the Old Testament, p.150.
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7. PAUL'S HERMENEUTICAL USAGE OP THE

OLD TESTAMENT CITATION

Most writers would agree, that in Psalm 14:1-3, the psalmist

has all manicind in mind in his indictment of sin."'" There is however,

a question, for in verse four he speaks of "my people" and in verse

five, the psalmist says "God is in the generation of the righteous."
2

Bengel as quoted by Arnold and Ford seems to have the right insight.

He says: the

"Complaint describes men as God looking down
from heaven finds them, not as his grace
makes them."

This is the thought of verse two. The psalmist concludes that

God cannot find even one who does good, has understanding, or seeks

after God. Yet there remains a question. Stuart thinks that Psalm

14 refers to two parties in Israel.^ Denney seems to acknowledge

the force of the question but concludes that it is not too important

for "Paul does not rest his case on these words of Scripture; inter¬

preted as modern exegetical science would interpret them" but "he has

counted upon finding the conscience a sure ally."^ By conscience

Denney seems to mean the universal moral consciousness of man as re¬

flected in the knowledge of right and wrong conduct (Rom. 2:15).

It seems to me that the Psalmist has the enemies of Israel in mind

but in view of Psalm 51 it would seem " 'the generation of the righte¬

ous' would be the first to acknowledge that they form no exception

to the universal sinfulness asserted in the opening verses of the

Psalm."

1. Plummer, p.115.
2. Arnold and Ford, p.87.
3. Stuart, p.97«
4. Denney, EGT, p.606.
5. Gifford as quoted by Denney in EGT, p.606.
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Paul cites these verses without paying any attention whatever

to the context."'" He does not concern himself with the last four ver¬

ses of the Psalm. He is not concerned with the possibility that

these words may have been written as a description of the psalmist's

enemies. Paul is convinced of the universal sinfulness of men; he

is persuaded that the conscience of man everywhere is in agreement

with him. In accord with the Rabbinic method of interpretation

whereby "the human agent through whom God spoke the word may not have
2

been aware of the divine meaning," Paul saw in these verses Scrip-

tual proof of the. universality of sin. Whether or not the psalmist

had this in mind when he wrote the psalm is open to debate, but that

Paul gives these verses from Psalm 14:1-3 this import is unquestioned."^

1. Denney, EGT. p.606.
2. Nygren, p.83.
3. Liddon, p.65; Boise, p«35> Meyer, p.155*
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ROMANS 3>13

THE NEW TESTAMENT TEXT FOR ROMANS 3:I3a

&V£ojxp.evoQ o XdpuY? a&xuSv , xatc; Yltxroaiq abxtiv ISoAcoCouv

THE HEBREW MASSORETIC TEXT FOR PSALM 5:9 (lO)

pp^rp □3T^V nam rnns nap

THE SEPTUAGINT TEXT B FOR PSALM 519 (lO)

x&cpoc ivecoYnevoc o Adouy? atacov , -rate Y^crcrai'£ afcxwv el>o\iovaxiv

THE NEW TESTAMENT TEXT FOR ROMANS 3:I3b

t&g dcmfscov utto tci, xechr) at>xa>v.

THE HEBREW MASSORETIC TEXT FOR PSALM 140;3 (4)

wriDff nrm array mdh

THE SEPTUAGINT TEXT B FOR PSALM 140:3 (139:4)

i&C darcC 5un> uTto ra xeCAr] afcxflav.
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1. NEW TESTAMENT TEXT ANALYSIS

The text is practically free of variants here. A,33 and a few

other later MSS have a variation of the spelling of X&puyg . Codex

¥ reads 8oXio'jcrt,v for ISoXiovouy . Von Soden lists MSS,

al('«3^'sn)cl (ims)
I 65f. and I 158? which add xptvcov a?;xot>c; o Geo£ before 16qA A.

from Psalm 5sll» All other MSS, with the exception of those noted

above, are unanimous in their witness to the New Testament text.

2. OLD TESTAMENT TEXT ANALYSIS

a. Massoretic Text

The only variation Kittel lists is that of Codex B19a (a $en

Asher text in the Leningrad Public Library which is several hundred

years older in form than the MS L)^ which reads for

pp*5»rP of the later MT.

b. Septuagint Text

toe &crctC?xov is readutoc SutkC5o)V by Chrysostom and

is added after atrcov by Codex 212."^ Symmachus has foe

(3aa*t,XCcrxou for toe &ctkC8o)V

3. CONTEXT OF THE OLD TESTAMENT CITATION

a. Psalm 5*9

This is another psalm attributed to David in the ascription.

It is a short psalm with only twelve verses. The psalmist begins by

pleading with God to hear his petition and lead him. Then begins an

invocation against his enemies and here is where the citation is lif¬

ted out by Paul. The psalm goes on to speak of joy as God.blesses

1. Von Soden, vol.11.
2. Kittel, Biblia Hebralca, p.XXVI.
3- A.R. Holmes and J. Parsons, Vetus Testamentum Graecum, vol.IV,

E Typotyrapheo C^,rendoniano, 182*7.
4. Field, Origenis Hexaplorum, vol.11.
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the righteous. That this psalm belongs to the time of

Absalom's rebellion and may have been written from Jerusalem. It is

a morning prayer and corresponds to Psalm 4 which is an evening
1

prayer.

- b. Psalm 140;3

This is another Davidic psalm, a longer psalm than Ps]jam 5•

It is a plea for deliverance and protection from wicked men bent on

the psalmist's destruction. Some refer this psalm to the rebellion
2

of Absalom, as well.

4- PAUL'S RENDERING OP THE OLD TESTAMENT TEXT

Paul quotes verbatim from the LXX. There is not even a slight

change, it is a word for word citation. Both citations from the

Psalms are very close to the Hebrew,"^ though the last clause of

Psalm 5:9(10) is slightly different from the Hebrew.^ This is the

first instance in Romans where Paul cites the LXX without any al~

5
teration at all. There are several nearly exact quotations from

the LXX as well.

np^rn indicates that they-make their tongue smooth in
order to conceal their real intentions under the guise of soft words.

means, to flatter, in Psalm 36:3; Prov. 29:5, eSoXt-

oCouv , -which is a translation of may be in the im-

1. Liddon, p.67.
2. Ibid.
3. Toy, p.131.
4. D. McCalman Turpie, The Old Testament in the New, Williams and

Norgate, London, 1868, p.7»
5. He does this again in 4s7-8, 17, 18; 7s75 9s6, 12, 13, 29;

10:13, 16, 18, 21; 13:9; 12:20; 15:3, 10, and 21.
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perfect,"'" which would imply that the deceit was going on at the pre¬

sent time. an adder, is an hapax legemenon from 'HOV
2

to "bend, coil.

5. PAUL'S HERMEHEUTICAL USAGE OF THE

OLD TESTAMENT CITATIONS

The words of Psalm 5*9 which form Paul's citation are written

in description of the psalmist's enemies and possibly also of wicked

men. It has no reference whatever to the universal wickedness of

man. The natural inference is that those who are not the psalmist's

enemies are not thus to be described.

The context of Psalm 140:3 is very much like that of the pre¬

vious psalm. Here the psalmist is describing the "evil" and "vio¬

lent" man. He may have had in mind the baser sort of his age, com¬

mon indeed to every age and society,when he speaks of the "evil" man.

And by "violent man" he may have had his enemies in mind. But he

certainly did not have the universality of sin in mind when he penned

these words, if the context is anything to go by.

Paul, who was trained in Rabbinic thought, was no doubt ex¬

posed to the Rabbinic principles of interpretation. One of which

was that though Scripture has its evident historical meaning, yet,

"there is often a deeper hidden meaning hidden in the figures of

speech and prophetic expressions; and it is the interpreter's task

1. Sanday & Headlam, p.79 edoXtououv may be either imperfect
or second aorist. "The termination -ouv extended from imperfect
and second aorist of verbs in -pi, , to verbs in -co is widely
found; it is common in LXX and in Alexandrian Greek, but by no
means confined to it; it is frequent in Boetian inscriptions, and
is called by one grammarian a 'Boetian form', as by others'Alex¬
andrian' ."

2. Liddon, p.67.
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to discover this deeper sense.Therefore, Paul felt warranted in

his own context of Romans to make these words of Psalm 5*9(10) serve

a descriptive purpose in relation to the universality of human sin

"by extending their scope to include all God's enemies. It is appa¬

rent that the citation functions for Paul only descriptively and not

in any connection with the Psalm's context.

1. Nygren, p.83; see also Schoeps, p.39; J.A. Fitzmyer, "4Q Testi-
monia", Theological Studies, 10, 1957> P»523.
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ROMANS 3:14

■THE NEW TESTAMENT TEXT FOR ROMANS 3:14

wv to ctt5|jo, wh mxpfac YeMet.

THE HEBREW MASSORETIC TEXT FOR PSAIM 10:7

-jm moiQi KVD irps HVK

THE SEPTUAGIHT TEXT B FOR PSAIM 10t7 (9:28)

ou &pcLe to aro(ia a&Totf yeM-61 xa^ xixpfae xat SoXou.
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1. NEW TESTAMENT TEXT ANALYSIS

Codices B and 33 add aimoy after crr6]aa. according to

von Soden ^ oAid T~i £ €-h &nd oy-f (X7ld CyP1 i 1 f> 0-dAed^y San-

day & Headlam .^ For the readings omitting akwv Tischendorf

has & , A, D, E, G, K, L, P, etc. Thus the overwhelming prepond¬

erance of the MS evidence is against the inclusion of ataiov

Denney, says that afcuuSv after cropa is a Hebrew idiom.^
Thus it could be argued that a&ttov was in the original

text of Paul where he changed the ataoft of the LXX, which has uni¬

versal support, to afnwv in order to achieve wider application,

but that it was deleted later because it was thought to be a Semi-

tism. However, this seems doubtful, in spite of the fact that Codex

B is perhaps our oldest MS evidence for this text. There is too

much evidence from other texts of the Alexandrian family, that are

nearly as old, if not as old as B, namely A, K There is also the

very valuable Western text D, which together with the other texts

seems to be conclusive evidence for the omission of a&rwv

from our text here.

2. OLD TESTAMENT TEXT ANALYSIS

For mttTH kVd Kittel proposes a variant reading

JTIOIQ IKVd an(j indicates that the LXX omits the *1 from

; also various MSS have "pm for "]m .5
• There are no variants listed by Rahlfs but Aquila has xal £ve8pcov

xal xeptawxapou for -jm DimM • Symmachus has for
the same reading xat Getreoav xal GyiPtac, . ^

1. Von Soden, vol.11.
2. Tischendorf, vol.11.
3. Sanday & Headlam, p.79«
4. Denney, EOT, vol.11, p.607
5. Kittel, Biblica Hebraica.
6. Field, Origenis Hexaplorum, vol.11



3. CONTEXT OF THE OLD TESTAMENT CITATION

This is the first psalm without an ascription to David that

Paul has quoted in Romans thus far. The citation is set in a section

of the Psalm where the psalmist is describing the wicked. From verse

12 through to the end of the Psalm at verse 18 the psalmist calls

upon God to take notice of the wicked and remember the humble. So

our citation is set in a section describing the depravity of the

wicked.

4. PAUL'S RENDERING OF THE OLD TESTAMENT TEXT

Paul has changed the word order a great deal and has omitted

some words. He puts -co cnr6|ja immediately after the relative pro¬

noun toy whereas the LXX has &pa£ following the relative pro¬

noun ov . The Sv represents a change from a singular relative

pronoun in the genitive case to the plural of the same case. He in¬

verts the word order of wxptac making it read oca!

ouxptac y£|i.et • omits atroC after cnropa and leaves out

xa! 66Xou a't "the end of the citation in the LXX entirely. So

Paul has shortened the citation from Psalm 10s7 substantially. Den-

ney thinks this is a free quotation;^ perhaps Paul quotes from memory.

The LXX mis-translates JTIDUD , which means, deceit, or, craf¬

tiness, of all kinds, by using ?uxptac , bitterness, animosity, etc.
2

It may represent a different Hebrew text.~ Paul has followed the LXX

rather than the Hebrew.

5. PAUL'S HEHMENEUTICAL USAGE OF THE

OLD TESTAMENT CITATION

The citation from Psalm 10:7 patently refers to the wicked.

1. Denney, EGT, p.607«
2. Liddon, p.67, see also Herman Olshausen, Biblical Commentary on

the New Testament, T. & T. Clark, Edinburgh, 1861, p.129-
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The wicked are mentioned three times in the context above and twice

in the succeeding verses. There is no indication anywhere that the

psalmist has in mind the universality of sin in mankind.

So once more Paul lets the citation function descriptively in

his account of the universality of sin's power - without any regard

for context in the Psalm.

But none of these verses from the Psalm is really given a

very violent wrench by Paul from their context, for it is not a big

step from the psalmist's description of the rampant evil of his

enemies to Paul's description of the universal rampage of evil, and

besides Paul does think some are on God's side through faith in

Jesus and so justified (see Rom. 3:25-26).
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ROMANS 3;15-17

THE NEW TESTAMENT TEXT FOR ROMANS 3>15-17

ot nobeQ atawv &XX&H atjia, crGvcptppa xat raXat-xwpfa
£v TOfe 060~c ataoSv, xat ooov slpf\vr\Q o?>x syvcoouv.

T?PE HEBREW MASSORETIC TEXT FOR ISAIAH 59? 7 >8

-am ti? »p3 dt ir^ *nn»»i ix~p sh1? origin
isrp K1? DIVc; "["n amVbna

THE TARGPM1 FOR ISAIAH 59:7 >8

*dt m •psn1? ]'mm pm
nns : prison mam kt»3 ams prpmnwy
pnV wpy pifp'nff pnanna k:ph n,',7i psn* k1? koV?

:kdVr y*p K1? ]nnn VD

THE SEPTTJAGINT TEXT 13 FOR ISAIAH 59 s 1,8

ot 5e nfibcQ atrnov ext xovnpfav fpexoucrt v, Tayivot kx^eat
atjaa, (xat ot SiaXoytapot atnroJv &xo cpovwv) o"6va_pippa xat roXat-

TOop'a ev rate o8o~e a&twv, xat ooov etprivrjc ofcx oi8acnv.

1. J.F. Stenning, pp.195-97-



1. NEW TESTAMENT TEXT ANALYSIS

There are virtually no textual variants on these verses. Co¬

ol
dex 208 of von Soden's I group of MSS^has the present active in¬
finitive instead of the aorist active, infinitive exxecti .

al (/m)
In the sixteenth verse Codex 70 of his I group^reads xap8fa<;
for o5olc . In the seventeenth verse the same MS that reads

Ixxeeiv also reads &5oSc; for ooov .^

2. OLD TESTAMENT TEXT ANALYSIS

a. Massoretic Text.

There are no textual variants for this citation in the

Hebrew text.

b. Septuagint Text

Minuscule Codices 22, 48, 51, 231, 763, and others omit be,

along with Theodotion in agreement with the MT. Tcovripfav is read

xovrjpd by Codex 534- ta%t.voC is read mTOivot by Codex 88.

Ixxeat is read Jxy^eiv by Codices 62, 90, 130, and 311. It

is read ^xxecupa by Codex K. dvatrtov is added after cupa,

but marked by an asterisk to indicate that it is a questionable rea¬

ding by Codices 62, 403, 407, and several others along with Theodo¬

tion and Jerome in agreement with the MT. StaXoyiopoC is added by

cl"1D
Codices B margin, K , A, and Q. SiaXoYicrpoC is read XoyioptoC

by Codices 377, 564, 565, and others. &nb <p5vo>v is read (qxjovtov

by Q*) by Codices S° ( K°)> Qtxt, B, 87, 91, 309, 490, and others.

&<ppov icov is supported by Codex ft and Codex A reads cwppovcov
> ^

The third aurwv is omitted through a homoioteleuton with the
9 ^ 'p

first o-vrcuv by Codex 62. otSacriv is read eyvwouv by Codex A."

1. Von Soden, Vol.11.
2. Ziegler, Septuaginta, Vol.14, Isaias.
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Aquila, Symmachus, Theodotion all have etc xaxoy for stu 7tovr]-

pfav of the LXX. Origen has etc SioSeuouoi, , xat ofcx otoacrtv

eJpT)VT]v for xat ooov eIpr\vr}C, o&x ot6acrtv . Symmachus reads for

the same phrase toxg o mtcov airriv o5x eyvw etpTivrjv . Theodotion

reads avaCxtov for at pa . Aquila and Symmachus read xat

mxuyoucTLV exy^at atjia ( &va£a'(,ov ) for taxuvot exxeat

aipa in agreement with_Codex 86.

3. CONTEXT OF THE OLD TESTAMENT CITATION

Isaiah 59:7>8 is set in a section of Scripture that sets forth

in pictographic detail the utter sinfulness of Israel. The context

of Romans 3:10-18 is much the same as the context of Isaiah 59s- in

picturing the wickedness of man, except that Paul has all mankind in

mind.

4. PAUL'S RENDERING OF THE OLD TESTAMENT TEXT

In verse fifteen Paul quotes freely from Isaiah 59:7>8 with

abridgement of verse seven. He condenses the first two lines of the

LXX by leaving out nearly half the words. He omits 56, xoviq-

pCav mpexoucriv lavivot . This is quite a loss, but Paul mana¬

ges to retain the gist of the idea in o^eic ot xooec exxeai

at pa . The Hebrew literally is "Their feet run to do evil and

they make haste to shed innocent blood." Paul, wishing to shorten

these two phrases into one with more impact, yet carrying fully the

sense of depravity in the verse, renders it "Their feet are swift to

shed blood." The verbs *1XV and nno* indicate active pleasure

in wickedness. Verse sixteen is quoted verbatim from the LXX and

verse seventeen is nearly verbatim.

1. Field, Origenis Hexaplorum, vol.11.
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5. QUOTATIONS FROM OTHER SOURCES

a. Qumran Literature

Isaiah 59s7>8 in the MT differs from either lQISaa or IQISa^
only on completely secondary grounds.""

6. PAUL'S HERMENEUTICAL USAGE OF THE

OLD TESTAMENT CITATION

The citation of Isaiah 59*7-8 occurs in a long section of
2

"ethical instruction"" which extends from chapter 58 through 59*20.

In this whole section Israel is the one being addressed. In the

section containing Paul's citation Isaiah enumerates all the nati¬

onal and personal sins of Israel. The writer apparently has no one

in mind except his own nation, Israel. Though Isaiah may have held

the idea that all men are sinners, he is not here attempting to set

forth such a doctrine.

Paul, as he does elsewhere in this catena of citations, dis¬

regards totally the context and the historical situation under

which it was written. He believes that God meant more than the re¬

cording of "ethical instructions" applicable only to Israel. With

this insight Paul sees in this passage a reference to the universal

depravity of man and he uses it as well as the others in this catena,

as a proof text for this doctrine.

1. De Waard, p.6. M. Burrows, The Dead Sea Scrolls of St. Mark's
Monastery, vol.1, plate XLVIII.

2. The Scofield Reference Bible.
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ROMANS 3:18

THE NEW TESTAMENT TEXT OF ROMANS 3:18

of>x ecruv <popoc 0eoft &7tevcu>T;t twv o90aX(icov aWt'V.

THE HEBREW MASSORETIC TEXT FOR PSAIM 36;1(36:2)

:*p3»y •ns1? D^HVK ins pK

THE SEPTUAGINT B TEXT FOR PSALM 36:l(35 s 2)

o(>x ecnriv cpopoc Oeoft &%evavii tCv ocpOaXjjdIv ataoC.
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1. NEW TESTAMENT TEXT ANALYSIS

tcov is omitted before ocoCaXwfiv in Codex 208 of Soden's

ci H
I group of MSS. No other variants are listed by Tischendorf,

Nestle, or Kilpatrick.

2/ OLD TESTAMENT TEXT ANALYSIS

There are no textual variants in either the MT oX the LXX ex-

cept that Codex 55 has xGpiou for Geoft . This text both in

the NT and OT is more free from textual variants than any other ci¬

tation of Paul in Romans thus far. Symmachus reads for this cita¬

tion o{> TipoxetTcu cp6(3og Geou &vrtxpuc tcov o90aXpcov aircou .^
Scott believes that the note in the margin added by the revisors o-f

the RV indicates xheir doubt. He feels also that of the first

part of the verse (not in the citation) should read^y^ , pleasant,

otherwise the verse is meaningless and corrupt because it personifies

transgression, which is not done elsewhere in the OT.^ He seems to

be in the minority here, though.

3. CONTEXT OF THE OLD TESTAMENT CITATION

Psalm 36:1 together with Psalms 8, 12, 14 and 37 form a group

of psalms in which the psalmist describes the moral corruption of his

own generation. Because of the wickedness of their own hearts the

fear of God never occurs to them. The wicked have no sense of the

holiness of God which inspires reverence toward God and revulsion

5
against evil.

4. PAUL'S RENDERING OF THE OLD TESTAMENT TEXT

Paul follows the LXX except for the exchange of a&vSv for

1. Von Soden, Vol.11.
2. Rahlfs, Septuaginta, Vol.10, Psalmi cum Odis.
3. Field, Origenis Hexaplorum, Vol.11.
4. Melville Scott, Textual Discoveries in Proverbs, Psalms, and

Isaiah, London, S.P.C.K., 1927 > p.115*
5. Liddon, p.68.
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atxoU . The LXX follows the Hebrew closely. Paul possibly chan¬

ges afiiou to a&xu3v in order to agree with the plural form

of the other"'" quotations of this"charaz". Sl'lis believes that this

citation is at variance with LXX and the Hebrew text where the two

2
texts agree but that there is very little variance from the LXX.

Although Ellis' statement is just a brief statement of classifica¬

tion heading his appendix I (A), it seems a bit misleading for one

could easily get the idea that the Hebrew and the LXX were in agree¬

ment only in the matter of afixou since this is the only place

where the text of Romans 3:18 differs from the LXX. However, this

is not the case; the LXX is a very close translation throughout

this citation."^

5- QUOTATIONS FROM OTHER SOURCES

Reference is made to Psalm 36:1 in the Talmud. I quote:

"The wicked are swayed by their evil inclina¬
tion, as it says, 'Transgression speaketh to
the wicked, me thinks, there is no fear of
God before their eyes. Average people are
swayed by both (good and evil) inclinations
....Rabah said: "People such as we are of
the average." Said Abaye -to him: "The mas¬
ter gives no one a chance to live!" Raba
further said: "The world was created for either
the totally wicked or the totally righteous.
'Rabah said: Let a man know concerning himself
whether he is completely righteous or not'."4

The interpretation here seems to be that the average man,

being swayed by both good and evil inclinations, has no chance to

live. The last sentence of this quotation intimates that a man may

be either completely evil or completely righteous, though to be the

latter requires constant vigilance. If this is a correct interpre¬

tation of this passage, it is at variance with Paul's use of this

1. Toy, p.131.
2. Ellis, Paul's Use of the Old Testament, p.150.
3. Toy, p.131.
4- The Babylonian Talmud, Berakoth, p.305«
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verse in this "charaz"., for here he is seeking to establish that

there is none righteous.

7. PAUL'S HERMENEUTICAL USAGE OF THE

OLD TESTAMENT CITATION

Psalm 36:1, like Psalm 10:7 and. 140:3? refers to the wicked.

The "wicked" say that there is no fear of God before their eyes.

The natural inference is that not all are wicked. At any rate the

reference is made only to the wicked of Israel or at most to the

wicked of the people surrounding Israel. There is nothing in the

context which would lead one to believe the psalmist had the uni¬

versal depravity of man in mind.

Paul, though, sees in these words a reference to the univer¬

sal sinfulness of man. He uses this as a proof text along with the

other citations of this catena of Scripture. Yet, this citation

along with all the other citations, except Psalm 14:1-3? in this ca¬

tena, cannot possibly be made to "prove" the universality of sin.

To do so Paul must "spiritualize" Scripture. He must have believed

that God in leading the psalmist and Isaiah to record the evil they

witnessed was citing these as but examples of all mankind. Paul in

citing these verses does not mean to say that they refer to all man¬

kind individually but that they have a universal application, and as

Denney says he counts upon the human conscience for affirmation.^"
That is to say, he recognized the Psalms' limited application in terms

of their 0T context but at the same time felt justified in extending

their scope to refer to the universal human situation.

This catena of quotations, each of which alludes specifically

1. Denney, EGT. p.606.
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to the Sins of Israel, suited Paul's purpose most admirably in the

light of his questions: "What advantage has the Jew (3:l); Are we

Jews any better off? (3s9)" In other words, it is to the sinful¬

ness of' Jews (no less than of Greeks) that he specially desires to

draw attention, and the citations, with their emphasis on the sins

of Israel, help him to do this.
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ROMANS 4;3

THE NEW TESTAMENT TEXT FOR ROMANS 4:3

it y^P "H YPa9G Nsyet;

^CcTTeucrev &h ,Aj3poA|a tw 6ea>, xal £Xoy£o"Gt) atarco etc 6ixcuoa*6v>T]v.

THE HEBREW MASSORETIC TEXT GENESIS 15:6

tnp-TX iV rmnn mn'i pKm

THE TARGUM1 FOR GENESIS 15:6

:idt'? n**? rmrn "*t ]>»»m

THE SEPTUAGIHT TEXT A FOR GENESIS 15:6

xat knCcrxevo'ev 'Appap. tip Gap, xal IXoyCctGt] afttu; etc {joxaiocrCvnv.

THE NEW TESTAMENT PARALLEL TEXTS

GALATIAUS 3:6

xaGcbe; 'Appaap. e%Coievcev tu Geco, xal IXoyCoGt) akw etc Pixaiocr&vrjv.
JAMES 2; 23

£kCoievo~ev be 'Appaap tw Geoi, xal eXoYtcrGri a&Top etc, StxatocrCvriv.

1. A. Berliner, Targuin Onkelos, Gorzelanczyk & Co., I884.
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1. INTRODUCTORY FORMULA

This is the first time in Romans that Paul departs from the

use of ylypcwmu in his IF. This is not a favourite IF of Paul.
He uses it once in this identical way in Romans 10:11 and twice he

inverts the word order (Rom. 11:3; 9J17) with intervening words.

Galatians 4'30 and I Timothy 5'18 also use a close approximation of

this formula. Altogether there are six places where Paul uses -f)

ypcupr) X£yet in some form as an IF. Paul prefers to use an

indefinite IF. He does so at least forty-three times as against

sixteen times for a definite IF citing the source."'"

2. NEW TESTAMENT TEXT ANALYSIS

In the citation itself there are no textual variants listed

by Nestle and Aland or Tischendorf. The -f] of the IF is omitted
2

by Codex F* but retained by all other known texts.

3. OLD TESTAMENT TEXT ANALYSIS

a. Massoretio Text

Kittel suggests that pxm be read according to Rom.

4:3; Gal. 3:6; Jas. 2:23 . The Old Latin, the Syrian

Polyglot Version of Brian Walton, and the Latin Vulgate read

QTl'pKD for .3

b. Septuagint Text

Philo, Paul's Epistle, The Catholic Epistles, Clement of Rome,

Origen's extant Greek MSS, Eusebius in half of his references, Cyril

1. cf. Ellis, Paul's Use of the Old Testament, pp.l50f; also Turpie,
The New Testament View of the Old. A Contribution to Biblical
Introduction and Exegesis, Hodder and Stoughton, London, 1872,
pp. 3l6f.

2. Tischendorf, vol.11.
3. Kittel, Biblia Hebraica
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once in two references, all read s7Ucm;euo"ev 5e

xal ^Ccrceucev .

instead of

4. CONTEXT OP THE OLD TESTAMENT CITATION

This citation is set in a passage in Genesis where the Lord

appears to Abraham. In the ensuing conversation Abraham reminds

God, that though He has promised him blessing, yet he has no heir.

Whereupon God promises Abraham an heir born from his own loins and

innumerable descendants. Abraham, though well on. in years, believes

God. This faith in God that He will perform His promise is counted

to Abraham for righteousness.

5. PAUL'S RENDERING OF THE OLD TESTAMENT TEXT

Paul quotes almost verbatim from the LXX. He substitutes

be for y&t before s^Ccnreucrev but of course places the post¬

positive conjunction 6e (used here perhaps as a continuative par¬

ticle: "Now Abraham believes God", etc.) after £7tCcrreuo"EV . The

reading kTiCo^uevcrev be is found in James 2:23, Galatians 3s6, and

also in Philo, I Clement (10:6) and Justin Martyr Dial. 92, so it

was probably current and not introduced by Paul.^ In Galatians 3:6

Paul leaves out both b& and xat . Of Romans 4'3 Meyer says:

"Instead of the xcu in the LXX, Paul, in order to put the knC-

oxevcrev with all weight in the foreground, has used 56 , which

otherwise does not belong to the connection of our passage."^ Den-

ney says that 6'xCcnreuo'sv be "serves partly to bring out the con¬

trast between the real mode of Abraham's justification, and the mode

1. A.E. Brookeand Norman McLean, The Old Testament in Greek, Camb¬
ridge University Press, 1906, Vol.1, part I, p.36.

2. Thomas Mangey, Philonis Judei Opera, London, 1742, Vol.1, p.605.
3. Denney, EGT, p.615. 2
4. Meyer, Vol.1, p.196.
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suggested in verse two, partly to give prominence to faith as that

on which his argument turned.""'' 'Af3pa&|_i does not occur in

the Hebrew, but does occur in the LXX. tcp 6ew is translated for

mrpa > which is usually translated xOpioe in the LXX,

but seems to be in accordance with the somewhat arbitrary inter¬

change of the divine names here — from a desire to give the grea-

test generalness of form to this important statement. £XoyCcj6ti

represents the active M3W*1 which means, he reckoned it, not,

it was reckoned to him, as in the LXX and Paul. The passive is

either from a different Hebrew text or is a free rendering of the

Hebrew.^ ^XoYfofh] is frequently used in the LXX^ with the legal
5

sense of imputation, or non-imputation of guilt. The proper name

'Appa&ji is inserted to relieve the indistinctness of the Hebrew

text. The proper name may have stood in the text used by the trans¬

lators of the LXX. Paul uses the full covenant name 'APpa&p,
rather than the 'Appdp. of the LXX.^

6. QUOTATIONS FROM OTHER SOURCES

a. Midrash

Beshellach connects Genesis 15s6 with Hab. 2:4 and 'indicates

that the faith of Abraham is the merit of Israel and is the source of

7
Israel's song of praise. Abraham's faith as it is transmitted

through Isaac to Israel is basic for the Exodus of the children of

Q
Israel from Egypt.

Lech Lecha renders the last part of this citation from Genesis

1. Denney, EGT, p.6l5.
2. Toy, p.132.
3. Ibid.
4. cf. Lev. 7:8; 17:4; Mai. 3:16; Ps. 56:8; Isa. 65:6.
5- Sanday and Headlam, p.100.
6. Toy, p.132.
7. Freedman, Midrash Rabbah, Exodus, p.284.
8. Ibid, Song of Solomon, p.208.
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15:6, "and he (Abraham) counted it to himself for kindness, "and

explains, "although this 'koh' was pure justice, .Abraham counted it

as mercy."

Modern Hebrew scholars give the interpretation of this cita¬

tion much the same meaning. The meaning here for the modern Jew is

that of "trustful surrender to the loving will and wisdom of God is

the proof, as it is the basis of true religion. Such spiritual faith¬

fulness is a great spiritual virtue and cannot be found where there
2

is unrighteousness." This implies that faith is meritorious. Faith

is the "basis of true religion"; it is a "great spiritual virtue."

b. Hew Testament Parallels

1. Galatians 3:6

In the citation here Paul omits the 6e of Romans 4:3 and

the xat of the LXX and substitutes instead xa0u>£ used in the

comparative sense, even as, or, just. Otherwise it follows the LXX

verbatim. Paul's argumentation here is virtually the same as in

Romans 4:3. Faith is in opposition to works. Justification and

salvation are connected, not with man's personal righteousness, but

with that faith in Jesus Christ which brings the believer into per¬

sonal relation to God.^
2. James 2:23

James cites Genesis 15:6 out of context, for he connects it

with the sacrifice of Isaac which is related in Genesis 22:9- Paul

cites it in the context of the promise of an heir to Abraham in Ge¬

nesis 15 s-

1. The Zohar, Lech Lecha, translated by II. Sperling and M. Simon,
London, The Soncino Press, 1949» vol.1, p.279«

2. Pentateuch and Haftorah, edited by J.H. Hertz, London, Oxford
University-Press, 1929> vol.1, p.136.

3. Toy, p.133.
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There is dispute as to who cited Genesis 15s6 first, James or

Paul. Dale thinks that James wrote first and that Paul in Romans

4s3 is seeking to correct the misinterpretation of James."'" Bo Rei-

cke "believes that there is no criticism of Paul's teaching by James

in this passage. Although "it is possible that James has in mind a

2
current misinterpretation of the Pauline position of this question.""

Ellis thinks there is no borrowing of the one from the other for

"their applications of the verse are quite distinct." It is used by

James and Paul probably because of "its importance in general Apos¬

tolic tradition." Ellis implies that Paul wrote first for he says

it is "very likely Paul who originally gave it (the doctrine of jus-

tification by faith) importance." Mitton believes that James, while

not consciously writing to correct misconceptions arising from Paul's

1. R.W. Dale, The Epistle of James, London, Hodder and Stoughton,1895>
p.75> Dale gives no reason himself for his conclusion but refers
to J.B. Mayor as stating "decisive reasons for believing that James
wrote first." Mayor's argument is, that: (l) Had the Epistle of
James been written first, then Paul would have given a rebuttal of
it at the council at Jerusalem (Acts 15). (2) The Judaizers would
have used it to supiiort their attack on Paul's teaching. (3) There
is much less likelihood of "Paul's Epistle, addressed to distant
Churches, and dealing so much with personal questions, being brought
under the notice of James." By these remarks Mayor seems to imply
that neither the Epistle of James nor Romans had been published be¬
fore the Jerusalem Conference of Acts 15. But he goes on to indi¬
cate the priority of the Epistle of James by suggesting that: (4)
Paul "writes with constant reference to St. James." He challenges
the phrase of St. James -f) vcConet,q ycoptc iq5v epytov apy'i ecmtv, vexpdecmnv by direct contradiction, yOyCi;o|Jie0a yap 8ixaioua0CH 7tComet,
avCpcoTtov yo;ptc epyov vojiouJa-11163 asks, 'Appoxtp o 70x17]p rpwv o&x eJ
epywv £6ixai60ne 5 Paul replies »t ^ >A(3 * ^ £
&61 xauoOr), eye 1 katynpa ' but this> Paul shows is inconsistent
with the phrase "reckoned, for righteousness." (5) "If James was
really opposed to Paul and desired to maintain that man' was saved,
not by grace, but by obedience to the Law of Moses, which was in¬
cumbent alike upon Gentile and on Jew, why has he never uttered a
syllable on the subject, but confined himself to the task of pro¬
ving that a faith which bears no fruits is a dead faith?" J.B.
Mayor, The Epistle Dp St. James, Macmillan & Co., London, 1892,
pp. LXXYII -XCL. (/Yo ire- S o>n -^£jC~i~cta.Tidc vt«-t a ttepi Oa i -e il$ a-h. a.uikc r l i y pc r

2. Bo Reicke, The Anchor Bible, The Epistle of James, Peter and Jude.
Garden City, N.Y. , Doubleday & Co., pp.34> 196.

3- Ellis, Paul's Use of the Old Testament, pp«93-94« * h < r t loJ: 1 o'n yf
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teaching, raay he addressing antinotaians who may have been influen¬

ced by Paul's teaching.^"
However this may be, James is simply expressing his concern

that the faith of Christians be not understood as an antinoraian for¬

mula of salvation, and that this faith be not isolated from the wider

area of Christian life and practice. Faith must be accompanied by

acts in life so that they will complement and enrich each other.

While James appears to contradict Paul's teaching on justification

by faith, this is not actually the case. James is concerned with

justification a3 well as Paul, but he views justification in the

light of the last judgment, whereas Paul views faith in connection
2

with conversion. James views faith from the standpoint of practi¬

cal demonstration. Faith if real results in a morally good life, a

life of good works, which will abide the last judgment. Paul has

in mind that faith which is the response of man to God and which re¬

sults in justification of the sinner by God wholly on the basis of

faith in Christ, completely apart from any works man may perform.

Paul is concerned with the faith involved in the initial act of jus¬

tification. James is concerned with the faith which demonstrates

the fact of justification in the daily life of the believer. Thus,

in the words of Ellis mentioned above, Paul's and James' "applica¬

tions of the verse are quite distinct."

c. Post-Apostolic Fathers

Both Clement of Rome (10:6) and Barnabas (13?7).refer to Gene¬

sis 15:6 and apparently cite it in reference to justification by

faith in agreement with Paul. Clement of Rome cites the LXX verbatim

1. C.L. Mitton, The Epistle of James, Edinburgh, Marshall,Morgan and
Scott, 1966, p.104."

2. Reicke, p.34*
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while Barnabas does not, Barnabas asks, "What then aaith he to Abra¬

ham when he alone believed, and it was ascribed for righteousness?""''
In Barnabas1 mind the OT passages have become conflated with

the contents of Romans 4*3f., for the phrase vcov TuoreuovTcov 8i,'

&xpo(3ixmae especially as modifying kdvoiv in Barnabas is dif-
2

ficult to explain otherwise.

7. PAUL'S HEKMENEUTICAL USAGE OF THE OLD

TESTAMENT CITATION

As mentioned above Paul's citation comes in the context of

God's announcing to Abraham that he was to have an heir and through

him a progeny as numerous as the stars of heaven. Abraham simply

believed God and God counted his faith as righteousness. It seems

significant that this statement is made, not after Abraham had done

some act which indicated the reality of his faith, but it comes

after the simple statement that Abraham believed God.

The problem arises as to what "it was counted to him for

righteousness", means. The Jews commonly interpreted this verse as

teaching that Abraham's faith was meritorious. Faith was thought

of as earning something.^ Toy says that "not only obedience but al¬

so trust is a righteous act."^ This concept, coming early in the

history of God's dealings with man is "an advance on the idea that
5the goodness approved by God consists wholly of outward acts." Toy

goes on to say "it is a righteous thing to trust God; there is no

opposition between faith and works (that is, in the mind of Abraham

1. Lightfoot, The Apostolic Fathers, pp.10, 6l, 259> 282, 70.
2. A Committee of the Oxford Society of Historical Theology, The New

Testament in the Apostolic Fathers, Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1905
P.3.

3. D.E.H. Whiteley, The Theology of St. Paul, Fortress Press, Phila¬
delphia, I964> p.163.

4. Toy, p.133.
5. Ibid.
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or at least the author of this passage), but faith is itself a work

that God counts as righteous.""'" To this Stuart agrees. After ana¬

lysing the Hebrew arid Greek words involved here, Stuart says:

"The gravity then of Abraham's justification
cannot be made out ... merely from the mode
of expression here employed. This decides no
more than that God reckoned Abraham's faith
as righteousness or a righteous act ... it is
imputed to him because it belongs to him, and
therefore the imputation or reckoning to him
accords with reality.

He goes on to say that Abraham's justification was a "gratu¬

itous justification" but this is arrived at only through a process

of reasoning, not from the words themselves or from the context.

Burton points out that neither the usage of 5imioo^vr] nor that

of Xoyf^eTOL &Iq is decisive between the two meanings: (l) "it

was attributed to him as right conduct", and (2) "it was reckoned

to him as a ground of acceptance." He says that the general con¬

text of Gal. 3s6 which deals "with righteousness in the forensic

aspect, acceptance with God, decides for the latter meaning." Since

Paul uses the citation in much the same way here in Romans 4s3 his

conclusion seems valid for Romans 4*3 as well.^ Most commentators

do not involve themselves with the meaning intended by the writer of

Genesis 15*6. However, it is apparent that the most that can be

drawn from the text itself is that Abraham's faith was counted for a

righteous act. The text does not indicate whether the "counting" or

"imputing" was on the basis of merit as the Jews took and still take

it, or that it was gratuitous as Paul took it.

The difference between Paul and his opponents in the interpre¬

tation of this verse, then, was largely one of intellectual framework.

1. Toy, pp.133-34•
2. Stuart, pp.124-5. See also Barnes, pp.94-5 for a similar treatment.
3. E. De Witt Burton, A. Critical and Exegetical Commentary on the

Epistle to the Galatians, 1964: PP-153-55.



For the Jews understood this verse from the standpoint of the calcul¬

ation of merits and demerits."'" If the total of merits was greater

than the total demerits one was solvent before God. This verse could

therefore be paraphrased "Abraham believed; the merit of his belief
2

was credited to his account, and led to his being declared solvent."

Whiteley goes on to use what seems to be a very helpful ill¬

ustration to show the distinction between "was counted for" and "was

counted as." He says if a man decides to visit a friend by walking

to his house, then changes his mind and decides to ride his bicycle

to his friend's house, then, in this case, bicycling would equal "was

counted for" because it was an act of a similar kind and would take

the place of walking. But if he decided to do his visiting by tele¬

phone this would not be taking the place of walking in the same sense

as bicycling. Walking and bicycling are two separate aspects of the

genus, locomotion, while telephoning is a different genus, communica¬

tion. "The upshot of this illustration is that faith is not 'another

kind of work' which is a species of the same genus and operates in

the same way; faith and works do not belong to the same genus at

all."^ While his conclusion may be valid from the standpoint of the

NT text it is not from the standpoint of the OT text. Stuart shows

clearly that Aoyf&oi-KH etc and Aoyf£ppcH obc or cocrxep

are used by the LXX to translate 1*? which is the form used

in the Hebrew text of Paul's citation and the LXX. Therefore it can

be translated either "counted for" or "counted as".^ This seems to

nullify Whiteley's argument as far as the OT text is concerned.

XoYt^PpcLi is used in Greek writers frequently and in a variety of

1. Leenhardt, note, p.115.
2. Whiteley,pp.163-4-
3- Ibid, p>.I64.
4. Stuart, p.124.
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applications of the general meaning of, to reckon, to calculate, to

deem, to consider. To reckon a thing or person to be this or that

or to account a thing as having a certain value, is expressed as in

the LXX, which translates the Hebrew lb by XoYi&t&i etc.

The examples show that this form of expression may have either of

the above meanings, that is, "to think (one) to be this or that" or

"to count (one) as having the value of this or that." For the first

meaning compare I Sam. 1:13 and Rom. 9;8« Fen the latter meaning

see Acts 19:27 and Rom. 2:26. This seems to be the meaning for

Rom. 4:3 as well."'"
Paul denies that Abraham's faith was meritorious. He denies

the very premise on which this conclusion rests. Abraham's righte¬

ousness was not by the Law for it was before the giving of the Law.

It was not of the nature of works for works involved the keeping of

the Law in outward legalistic acts. It consisted of just simply

"believing in God". While faith is a mental act it is not an out¬

ward legalistic requirement of the Law. Paul

"adduces confirmation that human merit is not

envisaged in Genesis 15:6 by applying a
Rabbinic principle, the second of Hillel's
canons of .interpretation, whereby when the
same word occurs in two passages each can be
used to explain the other.

In fact Romans 4 is a running commentary or Midrash upon Gene¬

sis 15:6."^ Here Paul is aware of the historical context and because

of a deeper insight into "righteousness" he sees that faith is not

just a meritorious act but that faith is imputed for, or as, righte¬

ousness - that righteousness needed by everyman for acceptance before

God. Faith is the instrument by means of which God can impute a

righteousness, from and acceptable to. Him, to all who believe.

1. Burton, pp.153-55*
2. Allen, p.l9»
3. Ibid, see also Ellis,-Paul's Use of the Old Testament, p.117.



Therefore we may conclude that as far as the OT is concerned

the OT text does not make it clear whether the ufaith counted for

righteousness" was "faith counted as a meritorious act" or "faith

that was imputed as that righteousness which is required by and

acceptable to God." We may further conclude that Paul interprets

it as clear proof of the latter, that Abraham was justified by

simple faith alone completely apart from any works required by the

Law. To say, as the Jews do, that Abraham kept all the 'precepts of

the Law that was later given and so was righteous, seems to be beg¬

ging the question and is based upon an undue veneration for the Law,

not upon Scripture.
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ROMANS 4;7-8

THE NEW TESTAMENT TEXT FOR ROMANS 4:7-8

xaG&xep xat Aaut8 A£yet
pax&ptot . wv d<pl6r|aav at dvopfat xat wv STtexaAOcpGrjaav at

apaptCat* paxdptoc dvrip ov ot> pr} XoytcrnTat xGptoc apapxCav.

TIRE HEBREW MASSORETIC TEXT FOR PSALM 32:1-2

'TO HKOn 'TOD 7^3 'TTtt 'TO

py iV m.T 3W KV DTK

THE SEPTUAGINT TEXT B FOR PSAIM 32:1-2(31:1-2)

paxdptot wv dcpeGriaav at dvopCat, xat £v exexaAOcpOrptiv at

apapttat. paxdptoc dvrjp ou oh pr] AoYtoryrat xCptoc apapttav.
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1. INTRODUCTORY FORMULA

The IF mGd/xep xat Aaui5 Keysi is used, only here in the

NT. A formula very similar is found in Acts 2:25: Aautd yap

Aeyei. Also the formula in Luke 20:42 is similar but more defi¬

nite. It reads, a&moc yap dauiS Xeyet, ev fk(3\fcp YaApuSv.

There are other formulas in which David is mentioned as a writer of

sacred Scripture through which God speaks. However, always, as

here, there follows a quotation from the Psalms."'" Turpie is care¬

ful to point out that even though this is true, it does not indicate

2
that David is the author of all the Psalms. David is quoted by

name definitely nine times in the NT.^ In every case the reference

to David is a reference to the Psalms. Thus, in the NT six Psalms

are referred to with an IF which definitely attributes them to Da¬

vid and two of these six references to David are made by Paul here

in Romans.

2. NEW TESTAMENT TEXT ANALYSIS

The only textual variant other than the divergent spelling of

&<pe0r)Ottv in verse seven is the reading of u> for or by

Codices A, C, the Koine texts, and most witnesses, Westcott and

4 T
Hort's marginal reading. The ou of the text is supported by co¬

dices B, K* Dt E, G, and 67. The authorities for ou are superior,

they combine the oldest and best representative evidence of the Alex¬

andrian and Western families of texts B, K, and D; it is more pro¬

bable that ou has been assimilated to the construction of

Aoyf£eo~0CH in verses 3-6 than that ou... has been assimilated to

1. Turpie, The New Testament View of the Old, p.334*
2. Ibid.
3. cf. Mt. 22:43 (Ps. 110:l); Mk. 12:36 (Ps. 110:1); Ik. 20:42 (Ps.

110:1); Acts 2:25 (Ps. l6:8-ll); 2:34 (Ps. 110:1); 4:25 (Ps.
2:1,2); Rom. 4:6 (Ps. 32:1-2), 11:9 (Ps. 69:22,23); Heb. 4:7 (Ps.
45:7-0).

4. Nestle and Aland.
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the preceding u>v or to the OT, or that it has been affected by

the following euphonious reading."'"

3. OLD TESTAMENT TEXT ANALYSIS

a. Massoretic Text

In verse two Kittel indicates that the LXX proba.bly added

before • However, this part of the verse

is not included in Paul's citation.

b. Septuagint Text

icpeGrioav is supported by codices B, A, R, 2013, 1219 > 55 >

1220, Lucian and Theodoret. There are some other variant spellings

but they are poorly supported, of) of verse two, is supported by' K*

A, B. U, R, and the Sahidic,(j) is read only by Lucian and Codex

1219.2
Aquila reads paxdptoe o rippevoc &6ecrta<- . Symmachus reads

pax&pioe ov dcpnpedr\ t] dGecrfa . Eusebius has paxupioc ou

peGrjouv at &aE(3etai . Aquila, Symmachus, Theodotion, and Eusebius

read dvopfav for dpaprfav .. It is interesting to note the

difference in the meaning of these two words, apaprCa means liter¬

ally, not to hit, or, to miss. It is found with this concrete mean¬

ing since Homer. It is also used metaphorically in the sense of in-

tellectural shortcoming and in the absolute sense of error, apap-

xia is used 238 times to translate the Hebrew word DKOH (used

in our citation and 289 times in the OT) which means missing the

right point. However, apaprCoA" here is not the translation of

JlKOn but of is translated by cipaprCa

70 of 227 times it is found in the OT. Its basic secular meaning is

to bend. It has strong religious emphasis and the thought of guilt

1. Sanday & Headlam, p.102.
2. Rahlfs, Septuaginta,vol.10, Psalmi cum Odis.
3. Field, Origenis Hexaplorum, vol.11.
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is forcefully asserted."1 While dvoptav is the alpha privative

prefix & plus vo\j.oq which means lawlessness either as a frame
2

of mind or as a lawless deed, it has two shades of meaning. It

either suggests "there is no law" or "without a law" or the word

means "against the law" with an implied judgment since it is assumed

that there is a binding law. dvopta is common in the LXX though

there is no fixed Hebrew equivalent. It is the translation of

(60 times) and (25 times). In the LXX it has

all the meanings mentioned above. It is very closely related to

&oixCa . pax&pioc , it is interesting to note, is the strongest
5

word in the Greek language to express a state of joy or felicity.

4. CONTEXT OF.THE OLD TESTAMENT CITATION

This citation comes from another Davidic psalm of praise to

God. It is set in a context of God's pressure being applied until

sin is confessed and then His mercy and forgiveness results in joy

and blessedness. Some writers feel that this is reference here by

David to his great sin.^
This passage in Psalm 32:1-2 is very interesting. It uses

three Hebrew words to describe sin and three words to describe God's

dealing with sin. yj/b (&vop£av) , may be considered as a brea¬

king loose from God. DKOn (apaptCa.) as a deviation from God's

will, a missing of the mark. apapTCa) means perversity,

misconduct, etc. God deals with these conditions by KLL1 (&cpe6r)-

cnxv) a lifting up and taking away of sin; by HDD (e7texq.XCcpGrjouv)

1. Gerhard Kittel, Theological Dictionary of the New Testament, trans¬
lated and edited by G.W. Bromiley (Grand Rapids, Mich., W.B. Eerd-
mans, 1964), Vol.1, pp.268f.

2. V/.F. Arndt and F.W. Gingrich, A Greek-English Lexicon of the New
Testament.

3. Gerhard Kittel, Theological Dictionary of the New Testament.
4. J.H. Moulton and G. Milligan, The Vocabulary of the Greek Testa¬

ment (Grand Rapids, Mich., Wm.B. Eerdmans, 1949)> P«45-
5. Sanday and Headlam, p.102.
6. Liddon, p.86.
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covering the sin so as to render it invisible to Himself; and b,y

UU?n 1*? (HH Xoyf^rycai,) not reckoning sin to the sinner.

5. PAUL'S RENDERING OF THE OLD TESTAMENT TEXT

Paul follows the LXX in the second verbatim quotation found

in Romans. The '"TtfX is exclamatory: "Oh the blessedness of";
/p

the (iaxdptot is more of an assertion. " The aorist of pe0r|-

ouv and 96x10%v * indicate completeness of forgiveness and

the of) |.iT) XoYf^nxat indicates that it is without precise defini¬

tion. The double negative indicates certainty as "he certainly will

3 4
not impute." The LXX is a close translation of the Hebrew.

6. QUOTATION FROM OTHER SOURCES

a. Post-Apostolic Fathers

Clement of Rome in his letter to the Corinthians cites these

verses of Psalm 32:1-2 verbatim in accordance with the LXX. He in¬

cludes the last clause of verse two while Paul omits it. He indi¬

cates that keeping the commandments in love is a reason for God to

5
forgive man and not impute sin to him whom He has elected in Christ.

7. PAUL'S HERMENEUTICAL USAGE OF THIS OLD

TESTAMENT CITATION

In this Psalm, David, perhaps has his great sin in mind^ when

he speaks of the blessedness of him whose transgression is forgiven.

In verses three and four of the Psalm he indicates that he had been

under deep conviction of sin. So in verse one and two he speaks out

1. Liddon, p.86.
2. Lenski, p.296.
3. A.T. Robertson, A Gramma.r of the Greek New Testament.
4. Sanday & Headlam, p.102.
5. Lightfoot, The Apostolic Fathers,- pp.32, 7B.
6. Liddon, p.86.
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of deep emotional experience, his sins are forgiven, covered, no

doubt through sin-offerings he had offered. This brought real joy

and peace because it meant that his sin was no longer reckoned or

held against him. Because of the depth of his sin and the sincerity

of his repentance,his happiness, in knowing his sins forgiven, co¬

vered from the eyes of God who no longer reckoned them to his account,

knew no bounds. It is hard to believe that David had anything more

than this in mind v/hen he wrote these verses. Alford agrees with

this interpretation for he says, "The Psalm, strictly speaking, says

nothing of the imputation of righteousness ...." David was not a

precocious theologian who was attempting to set forth an incipient

doctrine of justification by faith.' "It is not, indeed, a positive

righteousness without works that is meant: it is God's mercy shown in
2

pardoning the sin of the repentant righteous man."

Yet, in so far as David's sin is no longer held against him,

he is counted as a righteous man, not by any meritorious act of his

own but by the grace and mercy of God.^ The conclusion to be deduced

from these verses is that the "counting of righteousness" is equiva¬

lent to the "not counting of sin". Thus Paul makes it clear that

justification, or the counting of one being righteous, is neither the

just evaluation of human merit nor the importing of virtue, but the

forgiveness of sin.^ This is the sense which Paul understood this

verse. At first glance there seems to be disparity between Paul's

statement that "God imputes righteousness without works" (v.6) and

the import of the citation from Psalm 32:1-2. The citation mentions

neither righteousness nor works but speaks of the opposite, of sins

•1. Alford, vol.11, p.348.
2. Toy, p.134.
3. Ibid.
4. Barrett, p.89.
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"being covered., of transgression being forgiven and of iniquities

not being imputed. For the psalmist it is the forgiven man that is

happy."'" But to forgive clearly implies "without works", though per¬

haps not without the offering of a sin-offering. "Covered" implies

the presence of sin at the moment grace is extended and sin is can-

2
celled. The citation, which Paul uses to bolster his argument

from Abraham that salvation is by faith and not by works, "is a ne¬

gative way of expressing the reckoning of righteousness.-'^ There

is a formal link between Psalm 32:1-3 which is quoted in verses se¬

ven and eight and Genesis 15:6 quoted in verse three, the verb "to

impute" is common to both passages. In Rabbinical exegesis such a

link was used to interpret one passage by the other by the principle

called Gezerah Shawah ("equal category"). Paul uses the principle

here, hut the link is not merely formal, for the non-imputation of

sin in which the psalmist rejoices amounts to the positive imput¬

ation of righteousness.^ The three expressions of the citation

"forgiven", "covered", "imputed not" do not convey all that is in¬

volved in justification, but they imply that these things come

about gratuitously. This whole idea well supports Paul's thesis

that salvation is by faith. "To cover sins and -impute not iniquity,

means to pardon sin and to treat with favor; and this is substan¬

tially the same thing which is designated by counting faith for right¬

eousness, both forms of expression denote gratuitous acceptance with

God". The psalmist declares that he whose sin is forgiven, covered,

1. Leenhardt, p.116.
2. J.I.I. Stifler, The Epistle to the Romans, New York, Fleming II. Re-
vell Company, 1897 > PP-72-73*

3. Vine, p.65.
4. F.F. Bruce, The Fpistle of Paul to The Romans, The Tyndale Press,

London, 1963> pp.117-18.
5. Stuart, p.130.
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not imputed, is the truly blessed man. Paul is saying that all are

sinners and all need gratuitous forgiveness. David is in agreement

with Abraham, he does not say his works have merited him salvation

but that his sins have been forgiven, covered, and not reckoned to

his account. David did not conceive of salvation as being based on

good works. For David the epitome of divine favor was the gratu¬

itous forgiveness of sins and the gracious non-reckoning of iniquity

to his account. This citation contains no indication of salvation

by works, and so it is relevant and pertinent to Paul's argument."'"
It is easy to see Paul's intent here. He first refers to Ab¬

raham because:

"Abraham was the great progenitor of their
race, whom they proudly called their fa¬
ther and on whom their own Scriptures had
bestowed the peculiar honor of being styled
"the friend of God" David v/as their

mighty king, the most distinguished ances¬
tor and type of the Messiah, the man after
God's own heart. If these two most renowned

\ of their ancestors, who had so much to glory
| of, renounced all pretence of merit by works,

and were justified before God solely by
faith, what higher confirmation of the apost¬
le's doctrine could be needed? Surely they
could not claim to surpass these worthies in
merit nor hope to succeed where these have
failed."2

This seems to sum up quite well Paul's purpose both in citing

Genesis 15:6 and Psalm 32:1-2.

In quoting this passage Paul makes no attempt to tie these

verses in with David's great sin, and his subsequent repentance, or

with any other historical event in the life of David. Though it is

improbable that Plummer^ is right in saying that "the doctrine of

1. Murray, vol.1, p.134-
2. Arnold and Ford, p.107-
3. Plummer, p.l62.
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gratuitous justification by imputed righteousness was understood

and devoutly celebrated by the great poet and prophet David", Paul

saw deeper and with true insight saw that David's words were tanta¬

mount to such a doctrine.
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ROMANS 4:17

THE NEW TESTAMENT TEXT FOR ROMANS 4:17

xaGwc; Y6Ypa7,:''rat

ott ratepa %oeOvffiv iSQeixa az.

THE HEBREW MASSORETIC TEXT FOR GENESIS 17 i 5

ynm on* pan 3K >3

THE TARGUM1 FOR GENESIS 17?5

>*1K

Iran* pnay no ns

THE SEFTUAGINT TEXT A FOR GENESIS 17?5

oti mTepa 710\7Jxiv eOvcov teGetxA crs.

1. Berliner, p.15•
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1. INTRODUCTORY FORMULA

Again Paul uses his favourite IF. This is. the fifth time

he has used it to refer to the OT in Romans thus far. He uses it

sixteen times in Romans altogether to introduce twenty-five quo¬

tations of Scripture.^

2. NEW TESTAMENT TEXT ANALYSIS

The text here is remarkably free of variants. Tischendorf in¬

dicates that Codex 37(4?; inverts mtepa -koAXcov ; that K, L, and
2

a few others read r£6r]xa for tlGeixa, . There is some

disagreement as to the punctuation of verses sixteen and seventeen.

Westcott and Ilort place a comma after cmeppo/u , a parenthesis

before o'c > a comma before xa-Oc'c > and a parenthesis after

ce enclosing it in with the parenthesis before oq . The Textus

Receptus, A.V., R.V. , A.S.V., (UBS) Zur. place commas after

<TK£ppa/rt, and 'Appa&p and enclose mGcec.. .ere in parentheses.

The R.S.V. places a dash after o^fippa/ri , commas after Appaap
and T)jjtov , and another dash before y.a/revavTi . Nestle, BF

(NEB) (Seg.) place commas in each place.^ The form of punctuation

followed by the Textus Receptus makes for a smoother rendering of

this passage. The clause oi; nV&v is a needed explanation of

the relation that obtains between Abraham and every believer while

the explanatory clause xaOobe ere may be omitted without al¬

tering the development of the thought of this paragraph. This is

also the punctuation followed by the modern Greek versions.

1. Turpie, New Testament View of the Old, p.340.
2. Tischendorf, Vol.11.
3. UBS, The Greek New Testament, p.539*
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3. OLD TESTAMENT TEXT ANALYSIS

a. Massoretic Text

This citation as it occurs in the OT is remarkably free of

textual variants."*"

b. Septuagint Text

Very few variants occur in the LXX as well, and those that do

occur are of a minor nature. Cursive MSS q has the contraction xrip

which stands for ramf)p instead of mrepa . The Armenian
2

Zohrab Version has ©rpb) for tSOecxa in final pooitiron.

pan means multitude and therefore is a stronger word than
7toAXa3v of the LXX. Abraham was to be the father of a multitude

of nations not just "many". The word D'l} is used in the OT

of Gentile nations as well as the Jewish tribes and here, there¬

fore, it includes Gentile nations as well as the twelve tribes of

Israel.^ The Hebrew , I have given thee, is rendered

m£0etx& oe , I have placed thee, which is in accordance with

the usual practice of rendering JJ13 by mfOni-ii .4

4. CONTEXT OF THE OLD TESTAMENT CITATION

This promise to make Abram the father of a multitude of na¬

tions was given in connection with the establishment of covenant

relationship between God and Abram and his posterity. The signi¬

ficant change of his name from Abram to Abraham and the introduc¬

tion of the rite of circumcision were both meant to be a constant

reminder to Abraham and to his descendants of their covenant rela¬

tionship with God.

1. Kittel, Biblia Hebraica.
2. Brooke and McLean, vol.1, part I Genesis.
3. Barrett, p.96.
4. Turpie, The Old Testament in the New, p.7*
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5. PAUL'S RENDERING OF THE OLD TESTAMENT TEXT

For the third, time in Romans Paul cites verbatim from the

1 2
LXX, which in turn closely follows the Hebrew.

6. QUOTATIONS FROM OTHER SOURCES

a. Post Apostolic Fathers

Gen. 17s5 is cited in the Epistle of Barnabas 1.3:7 > with some

changes from the LXX and" from Romans 4 * 17• In this reference God is

said to reward Abraham's faith with this promise that he will be the

father of a multitude of nations.^ This passage in 17s5 seems to be

conflated with Genesis 15s6 and the citation in Romans 4:3 and 7«^
b. Midrash

Though Genesis 17:5 is referred to several times in Midrash

Rabbah the interpretation is so far removed from the context that it

5is not helpful for this study. In the Talmud Abraham is said to

have become in the end "the father of the whole world.

7. PAUL'S HERMENEUTICAL USAGE OF THE OLD

TESTAMENT CITATION

The context of Genesis 17:5 indicates that the verse refers

primarily to a physical fulfilment. The following verse unmistakably

refers to the physical descendants of Abraham. There is nothing

in the context that would lead one to interpret verse five any

differently from verse six. Toy says: "The original passage points

to the fact, that from Abraham should descend other nations than Is-

1. Herman Olshausen, p.169, with other writers.
2. Toy, p.135-
3. Lightfoot, The Apostolic Fathers, pp.259» 282.
4. The New Testament in the Apostolic Fathers, pp. 3-4*
5. Freedman, Midrash Rabbah, Genesis, pp.393f» 399> 422, 425>

Ecclesiastes, p.134*
6. The Babylonian Talmud, Berakoth, p.73. In Shabbath (p.505) there

is another reference to Genesis 17:5 but it is not helpful for
this study.
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rael, namely, the Ishmaelites, Edomites, etc. (Gen. 25:1-4)With

this Stuart seems to agree (though holding that Paul interpreted it

in a spiritual sense): "There is a question whether the original in

Genesis 17:5 means anything more than that the literal posterity of

Abraham should be very numerous. Tholuck and many commentators so

2
construe it." This is perhaps the Rabbinic understanding of the

citation although their refei^ences to this verse are so very arbit¬

rary that it is difficult to tell. It might be argued that there

was a Ra.bbinic element which gave it a spiritual interpretation for

in Berakoth^ reference is made to Abraham as "the father of the

whole world." This could not be understood even by the Rabbis in a

physical sense. But it is impossible to determine just what the

writer in Berakoth had in mind by his reference to Abraham as "the

father of the whole world" for the context of this statement, as

contexts are almost everywhere in the Midrash and the Talmud, is

brief and quickly changing. Therefore we conclude that the writer

of Genesis 17:5 could only have reference to the physical descen¬

dants of Abraham.

Paul on the other hand sees in this citation a reference to

the spiritual descendants of Abraham. He gives no time to the in¬

terpretation of the citation from the standpoint of the physical

descendants of Abraham except to show that this is not the important

thing to consider. The argument runs something like this. The pro¬

mise that Abraham should be the father of innumerable offspring was

given to him on account of his faith, which chronologically was gi¬

ven before the covenant of circumcision. And just as important for

1. Toy, p.135-
2. As cited by Stuart, p.138.
3. The Babylonian Talmud, Berakoth, p.73.



the Jew, it was not given to the Israelites through the Law of Hoses,

but was given to Abraham some four hundred years earlier. The Lav/,

given later, cannot possibly have been given to establish the pro¬

mise, for he has shown in chapter two that Jew and Gentile alike are

sinners and without excuse before God and further he has shown in

4:14)15 that none can perfectly obey the Law and so none by the Law

can be heirs of the promise. Thus it is evident that the promise

of heirs to Abraham was made in answer to his faith and not on the

impossible grounds of perfect legal righteousness. Paul's conclu¬

sion is that the promise v/as given to Abraham because of his faith

before circumcision and the Lav/ so that those who have faith, either

Jew or Gentile, should be his spiritual descendants. It is those

who have faith in God, like Abraham, that are the true descendants

of Abraham.^" The physical descendants of Abraham all stand in need

of this faith to be saved just as do the Gentiles. Thus Paul fol¬

lows here, as in each case so far in Romans, the Rabbinic notion

that God, as the author of Scripture had more in mind than either

the participants in the event or the writer of Scripture itself were

av/are of.

1. Franklin Johnson, The Quotations of the New Testament from the
Old Considered in the Light of General Literature, Philadelphia,

. American Baptist Publication Soc., I896, pp.252-3.
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ROMANS 4:18

THE NEW TESTAMENT TEXT FOR ROMANS 4818

(mT^pa xoXXcov &0vwv) xa/ra to etpripSvov,
Outcoc etfrai to crxeppa o"ou*

THE HEBREW MASSORETIO TEXT FOR GENESIS 15:5

-|snt rpn> nD

THE TARGUM1 FOR GENESIS 15s5

pm piD(n>'? ~idki)

THE SEFTUAGIHT TEXT A FOR GENESIS 15:9

Outwc ecrrat to crxeppa. crov.

1. Berliner, p.14.
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1. INTRODUCTORY FORMULA

This is the first time this l'F has been used by Paul in his

letter to the Romans and it is the only place in the NT where it is
8 ft' \

so used. The perfect participle { elprjpevov ) is used twice in

Acts"'" but not with xatd as here. The verb form is used three

2
times in Romans. The author of Hebrews prefers the verb form of

eJpTipevov over against Y^Ypa7CTO[' > Paul's favourite intro¬

ductory word. The author of Hebrews uses the verb six times'^ but

fails to use Y&YPamai at all.

2. NEW TESTAMENT TEXT ANALYSIS

At the end of the verse after to avteppa o'ou Codex G and a

few other MSS have added ok ot dotepes toft oupavoft mo '

ajijaov tfjc BaXdorrng to the text.^ Meyer adds that Codex F and se¬

veral Fathers as well as the Vulgate have this gloss commenting that

only the first part is a proper gloss since it is found in the text
I V

of Genesis 15:5 but the Tyv x.t.A. is not, because it is im-

ported from Genesis 12:16. Codex K and the Syriac Peshitta version

read YeYPaFFsvov for eJpr)|i£vov

3. OLD TESTAMENT TEXT ANALYSIS

In the LXX ortoje is read before ml e'tnev in cursive

M U ^ .

MS d. ecrtov is read eotco in Codex L. to OToeppa is read
tcft cmeppato in Codex f and cmeppa without the article to

7

in the Oxyrhynchus papyr:t/£656.

1. cf. Acts 2:16 and 13s40.
2. Romans 9*12, 25, 29•
3. cf. Hebrews 1:13; 4:3,4,7; 10:15; 13:5-
4. Nestle and Aland.
5. Meyer, Vol.1, p.214.
6. Tischendorf, Vol.11.
7. Brooke and McLean, Vol.1, part I, Genesis.
Z. C, ctt e C-ti To a'vc v AS wstJ us an X F

in LuKd $'>20- A9 tut H ,
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4. CONTEXT OF THE OLD TESTAMENT CITATION

This verse is set in the same context as the citation in .Ro¬

mans 4:3.

5. PAUL'S RENDERING OF THE OLD TESTAMENT TEXT

This is the fourth instance of a verbatim citation from the

LXX and the LXX here is a faithful translation of the Hebrew."*"

6. QUOTATIONS FROM OTHER SOURCES

a. Midrash

Abraham is said to have determined that Sarah was to be child¬

less by observing his planet. Because of this God leads him out and

shows him all the stars in order to show him the numberlessness of

his seed.**

"R. Judah b.R. Simon citing R. Harim said,
"God raised Abraham above the vault of
the heavens and from that very planet which
showed you that you were not destined to
have any progeny I will prove to you that
you will have progeny."3

In another place all Abraham's progeny is thought to be righte¬

ous like him for "He said to him so Shall thy seed be."^ This is a

fanciful interpretation which adds to the content of the verse and

seems to be crudely literal or perhaps allegorical.

b. Post-Apostolic Fathers

Clement of Rome quotes both Genesis 15:5 and 6 almost verbatim

from the LXX.^ He omits Se aurovje^coand. substitutes o ©soq . He

changes 7cpo<; a&mov to and omits 6f) after av&fSXe^ov

He reads SwrjoU for 6{>yr| and omits ml eixev before the

1. Toy, p.135-
2. Freedman, Midrash Rabbah, Exodus, p.454 and others.
3- Ibid., Numbers, p.42.
4- Ibid, p.44«
5. Lightfoot, The Apostolic Fathers, pp.l0,6l.
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outwg which begins Paul's citation. In verse six he omits the

initial xaf and adds 5£ before 'A|3p&p. which he reads in
both verse five and six as 'A0pciA|J. • Such changes may easily be
explained as changes needed to adapt the citation to Clement's con¬

text or substitution due to a faulty memory. Clement gives these

verses a literal and historical interpretation.

7. PAUL'S HERMENEUTICAL USAGE OF THIS

OLD TESTAMENT CITATION

Paul's interpretation of this citation is identical with that

of the preceding citation in Romans 4s17•
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ROMANS 1:1

THE NEW TESTAI'BHT TEXT FOR ROMANS 7:7

vojaoc eXeyev ,

Ofcx extGujificrstC •

THE HEBREW MASSOKBTIC TEXT FOR EXODUS 20:1?

innn x,1?

TARGM1 OF ONKELOS FOR EXODUS 20:17 (14)

vann

THE SEPTUAGINT TEXT B FOR EXODUS-20:17

O&x ext, 0uj-i-f)o"ei q.

Berliner, p.83.
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THE HEBREW MASSORETIC TEXT FOR DEUTERONOMY ji 21

•rami

TARGUM1 FOR DEUTERONOMY 5:21

•pnnn k1?*!

THE SEPTUAGINT TEXT E FOR DEUTERONOMY 9?21

o&x £7u6u|irjcret,£

THE NEW TESTAMENT PARALLEL PASSAGE

ROMANS 13:9

o&x

Berliner, p.202.
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1. INTRODUCTORY FORMULA

This is the first time Paul uses this IF in-Romans. The quo¬

tation is taken from the beginning of the tenth commandment of Exo¬

dus 20.'17 which is an account of* the giving of the Law of the Ten

Commandments from Mt. Sinai so o vouoc refers here to the Law

in the form of the Ten Commandments^ uttered from Mt. Sinai in the

2
hearing of the whole nation. While v6poc is used elsewhere in

IFs, it is used only here to refer to the Ten Commandments and this

precise formula is used nowhere else in the NT.^

2. NEW TESTAMENT TEXT ANALYSIS

Tischendorf lists Codex L as reading Aoyoc for v6|ioe

otherwise there is only a minor variant spelling of J

5
in Codices K and P.

3. OLD TESTAMENT TEXT ANALYSIS

a. Massoretic Text

There are no textual variants for Exodus 20:17 but for Deut.
f.

5:21 the Samaritan Pentateuch reads PPD for TICK .

1. The use of vopoc in Paul is not completely uniform. He some¬
times uses the term when he does not have the- OT Law in view (Rom.
3:27; 7:21,25; 8:2; Gal. 6:2). His starting point is the traditi¬
onal use of v6poc for the OT DTI Rl . In most instances in
Rabbinic understanding vopoc is the equivalent of 11111)
which meant for the Rabbis primarily the Mosaic Law. With Paul as
with the Rabbinic usage the gist of the vopoc could be stated
in the Decalogue (Romans 13:Of; 2:20f; 7:7)• In Paul, however, no
basic distinction is made between the Decalogue and the rest of
the legal material in the OT (Romans 7:2). In Paul vopoc is
supremely that which demands action from man, a specific will.
Hence one "does" the Law (Rom. 2:25; Gal. 5*3; 6:3). There are
epya- v6pov demanded by the Lay/ (Rom. 3:28). Only along these
lines is there any point to the question of Rom. 7:7* Of. Gerhard
Kittel, Theological Dictionary, vol.IV, pp.1054) IO69. See also
II. J. Schoeps , p.170.

2. Turpie, New Testament View of the Old, pp.120, 121.
3- cf. Luke 2:23,24; John 8:17; 10:34; 15:25; I Cor. 9:9; 14:21;

Gal. 5:14.
4- Ellis, Paul's Use of the Old Testament, pp.156-185. See also Tur¬

pie, New Testament View of the Old, pp.308-344*
5* Tischendorf, vol.11.
6. Kittel, Biblia Hebraica.
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b. Septuagint Text

There are no textual variants in the LXX tex-t of Exodus 20s 17.

Paul's citation begins the verse but the Armenian and Syriac Hexapla

versioreboth place this citation as the third phrase of the sentence,

coming after tov &p|fov atafiv The LXX reverses the order of the
Hebrew for the first two phrases of Exodus 20:17 making it read after

2
the order of Deut. 5s21. There are no textual variants for the words

of our citation in Deut. 5s21 except for a variation which occurs

only in the Ethiopic version.^
The future l^tOupr^crei q is used to translate . HQUfl i-n

conformity with the practice of using the future indicative to trans¬

late the categorical injunctions and prohibitions in the legal

language of the 0T.^ In Greek the future used as an imperative was

considered milder than the imperative. In Hebrew, though, it was

5
the decisive language of legislation.

4. CONTEXT OF THE OLD TESTAMENT CITATION

The context of the Exodus 20:17 passage is that of the giving

of the Law of the Ten Commandments initially to Moses on Mt. Sinai.

The context of Deut. 5s21 is that of Moses teaching the Law of the

Ten Commandments to the children of Israel.

1. Brooke and McLean, vol.1, part II, Exodus.
2. Rahlfs, Septuaginta.
3. Brooke and McLean, vol.1, part III, Numbers and Deuteronomy,
4. F. Blass and A. Debrunner, A Greek Grammar of the New Testament,

translated by R.W. Funk, Chicago, University of Chicago Press,
1961, p.183, section 362.

5- G.B. Winer, Grammar of New Testament Greek, Edinburgh, T. & T.
Clark, 1882, pp.396-397, cf. also F.A. Philippi, Commentary on
St. Paul's Epistle to the Romans, T. & T. Clark, Edinburgh,
1878, vol.1, p.337-
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5. PAUL'S RENDERING OF THE OLD TESTAMENT TEXT

Paul quotes the first two words of Exodus 20:17^ and Deut.

5:21. He omits Yuva~xa ftXricrtov crou no doubt because he

desires to apply s^tOufrnontc in a wider sense than just that of

a man desiring his neighbor's wife. It is not due to a lapse of me¬

mory, for the Ten Commandments would doubtless be one of the first

portions of Scripture committed to memory in his youth and kept

fresh in his mind by his subsequent training under Gamaliel. He

wants to use e7U0upf)oeic in its widest sense and therefore he

leaves off all qualification.

6. QUOTATIONS FROM OTHER SOURCES

a. Talmud

A much more limited interpretation of this citation from the

0T seems to have been held by the Rabbis as revealed in the Talmud.

The Talmud applies this verse to people who take or do things with¬

out the ability, or at least the desire, to pay for them. Baba Me-

zia says concerning the phrase:"'Thou shalt not covet' is understood
2

by people to apply to that for which one is not prepared to pay."

b. Post-Apostolic Fathers

In the Dldache a reference is made to "Thou shalt not covet" in

a rather long paragraph of prohibitions of a similar nature. However

no attempt is made to elaborate upon the scope of its meaning.J

c. New Testament Parallels

This identical citation from Exodus 20:17 and Deut. 5*21 is re¬

ferred to again by Paul in Romans Chapter 13:9 along with several

other of the Ten Commandments. However in Rom. 13:9 there are some

1. Denney, EGT, p.639-
2. The Babylonian Talmud, Baba Mezia, p.23.
3. Lightfoot, The Apostolic Fathers, pp.218, 230.
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textual difficulties. In Romans 13:9 P46, A, B, D, G and many other

MSS, Lectionaries, versions and Fathers include the phrase cited

here after oft xXlij/eic , but Codex 1984> Clement, Origen and Adman-

tus exclude it; Chrysostom substitutes oft ij/erSoj-iapmupTp'eie; . Other

MSS K , ¥ , 1, 69 * ~ include both oftx ftxtOuprjcrei q and oft \}reu6o-

puxpTUp-ncreiq in an evident conflation of texts. But the papyri and

unical manuscript evidence is overwhelmingly in favour of including

the citation and excluding oft ijferSoiJ.apTup'ncretq . Paul's purpose

in citing this quotation here is practical, something that is to be

in evidence in the Christian's life. While in Romans 7:7 he cites

the phrase purely as an example to help prove a point in his argu¬

ment .

7. PAUL'S HERMENEUTICAL USAGE OF THE

OLD TESTAMENT CITATION

Though this citation from Exodus 20:17 is cited again by Paul

in Romans 13:9 "the usage there is different; there it comes in a

hortatory section; here it comes in a didactic or doctrinal section.

In the 0T the reference to covetousness is not general as in

Paul's use of it, but specific. The commandment is "thou shalt not

covet" a neighbor's house, wife, manservant, etc. But it is suffi¬

ciently-broad in the final phrasing of it (thou.shalt not covet any¬

thing that is thy neighbor's) for Paul legitimately to construe it

generally.

In this discussion concerning the believer's struggle with

evil powers in his own nature both before and after conversion, Paul

presents an extreme case to make his point clear. He speaks of lust
2

as a personal experience. And in doing so Paul lifts the phrase

1. Kilpatrick, The Greek New Testament.
2. Nigel Turner, Grammatical Insights into the Hew Testament, T. and

T. Clark, Edinburgh, 1985* p.86.
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right out of its context and without any historical reference at all

cites it as a commandment against covetousness in the widest and

most general sense."'' Paul uses the citation in this general sense

because:

"The prohibition against covetousness is the
very essence of the law because covetous¬
ness is the impulse which subjugates man to
things and leads him to make of things his
gods .... Covetousness includes both idolatry
of the world and of the self. When the lav/
intervenes to forbid covetousness, it faces
man with the obligation of choosing to live
for God and by the help of God, and instead
of making his own gods and building his own
self-security, of submitting to God and re¬
ceiving from God his life. To confront man
with this fundamental decision is the bus¬
iness of the law and its impingement on hum¬
an existence."2

Paul uses this citation to show what the function of the Law

really was. The Law does not create sin, hut it reveals and in a

certain sense provokes sin. From the consciousness of desire

striving within against the Lav/ arises the knowledge of the prin¬

ciple of sin within.^ Unless the Law had put restraint ujjon sin,

a man would never have known how great his v/ickedness was, or how

much propensity to sin he had. The restraints of the Law gall

one's evil passions so that they break out in sin. In this way

5
man comes to realize how sinful he is. Paul feels it necessary

to show the true function of the Law because the Jew, in his ven¬

eration of the Law, would he sure, after Paul's treatment of it,

to ask, 'Do you mean to say that the Holy Law of God is not only

insufficient to save us, but is even the occasion of increased sin?'^

1. Stuart, p.238.
2. Leenhardt, pp.185-86.
3. C.J. Vaughan, St. Paul's Epistle to the Romans, Macmillan and

Co., London, 1893, p.136.
4. Hodge, p.222.
5. Stuart, p.238.
6. Barnes, p.148.
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Thus, he uses this citation, not as a proof text as he has

done previously, but as an illustration of what he has said just

previously in verse seven. Thus the citation may be taken as con¬

firmation of, but not proof of, what has gone before in the context?"

1. Hodge, p.222.
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- ROMANS 8<36

THE NEW TESTAMENT TEXT FOR ROMANS 8:36

xaQtog Y£YPa7t'cai' oil

evexev croC 0avaToC|ae0a oXt}v tt]V r)|aepav, ^XovCcrOrii-iev a><;

-rcpopara crcpayne.

THE HEBREW MASSOHETIC TEXT FOR PSALM 44:22(44:23)

nmo |KSD 1332703 DIM 13310 y1?? *3

THE SEPTUAGIHT TEXT B FOR PSALM 44:22(43:23)

oti evexa crou 0avafoC[ie0a oXt}V ttjv Tijaepav, £Xc>YCcr0T]ptev>

7tp6(3ara crcpaYHC-
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1. INTRODUCTORY FORMULA

Here again for the fifth or perhaps the sixth time"'" Paul

uses his favourite indefinite IF to introduce a citation from the

43rd Psalm.

2. NEW TESTAMENT TEXT ANALYSIS

evexev, which Robertson calls the more common form of the
kijmILIU- Gr~[s £r

new Ionic eivexev (^e attic form was nearly displaced
from the third century B.C. on)^-

is the prevailing form in inscriptions.^ It is

read evexct by Codices C, K, a large number of other MSS, Clement,

Origen, Methodius, and Chrysostom. evexev is supported by Codices

K , A, B, D, E, F, G, L, and many others. Since the evidence is

so comprehensive and extensive there is little question that evexev

is the correct reading. Von Soden also lists as being read cIq
op C

by four MSS of his I " group of minuscule MSS.

3. OLD TESTAMENT TEXT ANALYSIS

a. Massoretic Text

Babylonian Codex E0"" reads HnilO for and D1TI

perhaps should be read DT without, the article.^
b. Septuagint Text

evexa is supported by Codices B, R, Lucian, Theodoret and

Codex 55 while evexev is supported by Codices S ( K ), 2013, a

7
few Lucian MSS, T, and A.

1. cf. Romans 3i4 in UBS, The Greek New Testament. See also comment
on the IF of Romans 3:4 in this paper.

2. Robertson's Grammar, p.183.
3. Arndt and Gingrich.
4. Tischendorf, Vol.11, also von Soden, Vol.11.
5. Von Soden, Vol.11.
6. Kittel, Biblia Hebraica.
7. Rahlfs, Septuaginta, Vol.10, Psalmi cum Odis, also Sanday and

Headlam, p.221.
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4. CONTEXT OF THE OLD TESTAMENT CITATION

This verse is set near the end of a psalm of twenty-six ver¬

ses in which the psalmist declares that it is God Himself who has

planted Israel. The psalmist says that, though he is in conflict

with his enemies, he will not trust in his bow; he will trust

rather in God. In this context he reminds God that Israel is

killed all the day long for His sake - or because of God's lack

of support. The three verses following the citation call upon God

to awake to the situation and save the psalmist for His mercy's

sake.

5. PAUL'S RENDERING OF THE OLD TESTAMENT TEXT

Paul quotes nearly verbatim from the LXX which agrees very

closely with the Hebrew."'"

6. QUOTATIONS FROM OTHER SOURCES

Midrash and Talmud

Psalm 44:22 is mentioned several times in Midrash Rabbah

usually with the literal interpretation of the Israelites suffering

at the hands of their enemies because of their devotion to God.

Twice it is cited in reference to a generation of great persecution,

and once Israel is spoken of as making atonement for the nations by
2

her suffering. ,

This verse is also used in a similar way in the Talmud. In

one reference the story is.told of four hundred young men and women

who were carried off by victorious enemies for immoral purposes.

These all committed suicide rather than be defiled before their God

1. Toy, p.136; also Liddon, p.144*
2. Freedman, Midrash Rabbah, Lamentations, pp.125, 133; Song of

Solomon, pp.40, 86, 113, 176, 276, 309; Ecclesiastes, p.106.
See also Herman L. Strack and Paul Billerbeck, Kornmentar zum
Neuen Testament aus Talmud und Midrasch, C.H. Beck'sche Ver-
lagsbuchhandlung, Munich, 1954, P«259»
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in a foreign land. In the thinking of the writer of the Gittin

these young people died for the honour of God and- Israel and Psalm

44*22 is applied literally to them.

7. PAUL'S HEHMENEUTICAL USAGE OF THE

OLD TESTAMENT CITATION

It is not clear from Psalm 44*22 whether the term "for thy

sake" means that because of their fidelity to God they are "killed

all the day long" or that they are suffering because God has not

3ecn fit to give them aid against their enemies. The psalmist com¬

plains against God and calls Him to witness their fidelity to Him.

He calls upon God to "awake", to "arise", and not "cast (them) off

forever", etc. There is no clear indication that they are suffering

because of their fidelity to Him, that is, because they are God's

people, but seemingly God has turned against Israel for their troub¬

les are attributed by the psalmist to God's lack of support. It is

everywhere said that they are not helped by God, who in spite of

their faithfulness, has sold His people for nothing (cf. vv.12,17-18).

With this Plummer seems to agree. He-says this verse "shows the ex¬

treme and constant sufferings of God's people, even at a time when
2

they had not displeased him by any recent or visible defection."

The psalmist is at pains to show that Israel is suffering at the hands

of God, and since they have been faithful to Him, he cannot understand

it.^ He finds this chastening utterly incomprehensible.

However, many commentators, because of verse 22, feel that the

psalmist is saying that they are suffering at the hands of their

enemies because they are God's people. J. Wellhausen says;

* The Babylonian Talmud , Gittin, p. 2 67 •

2. Pluramer, p.442.
3. W.O.E. Oesterl.ey,The Psalms, S.P.C.K., London, 1962, pp.249-50.
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"God's champions cannot understand why He
disowns them, seeing that toward Him they
are conscious of unchanging fidelity. It •

is in defense of their religion that the
Jews are now being slaughtered by the
heathen."1

Wellhausen further comments that this suffering in defense of

their religion could only have taken place in the Maccabean period

in the second century B.C. Though there may be good reasons to so

date the Psalm there is no statement that they are suffering for or

because of their religion.

G. Rawlinson is in agreement with Wellhausen on the inter¬

pretation of this verse. He says:

"the heathen hate them, and make war upon
them as worshippers of one exclusive God,
Jehovah, and contemners of their many
gods whom they hold to be 'no gods'."£-

Neither Rawlinson nor Wellhausen offer any evidence to sup¬

port their interpretation. I do not believe this interpretation

can be supported by the context.

Most commentators do not discuss "for thy sake" but seem to

imply that the verse indicates Israel is suffering in defense of

their religion.^ "For thy sake" is the translation

Though is often used in the OT it is used only four

times with the particle "O It is so used in II Chron. 14:11

(10) which is translated by the RSV as "for we rely on thee". In

20:12 it is used again being translated "but our eyes are upon thee."

1. J. Wellhausen, The Book of the Psalms, translated by H.H. Furness
and John Taylor; James Clarke & Co., London, 1898, p.183.

2. The Pulpit Commentary, edited by H.D.M. Spence and Joseph S.
Exell; Psalms, Vol.1, Funk and Wagnalls Co., 19H> P«343.

3. Leenhardt, p.238.
4. Solomon Mandelkern, Veteris Testamenti Concordantiae, Akade-

mische Druck- U. Verlagsanstalt, Graz, Austria, 1955*
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In Psalm 69s7(8) where like our citation it is translated "for thy

sake". "O is used as a relative causal particle to mean, because,

since, while, etc. is the preposition Vy and the prono¬

minal suffix *] . is used frequently in the 0T and corres¬

ponds to the Greek e%t (&v&) and UTtsp and means, on, upon,

over, etc. It has derivative meanings of, being impending, conti¬

guity, motion towards, although, because, as,according to, for, on

account of, etc."^ Brown, Driver and Briggs say of this last meaning,

"The basis being conceived as involving the ground denotes

the cause or reason, on account of, because." They cite Deut. 20:3,
2

Deut. 24J16 and other references.

Therefore, because the psalmist nowhere says Israel is suf¬

fering because they have been faithful to God, and since the psal¬

mist in the context attributes their troubles to God and calls

upon God to "rouse" Himself on their behalf, I believe a more cor¬

rect translation in harmony with the context would be, "On account

of you we are killed all the day long." That is, they suffer be¬

cause God has neglected them, therefore the call for God to "rouse"

Himself in verses 23-26.

The psalmist is bewildered, but not Paul. In verse 35 he

intimates the Christian may expect suffering and in verse 36, even

death, but the note of triumph comes ringing in loud and clear.

Here we have a good example of the increased force and the new char¬

acter that Paul gives quotations from the 0T. This difference is

traceable to Paul's confrontation with the post-resurrection Christ

on the way to Damascus. Therefore, he gives a new significance to

1. Gesenius.
2. Francis Brown, S.R. Driver, and C.A. Briggs, Hebrew and English

Lexicon of the Old Testament, The Clarendon Press, Oxford, 19»2.
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the phrase "for thy sake". The psalmist thought Israel was suffer¬

ing because God had not been dealing fairly with His people."'" But

Paul, knowing the Rabbinic interpretation of this verse, that Israel

2
suffered because of her faith towards God, applied it to suffering

on behalf of the Messiah. Lindars thinks that Paul's love for the

Psalms "led him to correlate Ps. 44*23 with the idea of the lamb

led to the slaughter," which enables him to "make a homiletic appli¬

cation of it to the members of the Church."^ This, for Paul, was a

privilege for in so suffering one entered into the fellowship of His

sufferings. Therefore one's sadness is turned to joy, and the suf¬

fering Christian is enabled to glory in tribulation.^ Paul does not

refer to the context or indicate in any way whether this is a psalm

from the Davidic era or from the post-exilic era. He merely sees in

this psalm a record of 0T saints suffering even during a time of fi¬

delity to God. And sees in this an historical example of what Chris¬

tians of his day and every age may expect. Only the Christian need

not be bewildered about it because "in all these things we are more

than conquerors".(v.37) Because He conquered those who are "in Him"

can have victory instead of bewilderment.

Paul does not regard the historical setting or the context

especially, but he gives this citation a literal interpretation very

similar to that of the Jews, except that he applies it to suffering

for Christ and sees in it a reason for hope and joy in suffering

whereas the psalmist did not.

1. Oesterley,p.240.
2. Strack-Billerbeck, p.258f.
3. Lindars, p.240.
4. Vine, p.134«
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ROMANS CHAPTERS 9-11

In this third section of Romans there are many citations from

the OT, which, by dealing with them one by one, as we must do in

this study, we nearly atomize the section and make it difficult to

get the whole picture in mind. Therefore, we give a brief synopsis

or analysis of the whole section before we begin consideration of

the citations themselves.

With chapter nine a new subject is introduced. This new sub¬

ject is not a digression. It is an essential part of the letter and

fulfills a very definite and necessary function of the total context.

This new section deals with a problem which was of great concern to

Paul and all those of the Early Church who were Jews by birth. It

would seem to them and unbelieving Jews as well, that

"if the birth of the Christian Church and the

gathering of the Gentiles into it represented
God's purpose to bless and save men, God must
have turned His back upon Himself. He must
have broken His promise to Israel, and cast
off His chosen people.''^

) To the Jew this would seem impossible, therefore it would be

natural for the Jew to infer that the Christian Gospel was not of

God, or at least have serious doubts about it. Nor v/ould the Jew

1. Nygren, p.357•
2. Denney, EGT, pp.655-6.



have any less doubt about Paul's claim that the Christian Church

was the true Israel.

It is to the clarification of this situation that Paul add¬

resses himself in these three chapters. Paul's answer to the prob¬

lem may be divided into three sections which roughly agree with the

chapter divisions.

First, Romans 9*1-29- In the first five verses Paul introdu¬

ces a personal element by which he reveals his deep love and longing

for the salvation of Israel. Then he comes to the main part of this

section in verses 6-29. Paul asserts the absolute freedom and sov¬

ereignty of God over against any claim on the part of the Jew as to

any right he might have to claim against God. The objection of the

Jews to the Gospel really meant that because of their relationship

to the Covenant they thought they had a claim of right upon God

which entitled them to salvation, a claim which God must acknowledge.

Paul argues that all God's dealings with man, especially in the

history of Israel, as exhibited in the OT refutes such a claim.

In chapter 9:30 - 10:21 Paul shows by the use of various cita¬

tions from the OT that the explanation of the present rejection of

the Jews, which is not complete but partial for there remains a rem¬

nant of believing Jews, is found in the fact that they have willfully

and stub^rnly rejected the Gospel. They have set their hearts upon
the establishment of their own righteousness through a legalistic ad¬

herence to the letter of the Law, and have refused to submit them¬

selves to the righteousness of God.

In chapter eleven Paul points out that despite the Jews' unbe¬

lief, yea, even because of it, God's promises to the fathers will be

fulfilled and all Israel will be saved. Gentile Christianity will

provoke the Jew to jealousy and they will accept Jesus as their Messiah
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Thus in the very events which seem so unacceptable to the Jewish

mind there is gracious providence, a depth of riches and wisdom and

knowledge which is beyond words to express."'"
Johannes Munck has given a good bird's-eye-view of Romans 9-H

in his summary outline which I incliide here with the addition of the

respective OT citations to support Paul's argument.

9:1-5 Lament over Israel.

9:6-13 The Jews cannot claim salvation as a right.
Psalm 44:22
Genesis 21:12; 18:10,14; 25:23
Malachi 1:2,3

9:14-21 For God alone determines salvation and damnation.
Exodus 33:19; 9Jl6

9:22-29 But God has in fact acknowledged a remnant of
Israel and the Gentiles.
Hosea 2:23; 1:10
Isaiah 10:22-23; 1:9

9:30-10:4 The Gentiles received salvation, but not the Jews
since they would not follow God's way of salvation
in Christ.
Isaiah 8:14; 28:16

10:5-13 God requires only faith in the heart and its con¬
fession on the lips.
Leviticus 18:5
Deuteronomy 30:12-14
Isaiah 28:16
Joel 2:32

10:14-21 God has caused the gospel to be preached by Apostles
to the Jews throughout the earth, but they have not
accepted it.
Isaiah 52:7; 53:1
Psalm 19:4
Deuteronomy 32:21
Isaiah 65:1,2

11:1-10 Does this mean that Israel has been rejected? No,
there is a chosen remnant left.
I Kings 19:14,18
Isaiah 29:10
Deuteronomy 29:4
Psalm 69:22-3

1. For the above analysis I am indebted largely to Denney, EGT, pp.655-6.
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11}11-27 Was it the will of God that the Jews should fall?
No, but the salvation of the Gentiles was the first
result of the Jews' unbelief, and it is God's plan
that the fulness of the Gentiles shall in time call
forth the salvation of all Israel.
Isaiah 59:20,21; 27:9.

11:28-32 For God's way of salvation is disobedience and then
mercy, and thus God saves all men.

11:33-36 Final Doxology"'"
Isaiah 40:13
Job 41:3

1. Johannes Munck, Christ and Israel, Fortress Press, Philadelphia,
1967, p.25-
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ROMAI1S 9:7

THE NEW TESTAMENT TEXT FOR ROMANS 9 = 7

kv 'ionccx xXr)6f)a"erai croc crxep|ia.
"THE HEBREW MASSORETIC TEXT FOR GENESIS 21:12

snr -fp pmpri

THE TARGUM1 FOR GENESIS 21:12

pan pnpjr pns'n ns

THE SEPTUAGIKT TEXT A FOR GENESIS 21:12

(oti) ev 'lauax xX'nGrp'e'cat croc crxeppia.

THE HEW TESTAMENT PARALLEL PASSAGES

HEBREWS 11;18

(otc) ev 'louax xXr)6r|crexaf croi crxepjia.

Berliner, p.20.
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1. INTRODUCTORY FORMULA

It is not often that Paul introduces a citation with &XX& ■

as here, he usually prefers xaGcbc or a formula that

indicates in a still more graphic way that he is citing Scripture.

He uses the simple IF ydp several times, but dXKd is used

again as an IF only in Romans 12:20 and Gal. 3;12. The adversative

particle is used here as a simple IF because Paul has in mind the

o X6yog tou Geoft of verse six and so evidently did not feel

the need to indicate more specifically that he was quoting Scrip¬

ture. Turpie, however, feels that, though this is undoubtedly a

2
quotation from Genesis 21:12, Paul uses no IF here at all. Others

believe that Paul cites this citation in this way "because it is

taken for granted that the saying is one well known.

2. NEW TESTAMENT TEXT ANALYSIS

Most MSS as Kc , A, B, F, K, L, and others read 'IottAx

while K*> D, E, G, and a few others read 'iotxx The evidence

is almost equal for these two readings, both have good Alexandrian

and Western texts for support, yet the weight of evidence seems to

be on the side of the reading ' IooAx for the two best Alexandrian

representative Codices A and B support this reading, as well as Codi-

a3
ces K and L. Von Soden cites Codex 256 from his I group of minus-

(3M)
^ ^

cule MSS which reads xXripoj0r|O"£ra(, for x\r|Gr)cr£'CCH . Since this tex¬

tual variant is supported by only one MS, which is a late Byzantine

MS, the evidence seems unacceptable in the face of the older and

1. Cf. Rom. 10:13; 11:34,35; I Cor. 2:16; 10:26; 15:27.
2. Turpie, New Testament View of the Old, p.285.
3. Meyer, Vol.11, p.126; Liddon, p.157.
4. Tischendorf, Vol.11, p.412.
5. Von Soden, Vol.11.
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better MS evidence which supports the text.

3. OLD TESTAMENT TEXT ANALYSIS

On the authority of Holmes and Parsons Brooke and McLean list

Codex 78 as reading xArjpovopriQfjcre'Ccu for x\r)&f)crsrat , Brooke

and McLean also list Codex c as omitting croi before ovcsppa .

Otherwise no textual variants are known for this verse.

4. CONTEXT OF THE OLD TESTAMENT CITATION

This verse occurs in the context of Abraham sending away Ha-

gar and Ishmael at the insistence of Sarah. It was heart-rending

for Abraham. In the midst of his grief God appears to Abraham and

tells him not to be grieved overmuch for "in Isaac shall thy seed-be

called." Then, seemingly to comfort Abraham, God pronounces a secon¬

dary, yet nevertheless great, blessing upon Ishmael.

5. PAUL'S RENDERING OF THE OLD TESTAMENT TEXT

Again Paul cites the LXX verbatim in this citation from Gene¬

sis 21:12. This is the sixth verbatim citation in Romans, but not

always has the verbatim citation from the LXX been in agreement with

the Hebrew as here.

Paul, and also the author of Hebrews, omits the causal on

( ) .at the beginning of the quotation. The omission of the

causal conjunction omt, does not alter the meaning of the construc¬

tion for the causal idea is found in the immediate context both in

2
Romans 9:7 and in Hebrew 11:18.

6. QUOTATIONS FROM OTHER SOURCES

a. Post Apostolic Fathers

. Barnabas 13:2-3 seems to have this passage of Genesis in mind,

1. Brooke and McLean, Vol.1, Part I, Genesis.
2. Kistemaker, p.51*
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though he uses it differently from Paul. Barnabas sees it as a pro¬

phecy of the Church.^ Paul cites it simply for the principle of

God's sovereign purpose of election. The reference in Barnabas is

a very free rendering while Paul quotes verbatim from the LXX.
>

b. Midrash

Genesis 21:12 is referred to several times in Midrash Rabbah.

It is always given a very literal interpretative reference to Israel
2

and is often found quoted in connection with the sacrifice of Isaac.

Strack-Billerbeck says "as the Apostle infers from Genesis 21:12

that only the children of the promise are counted as seed of Abraham

so the Midrash indicates that only the confessors of two worlds, that

is, the confessors of resurrection and judgment, belong to Abraham's

descendants."

c. New Testament Parallel

Hebrews 11:18

The author of Hebrews quotes verbatim from the LXX as does

Paul in Romans 9:7« The causal conjunction is omitted, however, as

Kistemaker points out, the causative meaning of the citation is not

altered because the causal idea is found in the immediate context.^1

However, the author of Hebrews applies Genesis 21:12 in a different

sense from Paul. In Hebrews it is cited in connection with the dis¬

cussion' of Abraham's faith manifested in his willingness to offer up

his only son Isaac, in spite of the promise of this citation that

"in Isaac shall thy seed be called." Abraham's faith apparently was

so great that he believed that God was able to raise Isaac even from

the dead. Paul on the other hand cites Genesis 21:12 for quite a

different purpose, to prove that not all the physical descendants of

T• The New Testament and the Apostolic Fathers, p.4•
2. Freedman, Midrash Rabbah, Genesis, pp.471, 498? Leviticus, p.376.
3. Strack-Billerbeck, p.265.
4. Kistemaker, p.51»
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Abraham are the true seed of Abraham - the true Israelites, but

only those to whom the promise was given - to those in Isaac.

7. PAUL'S HERMENEUTIGAL USAGE OP

THE OLD TESTAMENT

The Genesis passage, from which this citation is taken, re¬

fers to the announcement that Isaac was to be the divinely chosen

heir of Abraham and that Abraham's official descendants were to be

traced through Isaac as well. The words of this citation were spo¬

ken so that in the matter of inheritance it would be clear that,

though Ishmael was a son of Abraham, he was not the heir or the

official descendant of Abraham, but this privilege was to be Isaac's

alone. It was God's act of establishing the primogeniture of

Isaac.^ "The words literally mean that in the line of Isaac Abraham

should have the posterity which would properly bear his name, and

inherit the promises made to him by God. Isaac's descendants are

2
the true Abrahamidae." This is the reason given to Abraham by God

to warrant his following out the suggestion by Sarah that Ilagar and

Ishmael be expelled.^
Paul does not refer to the historical situation nor does he

give this citation a literal interpretation as do the Midrash and

the Talmud. Paul interprets this citation as referring to the spi¬

ritual descendants of Abraham, the children of the promise. Meyer

thinks that Paul limits the citation to Isaac and translates it "In

the person of Isaac will a descendant be named to thee."^ The argu¬

ment of this section of Romans begins with the assumption that the

1. Plummer, p.429.
2. Denney, EGT, p.659*
3. Liddon, p.157-
4. Vol.11, p.126; Liddon, p.157.



nation of the Jews had by unbelief forfeited its inheritance of Ab¬

raham's promise and that the promise had been transferred to the.

Gentiles."'' This meant to the Jew that God's word had failed - an

idea which no Jew could accept. Paul denies the inference because,

he argues, the "Israel" of the covenant does not mean everyone who

was a descendant of Abraham. Ishmael was a descendant of Abraham

but no Jew thought of the Arabs as his descendants according to the

promise. Scripture declares that "it is through Isaac that your

offspring shall be reckoned." And because Isaac's birth was super¬

natural, according to the promise of God, which was believed by Ab¬

raham, it is evident that from the beginning there were some who
2

were the physical seed of Abraham who were outside the promise,

yet that does not mean that God's word"had failed. So, Paul says,

the same is true today. There are those who are the physical seed

of Abraham and there are thosewho are the "children of promise" and

the two may or may not coincide."^ This implied a choice between

Ishmael and Isaac, therefore the doctrine of election was illustrated

in the very commencement of the nation. As God made such a choice

then so he does now. As God rejected Ishmael then so he rejects some

4
now.

1. Johannes Munck, Christ and Israel, Fortress Press, Philadelphia,
1967, p.35.

2. Ibid, p.36.
3. Dodd, Epistle of Paul to the Romans, Fontana Books, Hodder and

Stoughton, Edinburgh, 1965, p.153.
4. Johannes Munck, Christ and Israel, p.34> also Barnes, p.90.
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ROMANS 9:9

THE NEW TESTAMENT TEXT FOR ROMANS 9:9

^rayYeXtae yap o Xoyoc; ouroc,

xata tov xaipov toutov iXeCcropiai xai ecnrat Sdppa uloc.

THE HEBREW MASSORETIC TEXT EOR GENESIS 10:10,14

rmx prwx p mm mn nw -pVx mr/x

:p rn^n mn nwd pl?x
THE TARGIM1 FOR GENESIS 18:10,14

Km xm pop pnxn p>yo pp mmx nrio ooxi

pop :>mmnx Kim xsm snnn nyoff mm y\mx
m mPn

THE SEPTUAGINT TEXT A FOR GENESIS 18:10,14

eravaarpSqxcy. "tfeo xpoc ere xata tov xaipov rofitov eJg copac;,
xat eget ihov Edppa rj yuvf) erou. (14) s^C tov xatpov toCtov &vacn;p6-
\]fto xpoc ere etc Spaq, xal serrai vfl Zdppc. \u6c.

1. Berliner, p.16.
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1. INTRODUCTORY FORMULA

This is the only place in the New Testament where this IF ap¬

pears. In Eph. 6s2 Paul uses evmoXij %pCrvr\ ev emy-feNta to in¬

troduce a citation from Exodus 20;2 otherwise, surprising as it may

seem this word, which means so much to the Church today, is not used

to refer to OT Scripture. In fact, even here, some writers do not

consider these words to be an actual IF.'*' However, it seems to me

2
that Turpie is right in considering it as much. That this phrase

is used as an IF seems apparent from the context. Paul introduces

the quotation from Genesis 21:12 in verse seven with a brief d\X&

and continues his argument on through verse eight. Then he introdu¬

ces another quotation this time from Genesis 18:10,14 to substanti¬

ate his contention that only "the children of the promise are reckoned

as descendants.""^ Thus it is evident that this phrase referring as it

does to the "promise" was meant to introduce Scripture.

2. NEW TESTAMENT TEXT ANALYSIS

The text here is remarkably free of textual variants. There

are none reported by anyone on the citation itself, although Tischen-

dorf indicated that Codices D and E omit the article o before

X6yoc in the IF.

3. OLD TESTAMENT TEXT ANALYSIS

a. Hebrew Massoretic Text

flUm has a questionable reading of rpm by the LXX

and Brian Walton's second edition of the Syriac Polyglot Version.

Another conjectural variant is fly3 be read for .
•' • •' -V

1. Ellis, Paul's Use of the Old Testament, p.l60.
2. Turpie, New Testament View of the Old, p.316, cf. also Henry

Gough, The New Testament Quotations, Walton and Maberly, London,
1855, p.l4«

3. R.S.V.
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b. Septuagint Text

Codices 31j83 read £Soi> before emvacrTperjxov > minuscule
MSS e, -j , c2 read dycuyTpScptov instead of £mvacrrp£<pa)y > Philo
in one out of two places reads emvi'xv for £7iayacrrps<pwv> ; Co¬

dex 68 reads emvoompecpayme.c on the authority of Holmes and Par¬

sons. r^co is read r)xw by MS o, it is read •ffeopiev by Codex 68

again on the authority of Holmes and Parsons, xatd ......moomov is

omitted by minuscule MS y. etc wpac is read -?]<; opac by MS f,

eic ov opa^ by MS m and the dialogues of Timothy and Aquila in the

Conybeare edition, and eJc; veorca. by half of the references in Philo.

For the phrase rfast,.... ot>u minuscule Codex y reads ecnrcu mf[

Edppa uiog ; for egei minuscule Codex n reads while

Codex m and the Coptic Sahidic Version read me^ei ; Edppqi.
is read 2dpa hy minuscule Codex m; rj yuvr) o"ou is omitted by
the Coptic Ethiopic version."^ Thus for the LXX and other Versions

there are numerous textual variants but for our purposes these vari¬

ants are of little significance, for it will be noted that of these

variants only two are involved in Paul's citation and these are in

late minuscule MSS only and only one of these is a variant from both

LXX A and Paul, the other is read'by both Paul and LXX A.

4- CONTEXT OF THE OLD TESTAMENT CITATION

The context of this citation from verses 10 and 14 of Genesis

18 is that of the visit of the Lord in the persons of three men who

visited Abraham in the heat of the day. During the visit they an¬

nounced that Sarah was to bear a son the following year. The first

part of the citation occurs in this announcement. Sarah's laugh at

the announcement draws a rebuke from one of the three visitors. The

1. Brooke.and McLean, Vol.1, Part I, Genesis.
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second part of the citation is taken from the words of this rebuke.

Immediately following, the three visitors tell Abraham that they, are

going to visit Sodom and Gomorrah whereupon Abraham makes a plea for

Lot and his family.

5♦ PAUL'S RENDERING OF THE OLD TESTAMENT TEXT

After giving two verbatim quotations from the LXX, Paul once

again abridges the OT by selecting two phrases from Gen. 18:10,14
q 2

and combines them here in Rom. 9*9- xatct rov xatpov toUtov

is taken from verse ten and xat scruu rfj 2&ppq utoc is taken from
verse fourteen. The order of the first clause is changed, the

emvcurcpl<^u)v and Ttpbc ere at the beginning of the LXX clause

are omitted and r\E,<x> is exchanged for IXsfarouat which is then

placed finally after toutov • The wpac at the end of the
clause is omitted as is the whole final clause of verse ten. Only

the final clause of verse fourteen is used by Paul.
A of the/

There is some confusion as to the extent meaning of HM

which is translated xatb rov xatpov totf-cov t)y the LXX. Liter¬
ally it means "as the time revives", but the most appropriate meaning

for the phrase here seems to be "according to this time" which is the

q
exact rendering of the LXX and Paul. Randolph feels that the diffe-

1. Meyer, Vol.11, p.120.
2. xam tov xatpov is a phrase used only moderately often in the

LXX, it is used about two-thirds as often as etc toy xatpov ,
(a,t least 23 times as against 35) but these two prepositions are
used far more sparingly with xatpoq than is the pre¬
position kv (cf. A Handy Concordance of the Septuagint, London,
S. Bagster and Sons Ltd., 1887.) See also Edwin Hatch and II.A.
Redpath, Concordance to the Septuagint, Akademische Druck- U. Ver-
lagsansta.lt, Graz, Austria, 1954> Vol.11. In the NT xarct rov

xatpov is used only four times (it is used here and in Rom.5*6;
Acts 19:23 and Jn. 5:4)* This seems to indicate that the phrase
is more common to the LXX than to the NT. (W.F. Moulton, A Concor¬
dance of the Greek Testament, Edinburgh, T. & T. Clark, 1863•

3. Liddon, p.158.
4. Toy, p.138; see also Olshausen, p.328; Meyer, Vol.11, p.128.
5. Turpie, The Old Testament in the New, p.1455 Davidson, p.146, and

others.
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rence here is so great between the Hebrew and the known LXX texts of

these words that "the apostle seems here to have made use of some

other translation different from any we now have."''" However, Toy

thinks that the LXX is a rendering of nTH rather than

H'n because Codex B has a lacuna at Gen. 18:10,14 and Codex A may

always be suspected of following the NT text. Accordingly he be¬

lieves we cannot determine the relation of Codex A to the text of

Romans. He is inclined to think that Codex A may be a free conden¬

sation of Codex B or may have followed the Aramaic which supposedly

read • But perhaps Davidson is right when he points

out that would normally, but not always, have taken DKTH,

the feminine demonstrative, which would not likely have been taken

for J-pn . Olshausen takes a different approach from Toy but

arrives at the same conclusion. Olshausen thinks that the phrase

etc iov xaipov totnrov of verse 14 probably originally was the

text of the LXX and that xa/ra tov xaipov toutov was introduced

into verse 10 from Rom. 9'9 By the copyists of Codex A.^ Although

opinions vary about the text standing behind Rom. 9s9» there is wide¬

spread agreement that the meaning is simply "at this time in the fol-
5

lowing year." The LXX is a somewhat free translation of the Hebrew.

Paul's deductions from the passage are quite in harmony with both its

words and spirit.^ Ellis indicates that this citation is at va-
7

riance with the LXX and the Hebrew where they vary.

1. T. Randolph, The Prophecies and other Texts Cited in the New
Testament, Oxford, 1782, pp.35,36.

2. Toy, p.138.
3. Davidson, p.146.
4. Olshausen, p.328.
5. Sanday and Headlam, p.243.
6. Ibid.
7. Ellis, Paul's Use of the Old Testament, p.150.
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6. PAUL'S HEHMENEUTICAL USAGE OP THE

OLD TESTAMENT CITATION

In this OT passage God announced to Abraham that Sarah was to

bear him a son the following year. This had reference to a physical

and historical event which became actualized in the history of Abra¬

ham the following year in the birth of Isaac. Paul takes this pro¬

mise made to Abraham and sees in it a reference to the true heirs of

Abraham as being "children of promise" typified in Isaac in contrast

to those whom he denominates "the children of the flesh" typified by

Ishmael. The argument of Paul is that God made a distinction far

back at the beginning of the race which formed an illustration of

what He is doing in the Messianic Age."^ The promise in this instance

is the promise given to Abraham, which Abraham believed, and which

was fulfilled in the birth of Isaac, a birth of supernatural inter-
2

vention. "Hence therefore, we see that not the bodily descent, but

the divine promise constitutes the relation of belonging to Abra¬

ham's fatherhood."^ Isaac's birth depended upon the promise of God

which was in fact the effective cause of it.^ From this Paul deduces

the general law that the mere physical connection with the Jewish

race which he characterizes as xata adpxa ,• does not necessarily

imply a share in the eTaiyyeXCa of God, because it did not in the
5

original situation recorded in Genesis.

Paul is more concerned here with the historical situation of

the OT citation than in most of his citations thus far. He also in¬

terprets the citation literally, that is he sees in this citation a

1. Barnes, p.191.
2. Vaughan, p.177*
3. Meyer, Vol.11, p.128.
4. Munck, Christ and Israel, pp.37-39•
5. Sanday & Headlam, pp.242-43.
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literal reference to the birth of Isaac. But he goes further and

sees in this citation a reference to the "children of the promise"

which goes beyond the mere physical import of the literal inter¬

pretation of the verse. This accords with the way he has interpre¬

ted his citations thus far in Romans.
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ROMANS 9:12

I

THE MEW TESTAMENT TEXT FOR ROMANS 9:12

£ppeGr) oxi

o peC^pjv SouAeOcret tw IA&otxovi .

THE HEBREW MASSORETIC TEXT FOR GENESIS 25; 2.3

THE TARGUM1 FOR GENESIS 25?23

R-pytV WW S311
«

THE SEFTUAGINT TEXT A FOR GENESIS 25:23

Y,al o pe C £p)V Soi>Xeftcrei tw iXdovov i.

1. Berliner, p.26.
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1. INTRODUCTORY FORMULA

This is the only time this IF is used in the NT. The aorist

passive participle of Xeyv) is used often in the IFs of Matthew
H1 d loa-i'Ve. |vi ax I f

but in the aorist passive^the verb is used only once^in the NT and
that by Paul here.

2. NEW TESTAMENT TEXT ANALYSIS

atrfi in the IF is omitted by Codices p4&j D*, by Origen,

. Ambrosiaster, and Augustine."'" A difference in the spelling of

eppeSr) is found in Codices D**, E, L, and a few other MSS.

Y&P is added after eppeOr) by Codex P, and by Codex ^ and a

few other MSS.^ SouXeticrEi, is spelled SouAeCor) by Codex L.^
It would seem from the evidence of the MSS that there are only

minimal problems with the text.

3. OLD TESTAMENT TEXT ANALYSIS

a. Massoretic Text

On the three words involved in Paul's citation from Gen.25s23

there are no textual variants in the Hebrew text.

b. Septuagint Text A

Minuscule C^ omits the last half of Gen. 25:23 including the
words of the citation. o before peC^wv is read to on the

5
authority of Holmes and Parsons.

4. CONTEXT OF THE OLD TESTAMENT CITATION

The first eleven verses of Gen.25 give a brief account of the

life of Abraham after Sarah's death. Verses 12-18 give a list of

1. Nestle and Aland,
2. Tischendorf, Vo-l.II, p.413.
3. Von Soden, Vol.11.
4. Tischendorf, Vol.11, p.413.
5- Brooke and McLean, Vol.I,part I, Genesis, p.65.
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the progeny of Ishmael. Verses 19-26 give a very brief account of

Isaac and Rebecca and the birth of Jacob and Esau. Rebecca was bar¬

ren, Isaac entreated the Lord for her and she conceived twins. Re¬

becca was alarmed at the struggle of the twins in her womb and en¬

quired of the Lord for the reason of it. Paul's citation forms part

of the answer the Lord gave her. The section concludes with the

birth of Esau and Jacob.

5. PAUL'S RENDERING OP THE OLD TESTAMENT TEXT

Paul is very selective in this citation. Out of a verse that

contains four strophes he chooses the last strophe, composed of only

three words, to support his teaching in Rom. 9S9« The citation it¬

self in the LXX is a faithful rendering of the Hebrew, so much so,

that some scholars consider it a Hebraism."'" Paul drops the simple

conjunction xaC of the LXX and replaces it with recitative on.

The recitative on, being just a literary device, much like quota¬

tion marks, forms no part of the citation, thus we are left with an¬

other verbatim citation from the LXX. This seventh verbatim citation

from the LXX, like the sixth of Rom. 9:12, is in agreement with the

Hebrew.

6. QUOTATIONS FROM OTHER SOURCES

a. Post-Apostolic Fathers

In Barnabas 13s2, Genesis 25:21-23 is quoted, hov/ever, with

much less emphasis upon the act of choosing Jacob over Esau as a di¬

vine act of the Sovereign God. For Barnabas it is God's way of
2

showing "that one people is greater than the other."

1. Sanday & Headlam, p.246.
2. Lightfoot, The Apostolic Fathers, pp.258, 282.
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b. Midrash and Talmud

Although Genesis 25s23 is mentioned in Midrash Rabbah many

times,^ most of the places offer little help toward interpretation

of the verse. They are concerned to show that the language used in

this passage adds up to 12 thus proving that Rebecca knew she was

carrying the 12 tribes.

In the Talmud Gen. 25s23 is cited in a very literal way as

meaning that the one (Isaac) shall be stronger than the other (Esau).

These men then are taken metaphorically to mean, in a larger sense,

2
nations. There are several citations of Gen. 25s23 in the Talmud

but they are of no help for our study.

7. PAUL'S HERMENEUTICAL USAGE OF THE

OLD TESTAMENT CITATION

The statement "the elder shall serve the younger" seems to be

a prophetic statement. Rebecca being alarmed at the excessive signs

of life of the child she is carrying in her womb, asks the Lord what

it is all about. The Lord gives answer and tells her that she is

carrying twins and that they will be the progenitors of two nations.

The Lord adds further that the elder shall serve the younger. This

is but another way of saying that the nation which the younger son

establishes will be stronger than the nation of the elder.^ The ci¬

tation thus has symbolical or metaphorical meaning rather than literal.

As is apparent from the following history, the writer did not intend

to indicate that Esau was to serve Jacob in any literal sense.^ No

1. Freedman, Midrash Rabbah, Genesis, pp.164, 309, 418, 560, 561,
582. ~

2. The Babylonian Talmud, Berokoth, p. 357', Pesahim, p. 200; Megiilah,
p.29; Sota.h, p.205; Sanhedrin, p.614; Abodah Zarah, p.356. See
also Strack Billerbeck, p.267.

3. Alford, p.408.
4. Arnold and Ford, p.226.
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reason is given why this should be, it is merely stated that such

will be the case. The fulfilment of this prophecy came about in the

theocratic subjection of Esau in the loss of his birthright and of

the paternal blessing whereby the theocratic lordship passed to Ja¬

cob,"'" and nationally in the temporary subjugation of the Edomites
2

under David and their final complete subjection under the Maccabees.

There is no reference here to anything other than the temporal con¬

dition of Jacob and Esau and especially to the temporal condition of

their descendants.

Paul cites this passage in partial answer to a possible objec¬

tion raised against his argument carried only as far as verse nine.

Here Paul cites evidence of divine differentiation where the subjects

are twins not yet born, of the same parentage, in the womb, of the

same mother, and having not yet done either good or evil. Further

the differentiation went against the laws of primogeniture, for the

younger was chosen over the elder. The decisive word of this unpre¬

cedented action was spoken directly to Rebecca. It is seen from this

that claims of right either upon the basis, of works or descent are

entirely futile - for it is apparent that God acts in total disre¬

gard of them.^ Paul wishes to show that God1s>promise has not come

to no effect because many of the descendants of Abraham have no part
5

in its fulfilment in Christ. To put it in another way, Paul here

is endeavoring to answer the question, "How can the Covenant promise

of God be regarded as inviolate when the mass of Israel has remained
6

in unbelief and come short of the covenant promises?" He answers

1. Meyer, Vol.11, p.134.
2. Hodge, p.311. Morrison, Exposition of the Ninth Chapter of the

Epistle to the Romans, Hodder and Stoughton, London, 1888, p.81.
3. Arnold and Ford, p.226.
4- Munck, Christ and Israel, p.38f. Denney, EGT, Vol.11, p.660.
5. Kenneth Wuest, Romans in the Greek Hew Testament, Wm. B. Eerdmans

Pub. Co., Grand Rapids, 1956. p.l60.
6. Murray, Vol.11, p.18.
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the question by showing that right from the beginning God has made

distinctions which were not based on works or descent and that at

the present time God is continuing to act as He has in the past, in

accordance with His sovereign will.

Therefore we may conclude that Paul uses this citation with

due reference to its historical setting and context. We may also

say that he interprets it with understanding and appreciation of its

literal meaning and fulfilment in history. But Paul sees clearly

that the words of this citation are applicable to the situation that

has arisen between the followers of Christ and the Jews, who accor¬

ding to the flesh, are in covenant relation to God. This verse, ta¬

ken literally by Paul, sets forth God's sovereign act of differenti¬

ation between two people, at the beginning of their race's history,

which is a good illustration of what God is doing in the Messianic

Age.
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ROMANS 9113

THE NEW TESTAMENT TEXT FOR ROMANS 9:13

xa0a>G Yeypa^at,,

tov 'laxocp -f)yd7crpu, tov 6e 'HoaC IjaCoTjau.

THE HEBREW MASSORETIC TEXT FOR MALACHI 1:2-3

>rixytf w run nx nrixi

THE SEPTUAGINT TEXT B FOR MALACHI 1:2-3

ml xov ' Iaxobp, -rov 6e *HoaC e^Ccrnou.
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1. INTRODUCTORY FORMULA

Paul once again reverts to his favourite IF which he has used

six times already in his letter to the Romans. Here again there is

the variant reading xaOd/xep supported only by Codex B while all

other MS3 support xaOwc;.

2. NEW TESTAMENT TEXT ANALYSIS

Other than in the IF the text is almost free of textual va-

riants. The K group of minuscule MSS listed by von Soden reads

cm after Y^YPa7c'rat' t^e IF."*"

3. OLD TESTAMENT TEXT ANALYSIS

The late Codices 731 and 91* omit the conjunction xaI as

do the Achmimic and Ethiopic versions. The Codex S ( K ) adds
2

KGpioc;

4. CONTEXT OF THE OLD TESTAMENT CITATION

These words occur in Malachi's opening reproach to Israel for

ingratitude."^ God tells Israel through Malachi that he has loved Is¬

rael. Malachi, anticipating the question that Israel would raise,

puts a hypothetical question in the mouth of Israel and asks, How

hast Thou loved us? The citation in Romans 9:13 is the answer given

by Malachi which extends through verse five. The destruction which

has come upon Edom is evidence of God's displeasure.

5. PAUL'S RENDERING OF THE OLD TESTAMENT TEXT

Although Paul changes the order of the first phrase in the LXX

so that tov» ' Iaxo>(3 comes first, in order to emphasize or make a

1. Von Soden, Vol.11,
2. Ziegler, Septuaginta, Vol.13, Duodecim Prophetae.
3. Liddon, p.l60.



sharper contrast between the two sons and the people which sprang

from them, the citation is none the less verbatim, the eighth quo¬

tation by Paul in Romans in which he quotes from the LXX. The LXX

is also a close translation of the Hebrew."®"

6. QUOTATIONS FROM OTHER SOURCES

Midrash

There are, as might be expected, many references to this cita-
2

tion in the Midrash, but none in the Talmud, where we might expect

them. The Midrash uses it in reference to marital love,J to the lea¬

ding of Joseph down into Egypt,7®" to the answer of God to Sarah when

5
she enquired about the struggle of the twins in her womb,' and once

this citation is quoted to prove that love is the merit of the

righteous.^ But mostly it is used to explain chastisement as a sign

of love.^

7. PAUL'S HERMENEUTICAL USAGE OF THE
OLD TESTAMENT CITATION

There seems little doubt that the prophet Malachi uses Esau and

Jacob in a collective sense to indicate Edom and Israel respectively,^
9

though Meyer disagrees. It is true Malachi refers to these two na¬

tions patronymically yet it seems impossible to divorce the nations

completely from their progenitors, especially in view of Genesis 25:-.

1. Randolph, Thomas, The Prophecies and other Texts cited in the New
Testament, J. and J. Fletcher, Oxford, 1782, Index II, p.H.

2. Freedman, Midrash Rabbah, Genesis, pp.740, 561, 800; Exodus, pp.
3, 554; Leviticus, p.89; Numbers, pp.206, 460, 703, 865; Esther,
pp.42, 55, 82, 115, 308f; Ecclesiastes, pp..82, 113.

3. Ibid, Genesis, p.740.
4. Ibid, p.800.
5- Ibid, Genesis, p.561.
6. Ibid, Numbers, p.460.
7* Ibid, Exodus, p.3; Leviticus, p.89.
8. James Morrison, Exposition of the Ninth Chapter of the Epistle to

the Romans, Iiodder and Stoughton, London, 1888, p.83; Vine, p.142;
Arnold and Ford, p.227; Barnes, p.193; Leenhardt, p.250; F.F.
Bruce, The Epistle of Paul to the Romans, p.193•

9. Meyer, Vol.II, p.134•
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We cannot but ask, "Why this differentiation between Edom and Israel?"

And likewise, we cannot but answer, "It is because of the differentia¬

tion between Jacob and Esau.""^ So when the terms Jacob and Esau are

used the nations are not thought of apart from their progenitors,

but in the light of the differentiation of their progenitors that

can be traced all through their history.
2

Though there are many commentators who feel that the distinc¬

tion between love and hate here is that of "loving" and "loving less",

this seems questionable. To hate does mean to love less in some in¬

stances,^ however in the case of this citation in Malachi the context

speaks of judgment upon Esau. The "Lord has indignation", against

Edom "forever". This indicates disfavour, disapprobation and active

displeasure. To be sure we cannot predicate to God's "hate" those un¬

worthy aspects of sinful human hate. "In God's hate there is no

malice, malignancy, vindictiveness, unholy rancour or bitterness."^
God's hate cannot adequately be defined in terms of not loving or

5
loving less. This would impugn God's love. We may not tone down

6 7
God's hate by speaking of it as anthropopathic as many do. Murray

may be right in saying, "The hate of verse 13 belongs to the transcen¬

dent realms of God's sovereignty for which there is no human analogy."^
Paul uses this citation to illustrate and amplify the citation

from Genesis 25:13 in the previous verse. He does so without regard

for the context or historical situation. He either counts upon the

1. Murray, Vol.II, p.20f.; Sanday & Headlam, p.246, Hodge, p.312.
2. Arnold & Ford, p.327, Hodge, p.312.
3. cf. Gen.29:32,33; Deut.21:15; Matt.6:24; 10:37,38; Luke, 14:26;

John, 12:25.
4. Murray, Vol.11, p.22.
5. cf. Sanday & Headlam, p.246. Murray, Vol.11, p.21f.
6. Alford, p.4O9.
7. Lenski, p.605 and others.
8. Murray, Vol.11, p.23.
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Roman Christians to have a knowledge of the relationship between the

Israelites and the Edomites or he considered the context and histori¬

cal situation unimportant .for his purpose. Paul gives this verse a

literal interpretation. The citation seems to be regarded as indica¬

ting both the individuals named and the nations of which they are the

progenitors.^ Denney says:

"it would not be right to say that Paul is
here considering merely the parts assigned
by God to nations in the drama of providence;
he is obviously thinking of Jacob and Esau
as individuals, whose own relation to God'3
promise and inheritance (involving no doubt
that of their posterity) was determined by
God before they were born or had done either
good or ill"2

Paul has been arguing that God is perfectly sovereign in the

distribution of His grace. That God does not offer His favor upon

the basis of works, but his favor proceeds from his own good plea¬

sure.^ Paul brings in this citation from Malchi 1:2-3 as an illust¬

ration and confirmation of this doctrine.^ "We are compelled, there¬

fore, to find in this word a declaration of the sovereign counsel of

5God as it is concerned with the ultimate destinies of men." With

this conclusion C.K. Barrett agrees but adds that though Paul has

established the freedom of God in grace, the election of grace "does

not take place (as might at first appear from Paul's examples) arbit¬

rarily or fortuitously; it takes place always and only in Christ."^
There may be a sense in which Lindars "doctrine of the elite" may be

applicable here. This doctrine of the "elite" "only claims that un¬

belief on the part of some shows up the superiority of the privileged

1. Sanday & Headlam, p.247*
2. Denney, EGT, Vol.11, p.661.
3. Munck, Christ and Israel, pp.42, 44-
4. Hodge, p.312.
5- Murray, Vol.11, p.24.
6. Barrett, pp.182-183.
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few" whereas the doctrine of election makes the unbelief of many

actually necessary."'' If this be so, the unbelief of Esau serves as

a backdrop to show up the superiority of Jacob's faith. But it is

difficult to see how this can be argued from this passage, for the

context clearly points out that the election took place "when they

were not yet born and had done nothing either good or bad, in order
2

that God's purposes of election might continue ...."

1. Lindars, p.164.
2. RSV.
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ROMANS 9:19

THE MEW TESTAMENT TEXT FOR ROMANS 9s19

to~ MotfoE r Y^p l^Yet>

iAeiQow ov av eAeco, mi oixtiprjaio ov av oixfCpa).

THE HEBREW MASSORETIC TEXT FOR EXODUS 33:19

:DtiiK to nK 'norm jnx to nx »narn

THE TARGUM1 FOR EXODUS 33:19

:o»m»in p Vy ottvxi prpxi pV prpxi

THE SEPTUAGINT TEXT B FOR EXODUS 33;19

xat eXe-qaio ov av liXeuj, xai o' xtsip^ato ov av ol XTetpco.

1. Berliner, p.99*
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1. INTRODUCTORY FORMULA

Here, again, Paul shows his independence from any set IF by

using a formula which occurs only here in the whole NT. Although

Paul quotes from the Pentateuch at least 35 times yet only four
2

times does he cite Moses by name.

2. NEW TESTAMENT TEXT ANALYSIS

There are no important variants for this verse. However,

there is a difference in the spelling of Mcou'cref . The u is

included by Codices X , F, G, K, L, P, and other MSS. It is omit¬

ted by A, B, D, E, and other MSS. The final syllable is read -erst

H
by X > B^, F, G, 3, 7, 31, and other MSS. It is read -err) by
Codices A, B*, D, E, K, L, P, and other MSS. y&p is read before

ftioucrsr and after by Codices A, K, L, and other MSS.^

3. OLD TESTAMENT TEXT ANALYSIS

a* Massoretic Text

No variants in the Hebrew Text.

b. Septuagint Text

Clement reads £XeG5v before eAsfioto ; Codex 32 reads

e&v for av twice; o'xreipto is read otxTeiprjoU) by

minuscule Codex x and by the dialogue of Timothy and Aquila, edited

by Conybeare.

4. CONTEXT OF THE OLD TESTAMENT CITATION

This citation occurs in the context of Moses' prayer for God's

presence in verses 12-17 and to see God's glory in verse 18. Verses

19-23 is God's answer to Moses' request to see God's glory. Our

1. Turpie, The New Testament View of the Old, pp.309, 344-
2. Rom. 9:15, 10:5,19, I Cor. 9:9>
3. Tischendorf, Vol.11.
4. Brooke and McLean, Vol.1, part I, Exodus.
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citation occurs in verse nineteen which begins God's answer to the

request of Moses. Verse nineteen indicates that God's revelation

of Himself to man is a matter of grace, mercy, and sovereign will.

Toy thinks this citation refers to God's "freedom of choice between

Israel and Moses. " This seems doubtful, however, for the passage

seems to be more a general statement of the sovereignty of God.

5.. PAUL'S RENDERING OP THE OLD TESTAMENT TEXT

2
Paul drops the conjunction xaC and quotes nearly verbatim

from the LXX which agrees substantially with the Hebrew."^

6. QUOTATIONS FROM OTHER SOURCES

Midrash and Talmud

In Midrash Rabbah, there are six references to Ex. 33s19* la

four of these references^ this verse is interpreted with little em¬

phasis upon the sovereignty of God, in contrast to Paul. God is

merciful and gracious, seemingly the Midrash is without any thought

that this benevolence is administered through a sovereign will, ex¬

cept for the one instance in Exodus p.525 where the sovereignty of

God is fairly clearly set forth. God is spoken of as saying "but to

him who hath not I give freely unto him to whom I wish to be gracious"

the comment is made "even if he has not earned it." In one refe-

5
rence this verse is interpreted to mean, God is merciful to those

who have a claim upon Him and gracious in answering the prayers of

those who do not. Here, too, there is no emphasis upon the sovereignty

of God as in Romans 9115 hut the emphasis is upon His mercy'and grace.

1. Toy, p.139, see also Boise, p.87.
2. Meyer, vol.11, p.136.
3. Toy, p.138.
4. Freedman, Midrash Rabbah, Exodus, pp.47, 519, 523ff. Lamentations,

p. 92. ' "
5. Ibid. Deuteronomy, p.30.
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In the reference to Ex. 33s19 Berakoth^ gives a literal in¬

terpretation with perhaps a little more emphasis upon the sover¬

eignty of God than in the Midrash, though still short of the em¬

phasis that Paul gives it.

7. PAUL'S HERMENEUTICAL USAGE OF THIS

OLD TESTAMENT CITATION

The citation occurs when Moses requests to see the glory of
2

God. God grants Moses his request and tells him that He will per¬

mit Moses to see all his goodness, by "goodness" "glory" is to be

understood. Then God, as if to prevent Moses from becoming too fa¬

miliar says that the granting of Moses' request to see His goodness

is not because of Moses' request but springs from His own sovereign

mercy and graciousness.^ "This utterance of Jehovah to Moses is to

be understood in a causal sense as expressing the reason why Moses'

request was granted - namely, that it was an act of unconditional

grace and compassion on the part of God, to which no man, not even

Moses, could lay a just claim.Alford says that the Hebrew means,

"whenever I have mercy on any, it shall be pure mercy, no human de-

5
sert contributing."

Paul detaches this citation from its context quite easily be¬

cause it is in axiomatic form.^ The historical circumstances under

which it occurred are not pertinent to Paul's usage. This passage is

cited because Paul readily foresees that his readers are going to ask,
7

'Is not God unjust in thus choosing one and rejecting another? too

1. The Babylonian Talmud, Berakoth, p.33.
2. Liddon, p.l62.
3. Plummer, p.474*
4. Keil and Delitzsch as quoted by Arnold and Ford, p.228.
5. Alford, Vol.11, p.408.
6. Liddon, p.162.
7. Munck, Christ and Israel, p.43.
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l&oUcreC is in emphatic position as if Paul is saying, "If to Moses,

he, through whom God gave us the whole Law and the Mosaic Covenant,

God's favour was absolutely free and unmerited, how much more to

others.Vine notes that this scene takes place after Israel's sin

of worshipping the golden calf and that the point is that since God

showed mercy to Israel after such a flagrant breach of covenant"...

surely He could show mercy to the Gentiles who had not been guilty
2

of such an act." It does not seem that this is quite the point

that Paul has in mind. However, the point established is that God is

absolutely sovereign and that mercy and compassion shown by God are

determined by nothing external to His divine attributes.^ Sanday and

Headlam show the difference between Moses and Paul quite perceptively.

They say, "The point of the words in the original context is rather

the certainty of Divine grace for those whom God has selected; the

point which St. Paul wishes to prove is the independence and freedom

of the Divine choice."^ The point of objection raised is that God is

unjust in choosing one and rejecting another. Paul answers that it is

not a matter of justice, for all have sinned and justice presupposes

5
rightful claims against God, but a matter of mercy, which can be

operative only where no claim of justice exists. Since mercy is alone

the compelling consideration, the only explanation is God's sovereign

determination.^
Thus we may conclude that Paul interprets this citation without

giving too much thought to the context or historical situation; that

Paul interprets the citation according to its literal meaning of God's

sovereign freedom in the bestowing of mercy; that this sovereignty of

1. Arnold & Ford, p.228.
2. Vine, p.143.
3. Munck, Christ and Israel, pp.44j45-
4. Sanday & Headlam, p.254« See also Munck, Christ and Israel, p.46.
5. Dodd, Epistle of Paul to the Romans, p.156.
6. Murray, Vol.11, p.26.
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God is somewhat heightened by the emphasis Paul puts upon God's in¬

dependence and freedom in the bestowal of His mercy. Paul then is

at variance with the Jewish thought of the Rabbis who in interpre¬

ting this OT passage emphasized not God's sovereignty and indepen¬

dence in action, but his mercy.^ It is worthy of note that in the

Exod\is passage the reference is to mercy upon the Israelites, or so

Moses would understand it and in Romans Paul applies it in the wi-
2

dest extent possible to all mankind everywhere.

1. See under Midrash above.
2. Morrison, Exposition of the Ninth Chapter of the Epistle to the

Romans, p.107.
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ROMANS 9:17

THE NEW TESTAMENT TEXT FOR RgiANS 9;17

yet y&p H YpaW $a-pctcb OTI

etc ct&iro TotJ-co i^nyetpd cre otwq ev8ett,co(j.at £v cro\ tt|V SuvapCv

|iou, xat oraoc 8(.aYYe^t5 to ovopd ;iou ev xdari tTJ yC!«

THE HEBREW MASSORETIC TEXT FOR EXODUS 9?l6

mid nx -jninn -pnwn hkt oVim
:mxn Von ">m uso jynVi

THE TARGUM1 FOR EXODUS 9:16

•pTJ JT "jnTTtlK1? *p»'j? KH V**n 0~m
. :xsnx Von >nw jrrm jynipn pn>u Vnn

THE SEPTUAGINT TEXT B FOR EXODUS 9:16

xat evexev Toft'tou 61 etriprjOric tva ev5et£u>pat ev crot triv to^Gv

|aou, xat oxcoc Stayy-spi ovopd pou ev 7tdcrr) y?|.

1. Berliner. p.69.
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1. INTRODUCTORY FORMULA

The IF here is one of Paul's seldom used formulas and is used

only here, in this order, in his writings and in the NT. It is a

variation of the IFs of Rom. 4*3; 10:11; 11:3; Gal. 4:30; and I Tim.

5:18. Wherever Paul uses ypcugr) in his IF it is connected in
some way with X£yet except in Gal. 3:8 where it is used in con¬

nection with efcrjyyeAC on/to.

2. NEW TESTAMENT TEXT ANALYSIS

(33) Om)
Codices F, L, P, 17, 121, and a few other MSS read£v8ei£-

A A

opai for £v6etE,a)|iat . Codices F and G add av after xat cwaoc •

(foi) x
Codices L, P, and 115^read 5iayyeXe~ i"or 5t,ayyeXff * However,
the evidence is overwhelmingly with the text.

3. OLD TESTAMENT TEXT ANALYSIS

a. Massoretic Text

Kittel thinks that -jriK-in is perhaps read by many, if not

all, versions as p ^n*nn Toy, assuming that Paul quotes

from an "oral Aramaic translation" believes that the Aramaic and the

LXX both follow a Hebrew MS which had J3 flNUM instead of "JJINin
He indicates that the Peshitta and the Targum agree with the Hebrew

2
while the Latin Vulgate follows the LXX.

b. Septuagint Text

Minuscule Codex i reads toUro for toCtouj 51 eTrjcnOric is

read 5teirf)pr)c7& ere by minuscule Codices v (margin), z (margin), c^
and the Ethiopic version, minuscule Codex b adds eo)Q toU vuv

after SisvrjpriOTic ; Tva is read 071x0c; by Codex 64 on the. autho¬

rity of Holmes and Parsons; ev5eCEof-lcu is placed after o'ot,

1. Tischendorf, Vol.11, p.413.
2. Toy, p. 1,40.
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by the Armenian version, it is read evSef^opai by Codices b', d,

h, i, k*, p, r, y; Codex omits ev after evSefjpopat,.

is read ouvaptv by Codices A, M (text)}d, e, g, j , 1, p,

s, t, y, z (margin), ab^j c^; xat before ooxioq is omitted
by Codex n; otmq is omitted by the Palestinian Aramaic, contained

in Mrs. Lewis's edition of the Lectionary (Studia Sinaitica 6);

8t,aYYe^ is read StaYyeXXti by Codex h and oi<xyy£ t l>y

Codex c^
Aquila, Symmachus, Theodotion read otSTfiprpii cre for

dtetTiprjOric of the LXXB and Origen. They also read u^y Suva-
2

p£y pou for Tpv pou of the LXXB and Origen.

4. CONTEXT OF THE OLD TESTAMENT CITATION

Paul's citation is set in the context of the ten plagues vi¬

sited upon Pharaoh and Egypt. In announcing to Pharaoh the seventh

plague of a great hail God announces through Moses that he has

raised up Pharaoh for the very purpose of resisting God so that God

would have an occasion to show to all the earth His power.

5. PAUL'S RENDERING OF THE OLD TESTAMENT TEXT

Paul makes the citation more emphatic by using etc atro

toutto for xai evexev toutou •^ Paul renders the sense of the

Hebrew expression more closely than does the LXX by sub¬

stituting eEfiyetpd ere for SietripfiOnc But Munck thinks that
cz

kgfyeipa corresponds neither to the Hebrew text nor to the LXX.
The variants in versions listed above may indicate that a more literal

translation of the Hebrew was in existence. However, the word is very

1. Brooke and McLean, Vol.1. Part II. Exodus and Leviticus.
2. Field, Origenis Hexaplorum, Vol.1.
3. Sanday and Headlam, p.256.
4- Liddon, p.l64«
5 . Munck, Christ arid Israel, p. 46.
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likely used by Paul to bring out emphatically what he believed to be

the meaning of the passage.''' The i'va of the LXX is rendered

O7ou>£ by Paul. There seems to be no meaningful reason why Paul

should substitute otojc for i'va and obliterate the distinc¬

tion made both by the Hebrew and the LXX except that in the change

of the structure of the LXX the two clauses had become coordinate in

2 </

thought. Tva is used approximately 746 times in the NT as

against 58 times for otooc; . otoog was used extensively in inscrip¬

tions etc. in the 5th and 4th centuries B.C. but in later Greek it

was a mark of literary affectation.^ It is difficult to believe that

Paul would substitute otmq for the more common I'va purely'to

appear more literary. Paul also substitutes dOvaptv which is a

variant in the Hexapla, for iax.$v . toxvc > used by Hesiod in

the 7th century B.C. rarely occurs later in inscriptions or papyrii,

but is found extensively in the LXX. &tvapt,£ is a far more common

word with a wider connotation. Both words are used to speak of God's

attributes of power.^ Paul perhaps thought that SGvapic , being

more widely used, was more meaningful. Toy believes that "the dif¬

ferences between the texts of Romans and Septuagint point to a trans¬

it
lation by Paul from the Aramaic." The evidence seems to point to

the use of oral Aramaic translations in the synagogue after the rea¬

ding of the Lav; etc. yet it is difficult to say that this is a case

in point. The rest of the citation is taken verbatim from the LXX.

Paul, in this latter portion of the citation, follows the incorrect

translation of the LXX where it translates "jnxin " to show thee"

1. Sanday and Headlam, p.256. PdU. Is acj-fee^S
2. Ibid, p.257. toitk the qU-M-
3. Robertson's Grammar, p.985.
4. Arndt & Gingrich.
5. Toy, p.140.
6. Boise, p.88.
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as ev6s£gu>|jicu ev crot, "to show in thee.""^ Paul is at variance
2

in this citation with the LXX and the Hebrew where they vary. •

Meyer feels that Paul gives "a free and partly intentional varia¬

tion from the LXX'.'3

6. QUOTATIONS FROM OTHER SOURCES

a. Midrash

There is a reference to Exodus 9*17 in "the Midrash in which

Exodus 9*17 is given a literal interpretation according to its

historical context.

b. Qumran Literature

Braun says of the relation of Romans 9*17 to Qumran litera¬

ture that:

"In Qumran, in lQH9j31f-> sei das Medium
gbttlicher Kraft, unalttestamentlich, der
Erwhhlte; Paulus kenne beides, die erwUhlende
Gotteskraft in II Kor. 12,9f- und die ver-
werfende Gotteskraft hier in R5m. 9>17-"

He goes on to say that although Betz has pointed out something

essential in pointing up the electing and saving power of God he

overstates the case in giving the impression that Paul presents

the destroying (vernichtende) and saving (heilbringende) power

of God side by side. This would be at variance with the inter¬

pretation of Qumran. He says, in point of fact, that the placing

in juxtaposition of the two concepts as here in Romans 9*17-22 is

5
rare for Paul as it is even more so for Qumran.

1. Sanday and Headlam, p.256.
2. Ellis, Paul's Use of the Old Testament, p.150.
3. Meyer, Vol. II, "p. 138. '
4. Freedman, Midrash Rabbah, Exodus, pp.143-44-
5. Braun, pp.]81-82.
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7. PAUL'S HERMENEUTIGAL USAGE OF THE

OLD TESTAMENT CITATION

In this citation another proof from Scripture is introduced.

The most distinctive thing about this citation is that it introduces

into the argument for the sovereignty of God the opposite of mercy,

the hardening of Pharaoh's heart. The term efyrVyeipa is used in

the Greek OT in the sense of raising up on the scene of history for

a particular purpose."'" It is used in this way of the Chaldeans Hab.
2

1:6; of a shepherd for Israel Zech. 11:16 etc. The citation refers

to the position Pharaoh occupied in the providence of God and the

role he played in the historical redemption of Israel from Egypt.

The stubboiui refusal of Pharaoh to let the Children of Israel go be¬

came the occasion for the display of God's great power. Israel met

with such great opposition and God delivered with such a great dis¬

play of power that the event of the Exodus was indelibly stamped

upon the individual and national conscience of Israel. God's name

was and continues to be, declared to be great "throughout all the

earth". The import of the words of this citation in Exodus is that

God is the sovereign Lord of all mankind. He freely acts out of in¬

finite power and knowledge without any external compulsion whatever.

God prevented Pharaoh from being slain by the plagues so that God

might adequately exhibit his power. Paul slightly changes the lan¬

guage and generalizes the interpretation so that it encompasses the

whole appearance of Pharaoh in the field of history."^
Paul here as in verse 15 does not concern himself with the con¬

text and counts upon his readers knowing the historical situation.

1. Murray, Vol.11, p.27-
2. Sanday & Headlam, p.256.
3. Ibid, p.255.
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He interprets this citation as does the Midrash, ^ literally, but

gives it a broader application in that the citation is made to en¬

compass the whole of Pharaoh's life on the scene of history and in

that he uses this citation to show the independent and free use of

God's sovereignty in choosing one for blessing and hardening an-

2
other, as over against the plain, but powerful statement of God's

sovereignty in the OT passage.

1. see above.
2. Munclc, Christ and Israel, p.46.
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ROMANS 9:25-26

i

THE NEW TESTAMENT TEXT FOR ROMANS 9=23-26

ev tw ' ffiori* Aeyet,
xaXeoto tov ol Aaov pou Xa6v pou xat tt|v o6x -nywrnpevrjv ■fiyu^cr,-

jievriv* xat ecrrai Iv tto totko ou eppSOrj ataoETc , oi> Aaac pou upetGj
kxet xATiOncrovcat utot 6eo5 <£p3yEoc,

THE HEBREW MASSORETIC TEXT FOR HOSEA 2:23 (25)

nns 'ay 'ay nV? 'man (nana kV mk »nami)

THE SEPTUAGINT TEXT B FOR HOSEA 2:23

xat d.Y<X7tf)crw tt]v o5x riYO.TCTipSv'nv, xat epoo t<J> o£> Now pou Ao6q
pou el crO.

THE HEBREW MASSORETIO TEXT FOR HOSEA 1:10 (2;l)

>33 an1? To' onx 'ay a1? on1? iax' to mpari n'm

'n Vx

THE SEPTUAGINT TEXT B FOR HOSEA 1;10

xat ecmu ev toT ou dppeOri a-footc o£» Xaoc pou upeic,
xXri6rio*ovxat xat ataot ulot 6eou Zfivfoz.



1. INTRODUCTORY FORMULA

Though Paul refers again to the prophet Moses in I Cor. 15:55

it is only here, indeed in the whole NT, that the prophet is mentioned

by name in the IF. It may be assumed that Geoc subject of

Xeye t •

2. NEW TESTAMENT TEXT ANALYSIS

The ev of the IF is omitted by Codices p46, B, and Augustine.

The omission of by p46 and B seems to be preferred, especially

since A tends to interpolation. oi> is read J by Codices p4& and
i

N *. eppeOrj afnroCc is rea^ eav xX-nOrp'ovmat, by Codices

p46, G, and d. a{rco~e is included by Codices , A, the Koind

texts, Dj most witnesses as well as the Latin Vulgate and Tischen-

dorf. It is omitted by B, f, Syriac Peshitta, Augustine and Weiss.

The at>Toir<; may have been omitted in B due to a scribal error.
2-

upsfc; is omitted by p46 and Irenaeus. There are also orthographic

differences in *2crqc and eppSOrj .J Von Soden's la, group Codex
6 505 (69) reads o before o& Xaoc pou . Group H Codex 11^ reads

o for ou before Xaoc; . His group II Codex 56 (Y ) and group Ic^
p

read QbxoC for exeT . xXr)GvvGfp'ovta t is read for xXpOfp'ovTat

by group lb, , Codex 6206. o.vTot is added after xXriGrjcrovrai by
ccnd i 6 t A

CodiCtS 3 of his H group. In our text here p46 and B seem to favouryv
s A -\
{OX$ U~n J g-l)

a shorter text, while A and K favour the longer text.

3. OLD TESTAMENT TEXT ANALYSIS

&Yaxrpu> is read eXefpt0 by Codices A and Q; T)yaxr)pevr)v is

read ^Xe'npSvriv by Codices A and Q, as well. fiyaTcrjaU) and

1. Turpie, The New Testament View of the Old, p.334•
2. Nestle and Aland.

3. Tischendorf, Vol.11.
4. Von Soden, Vol.II, p.678.
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•'nyaTOplvriy are supported by B, V, 407, the Coptic, Ethiopia p

version, Cyril, Hilary; Codices 239,Ethiopic p version add o&x
•nyaTOipevTiv while the Ethiopic p adds still again &ya7cr)Olo tt]V

before ot>x 'rrfa?u][j.evT]V • Rahlfs in his text follows Codices A, and

Q, while Swete in his text follows Codices B, and V. The evidence

seems to be fairly evenly divided between the two readings. pou

after 7vafp is omitted by Codex V; Codex v also omits et along with
Hilary in agreement with the MT; Codices 62, 106, omit everything

after ofj perhaps through homoioteleuton."^
Hos. 1:10- ou is read cp by Cyril, f, and Theodoretus.

£ppe0r] is read. eASx&n by Theophytus. Clement of Rome, Origen,
Augustine, and Cyril omit y.cu a&moC after xXnOfjcrovccu. eaeU •

is added before y.XriO-ncrovmt, by Codices V, 239, 4, 26, Lucian recensions

36 and 51, Latin and Armenian versions, Cyril, Cyprian, and Basil of

Nazianzius. Codices 51, 613, several other minuscules, Ethiopic ver¬

sions, Theodorus read afcroC ( exef 5l) xXpQria'ovrai . Codices

Q with an obelus to indicate a doubtful reading, 764 Wirceburgensis

Arabic in agreement with the MT omit xa£ before atroC . Codex 86
2

reads 01 before uioC

Aquila reads o£> pTiGfjcreTat atuofq, b Aaoq pou, priO'rp'e'cc!,!, atrotc
ulol (Jjovzoq for the whole phrase after ou

4. CONTEXT OF THE OLD TESTAMENT CITATIONS

Hosea 2:23 occurs in the context of a prophecy of the return

of Israel into the favour of God and the resulting blessings of peace.

The adulterous Israel, who were not God's people, are, because of

1. Ziegler, Sept.uaginta, Vol.13, Duodecim Prophetae, p. 152.
2. Ibid, p. 1/18. "
3. Field, Origenis Hexaplorum, Vol.II.
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God's dealing with them, to become God's people.

Hosea 1:10 is the last verse of Chapter one in the English

Bible but the first verse of Chapter two in the Hebrew Bible. This

verse occurs in a sort of parenthesis of future blessing. Hosea is

told to marry a harlot which he does. His wife bears a daughter who

is given the significant name Lo-ruhamah. Then his wife bears an¬

other child, a son, who is given the symbolic name of Lo-ammi. The

name of this son is meant to symbolize that Israel had been rejected

by God as His people. The prophet immediately, upon this thought of

the rejection of Israel as the people of God, injects this parenthe¬

tic prophecy that those who are called "not His people" shall in the

future be called the sons of the living God.

5. PAUL'S RENDERING OF THE OLD TESTMENT TEXT

Paul has conflated these two verses putting Hosea 2:23 first

and Hosea 1:10 last."'" We shall take them up in this order. Paul
2

follows neither the LXX or the Hebrew but makes free use of the text

in his quotation of Hosea 2:23."^ Ellis says that the citation is at

variance with the LXX and the Hebrew where they agree.^ Toy believes

that the LXX rendering of as aYCwrnoto instead of "com¬

passionate", "pity", "have mercy on" is inaccurate. That this word

is found in the sense of "love" only once in the 0T (Ps. 18:2,(l) )

is questionable, because the LXX MSS A and Q, read eXer^aw , and

&yaTcnaw is supported only by the LXX B, V, 407» and some of the

early versions. So the evidence is almost evenly divided. mAeou)

1. Dodd, According to the Scriptures, Nisbet & Co. Ltd., London, 1953*
P. 75.

2. Leenhardt, pp.8, 260.
3. Murray, Vol.11, p.38.
4. Ellis, Paul's Use of the Old Testament, p.150.
5. Toy, p.141.
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is a paraphrase of TllQK or is taken from another text (either

of the LXX or of the Hebrew).''' However, Sanday and Headlam think

that:

"Paul inverts the order of the clause so that
the reference to tov of> Xaov pou , which
seems particularly to suit the Gentiles,
comes first, and for epw substitutes
xaXeou> which naturally crept in from
ex&Xeasv of the previous verse, and
changes the construction of the clause to
suit the new word."2

Leenhardt thinks that Paul substitutes xaX£ou> for epc5

because he wanted to divest the personal names of those involved

originally, of their symbolic meaning.4 The insertion of xaf

in the LXX is a free translation or represents an additional Hebhew

word ( OX') .4
Paul in quoting Hosea 1:10 quotes it almost verbatim from the

5
LXX. The only difference between the two texts is the insertion

by Paul of exsC after upetTc , and the omission of xat aft-toC

before utoC • The insertion of sxef seems to emphasize

the idea of place, but it is difficult to understand what place is

intended.^ Johannes Munck argues strongly that the exst "is a

natural designation for Palestine, in order to imply that the Gentile

nations will gather in Jerusalem and the Messianic Kingdom will be
n

established there (cf. 11:26)." Nevertheless Meyer is right I be¬

lieve in applying it to "the locality of the Gentiles, the Gentile
3 j ^

lands." exet may be implied in the Hebrew. The LXX is a lite¬

ral rendering of the Hebrew.

1. Toy, p.141.
2. Sanday and Headlam, p.264.
3. Leenhardt, p.260.
4. Toy, p.141.
5. Meyer, Vol.11, p.156.
6. Sanday and Headlam, p.46.
7. Munck, pp.12, 72.
8. Meyer, Vol.11, p.156.
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C.H. Dodd believes that Paul "must have followed a precanoni-

cal tradition which recognized this prophecy of Rosea as a testimo¬

nium."^" However he does not elaborate or provide evidence to sup¬

port his claim.

6. QUOTATIONS FROM OTHER SOURCES

Midrash and Talmud

Though there are several references in the Midrash to Ilosea

2 3
1:10; 2:23 there are few that are really helpful. In Numbers there

seems to be a literal and historical interpretation given for these

verses. The interpretation is that it refers to Israel, while Paul

interprets it to mean the Gentiles.

Of the three places mentioning Hosea 1:10; 2:23 in the Talmud,

two give these verses a literal interpretation and refer it to Israel

as does the Midrash. Strack-Billerbeck indicate:, one interpretation

5
given as "I will pity those who are not loved because of their works"

indicating that election is based on works. He says that Paul's use

of the citation is like that found in Rabbinic literature. He re¬

marks: "Der Apostel hat die Verse Hos. 2:25 und 2:1 in R8m. 9>25f.

so miteinander verkniipft, als ob im Grundtext eine Stelle bildeten.

Dergleichen findet sich auch in der rabbinischen Literatur...."

1. Dodd, According to the Scriptures, p. 75*
2. Freedman, Midrash Rabbah, Exodus, pp.151, 458, 553, Numbers,

pp.41 J 44. 46, 49. 54. 327, 749. 826; Leviticus, p.413; Song
of Solomon, p.283-

3. Ibid; Numbers, pp.54. 826.
4. The Babylonian Talmud, Yoma, p.100; Kiddushin, p.177. Pesahim,

pp.4, 620f.
5. Strack-Bi11erbeck, p.272f. The Targum for Hosea 2:1 reads: "Und

geschehen wird es, an dem Ort, wo sie unter die Vdlker verbannt
wurden, als sie die Tora tibertraten, u. wo zu ihnen gesagt wurde:
"Nicht mein Volk seid ihr", werden sie wieder gross gemacht wer-
den, dass zu ihnen gesagt werden wird: "Volk des ewig bleibenden
Gottes."
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7- PAUL'S HERMENEUTICAL USAGE OF THE
OLD TESTAMENT CITATION

It is evident that Hosea has not the Gentile world but the

ten tribes of Israel"'" in mind in the context of these two citations.

2
Both citations contain, a prophecy that Israel, whom God has rejec¬

ted and called "not My people", will in the future be received back

again and be called "My people".^ "It was not the heathen, but the

idolatrous people of the ten tribes, whose pardon and renewed adop¬

tion was thus announced."^ Vaughan remarks on "Those predictions

which in their first meaning spoke of the recovery and reconciliation

5of the national Israel..." Most commentators would agree that the

subject of these words in Hosea was the ten tribes of Israel.

Paul, "the apostle, having laid down his doc¬
trine concerning God's sovereignty in choosing
and saving whom He will, and having shown that
God exercised that sovereignty in the very dawn
of the history of the Jewish people, proceeds
to show from the prophets that it was to be ex¬

pected that in the latter days the Most High
would continue to act according to the good
pleasure of His own Will."6

7Paul seeks to prove that God "is at liberty to select the ob¬

jects of his mercy indiscriminately from among the Jews and Gentiles"^
9

by quoting, in Rabbinic form, from these two passages in Hosea. Paul

is not concerned, as is usual with him, with the context or with the

historical situation of the OT passages, nor does it concern him that

these words were spoken concerning the ten tribes of Israel. Commen¬

tators usually agree that Paul applies these words of Hosea to the

1. Plummer, p.490*
2. Nygren, p.373.
3. Alford, p.412; Denney, EGT, p.665.
4. Liddon, p.171.
5. Yaughan, p.184.
6. Plummer, p.489.
7. Munck, Christ and Israel , p.72.
0. Hodge, p.326.
9. Sanday and Headlam, p.264. Shedd, p.301.
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Gentiles but there are differing opinions as to the reasoning be¬

hind Paul's general application of a specific statement. However,

I think most commentators''' would agree with Vine, who puts it very

succinctly; he says:

"The apostle shows that in the mind of the
Spirit the promise embraces Gentiles, who
would be brought into God's favour through
the instrumentality of the Gospel, this
being in accordance with the principles
set forth in Rosea's prophecy. Since Is¬
rael had placed themselves on a level with
the Gentiles by their departure from God
it is both reasonable and compatible with
God's mercy that in recalling a remnant
of Israel from their alienated state He
should call in others also who are as Is¬
rael had become, not His people."2

Morrison says that Paul is warranted in applying these passa¬

ges to the Gentiles because of their "inherent applicability to both"

(i.e. Jews and Gentiles)"^ Sanday and Headlam say that Paul "applies

the principle which underlies these words, that God can take into

His Covenant those who were previously cut off from it, to the cal-

vl4
ling of the Gentiles. There is little doubt therefore, that Paul

interprets these words as containing a principle which is applicable

to "all those whose character and circumstances are the same ....

/

that what is said of one class of heathen, as such, is applicable to

5all others." Paul, therefore, spiritualizes and extends the thought
6

of Hosea. Hosea, no doubt, thought only of the ten tribes of Israel,

but Paul sees here a wider principle, and something more is meant than

1. Hodge, p.326; Morrison, p.162; Sanday and Headlam, pp.263-264;
Shedd, p.301, etc.

2. Vine, p.1,49-
3. Morrison, p.162.
4. Sanday and Headlam, p.264.
5. Hodge, pp.326-327.
6. Toy, p.141.
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Hosea had in mind. Vaughan says of this citation that in Paul' it

"had a further and yet more literal fulfilment in the first intro¬

duction into God's Church of those Gentiles who were once aliens

i'l
and outcasts altogether.' Paul interprets these verses literally,

as do the Rabbis, but gives them wider scope than they possess in

the OT context. Lindars notes the important fact that "the rem¬

nant series of Romans nine is introduced by a quotation which is

not actually a remnant text, but demonstrably belongs to the more

fundamental sect-type doctrine of the church. ... In itself this

passage guarantees the Christian claim to be the people of God .

■

2
without the necessity of proving continuity with the old Israel.

1. Vaughan, p.184.
2. Lindars, p.242.
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ROMANS 9i27-28

THE NEW TESTAMENT TEXT FOR ROMANS 9?27-28 •

y •/# '
Houi'ac xpa&e t

lav t) o l-ptO|ioe tu>v uuov 'ioparjX «£ r) apijaoc vfjc; OaX&ootk,
'to UTcbXe i, jipa otoGfptTat, Xoyov yap cruvTeXwy mi ovvrejavcov icocrp""e i

xCptoc £Kl Tf)C THC.

THE HEBREW MASSORETIC TEXT FOR ISAIAH 10:22-23

in mi?* no a»n Vinn -jay irn^ ox >d

rm mxnx mn» nmrm nVa >n :npnx »|oib? xnn

:mxn >n nnpn

THE TARGUM1 FOR ISAIAH 10;22-23

ion KVT *1X27 KD^n xVnn no VXTP* -py »rp OK >nx
:inrn pxpni pmnm pirn pnV pnyri* nxoiTO inrni

*?n ay Tny mxnx □ti'pk run* nx^m n'nj >nx

: XSHX

THE SEPTUAGINT TEXT B FOR ISAIAH 10;22-23

xat lav yevriTai o Xaoc *IcrparjX u>e T) appoc irrjC QaX&aerrjC, to

xaxdXtppa alxwy otoGrjo'eTat Xoyov cruvTeVov xal o~dvt£|.ivoov Iv 5txai-

ocrOvft, oti, Xoyov cruvTeTpn^svov mnrjcret xvpioQ Iv v?j otxoupsvp op.

1. Stenning, pp.38-39*
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1. INTRODUCTORY FORMULA

Isaiah is Paul's favourite source of quotations and is cited

in all 25 times and ]6 of these 25 are in Romans. But the prophet

is mentioned by name only five times, all in Romans. This IF of

Rom. 9'27 is used only this once by Paul and by no other NT writer.

2. NEW TESTAMENT TEXT ANALYSIS

imoXetppa is read mir&Xeijipa with the LXX by Codices

p46, the Koine (H,L,) family of texts, D, G, E, F, C, K, P,^ and

most other MSS,^ nevertheless, since v>7c6\eip[ia is supported by

K , A, B, this reading is perhaps the original reading. oT)VT£|-ivoov

is supported by Codices p46 seemingly, X A, B, 1739> 1881, Syriac

Peshitta, Sahidic, Boharic and Ethiopic versions, Origen, Eusebius
0-f

in two-thirds of his references, Augustine, and John^Damascus. Co¬
dex 2127 reads cruvTeTprjP-^vov for cruvmfipvcov . Codices 81, and

436, interpolate ev SixaiocrSvfl after cruvT^pvcov • Codices X°,
D, G, K, P, X' and the majority of other texts all interpolate

kv 6txatoaf»vi,i, o'ci \oyov oi>vT£iqj.r)|alvov after cruvcei-ivcov ^
The evidence is weighted in favour of cruvc^pvojv alone as the

correct reading. These MSS may have been altered to agree v/ith the

LXX.5

3. OLD TESTAMENT TEXT ANALYSIS

a. Massoretic Text

msax mn> is omitted by Origen in his Hexapla.

1. Romans, 9:27-29; 10:16,20; 15:12.
2. Sanday and Headlam believe the later MSS may have been altered to

agree with the LXX, p.265.
3. Nestle and Aland.
4. UBS, The Greek New Testament.
5. Sanday and Headlam, p.265.
6. Kittel, Bib'lia Hebraica.
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• Septuagint Text

Isa. 10:22,23. y£v"0^af- is read yevri&p by Codex 26;
Codex 88 omits o before "bsxoQ ; croo is added after 7ux6c

by the Lucian versions 46, 233, 456, Boharic versions, the Syriac
A

version in the margin is in agreement with the MT, and Theodotion.

rou is added by Codices 26, 301, Sahidic versions, and Theodore-

tus; r) is read oxrei by Codices 26, and 301, it is read

cotfei by Codex 544• cttauSv is added before oto0f)o*erat, by Codex .

S (K ), Origen's Hexapla, Codex Q margin, Lucian recensions 46,

233, 546, and others. ydp is omitted by Codex B and the Syriac

Hexapla; 01 xat,oo"6vi) is read StxcuocrftvTiv by some versions in

accordance with the MT. In verse 23 0eo£ is read Kuptoc by

Origen's Hexapla, Codex Q. margin, Syriac Palestinian version, Euse-

bips, Basil, Tertullian, and the Syriac Hexapla. Codex 88 reads

xyptoc xuptoc Suvdjieoov so does Codex C, however, C adds xotrp"et.

after Suydpecov . 6eo£ is omitted entirely by Codex 93; ev

otxouj-ievn oXq is read tr\Q yf)c by Tertullian, Codices

309, and 538, omit oXr)

4. CONTEXT OF THE OLD TESTAMENT CITATION

Isaiah 10:22,23 occurs in a chapter given over largely to a

prediction of judgment upon Assyria, the rod of God's anger in the

punishment of Israel. Verses 5-19 speak of the Assyrians as instru¬

ments in God's hand who will be punished because of their pride.

Then occurs a prophetic section, (verses 20-27), in which a remnant

of Israel shall be saved from destruction and shall return unto the

mighty God. It is in this context that our two verses are set.

1. Ziegler, Septuaginta, Vol.14; Isaiah, p.162.
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5. PAUL'S RENDERING OF THE OLD TESTAMENT TEXT

In this loose quotation"'" Paul substitutes lav "fi o &pt0poc
Iawv vl&v ' Io'pafjX for the mi lav ylvrj-rat o Xaoc 'icrpa^X
of the LXX. This is a change, more in form than in sense, possibly

to express the point of a great number of people at large in con-

2
trast to the unoXst,ppa . He substitutes utoXslppa for

xai&Xtppa of "the LXX. He omits ahx&v after mT&Xippa

and adds ydp before cruvceXCv . The whole next clause Iv
cruvrexpiq[J.EVov is omitted. In the last clause he substitutes

I fit vr)C TEC for ev irff ot xouplvv] oX'Q. Thus he substi¬

tutes in three places and omits a great deal of the two verses as

found in the LXX. 3W is understood by the LXX as a return

to Palestine translated by otoGrjceirai, , which Paul retains in its

Christian sense, but it represents an interpretation of the Hebrew

text both by the LXX and by Paul.^
It might be noted that the LXX differs a great deal from the

Hebrew. It seems apparent that the translators of the LXX did not

understand the Hebrew text.^ They were unable to translate the

third line of the Hebrew adequately. Liddon says of the LXX here:

"The LXX sometimes renders tJIH by crovrlp-
veiv (isa. 28:22). And, the voices being,
as often, changed, (rovrepvtov represents
SI")H while p,l?D properly, 'wasting

away' is translated by Xoyov in the sense
of decree although 'utterance' is a better ren¬
dering. But how is otvreXffiv to be accoun¬
ted for? Possibly, as an attempt to exhaust
the idea of , so imperfectly represen¬
ted by Xoyov s-jt}V7 however is wholly un¬
translated; unless the LXX be supposed to have
read VP. The LXX may have thought that
the sense was sufficiently expressed in
and orvxeXtov . "5

1. Swete, An Introduction to the Old Testament, p.400.
2. Liddon, p.172.
3. Leenhardt, p.261.
4« Meyer, Vol.11, p.158. Sanday and Headlam, p.265.
5- Liddon, p.l73»
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However this may be, Paul reproduces substantially the meaning

of the LXX text.

6. QUOTATIONS FROM OTHER SOURCES

Qumran Literature

Svend Holm-Nielsen believes that there is a reference to Isa.

10:23 in the Hodayot (iQH) Psalm 6, Column 3:36.3 However it is

vague, to say the least, and offers us no help as to how this verse

was ordinarily used by the Qumran community.
g

De Waard points out that the MT is the same as the lQISa text

here, but that lQISa^ has a lacuna here for Isaiah 10:22,23.^ Wern-

berg-M^ller also thinks there is a reference to Isa. 10:22,23 in.

1QS 4:20,25-3 Fragments of the Commentary on Isaiah (4Q plsa.) have

been found at Qumran. They begin with Isa. 10:22 and end at 11:15.

The text is very mutilated so that there is little that can be lear¬

ned about the interpretation of Isa. 10:22,23.^

7. PAUL'S HERMENEUTIGAL USAGE OF THE

OLD TESTAMENT CITATION

The words here spoken' by Isaiah originally referred to the

5
return of a remnant of Israel from captivity and probably belong to

the1 period which preceded the destruction of Israel by Assyria under
6 7 ^3

Teglath-pileser, or perhaps Sennacherib or Sargon. These words

1. S. Holm-Nielsen, Hodayot, Psalms from Qumran, Universitetsforlaget
I, Aarhus, i960, p.65; see also Menahem Mansoor, The Thanksgiving
Hymns, E.J. Brill, Leiden, I96I, p.121.

2. De Waard, p.6.
3. P. Wernberg-M^ller, The Manual of Discipline, E.J. Brill, Leiden,

1957, P.27.
4- A. Dupont-Sommer, The Essene Writings from Qumran, Trans. Basil

Blackwell, Meridian Books, The World Publishing Co., New York,
1961, p.275.

5. Stiffler, p.1785 Alford, Vol.11, p.413.
6. Liddon, p.173.
7. Leenhardt, p.260.
8. Toy, p.143.
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probably refer to the physical salvation of a remnant, that is, only

a few Jews will remain alive and return to Palestine. Nothing is

said about the destiny of those who perish in the invasion, subjuga¬

tion, captivity and return of the Jews to Palestine. The deliverance

spoken of is of a political deliverance of a remnant of Israel.

The spiritual aspect, while perhaps not altogether lacking, is not

the dominant idea in the mind of Isaiah; he is thinking primarily

about the physical deliverance of the Jews, that only a remnant will

be delivered. The OT citation of verses 25-26 prove the election of

a part of the Gentiles; Paul, in verses 28-29 uses another OT eita-
2

tion to prove the reprobation of a part of the Jews. Paul is sim¬

ply proving that a large number of the lineal descendants of Jacob

were not saved. And by so doing he indicates that God did not ac¬

cept as His own those who had no faith and piety. He indicates as

well that no promise made to the fathers bound Him to save those

who lived faithless lives,^ it meant that multitudes would be lost

and this, of course, is what Paul wishes to establish by the use of

this' citation.

Paul cites these verses from Isaiah 10:22-23 without reference

5to their context or historical connection. The original reference

in Isaiah was only to the Assyrian invasion, but Paul sees that it

is applicable to the situation which obtained between the Jews and

the Messianic Age.^ He sees the citation "as a general statement
7

of Israel's spiritual fortunes" especially in regard to the atti¬

tude of the Jev/s to the Gospel. Morrison says:

1. Arnold and Ford, p.236.
2. Shedd, pp.301-302.
3. Plummer, p.492.
4. Barnes, p.205.
5. Toy, p.148.
6. Stiffler, p.178.
7. Toy, p.148.
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"At the expression, shall, be saved, the apostle,
as distinguished from the prophet, steps over
the line that separates in this prophecy rela¬
tionships material from relationships spiritual.
It is spiritual salvation of which he thinks.

The conclusion to which Paul came was that it was God's inten¬

tion to reject and cast off the Jews as having a special standing

before Him; that this was in accordance with their own history and

2
prophecies; that this was true even more on the spiritual level

than on the physical. "God has not completely rejected his people;

there is still a remnant in the present church, that is, in the

time between the Jews' refusal of the Gospel and their ultimate sal¬

vation.

1. Morrison, p.163.
2. Munck, p.73; also Barnes p.205.
3. Munck, p.74-
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ROMANS 9:29

THE NEW TESTAMENT TEXT FOR ROMANS 9:29

xaGcbc; -xposfpTjxev 'Baafac,
et pr] xCptoc 2a(law0 £yxai:£Ai,7tev T]pFv crxeppa, wc; Eo&opa av

eYevi'O'npev xat cbc Popoppa av wpoid>Gr)pev.
THE HEBREW MASSORETIC TEXT FOR ISAIAH 1:9

13"H D*T0D WDD -PT7 13*? I'lHH niKR* H1H' ^l1?
i:pnn moy*?

THE TAROUM1 FOR ISAIAH 1:9

Kar^ KJV TOK imax mrm nma nrno ps KV IV'K
mo? 'arroi K3T3K ps ono '.man pain jpk >rnama

THE SEPTUAGINT TEXT B FOR ISAIAH' 1:9

xat el pr] xCptoc aapacbO eyxa'ceXinev rjpfv cnteppa, a>c Eo8opa
av eyevfiOripev, xat ok Popopa av wpoiwGripev.

1. Stenning, pp.4>5•
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1. INTRODUCTORY FORMULA

As in Romans 9;27> Paul again cites from Isaia.h by using

Isaiah the prophet's name in a formula that is used only this once

in Paul's writings or in other NT books. In 9*27 he connects Isa¬

iah with y.pdi^et, and elsewhere he connects Isaiah with but

here he uses the verb Xeyw in the perfect tense. In all the

other places where he refers to Isaiah he uses the present tense.

The perfect is perhaps used to express the punctiliar-durative

idea and has the force of "the statement is on record" by Isaiah."*"

2. NEW TESTAMENT TEXT ANALYSIS

(33)
Codex 17 adds 0 Geoc after xvpboq. evxareXtZ£.v is read

by Codices K , D, E, F, and G. £ymt;e>a7t£V is read by A, B,

K, L, P, and others. 040.01 coGr]|J.£V is read by K , B, D, E, K, and

other MSS. opotooOTipev is read by A, G, F, L, P, and a few other
„

t f v-nd 36~<j o-f h<$ Z&3 group
MSS. Codey &od e-~n*$ Jj»-' grouj^of MSS omit
xa£ at the beginning of the verse. xaGwc is read xaG* tbv

(/<?'*)
by Codex 1066^ and xpoeCprixev is read eiprpcev by Codices 10G6(tfn)

. (I3i«?;a(a7) 3
and 6 180fh which are in his la group of MSS. Codex H 6 48 (33)

adds o Gsoc before Sa|3<x>0. 2a(3at'Q is read o Ge6c by
(&!*> O.es') (i/ft)

Codices 6 lOlf^ (ic^, group) and 6 402^(Kr. group). eYxar^Xcxev
is read without the initial prefix (xareXtxev) by Codices

6 259 and b 368 of his Ia^ and Ib^ groups respectively."

3. OLD TESTAMENT TEXT ANALYSIS

a. Massoretic Text

The LXX, Old Latin, Syriac Polyglot and the Yulgate all per¬

haps delete 123^3

1. Robertson, Grammar of the Greek New Testament, p.895-
2. Tischendorf, Vol.11,
3. Von Soden, Vol.11, p.678.
4. Kittel, Biblia Hebraica.
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b. Septuagirit Text

For auj3ao>0 Aquila, Codices Q, 710, and Hilary in his Latin

have crtpa/ttoov • Symmachus, Theodotion, Codices Q, and 710, have

tcqv Suv&pecov although Codex 710 omits the tc3v . Codex 710 re3,ds

Xeippa with Aquila for ovteppa, . Tofaoppa is read Popopa by

Codices 26, 377> 46, and 534-evxaueAtTOV is read evxameXeiTiev

by Codex K ° and eyxaT^AetTcev by Codices A, Q, P, and P.

SYevnOriuev is read sYevv'nOrl(-iev by Codex A. wpotwdrjpev is read

o|J.otoj0ri|iev by Codices A, Q*, and P, although Q,a reads with Codex B.

4. CONTEXT OF THE OLD TESTAMENT CITATION

At least the first 24 verses of Isaiah chapter one are given

over to an indictment of Israel. Israel knows less than the ox for

an ox knov/s his owner, but Israel does not know her Lord. Israel

is stricken in grievous personal and national sin. God has punished

Israel, but Israel persists in her sin. God has continued to dis¬

cipline Israel and the prophet says that unless God had left a small

remnant the whole of Israel would have been consumed as was Sodom

and Gomorrah. But for God's compassion all would have been destroyed.

5. PAUL'S RENDERING OF THE OLD TESTAMENT TEXT

Paul here, as in 9s15> drops the conjunction mf and then

proceeds with a verbatim quotation, his ninth in Romans thus far."^
The LXX paraphrastically translates "PIS? with cmeppia. 3'US'
does not mean, seed, but survivor, "one escaped from a great slaugh¬

ter so as to be the parent of others."^" In Job 20:21 it means "a sur¬

vival after a great slaughter." In Deut. 2:34 it means "a remnant

1. Ziegler, Septuaginta, Vol.14; Isaias.
2. Holmes and Parsons.
3. Meyer, Vol.11, p.l6l.
4. Gesenius.
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which was but a mere trifle." cmeppa is used of a few survivors

from whom a new generation will arise (cf. Wisdom 14s6 I Esdras 8:35,

Josephus and others) So, in Paul's teaching here "seed" and rem¬

nant have the same meaning.^ Also "little" is left un¬

translated by the LXX and by .Paul unless it was felt that cms ppa

indicated srnallness adequately as well as remnant. Thus here it

would seem that Ellis is right when he says Paul agrees with the

LXX against the Hebrew.

6. QUOTATIONS FROM OTHER SOURCES

a. Quraran Literature

3 "b
The MT is the same here as the lQISa'" while IQISa has a

5 " •
lacuna.

Midrash and Talmud

There is only one reference to Isaiah 1:9 in the Midrash

Rabbah.^ It is not easy to see how the Midrash interprets this

verse. Sufficient to say it is apparent that it is not in a li¬

teral or historical sense.

In the Talmud the reference here in Isaiah 1:9 "to Sodom is

to a warning against giving opportunity to Satan by speaking to

him. It is so wide a departure from any literal meaning, or from
7

the meaning Paul gives this verse, as to be of no help.

7. PAUL'S HERMENBUTICAL USAGE OF THE

OLD TESTAMENT CITATION

The picture that Isaiah paints of Israel is, indeed, a black

one; Israel is as depraved as Sodom and Gomorrah, cities annihilated

1. Liddon, p.l74«
2. Arndt and Gingrich.
3. Murray, Vol.11, p.41.
4. Ellis, Paul's Use of the Old Testament, p.150.
5. De Waard, p.6.
6. Freedman, Midrash Rabbah, Song of Solomon, pp.315-355•
7* Ihe Babylonian Talmud, Berakoth, pp„l66, 3765 Kethuboth, p.40.



for their utter depravity. None survived in them. So it would have

been in Israel's case except for the grace and sovereign election by

God of a very small remnant. God's election destroyed none, it was

only due to His grace that any were spared at all. The covenant

name Jehovah is not used alone in this'passage, perhaps because they

had broken the Covenant with God. But the compound name, Lord of

Hosts, (niiOX mrp) is used perhaps because God speaks

not as the God in covehant with Israel, but as sovereign Lord of the

Universe."'" This statement of Isaiah's is not prophetic but descrip-
2

tive of the condition of contemporary society in Israel. This pas¬

sage speaks both of spiritual and temporal judgment upon Israel.^
Paul's interpretation of this verse corresponds to his inter¬

pretation of the citation in the previous two verses. His purpose

is also the same. He wants to show that just being an Israelite

was not enough to exempt one from the Divine judgment or guarantee

enjoyment of the Divine favour. The passage proves that the Isra¬

elites were as much exposed to the judgment of God as the Gentiles

and so could lay no claim to special treatment.^ Yet at the same

time, God has manifested His grace; "he sets aside the rebellious,

5
but not to reduce them to nothing." He graciously elects a remnant

which consoles by assuring "that God's promises have not lapsed."^
His grace is the ultimate ground of election, the justification of

7
His judgments. The basis of Paul's reasoning is that of analogy,

he wants to illustrate a principle of action on the part of God.

1. Stiffler, p.179-
2. Lenski, p.632.
3. See Stuart, page 347 for a contrary view.
4. Hodge, p.328.
5. Leenhardt, p.26l.
6. Munck, Christ and Israel, p. 75*
7. Leenhardt, p.261.
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What God did one time under certain circumstances He may do at

another time under completely different circumstances if the same

principle applies. In Isaiah God punishes Israel temporally for

sins against Himself. And Paul sees the same principle involved in

God's spiritual judgment upon Israel for sins against Himself."'' So

here Paul seemingly without regard for the context or historical

situation takes a verse that refers to the physical or temporal judge¬

ment and applies it to the spiritual judgment of God upon Israel. His
2

interpretation spiritualizes the verse" because he believes that God,

the true author of Scripture, recorded this history of His temporal

judgment upon Israel because it contained a principle of action which

was also to be the principle of action at a later time, in the Mes¬

sianic Age. Paul, too, in a sense took the citation literally. Just

as there was a literal remnant of Israel left, so in the Christian

Age there is a literal remnant of believing Jews. Paul's burning con¬

cern in Rom. 9-H Is "to know how these Jews will stand in God's plan

now that the Messiah has come and Jews have rejected Him and Gentiles

are being brought in.

1. Stuart, p.347-
2. Toy, p.144-
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ROMANS 9:33

THE HEW TESTAMENT TEXT FOR ROMANS 9:33

xaOwc Y^'fpa%zai' j
I Sou 1tOtjih ev Stcov Xt Gov 7cpoo~x6pu.o/(;oc xal Tiexpav crxavSdXou,

xal o 7itaTeCcov ct' af)Tw of) xairat, crxuvGrjcreto i .

THE HEBREW MASSORETIC TEXT FOR ISAIAH 8;14

>nn '3^ *mV1 pxVi Orrpa1? n»m)
(aVtm* DJ7V1? ppiDVi nsV) VKT?*

THE TARGHM1 FOR ISAIAH 8:14

pin1? Vprra *pDVi 'no pxVi jsmsV pan nno'D

THE SEPTUAGINT TEXT B FOR ISAIAH 8:14

ecrnu o'ol el<; dyCaoiJia, xal of>x ojq XCdov 7cpoo"x6|i|io/u o*uv-
avTincrscrSe of>Se xetpac TmopaTt,.

THE HEBREW MASSORETIC TEXT FOR ISAIAH 28;16

"T01Q TD1Q Jnp' JUS jm pX pX P»X3 ID* UUH
a»n* x1? poxon

1. Stenning, pp.26-29-
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THE TARGUM1 FOR ISAIAH 28:16

: Kj?y 'JP&3 jpto U»D»rn X>p»*nn

THE SEPTUAGINT TEXT B FOR ISAIAH 28:1.6

t6ou kyw £|-tf3&XXw etc to GepeXta Seiwv XtGov TtoXuteXfj £xXexTov

(S-xpoywvtarov evupov, etc to GepSXta, at>Tfjc> 5tal o TuateCcov ot> pr]

xa/raicrxvvGti.

THE NEW TESTAMENT PARALLEL PASSAGES

I PETER 2:6

t8ov TfOriiat ev 2icbv XtGov ixXexxov dxpoytovtarov evTtpov,

xat o tuotcCwv stx' afctto ot> pr] xaTaiaxpvGfl.

I PETER 2:6

XtGoc xpocrxoppaxoc xal %expa crxavS&Xou

ROMAICS 10; II

%cLq o mcrceCojv ex* atmo ot> xa/va,i a%uv6rp"smi.

1. Stenning, pp.88-89.
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1. INTRODUCTORY FORMULA

Nov/ for the first time since Romans 9:13 and for the ninth

time in the letter so far Paul uses his favourite indefinite IF.

2. NEW TESTAMENT TEXT ANALYSIS

7&C is interpolated into the text before o xtorsixov

by Codices K, L, ¥ , P, many minuscules, the Byzantine Lectiona-

ries, several old Latin versions, the Vulgate, Syriac Harclean, and

Armenian versions, Didymus, Chrysostom, Jerome, Theodore etc. K,

A, B, D, E, G, F, 81, 1881, Old Latin d*, e, f, g, Syriac Peshitta

and Palestinian versions, Coptic Boharic, Sahidic, Gothic, Ethiopic

versions, Origen, Ambrosiaster, Augustine, and John of Damascus,
1

all omit xac . Thus the MS evidence is overwhelmingly on the side

of omitting x&c. ob xatatcrxuvGrjcsirat is read ob jit] xaraicrxuvGIj
2 H grouf cm J

by Codices D, E, F, and G. Codices B* and 1026ff of von Soden's^
(D,6,F) Y-espacifvel/ cH trh-e. H group

la, group of MSS.read 2etcov for 2tcbv , Codt?X A.and 2£J of the1
(<?*,<?< 7) A

^ A
group read 2too . Codex 33 adds At Gov axpoytov tatov evrt.uov

xaC after XCOov . One MS adds only ACGov. Codex 506 of his
(3S55> t

Ic group.omits xa£ before o xtcrreftwv. ab'uo is read2
f A QS 36)bIq a&tov by von Soden's Codex Ian 65 and the Vulgate. Codex 161

■

...
of his Ib^ grou]o, in evident conflation, adds etc cturov before

a {mo
. ^

3. OLD TESTAMENT TEXT.ANALYSIS

a. Massoretic Text

Seven MSS, the LXX, the old Latin, Syriac versions, Symmachus

and the Targums all read ">DPI7V for DPI' *?. Also

1. Nestle and Aland- , UBS, The Greek New Testament.
2. Tischendorf, Vol.11.
3- Von Soden, Vol.11, p.678.
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perhaps to he read with the Targums instead of Enpft1?
of the MT.1

In Isa. 28:16 ID"' is read with the LXX, the Targums, and
— *

' 2 b
the Syriac version as "TD*'. IQJSa reads, in the only clearly

legible word which has been preserved in a very fragmentary text?

IDT1'. lQISaa reads 1D1& is perhaps to be de¬

leted. It is omitted by the LXX Hexaplaric recension, and is put

in the fifth column of the Hexapla with an asterisk to indicate

that the word missing from the LXX is being supplied from the Heb-

4 5
rew. It is deleted in 1QS and I Peter 2:8.

b. Septuagint Text.

o£>X is read ot>x by Codex S (K ) ot>8 by Codex 106

and Lucian recensions 311, 46, 233 and others. XfQou is read

XtGw by Codices 106, V, 311, 46, 233, 456, 764°(©wv), Coptic

version, Syrian version, Eusebius, and Hilary, ^pocrxoiipart is

read TCpocrxoppa/uoc by Codices 301, 538, Coptic and Syriac ver¬

sions, Eusebius and Hilary. a,?m~ is omitted before ot>8e in

Codex B, Origen's Hexapla, the Lucian recensions 311, 46, 233, 456,

C, 301, 393, and others, Syriac Hexapla and Theodoretus; it is added

by Codices £ , A and Q. ot>8e is read ot>8 by Codex S ( ).

Codex 538 and the Sahidic version add XfCou after 7t£-rpac
is read crup7vr(wpaTi by Codex 377.

Aquila, Theodotion and Codex Q, margin read etc XfSov Ttpoo-

xoppaTToc . Codices K , A, Q, add atnrw after oDvo.vTfjo'eo'Ce,

ot)8e.... .. .7m'paT 1 is read etc crcspoy crxavS&Xou by Aquila;

1. Kittel, Biblia Hebraica.
2. Ibid.
3. De Waard, p.54-
4. Kittel, Biblia Hebraica.
5. De V/aard, p.57»
6. Ziegler, Septuaginta, Vol.14; Isaias.
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Symmachus, and Theodotion read bIq cnc&vSaAov; etc; •KSTrpS

OTwpiaToc is read by Q margin."1"
For QejaeXCa Aquila, Symmachus (isa.28:16) Theodotion and

2
Codex 86 have SepieA-Ccov • For 7toAi>a*eA'f) they have 66xi,{aov

TOXinreXf) is missing in the quotation in I Peter.^ After a&vnc

Q adds with an asterisk TeGei-ieALwpevov . orceforei, is read for

xaxcHoyuyBfl by Codex Q and Eusebius. Jx' aimo is added
4 5after 7U.omeCtov by K » A, Q, Codex 88 and the Targum add it

with an obelus. It is omitted by B, V, 83, 393, 538, the Syriac

in agreement with the MT.^ ev atnty may be a rendering of the

Targum's J

4. CONTEXT OF THE OLD TESTAMENT CITATION

The verse from Isaiah 8:14 which Paul cites here in Romans

9:33 comes in the midst of a prediction of the Assyrian invasion

in the seventh century B.C. and the verse speaks of God being

against both houses of Israel because of their desire for a con¬

federacy with Syria against Assyria. The idea of the verse is

that God will work against Israel to bring them into captivity.

In the citation from Isaiah 28:16 there is much the same

context. It occurs in a prophetic section which predicts the Assy¬

rian captivity of Ephraim because of their reliance upon a confe¬

deracy with other nations rather than reliance upon God. Verse

sixteen, our citation, comes suddenly into the prophetic utterance

and contains perhaps more a warning than a prediction of future

blessing, though blessing as well as justice is implied.

1. Field, Orlgenis Hexaplorum, Vol.11. Swete, The Old Testament in Greek.
2. Ibid.

3. De Waard, p.57«
4. Ibid, p.56. Sweteintroduction to the Old Testament in Greek,
Vol.Ill, Ziegler, Septuaginta, Vol.14; Isaias.

5. cf. Johnson, pp.45-46. Ziegler, Ibid.
6. Ziegler, Ibid.
7. De Waard, p.5 6.
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These two prophetic passages are addressed to disobedient and

unbelieving Israel in a time of national calamity, and in both cita¬

tions God is commanding the people of Israel to look to Him for re¬

demption from their enemies. In chapter 28 after denouncing those,

who in drunkenness scorn trust in God, and the rulers of both Sama¬

ria and Jerusalem, God declares that he will set in Jerusalem a

solid and sure foundation of hope, and prosperity, namely, Himself

and His word, in which whoever believes shall be safe. In chapter

8:- Isaiah is exhorting Israel to abandon all worldly help and de¬

pend upon God. He declares further that the God whom they reject

will bring stumbling and calamity upon them. The fundamental ideas

in these two passages are very similar and so can easily be con¬

flated as they are by Paul here.

5. PAUL'S RENDERING OF THE OLD TESTAMENT TEXTS

2
Here is a very clear case of the conflation of Isaiah 8:14

and 28:16. Paul begins his citation with the tSofl of Isaiah

28:16, then substitutes fcOripi bv for £|i(3&XXa> and in

the process drops out the personal pronoun byw . He also omits

efg to, GepsXta

He includes

the XfOov of Chapter 28:16 omitting the whole clause from

TcoXtvceXfj through a{>a"fjc .^ He then goes to Isaiah 8:14

omitting the V-oX o&x cog Xt0ou he uses the -xpocritopi-ia/u,

changing the case for grammatical reasons. Omitting theoD'vav-

TryrecrOe obde wg of 8:14 he adds the conjunction xat before

7c£Tpa,v which is the %frzpo,Q of the LXX with the case changed

1. Toy, p.146.
2. Dodd, According to Scriptures, p.42. Especially Lindars, pp.

177-79".
3. cf. HOT, IQISa .
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for grammatical reasons. The xucbpa/rt of 8:14 is changed to

cncavOdXoi) , the usual LXX rendering for 273D • 1 Then

Paul takes the last clause of 28:16 to end his citation changing

only xa/ccHaxuv&n for xa/caio"xuvGrp'smt, and omitting j-i-'O.

However, he weakens the clause somewhat by using the single nega¬

tive o'o "not" against the stronger double negative1 06 [if)

"never" of the LXX which, however, is not an accurate rendering

of the Hebrew t?Tl 9 K1? ,2
The LXX departs quite widely from the Hebrew in Isaiah 28:16.

xoXuteXfj seems to be meant as a rendering for the doubling of

the Hebrew ]3K , the exXextov seems to be the ren¬

dering for jm . or more probably for a different text word.^ The
etc to, 6e|-ieXi,a, is an interpretation or paraphrase of the Hebrew.

The £%* abxcp is an interpretation which follows on from

J'faKDn. However, it seems admissible, for the Targums add

"upon him or it" here as the necessary object of f'TDXDn

Toy seems correct in saying:

"from its appearance in both Romans and Peter
and the Targums it may be supposed to be a
familiar reading of that day, derived, pro¬
bably, from a synagogue interpretation."5

xanrcuaxuvOfl stands for 27' PP "flee quickly" or "make haste".

They may have read 27*13' or more probably, they may have para¬

phrased 2" 11' so as to give the motive or moral accompaniment

of Paul keeps closer to the Hebrew both in 8:14 and

1. Liddon, p.176.
2. Boise, p.92.
3. Toy, pp.45-146.
4. Johnson, p.46; Toy, p.146.
5. Toy, p.146. Though Meyer says that the LXX have apparently de¬

viated from the MT Hebrew. He feels it is not a translation of
27*13' but a mistranslation rendered according to the approxi¬

mate sense of 27'PP , Vol.11, p.l66.
6. Liddon, p.176; Sanday and Headlam, p.281.
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28:16 than does the LXX. The LXX usually renders by

crx&vSakov > offence, which is the word Paul substitutes for

Tcr&lia/u > falling, of the LXX here. Paul seems to differ from

both the LXX and the Hebrew where they vary."'"

6. QUOTATIONS FROM OTHER SOURCES

a. Parallel Passages

1. Peter 2:6-8

Both Paul and Peter reject the LXX reading of f8ou eyw

£|i(3&,NA<jo etc OefieXCa 2(,cov for tSou tCCr}{J.{, £v 2ioov, While Paul

substitutes XtGov 7tpocrxo|j.|j.aroc xal tostpay o"xav6&Xou of Isaiah
8:14 for XtGov xoXwreXfj £xXextov ^xpoyxovcatTov evupov , Peter

retains it but leaves out ^oXwreXfl . Peter follows the LXX for

the rest of Isaiah 28:16 differing with Paul in using the double

negative of ot> pf) .

etc tcl UepeXta at>Tr)C is omitted by both Paul and Peter.

The quotation from Isaiah 8:14 in Peter, does not come directly

after Isaiah 28:16 as in Paul but comes after a quotation from Psalm

118:22 which is placed between the two quotations. The text of

Isaiah 8:14, however, is the same as in Romans 9:33, except that

the words are in a different case for grammatical reasons.

Toy says of I Peter 2:6-8:- "Peter keeps the two passages

apart, following the LXX closely in the first, but the Aramaic ver-

2
sion, which renders the Hebrew accurately, in the second." There

seems little doubt that there was an Aramaic version known in Pales¬

tine which was used in the synagogues after the reading of the Heb¬

rew Scriptures in order that the common people should better under¬

stand what was read. Though this is no doubt true, yet there is no

1. Ellis, Paul's Use of the Old Testament, p.150.
2. Toy, p.145.



evidence here, nor does Toy give any evidence to substantiate his

claim, that this difference from the LXX is due to an Aramaic ver¬

sion, which both Peter and Paul knew and used. It has been pointed

out that Peter may have been acquainted with Paul's letter to the

Romans. Atkinson thinks that "this means one passage is dependent

upon the other, or that both are dependent upon a single source.""'"
Hort in his Commentary on I Peter thinks that Peter is dependent

2
upon Paul. Rendel Harris thinks both are dependent upon a Testi¬

mony book, while others have argued for dependence upon a "rhythmi¬

cal hymn.""^ However, what seems more likely is that what both Pe¬

ter and Paul used was some collection of OT texts arranged accor¬

ding to their subjects, as were the later "Testimonies".^ Gaster

seems to be wrong when he says Peter uses Isa. 28:16 in the same

5
sense as 1QS 8:7, that is in referring to the community. Though

Peter refers to the individual members of the Church as "lively

stones" when he refers to "the chief corner stone" according to

the context he undoubtedly refers to Christ.^ Lindars feels that

the passage is addressed to the newly baptized. The believers

have been initiated into Christ. Their relation to Christ is ex¬

pressed in the figure of a building. They are stones built into

the building. The death of Christ represents the rejected stone.

His resurrection represents the placing of the rejected stone at

the head of the corner. The foundation of the whole metaphor is

1,. B.F.C. Atkinson, The Textual Background of the Use of the Old
Testament in the New, Victoria Institute, 1947> P«51* See also
E.G. Selwyn, The First Epistle of Peter, Macmillan & Co., London,
1946, p.272. ~

2. F.J.A. Hort, The First Epistle of St. Peter, 1:1 - 11:17, Mac¬
millan & Co., London, I898, p.ll6.

3. Selwyn, p.268; Atkinson, p.51«
4. Dodd, The Epistle to the Romans, p.143; Sanday and Headlam,

p.282, seemingly also Lindars, pp.177-83.
5. Theo. Gaster, The Scriptures of the Dead Sea Sect, Seeker and

Warburg , London, 1957, p.108.
6. cf. Boise, p.92; Murray, p.44; Leenhardt, p.213, and others.
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the idea of Christ as the stone (Ps.ll8:22) in connection with the

death and resurrection. Therefore Isaiah 28sl6 is used by the

writer as a comment upon this relationship. The writer works in

Isaiah 8:14 because of its comment upon Isaiah 28:16 and because

it comes in well as a warning against apostasy. Thus for homileti-

cal purposes the writer is generalizing an argument which belongs

to the controversy between Jew and Gentile. This passage in Peter

seems to be the first place where the stone is identified with the

person of Christ."''
2. Romans 10:11

This is a quotation from Isa. 28:16 and is identical in every

way with its counter-part in Rom. 9*33 except for the inclusion of

ro? at the beginning.

b. Post-Apostolic Fathers

A reference to Isa. 8:14 and 28:16 occurs in Barnabas 6:2,3.

However, this sixth chapter of Barnabas is difficult because it con¬

tains a catena of OT quotations after the Rabbinic fashion of giving

one quotation after another with little or no comment for each pas¬

sage quoted. It is an example of allegorical method of interpre¬

ting Scripture as well. Scripture, according to this method of in¬

terpretation is full of "secret things" and requires "wisdom" to
2

understand. Consequently it sheds but little light on how these

OT passages were understood in their historical and literal meaning

by the average Christian of this era.

c* Quintan Literature

Reference to Isa. 28:16 is found in 1QS 8:7>8 and to 28:16

and 8:14 in I Peter 2:6,8. There is a strong similarity between the

1. Lindars, pp.179-80.
2. John Lawson, A Theological and Historical Introduction to the

' Apostolic Fathers, The Macmillan Co., Hew York, 1961, p.207.
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quotation of Isaiah 28:16 in Romans and I Peter 2:6. There are

only a few minor differences and these are drought about because

I Peter 2:6 has Isaiah 8:14 quoted separately in 2:8 while it is

conflated with Isaiah 28:16 in Romans. De Waard agrees with Dodd

in believing that these two texts do not depend on one another but
\

that they represent the "common use of an already existing testi¬

mony."^ He believes also that the author of I Peter 2:6 must have

known and used a Midrash of Isaiah 28:16. The quotation of Isa.

8:14 in I Peter 2:8 is "identical with that of the same quotation

in Romans 9:33> so that a common text tradition can be established." -

1QS 8:7 refers to Isa. 28:16 but gives it a different inter-

. pretation from the Targums. The Targums, like Paul, give it a Mes¬

sianic interpretation,^ but 1QS makes it refer to the eschotologi-

cal community. Wernberg-Miller says of this passage:

"the biblical "J2K having been replaced
by nftin • The replacement is due to

\ the fact that our author interpreted the
| biblical passage as alluding to the commu¬

nity and naturally wanted a word for some¬
thing consisting of more than one stone."5

Leaney cites 0. Betz as discussing this passage carefully and

showing that it is based upon Isaiah 28:16 where it is taken out of

its context to refer to the community. The stone laid by God be¬

comes a building, that is, the community grounded in truth and holy

6
in character. That the author of 1QS 8:- interprets Isa. 28:16

as having reference to the Qumran Community is apparent, for it

reads according to Gaster:

1. De Waard, pp.57-58, also Braun, p.182, and Lindars, pp.177-183.
2. De Waard, p.60.
3. Ibid., p.6l.
4. Wernberg-Mj^ller, p. 126.
5* Ibid, p.126.
6. A.R.C. Leaney, The Rule of Qumran and its Meaning, The Westmins¬

ter Press, Philadelphia, 1966, pp.215-216.
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"The council of the community ... a holy house
consisting of Israel ... a most holy congre¬
gation ... chosen by (divine) pleasure to atone
for the earth ... is the tested wall, the costly
corner stone.

The members of the community will be in
all justice the witnesses of God's truth and
the elect of His favor, effecting atonement for
the earth and ensuring the requital of the wick¬
ed. They will be, indeed, a 'tested bulwark'
and a 'precious corner stone' which shall never
be shaken or moved from their place.

There is also a reference to Isa. 28:16 in 1QH Psalm 6:26.

Though the text is faulty it seems to refer to God the one who

2
gives steadfastness and meaning to life. Herbert Braun says of

this citation: "Jes. 28,l6f werde in 1QH 6,26f auf die Qumrangemein-

de ausgelegt, so erschienen die Steine des Zitats im demokratisier-

ten Plural, ftir Paulus sei der Stein des Zitates Christus."^
De Waard thinks that Camiignac has shown that 1Q,S 2:8 con¬

tains a reference to Isa. 8:14.^ The text here is so vague that it

is difficult to see how it would throw any light on Romans 9*33.

d. Midrash and Talmud

There are only two references to Isa. 28:16 in Midrash Rabbah.

In both cases Isaiah 28:16 comes only incidentally in the passage

which points to the sovereignty of God in the rebuilding of the tem¬

ple with "other stones" after the destruction of the temple and the

carrying away of the treasures by Shishak King of Egypt. The Mid¬

rash gives no Messianic interpretation whatever to Isa. 28:16 and

for this reason differs widely from the Messianic interpretation that

1. T.H. Gaster, p.65. ^
2. Holm.-Nielsen, p.102; also Menahem Mansoor, 'The Tanksgiving

Hymns, E.J. Brill, Leiden, 1961, p.145* A
3. Braun, p.182.
4. Be Waard, p.61.
5. Freedman, Midrash Rabbah, Leviticus, p.222; Deuteronomy, p.183.
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Paul gives this verse in Romans.

There is only one reference to Isa. 8:14 in the Talmud"'" where

it is used to support a prophecy of the fall of both houses of Is¬

rael by Judah and Hezekiah sons of Rabbi Hiyya. This is a quite

different interpretation from that of the Midrash and of Paul.

7. PAUL'S HEHMENEUTICAL USAGE OF THE

OLD TESTAMENT CITATION

This composite citation of Isaiah 8:14 and 28:16 refers in
2

the original text to God and to the Messiah respectively. In the

former passage God Himself is the stone of stumbling and rock of

offense. "The Lord of Hosts shall be ... for a stone of stumbling

and for a rock of offense to both houses of Israel ..." The thought

is that God Himself will cause those who want a confederacy, rather

than depend upon Him for protection, to stumble and go into capti¬

vity to the Assyrians. This speaks of physical and temporal enslave¬

ment which God brings upon Israel through the Assyrians as His in¬

strument. There does not seem to be any literal Messianic reference

here although it is referred to Christ by NT writers. In the latter

passage the stone is laid by the Lord God. An unbelieving faction

of the people wanted to enter into alliance with Egypt against Assy¬

ria. In opposition to this faction God declares that He will lay a

foundation stone in Zion which most commentators take to mean the

Messiah,^ as it has been taken to mean by the Jews themselves, Paul,

Peter and Christians generally. It must refer to the setting up of

a leader, king, prophet or some such person. So, strictly speaking,

Sunday and Headlam are right in saying that: "In the 0T neither of

1. The Babylonian Talmud, Sanhedrin, p.238.
2. Liddon, p.177-
3. Liddon, p.176; Hodge, p.331.
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these passages has any direct Messianic reference'.'"'" It is evident

that Isaiah is not speaking literally but metaphorically here, as

in Isaiah 8:14.

Paul is pointing out that when God declared that He should be

a sanctuary to some and a rock of offense to others, He meant that

in the person of His Messiah some would be blessed because of faith

and others would stumble because of unbelief. He would be received

and believed in by some and rejected and despised by others. The

whole spirit of the Jews was antagonistic to the Messiah. He was

therefore to them, a stumbling-block. They could not receive Him

as their Messiah because of preconceived ideas. Therefore these,

prophecies were fulfilled in their rejection of Christ which resul-
2

ted in their excision from the people of God. The change of verb

and the omission of "the foundations" are both due to the same in¬

terpretative motive. Paul wants to avoid placing the stone in the

foundation beneath the ground level. The stone is placed on the

ground so as to become a stumbling-stone in the way of the unwary.

The interpretation would be without value unless it was connected

with the stumbling-stone of Isaiah 8:14- So it seems certain that

the phrases of Isaiah 8:14 were always used in conjunction with the

pesher text of Isaiah 28:16, so as to indicate scriptural warranty

that the stone is precious to those who believe, but a cause for

stumbling to those who do not.

The conflated text of Romans 9*33 makes exactly the same

double application. The stone here is emphasized chiefly as a stumb¬

ling-stone, but nevertheless those who believe are safe. For Paul

1. Sanday and Headlam, p.281.
2. Munck, Christ and Israel, p.80; Hodge, p.331.
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the stone is not Christ, but a vivid poetic image. The consequence

of belief in Christ is like a precious stone in your way. If you

see it and accept it you have something of exceptional value. If

you are blind and reject it then it causes you to fall.

Paul has applied this to the controversy between Jew and Gen¬

tile..' The Jews as a nation stumble because they trust in the works

of the Lav/. The Gentiles respond in faith and so receive that which

is precious to their souls, salvation. Thus Paul selects these two

"stone" texts from Isaiah to deal with the problem of unbelief among

the Jews."*"

Paul does not mention the context or the historical connection

of these two passages cited. Of course the passages are metaphori¬

cal and Paul interprets according to the sense of stumbling mentally

or spiritually rather than physically. Paul gives the passage in

Isa. 28:16 a Messianic reference as does the Targum: "I will appoint
2

in Zion a king, a strong king, powerful and terrible." Though this

is true, Hodge seems to be somewhat presumptuous in declaring that:

"This passage is properly quoted by the apostle,
because it was intended originally to apply to
Christ."3

It may have this meaning but it could also have referred to

another charismatic leader.

Paul then interprets these citations without reference to

their context or historical connection and interprets metaphorically

1. Lindars, pp.177-178*
2. Stenning, p.88.
3. Hodge, p.331. The whole problem of the OT's witness to Christ is

touched upon here. Did the prophets foresee Christ, or do we
from our Christocentric standpoint interpret the OT prophecies
as prophecies of Christ? This problem is far too large and too
much outside the scope of this thesis for it to be more than men¬
tioned here. Those interested should consult James Ba,rr, Old and
New in Interpretation, London, 1966, along v/ith other works on
the subject.
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according to what seems to have been the sense intended by the

writer, Isaiah. But in addition he refers the "stone" and the

"rock" to Christ thus differing in his interpretation both from

the Rabbis and Qumran. This is possible in Isaiah 28:16 but not

in 8:14, though he has the support of other NT writers in doing

so."*" Thus again Paul spiritualizes at least the text of Isaiah

8:14 and sees a reference concerning the Messiah in both texts.

For Paul the Messiah has come in Jesus Christ, therefore he can

apply the text to Him whom the Jews have rejected.

1. cf.Matt. 21:42; Mark 12:10; Luke 20:17; Acts 4*115 1 Peter
2:6-8.
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ROMANS 10:5

THE HEW TESTAMENT TEXT FOR ROMANS 10:5

IkoUofjc Yp^(Pe t j
6 noLrffUc ccvQpumoe; gncrsTat ev a{>Tfl.

THE HEBREW MASSORETIC TEXT FOR LEVITICUS 18:9

dm »m DTKH DDK W TJX

THE TARGUM1 FOR LEVITICUS 18:5

sdW pni kwk pnn» T]?' dkt

THE SEPTUAGIHT TEXT B FOR LEVITICUS 18:5

a Koirprxc; avOpamoc Zfipstai hv ataoCc.

THE NEW TESTAMENT PARALLEL TEXTS

GALATIMS 3:12

o toittcjuc aita grjaSTai ev abtoiQ.

Berliner, p.130.
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1. INTRODUCTORY FORMULA

Here, for the second time, Paul refers to Moses by name.

This is the only place where he speaks of Moses as writing one of

the books of the Pentateuch, it seems clear, though, that Paul

along with those of his day believed Moses to be the author of the

Pentateuch. Moses is mentioned as "writing" in only three places
2

in the NT, , Yet it is everywhere assumed that he is the author of

the Pentateuch. Paul mentions Moses in connection with .three of

the five books of the Pentateuch.^ Paul also mentions Moses four

times by name in his IFs and in each case he uses a different IF.^
This is the only place in the NT where this IF is used.

2. NEW TESTAMENT TEXT ANALYSIS

In Rom. 10:5 there are a number of important variant readings.

The first part of the verse, though it contains nothing of our cita¬

tion, yet because of its close proximity and bearing upon the cita¬

tion needs to be considered. orci is read before fpv 6tmio-

crCvriv by Codices K*, A, D*, several minuscules, three Old Latin,

the Vulgate, Syriac and Coptic versions, Ambrosiaster, Origen (La¬

tin), Cassiodorus, and John Damascus, cki is read before o 7COl-

"fpue by Codices pj6, K c, B, ¥ , D°, G, K, P, (Tischendorf adds

E,F, and L) and many minuscules,most Byzantine Lectionaries, five

Old Latin, three Syriac, Gothic, Armenian and Ethiopic versions, Am¬

brosiaster, Chrysostom, Pelagius, and Theodoret. ovi is omitted by

Codex 1984.^ cm o 7iotfioac; being supported by p46, K c, and B -

all Alexandrian texts, plus the Koine and Byzantine texts has the

1. cf. Romans 91U5 *

2. Mark, 12:19; Luke, 20:28, Romans, 10:5.
3. Exodus, Leviticus, Deuteronomy, Turpie, The New Testament View

of the Old, p.333'.
4. cf. Romans, 9:15; 10:5; 10:19; I Cor. 9:9.
5. UBS, The Greek Hew Testament.
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better evidence in its support. tqv ex vopiou is supported by K ,

and B, Lachraann, and Tischendorf. ex tov vopoo is read by D, E, F,

G, K, L, P, and other MSS."^ vopou is read "KtaxeoiQ by Codex A.

The Ethiopic version omits .... vopoo reading only out o xot-

2 n,

tjouc; • The evidence favours ttjv £x vopou since the Alexand¬

rian text K and B are two of our oldest and best texts.

In the citation itself is interpolated into the text

after ra>if)ou,q by p46, K , B, G, K, P, ¥ , and most witnesses,

many minuscules, four Old Latin and two Syriac versions, Ambrosiaster,

Chrysostora, Pelagius, Theodoret and Weiss. a{>'cf)v is interpola¬

ted into the text after xoifjcrac; by two Old Latin, two Coptic,.

Gothic and Armenian versions, Cassiodorus, while Codex 33* reads

3
Taura . The evidence seems to be almost equally divided between

the insertion of atn;& and its omission. However, since aWL

is supported by p46 - our oldest text, by B - our best Alexandrian

representative text, and the Koine text, the evidence for

afrtd. out-weighs slightly the evidence of K *, A, and other MSS

which omit a5nd . avCpcvxoc is omitted by F, G, 1984? two old La¬

tin, and Syriac Peshitta versions, Chrysostom and Ambrosiaster, all

other MSS read with the text which is conclusive evidence for the in¬

clusion of avCpuxTOC . ev afaf] is supported by K *, A, B, 81, 630,
o\

17 39» Old Latin, Vulgate, Coptic versions, Origen, John Damascus.
A

ev abioiQ is supported by p46, Kc, D (Greek), E, F, G, K, L, P,

^ ,88, 104, and most witnesses, Byzantine Lectionari.es, Syriac

5Harclean version, Pelagius, and Theodoret.

1. Tischendorf, Vol.11.
2. UBS, The Greek Hew Testament.
3. Ibid.
4. UBS, The Greek Hew Testament; Nestle and Aland; Tischendorf, Vol.11.
5• Ibid.
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Though three of the best, most representative of Alexandrian

texts K *, A and B support kv aftrfj , I am inclined to think

that the evidence rests with tv afoot"c supported as it is by

the earliest MS we have of the NT, p4fo and K , 'which could have

been corrected to read with an earlier MS reading with p4fo both of

these texts are of the Alexandrian Family of texts. Hence I believe

our corrected citation should read''' o toitjcuc; afoa avCptoTtoc yfos'tCH
Izv afoot"q.

3. OLD TESTAMENT TEXT ANALYSIS

a. Massoretic Text

For mi of the MT the Samaritan Pentateuch reads

2

nmr
Septuagint Text

S. mHrjcra-G is supported by Codices A, B, N, h,.r*, and y.

a toiriaac afod is read by Codices F*, M, d, g, j, s, v, z, a^ and b^
apiot,riouc afooc is read by Codex p. a ranrprug &v afoofo is
read by Codex n, Codex o omits a. o Ttotrjaac; afo'd is read by

F?, 29 other Cursive MSS, Philo, Clement of Alexandria, and Lucifer

of Cagliari. Codex f, and Philo omit avGpoxroc;. cftjexat is

placed after afoofc by Codex m.^

4. CONTEXT OF THE OLD TESTAMENT CITATION

Lev. 18:5 occurs in a section of Scripture in which God char¬

ges Moses with what to instruct the newly formed nation of Israel

about their relationship to their God and to the practices of the

1. Again this is at variance with Sanday and Headlam who did not
have p46 as evidence upon which to base their conclusions, p.286.

2. Kittel, Biblia Hebraica.
3. Brooke and McLean, Vol.1, part II. Exodus and Leviticus.
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peoples around them. They are not to follow the practice of the

Egyptians or the Canaanites. They are to do "all ray judgments and

keep mine ordinances to walk therein to keep my statutes and my

judgments: which if a man do, he shall live in them." Then pro¬

ceeds a long section of 'thou shalt not£' extending through.verse

twenty-four.

5. PAUL'S RENDERING OP THE OLD TESTAMENT TEXT

As corrected, Paul's text differs from the LXX in only two

places. The relative a of the LXX, which is somewhat closer

to the Hebrew than is the o of Romans,^ is omitted and the ar¬

ticle o is placed before the participle muricrac. aft-rd is

inserted after Trot-fpuc as its object corresponding to the DflK

of the Hebrew thus Paul follows the Hebrew closer here than does

the LXX. In this case Paul differs both from the Hebrew and from

the LXX.

6. QUOTATIONS FROM OTHER SOURCES

a. Parallel Passage: Gal.3?12.

In Galatians Paul omits av0pw7£oc according to almost all

the most important evidence. However, the Koine text, the majority

of remaining witnesses and Clement include avGpoxrcoi; . " This is

the only difference between Galatians 3:12 and Romans 10:5 and if

the Koine text reading be accj^gted (which has insufficient evidence)

the two texts are identical. It is interesting to note that Levi¬

ticus 18:5 is introduced in Galatians in contrast to the Habakkuk

2:4, passage quoted by Paul in Romans 1:17, i° show that sv vofxp

of>Sst<; 8 ixcuothrcH 7capa tu> 6eco.

1. However, Paul must have felt that poming immediately after cm,
o fits better grammatically than does a

2. Nestle and Aland.
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^• Qurcran Literature

In the Admonition of the Zadokite Documents (CD 3:15) a re¬

ference to Leviticus 18:5 is found.''" The Hebrew text omits DDK

after and reads MTU for thus it agrees

apparently with the Samaritan Pentateuch as mentioned in the criti-
2

cal apparatus of Kittel,. All other words are identical with the

consonantal script of the MT. Chaim Rabin says of this citation,

perhaps with the Samaritan Pentateuch in mind, that it represents

a different Bible text supported by ancient versions.^
c. Midrash and Talmud

In the Midrash there are four references to Lev. 18:5 of

which three seem to give a literal interpretation. In these passa¬

ges it is indicated that even an idolater if he becomes a proselyte

and studies the Torah and follows it shall live.

The Talmud gives a literal interpretation of Lev. 18:5 identi¬

cal with that of the Midrash, though with perhaps more emphasis upon

5
the fact that a person keeping the law will live, not die in it.

7. PAUL'S HERMENEUTICAL USAGE OP THIS

OLD TESTAMENT CITATION

The statement in Lev. 18:5 seems to refer in a most literal

way to the Law of God or at least to His "statutes and judgments".

Israel is told to "keep" them, that is, to live in accordance to

them. They are the guide posts along the way of life telling Is¬

rael the way in which to walk. The reason why they are to "keep"

these "statutes" and "judgments" is because the one who "keeps"

1. Chaim Rabin, The Zadokite Documents, The Clarendon Press, Oxford,
1954, P.12.

2. See No. 3. OT analysis on previous page.
3. Chaim Rabin, p.78.
4. Freedman, Midrash Rabbah, Exodus, p.372; Leviticus, p.298;

Numbers, p.536; Ecclesiastes, p.28.
5. The Babylonian Talmud, Yoma, p.422; Sanhedrin, pp.400, 502.

Abadah Zarah, pp. 5, 137, 275,
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them shall "live". Just what "live" means is uncertain. It may

mean that one's life may be richer, fuller and longer in Palestine:^
that God would keep him who "keeps His statutes and judgments" from

illness and evil and give long life. Or it may have reference to
2

life after death. Strack-Billerbeck say that the Rabbis referred

"lives" partly to eternal life and partly to this life. \hey say;
"Dem Zitat liegt zugrunde Lv. 18,5 * 'Beobachtet
meine Satzungen und meine Rechte, welche der
Mensch tun soli und durch welche er lebt', d.h.
welche der Mensch tun soil, dass er durch sie
lebe. Die rabbinischen Autoren haben die Wortes
'durch welche er lebt' teils auf das ewige, a)
teils auf das zeitliche, b) Leben bezogen."

The Jewish interpreters regarded "life" as more than earthly feli¬

city in Canaan., It included the idea of a better life hereafter.^
Onkelos translates this verse as "whosoever keeps these Command-

5
ments shall thereby live in the eternal life." It is given an

even stronger reference to life after death by the Targum of Pseudo-

Jonathan, "He shall live in eternal life and have a part with the

righteous."^ The Arabic version is "the Retribution of him who
7

works these things is that he shall live an eternal life." Alford

also cites Tholuck as indicating that "life" here is a general pro¬

mise, and length of days, a particular species of felicity."^ Mo¬

ses doubtless referred here to all the results which would follow

9
obedience." But whatever "live" may mean, the import of this state¬

ment is that a man lives by doing the "statutes and judgments" of

God. This seems to be meant in the most literal sense, the whole

1. Meyer, Vol.11, p.174*
2. Hodge, p.337-
3. Strack-Billerbeck, j / / f pp. "lll-'Z •
4. Alford, Vol.11, p.417.
5. as quoted by Liddon, p.180.
6. Stuart, p.355«
7. as quoted by Barnes, p.21/;.
8. Alford, Vol.11, p.417-
9. Barnes, p.213-
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context bears this out. Moule says: "it is a matter of personal

action and personal meriting alone." The great principle here is

2
"do and live". It may be noted, though, that in the context there

is no hint that one cannot "keep" God's statutes and judgments".

Denney says in this respect:

"Moses did not mock his people, the GT
religion, though an imperfect, was a
real religion, under which men could
be right with God. To keep the law of
God and live by doing so was the' natu¬
ral aim and hope of a true Israelite."3

The passage does not have any reference to legal righteousness

as opposed to righteousness of faithnor does Moses seem to be

describing the righteousness which is of the Law. His aim is more

practical, to get Israel to obey the Law, rather than describe the

philosophy behind it.

Paul, as is his custom, does not mention the context or histo¬

rical connection of this OT passage, and could hardly have thought

that all his readers would have adequate knowledge of how this verse

is used in Lev. 18:5 • Paul is contrasting "the Jew's self-appointed

way to salvation and the Christian v/ay to salvation," namely justifi-
5

cation by works of the Law and by faith in Christ, with the inten¬

tion of proving that the former is in its nature impracticable, whil

the latter is reasonable and easy. In other words he wants to show
n

that the two are mutually exclusive. 6 iiOif\oxiQ is in the em-
Q

phatic position so Moses exhibits the doing as the condition sine

1. H.C.G. Moule, Cambridge Bible, Romans, Cambridge University Press
1903, p.268.

2. Plummer, p.505.
3. Denney, EGT, Vol.11, p.670
4. Murray, Vol.11, p.51-
5. Munck, Christ and Israel, p.84.
6. Hodge, p.337-
7. Denney, EGT, Vol.11, p.662.
8. Meyer, Vol.11, p.174.
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qua non of the attainment of life. And Paul has already shown that

no one can boast of having kept the Lav/. So this excludes Israel

as well as the Gentiles from justification by works, for it is in

or by the doing of the Law one has life, not in the mere covenantal

relationship with God apart from the Law, for the Law was the seal

of the Covenant. Though in the original text "live" may refer to

more than a happy and prosperous life in Palestine, Paul neither

dwells upon nor draws out the life that is obtained by doing the

Law, but is simply contrasting the righteousness based on the Law

(=Life) with the righteousness based on faith."'" He interprets this

citation literally, for it is the literal doing of the Law that

counts, but he uses it as a Mosaic description of Law-righteousness

and contrasts this with faith-righteousness.

1. cf. Lindars, p.229.
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ROMANS 1016-8

THE NEW TESTAMENT TEXT FOR ROMANS 10:6-8

r) 6e kv. nC<rvewQ 5i xcuocrOyr] oimoc Xlyetj
t£<; &vaprfyrexai sIq t^y oftpavov... .tic xarapirjcreTOt b'q tt]v

apuacroy...b-YY^Q crov to pf]|ja kcrviv, kv tw oTopauf crou, xal ev flj

xapfifa crou.

THE HEBREW MAS30RETIC TEXT

FOR DEUTERONOMY 30:12-14

nnp'i nn*m?n is1? nVy t»xV Kin tpmn kV
»o nDK1? Kin a*1? k'1?! :mt??3i nnK wrnpi n1?

'•.swyai nnK ismm laV nnpn am nay VK I:1? w
:in^yV» paVm ~psn nxn inn "]^l;k map m
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THE TA.RGUM1 FOR DEUTERONOMY 30:12-14

xsV mon x*tys1? xsV po* p to»oV x*>n x>D!73 kV
jd x»n xo>V k"n*yo xVi tnamism nrp x33»w»i

rna^insyai nn> x:i:pwi X3^> mon kb» m*yt? xi1? w

:n'T3^Dl2 p'Voi pi S3 Kin*? KOMIS *]V nnp nx

THE SEPTUAGINT TEXT B FOR DEUTERONOMY 30:12-14

rccc &vaj3f]0etcu TijaCv etc tov oipavov.. ,t£c otcwtep&crei, rii-iiv

etc to Ttlpav Trie GaXAoorjC.. .ecru v crou eyfuc to pfjpa crcp66pa kv
tco oropart crou xal ev tfj xapSCa crou K°m tv tuTs \e-a^< 1/ cToo
«(yTO TTOf^v.

1. Berliner, p.233.
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1. INTRODUCTORY FORMULA

Paul again shows that he is not bound by set forms or pat¬

terns by using here an unusual, but not so very long IP. It is

used nowhere else by Paul, nor is it used anywhere else in the NT

and there seems to be no Rabbinical equivalent for it. Sanday

and Headlam note that Paxil in this IF "does not introduce this ci¬

tation on the authority of Scripture, nor the authority of Moses,
" O

but merely as a declaration of righteousness in its own nature."

This seems to be the case for "righteousness" in verse six seems

to be contrasted with Moses in verse five. Munc-k is right in say-

3
ing that righteousness "is cited generally as Holy Scripture"."

2. MEW TESTAMENT TEXT ANALYSIS

There is little by way of textual variants in these verses.

In verse eight after Xeyei Codices D, 33, a greater number of

other witnesses, and the Clementine edition of the Vulgate add f)

Ypayn while Codex G and the Coptic Boharic version add rj ypacprr)

before Aeyei The omission, however, is amply supported by

5
K > A, B, K, L, P, and most other MSS. There is also a varia¬

tion of order in mo pfipa ecrmiv . Codex 1026 of von Soden's Ian
(p>

group of MSS, the Old Latin, Vulgate and Armenian versions together

with Marcion read eo"mi,v mo pfjpa • Two MSS, 6156 and 6180 of
(Vdt, 1*11)

his la-, group, read ivayayeiv before « vexpcov . Codex 552 of
, r ,

the la-, group omits ex vexpwv . Von Soden also lists Codices H78(l7.-3yJ
(0

and 6 356Atogether with Origen as adding cr<j>o6pa before ev

mi~ cmopamt . ^ Since these are later texts they may well have

1. B. Metzger, Formulas Introducing Quotations of Scripture in the
New Testament and the Mishnah. Journal of Biblical Literature, 70,
Dec. 1951, pp.297-307.

2. Sanday and Headlam, p.287-
3• Munck, Christ and Israel, p.85•
4. Nestle and Aland.
5. Tischendorf, Vol.11.
6. Von Soden, Vol.11.
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been corrected to read with the LXX. However, these are either mi¬

nor variants or supported by weak evidence and further do not form

part of Paul's citation, but are part of the immediate context.

3. OLD TESTAMENT TEXT ANALYSIS

a. Massoretic Text

There are no variants of any consequence at all in these ver¬

ses. Kin is read KTl by some MSS otherwise there, are no va¬

riants in the MT of these verses at all."'"

b. Septuagint Text

In verse twelve f)p.tTv after &va(3fp*eTxu is read riffoy

by Codices A, P, G, b, e, i, through m, o, s, v, through z

and . It is read upiTv by Codex g*, upcov by Codices c,

and f, and omitted by Codex h, the Bohairic version, and Theodoret.

t6v before oupavov is omitted by a^.
Verse fourteen ecru v... .to pfjpa is supported by Codices B,

q, a£,and the Old Latin*is read as in Horn. 10:8 eyybQ o~ou to pf]|aa
ecmv by Codex b^oxt, ecmv coins read by Codices 0, g",
on cou ecruv is read by Codices M (margin), d, p, t, and

the margin of the Syro Hexaplar; on eyy^G cou by Codices

f, n; ecruv crov is read by Codex o and Origen in the Greek

text,' Codices h, k, m, read merely &yY^G cou and Codex u reads

only S'yy^G, while Codices A, F, G, M, and the rest of the

cursives consulted by Field, together with Origen's Latin text read

£yy6e crou ecruv > Thedoret reads &XX' £yyug cou . To

pppx is located after Ccpoopa by Codices Fa, , and Ethi-

opic version. mo prjpa is omitted by Codex G*. Codex h adds

ecruv after mo pfpa . crcpobpa omitted by Paul and Codices

1. Kittel, Biblia Hebraica.
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F*, and f. The entire phrase ev rxneiv is omitted by Co¬

dex 71. ecmv is added after oropar' crou by Codex in. xapoja
is read biavoCa by Codex x. o"ou is omitted after xapSfa,
by Philo two-thirds of the time."'

4. CONTEXT FOR THE OLD TESTAMENT CITATION

These verses in Deuteronomy come in the Context of Moses' fi¬

nal warning to the Children of Israel about turning away from their

Covenant God to serve idols. Moses enumerates the blessings of Is¬

rael if they keep the commandments of the Law and the curses which

will fall upon them if they do not. In the immediate context Moses

speaks of God's command to Israel to fulfil his law, which, he in¬

sists, in the words of the citation in Rom. 10s6-8, can be done,

for the word of the commandment is planted in their hearts. Then

he again reverts to warnings against apostasy.

\

| 5. PAUL'S RENDERING OF THE OLD TESTAMENT TEXT
2

This is a very free use of the LXX by Paul in which only a

few phrases of Deut. 30:12-14 are selected.^ He expands the

of verse twelve, "which is an ungrammatical translation

of the Hebrew and is without construction"^ by substituting ^ ciinic

ev Tfj xapSta coo from Deut. 8:17 or 9:4» The indirect sense

of 'forbidding' of the Hebrew is heightened by Paul by making it a

direct prohibition. Paul omits fiptTv after i-vap-pcremi,

and all the rest of verse 14 after o£>pavov "In order to make

the passage better suited for the purpose for which it is quoted."^

1. Brooke and McLean, Vol.1, part III; Numbers and Deuteronomy.
2. Toy, p.147.
3. Sanday and Headlam, p.286.
4. Ibid.
5. Liddon, p.181.
6. Sanday and Headlam, p.286.
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Paul substitutes tic; xarapricreTOt, bIq tTjV a[3ootrov for

iIq 6taxep&o"ei fipuv sic to xepay Trie GaX&coric of the LXX and then

omits all the rest of verse thirteen as well as all that goes be¬

fore iCq otcwcep&crsi of the verse. In verse fourteen he changes

the order of the words in the first phrase from ecrrtv cou

pfijia to eyfCc crou to pfjj-ta, eariv perhaps to change the empha¬

sis to the nearness of the prpa . He also omits cnpoSpct, and

the last clause of the verse xcu iCq hv tcuc xspcrfy crou a{uo
Twnefv . The iv tcuc; yepcrfv coo is an addition or an inter¬

pretation of the Hebrew by the LXX. Either that or the LXX used

another Hebrew text. The term though not found in the Hebrew is

found in Philo."^

The change of the expression "go beyond the sea" to "descend

into the abyss" may be based on the Jewish belief that the sea is
2

an abyss of water upon which the earth rested. Or it may be that

Paul used another Hebrew or LXX text. Toy believes that Paul may

have used "a popular Aramaic version." Sanday and Headlam say that

Paul made the change "because it makes a more suitable contrast to

the first part of the sentence and because it harmonizes better with

the figurative meaning he wishes to draw from it." They remark:

"apuotroc in the 0T meant originally the
'deep sea', 'the great deep' or 'the depths
of the sea' , Ps.106:26 (107:26) &ya(3a£vooctv
eojq Tcov/ofcpavffiy, xcu xamPaCvouotv ea)q t63v
&pC>o'o©y , and the deep places of the
earth, Ps«71 (70):20. xcu ex tcov &j3C-
crcaov -uric YOG xd'/u v dyriyaec jae
and so had become to mean Tartarus or the
Lower World; tov 6e -o&pTGpov Trje &|36otroo

Job 41:23 where the reference to
xdptapoc is due to the LXX. ... Elsewhere
in the NT it is so used of the abode of

1. Liddon, p.181.
2. Toy, p.149-
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"demons (Luke 8s31) and the place of tor¬
ment (Rev. 9:1). This double association
of the word made it suitable for Paul's

purpose; it kept up the anti-thesis of the
original and it also enabled him to apply
the passage figuratively to the Resurrec¬
tion of Christ after His human soul had
gone down to Hades."!

Therefore, it seems to me that the change was brought about be¬

cause "descend into the abyss" was a more suitable term to des¬

cribe the death and Resurrection of Christ than "go beyond the
p J/

sea.""' a(3ooo"oc is equivalent to q<Sand Sheol

when it means the grave,^ the abode of the dead

o"oc was thought of as an afluauoc somewhere in the bowels

of the earth, and a descent into afivoTTQQ meant death. Where¬

as "go beyond the sea" perhaps could refer to death but it might

be misunderstood and taken literally as well.

6. QUOTATIONS FROM OTHER SOURCES

a. Midrash and Talmud

There are two references in Midrash Rabbah to Deut. 30:12-

5
14. Both give the verse a literal interpretation very consis¬

tent with its historical meaning and setting. It is referred to

the nearness of the Torah to those who are in covenant relation

with God.

The Talmud refers to Deut. 30:12-14 in three places.^ In

all of these places the interpretation is in agreement with the

Midrash.

1. Sanaay and Headlam, p.288. See also Strack-Billerbeck, p.281f.
2. Ibid, p.288.
3. Shedd, p.316.
4. Stuart, p.356.
5. Freedman, Midrash Rabbah, Exodus, p.538; Deuteronomy, p.154-
6* The Babylonian Talmud, Baba Mezi'a, p.353; Erubin, p.376,

Temurah, p.109.
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b. Qumran Literature

Though the Qumran Literature does not citeDeut. 30:12-14

Braun agrees with G&rtner in feeling that the interpretation of

this 0T passage justly reminds one of the same style of interpreta¬

tion as in lQp Hab. 12:6-10 and in CD 4*13f.^

7. PAUL'S HERMENEUTICAL USAGE OF THIS
- OLD TESTAMENT CITATION

In this passage Moses is reminding the Israelites that they

have in their possession God's written Law, therefore it is not-

some thing they will have to search in distant places for. He fur¬

ther reminds them that they have uttered God's Law with their own

lips and have from their hearts made covenant with God to live

according to His Law. This passage in Deut. 30:12-14 refers to

the literal Law of Ten Commandments and other commandments of the

2
Ceremonial Law given by God through Moses. This is what God re¬

quires of them. They are not to search the heavens or beyond the

seas for a revelation from God for they already have it in the Law

of Moses. If we ask as to the literal meaning of that passage,

there can be no doubt that it refers to the Commandment. That is

entirely clear, both from the opening sentence and from the thrice

repeated "that thou mayest do it".'^ What Moses seems to be saying

here is that the Commandment is in a language which they speak and

is such that they can comprehend, in other words, it is plain and

accessible.^ It is plain that Moses is speaking of righteousness,

not by faith, but by obedience "to the Law which is plain, under-
5

standable, and accessible.

1. Braun, p.182.
2. Denney, EGT, Vol.11, p.6?0.
3. Nygren, p.381.
4. Stuart, p.356.
5. Toy, p.149- Arnold and Ford, p.241«
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Paul does not cite this OT passage as a proof text or intend

to base any argument on the quotation from the OT, but only as a

rhetorical form for his own thoughts."'' He selects the language as

being familiar, suitable and proverbial, in order to express what
2

he wishes to say. Sandy and Headlam give five points upon which

they base the above conclusion, (l) The context shows no stress

laid upon the fact that the OT is quoted. (2) The Apostle makes

no point in appealing to Scripture. (3) The quotation is singularly

inexact. (4) The words had become proverbial. (5) Paul uses

words of Scripture to express his own meaning in familiar language.

They further conclude against Liddon,"^ that it is not necessary to

consider Paul as using Rabbinical methods or see in the passage a

prophetic reference to Christ.^" This seems to me to be correct.

Paul does not state that Moses describes the righteousness of faith.

The object of Moses was to state the Law and give its demands and

rewards. Yet, though he had not intentionally or consciously des¬

cribed the righteousness of faith, he had used language which approp-

5
riately expressed justification by faith. Neither does Paul affirm

that Moses* original idea was to refer to the Messiah. Paul makes

use of the passage because it so appropriately expresses what he wants

to say of faith. If these words could be used by Moses of the Law,

how much more appropriately could Paul use them of faith in Christ.!^
"Paul means simply to affirm, that if Moses could truly say that

1. Strack-Billerbeck, p.281f.
2. Sanday and Headlam, p.289. See also V/.D. Davies, Paul and Rabbinic

Judaism, S.P.C.K., London, 1^62, pp.l53-4> where he expresses the
opinion that the saying had become proverbial through its connec¬
tion with Wisdom as in Baruch 3:29f.

3. Liddon, p.182.
4. Sanday and Headlam, p.289-
5. Munck, Christ and Israel, p.85.
6. Barnes, pp.214-2l5.
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his law was intelligible and accessible, the doctrine of justifi¬

cation by faith in Christ is even still more so.""'" Paul cites the

words of Deut. 30:11-12 and gives a running commentary adapting

them to the Christian dispensation. He personifies the righteous¬

ness of faith and has it speaking the words of Moses as more suited

to/
to it than the Law. Thus Paul clothes his thought in 0T phraseo¬

logy which originally had reference to the Law, altering the phra¬

seology and adapting it to justification by faith in Christ, who is

the end of the Law, without implying that these words were a typical
2

prophetic description of the righteousness of faith. Thus the

search for the Law becomes, for Paul, a search for Christ."^
We may conclude that Paul cites this passage without regard

for its context or historical connection, and. also that he cites it

without too much regard for its original wording and is not concer¬

ned with its literal meaning. Paul believed God meant these words

"to bear also an interpretation with reference to the Gospel." We

may see here a clear example "of the liberty Paul takes, of accom¬

modating the spirit of the 0T to the objects and truths of the Gos-

8
pel, without any slavish subjection to the mere form of words."'

Paul's quotation of Deut. 30:12-14 is a paraphrase of mid.ra.shic

type.6

1. Stuart, p.356.
2. Arnold and Ford, Vol.IV, p.241. For a contrary view see R.O. Zorn,

The Apostle Paul's Use of the Old Testament in Romans 10:3-8.
Gordon Review, Vol.5, 1959» PP.29-34*

3. Lindars, pp.239~4-0.
4. Vine, p.155.
5. Stuart, p.356.
6. Lindars, p.284.
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ROMANS 10 ill

THE NEW TESTAMENT TEXT FOR ROMANS 10:11

r) Ypacpf)
7cSg o racrcebwv hn' a{mp oft xaraia^uvO'naE'cai.

|

THE HEBREW MASSORETIC TEXT FOR ISAIAII 28 816

xV |»ox»n

TARGUM1 FOR ISAIAH 28;16

: p^TSHT ' XV Spy pVX3 13»0»m X»j?»TC1

THE SEPTUAGINT TEXT B FOR ISAIAH 28:16

o Tcicrreuwv o?> (j-q xaTata%vv0Ti.

1. Stenning, pp.88,89.



1. INTRODUCTORY FORMULA

The formula used here is used only this once in the NT in

this order and it is a variation of an IF used elsewhere only by

Paul.^

2. NEW TESTAMENT TEXT ANALYSIS

otc is added before roc by Codex 51 and a few other
2

MSS, the Syriac versions and Origen. x&e is omitted by Codices

D, E, and G. o?> xaratcrxuvGrjo'e'CCH is read of) jar] xaTCubypySr]-

cre-rat, by D, E, G, and F.^ Also Codex 256 of von Soden's Ia3 group

of minuscule MSS reads etc af>i;6v for £%* afmo However,

the evidence is decidedly in favour of the text.

3. OLD TESTAMENT TEXT ANALYSIS

See above Romans 9s 33.

"

4. CONTEXT FOR OLD TESTAMENT CITATION

See above Romans 9133•

5. PAUL'S RENDERING OF THE OLD TESTAMENT TEXT

Paul drops the conjunction xaC of the LXX and of Romans

9:33 and substitutes an adjective roc . Though some MSS omit

mc here, the overwhelming evidence is for its inclusion in

5
the text. roc is not found in the LXX or in the Hebrew. How¬

ever, the idea of "everyone who believes" is innate in the mean¬

ing of the ascriptive use of the participle, o 7ucrcef5a>v .^ The

7
addition of. roc makes it more emphatic but does not enlarge its

1. See Romans 9:17 IF.
2. Nestle and Aland.
3. Tischendorf, Vol.11.
4. Von Soden, Vol.11.
5. Boise, p.94; Derrney, EGT, pp.671-72.
6. R. St. John Parry, p.11.
7. Sanday and Headlam, p.290.
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1
meaning. The »c may have been suggested by Joel 2:32 . Paul

also uses the weaker negative o?) for the strongest and most em-

phatic negative in the Greek language o{> pr; of the LjXX. " In

doing so he naturally changes the mood of the verb from the present

subjunctive to the future indicative. Ellis is not wholly correct

in his classification of this verse as "at variance with the LXX

and the Hebrew where they vary"^ for Paul varies from the LXX where

it agrees with the Hebrew as well for o Tucteuwv is closer to

the Hebrew than Paul's o KicrtetioiV .

6. QUOTATIONS FROM OTHER SOURCES

See above Romans 9133 - .

7. PAUL'S HERMENEUTICAL USAGE OF THE

OLD TESTAMENT CITATION

This passage is quoted to support Paul's contention that

faith alone is necessary for salvation. There are two points which

Paul wants to establish with this citation; the first is to show

that "the real distinction is between believer and unbeliever,

whether they be Jew or Gentile." Thus racial distinction is obso¬

lete. It is through believing that one finds divine favour. The

second is to show through the significant addition of tJzq
5

the universal applicability of this salvation. In the Isaiah text

there is little or no emphasis on the universality of its applica-

» 6
tion. Paul adds kcxq to emphasize this thought, but in the

1. Liddon, p.184.
2. H.E. Dana and J.R. Mantey, A Manual Grammar of the Greek New

Testament, The Macmillan Co., New York, 1963, p.266.
3. Ellis, Paul's Use of the Old Testament, p.150.
4. For the discussion of E7*fp , be in haste, translated

xa/tCHcrxwGff pn the LXX see the discussion under Romans 9s 33 -

5- Linda.rs, p.78; Munck, Christ and Israel, p.89; Hodge, p.345«
6. E.E. Ellis, A Note on Pauline Herrneneutics, New Testament

Studies, 2. 1955-56, p.127-
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Hebrew and the Greek there is no word that stands behind ti&c ,

although universality may be and perhaps is implied in the o

7ttavcsCcov of the LXX.^ There is no thought in the original text

of anything but a physical deliverance, yet Paul applies it spiri¬

tually to indicate the salvation of the soul. Faith is emphasized

by Isaiah, but only slightly, the phrase of our citation seems to

be added to the verse somewhat as an after-thought. The emphasis

is on the first part of the verse. Even so the emphasis is that

Paul makes faith the sole condition for deliverance. This emphasis,

implied though not expressed in Isaiah, is supplied in anticipation
2

of verses twelve and thirteen.

For futher comments see under Romans 9133-

1. Meyer, Vol.11, p.183.
2. Murray, Vol.11, p.57*
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ROMANS 10:13

THE MEW TESTAMENT TEXT FOR ROMANS 10:13

v&c, (yap) oq av Lito xaXeo'ntat to ovopa xupiou CRoOrjcreTOi.

THE HEBREW MASSORETIC TEXT FOR JOEL 2:32 (3:5)

vl?n'> mn' cm xnp» ivx Vd

THE SEPTUAGIHT TEXT B FOR JOEL 2:32

(xai gotoi,) to<; oc av exi xa/\£CT)TOt 'to ovopa xupiou otoGrjo'etcu.

THE HEW TESTAMENT PARALLEL PASSAGE

ACTS 2:21

mi eoTOt %&q oq Lav Lra xaXeoriTOi to ovopa xuptou owGficretai.
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1. INTRODUCTORY FORMULA

Some may not regard yap as an IF though the words of the
citation are found in Joel 2:32. The y&p seems to come in the

text as a consequential argument for Paul's subject. But the for¬

mula of Rom. 10:11 is easily repeated here giving yap (Neyet.

ypcupn) oc av,X'cX, But even without this it is apparent that Paul

is using Scripture to support his statement of verse ten. He

supports the first part of the statement, mpSfa yap racteue^at,

e£c 6txatocruv*nv by a quotation from Isaiah 28:16 and the

latter clause one would expect him to support in a similar way,

which he does by quoting Joel 2:32.^

2. NEW TESTAMENT TEXT ANALYSIS

Only a few MSS read oc sa-v for oe cu> apparently

having been influenced by Acts 2:21. Codex 6 459*of von Soden's

, (3C>C)
Ia0 group of minuscule MSS and Codex 365 of his lb, .group omitA. A A

" 3
av . The overwhelming bulk of evidence is with the reading

of the text.

3. OLD TESTAMENT TEXT ANALYSIS

a. Massoretic Text

There are no textual variants for the portion of Joel 2:32

that is included in our citation. In the latter part of the verse

not included in the citation, □*?Tis read D"'VlUQlby

Codex E^ 10 in Leningrad, and the LXX rendering of it as eftoy-
yeXt,A,o(ievot represents rather than the text.^ These

• • - »
a •

variants are not in Paul's citation, and have no bearing on it

directly, so we need not concern ourselves with them here.

1. Turpie, The New Testament View of the Old, pp.103-104-
2. Tischendorf, Vol.II.
3- Von Soden , Vol.11, p.679• A/ot e- V/o"* £ode.Vs (X ff txY o-i: U- ?> is
4. Kittel, Bib'lia Ilebraica. uJi'oh^ i V\ It-7".
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It is generally agreed that it is a quotation."'' Dodd says:

"The citation occurs in a, passage which
is essentially a commentary (a kind of
'Midrash') on certain passages of the
Old Testament, most of which are intro¬
duced by such formulas as Iiotfofic
Yp&cpet (5) ? Xeyet rj Ypa<Pn (ll)»
yeYpcweuat, (15) > 'llcrafac Xeyet (l6)«
It is thus a mere accident that no such
formula happens to be used in verse 13;
the intention to quote is clear.

b. Septuagint Text

7&q is omitted by Codex 36 and Chrysostom. oc, Kv is

read otov by Codex 147 > oc £<5>v by Codices S ( ^ ), 198,

233, 407 and 534. Codex 26 omits av. b%ixaXicrrrcH is

read InixaXr)o*rrccu by Codex S* ( ^ *).3

4. CONTEXT OP OLD TESTAMENT CITATION

Chapter two begins with a prophecy concerning the coming of

the Day of the Lord. Verses 1-11 contain a description of that

great and terrible day. Verses 12-17 is a call for the genuine re¬

pentance of Israel in view of this coming Day of the Lord. Verses

18-29 contain promises of blessing contingent upon their repentance.

Verses 30-31 revert back to the scene in verses 1-11 and indicate

the terrifying things that will happen just prior to "the great and

terrible day of the Lord." It is here in this context of terrify¬

ing happenings that Paul's citation, "whosoever shall call upon the

name of the Lord shall be saved", occurs.

5. PAUL'S RENDERING OF THE OLD TESTAMENT TEXT

Paul omits the xal eomxu of the LXX and draws attention

to the fact that salvation will be for those who call on the name

1. Leenhardt, p.272; Murray, Vol.11, p.57; Liddon, p.186; Shedd,
p.320.

2. Dodd, According to the Scriptures, p. 47 •

3. Ziegler, Septuaginta, Vol.13; Duodecim Prophetae, p.236.
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of the Lord now in the present moment. The remainder of the cita¬

tion is taken verbatim from the LXX which, in turn, is a faithful

translation of the Hebrew."*' This is the tenth time in Romans that

Paul has used a verbatim citation from the OT.^

6. QUOTATIONS FROM OTHER; SOURCES

a. Parallel Passages

Acts 2:21.

In Acts 2:17-21 there is a long passage taken from Joel

2:28-32. The Acts passage on the whole follows the LXX with but

few important variants."^ The last verse, Acts 2:21, is taken ver¬

batim from the LXX and includes the phrase mt ecrroi which

Paul leaves out when he quotes Joel 2:32 in Romans 10:13- This is

perhaps due to the fact that Peter is using this citation to show

that the phenomenon Jerusalem was witnessing was that which was

predicted by Joel, whereas Paul is attempting to show that salva¬

tion is assured for all those who call upon the name of the Lord

here and now.

b. Talmud

There are two citations of Joel 2:32 (3:5) in the Talmud.^
In these references the citation is rather arbitrarily applied to

"the scholar" and the citation is changed to read "and in those

5
left whom the Lord shall call."

1. Sanday and Headlam, p.291-
2. see Table I, p.402.
3. Toy, p.97j Uodd, According to the Scriptures, p. 47-
4- The Babylonian Talmud, Sanhedrin, Vol.11, p.6l6f, and Hullin,

Vol.11, p.755-
5. The Targum, according to Strack-Billerbeck, reads: "Und es wird

geschehen, jeder, der mit (bei) dem Namen Jahves beten wird,
wird gerettet werden (entrinnen).". p.288.
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7. PAUL'S HEHHENEUTICA1 USAGE OF THE

OLD TESTAMENT CITATION

The passage in Joel has eschatological import. It says in

effect that at the time of the end, the "great and terrible day of

the Lord", whoever calls upon the name of the Lord (mrp)

shall be delivered. HIPP is the covenant name of God with Is¬

rael. So here the reference is to God."'" The deliverance seems to

be more physical than spiritual, if indeed, it can be said that

spiritual deliverance was in the mind of Joel at all.

Paul as usual pays no attention to the context of this cita¬

tion, nor to its historical situation. That it refers to the end

time was surely known to him but he shows no evidence of it. He

2
sees the passage as having reference to Christ. It is perfectly

clear what has happened: "St. Paul has transferred to Jesus as

Lord, words which in the LXX are applied to God as Lord."3 Whereas

Joel had physical redemption in mind, Paul applies his words to

salvation through faith in Jesus Christ. Paul quotes these words

to show the universality of the application of salvation through

faith and he "takes advantage of the universalizing tendency of the
A

Septuagint version of these prophecies."^ The' fact that he inter¬

prets the passage Messianically seems incidental to his idea of the

universality of the Gospel's application which he is emphasizing

here. Paul's object here is to answer the question of Israel and

her place in God's plan of salvation (see the question of 11:1 "Has

God rejected his people?")

1. See Murray, Vol.11, p.57; Leenhardt, p.272; Nygren, p,385, and
others.

2. Meyer, Vol. II, p.184, and others.
3. Whiteley, p.106.
4. Lindars, pp.37-38.
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He applies the Joel prophecy to the new situation created by

Christ's coining' in regard to the place of Jew and Greek in "sacred

history" and its confirmation. In other words, Paul is not concer¬

ned here about the salvation of the individual soul, but about Jews

and Greeks as groups.
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ROMANS 10:15

TBS NEW TESTAMENT TEXT FOR ROMANS 10:19

xaGw<j Y^Ypa7ca'ai't

iipatoi og -kobeq 'ctov ebosffsxiY,ouevwv &(o,g&.

THE HEBREW MASSORETIC TEXT FOR ISAIAH 5?:7]

tod □*!yn*m tod a^nnn hv no hd

no

TAHGUM2 FOR ISAIAH 52:7

yo^d dodd 'pktot kynk ma vy po kd
30 tod ti?v

THE SEPTUAGINT TEXT B FOR ISAIAH 52s7

(mpetpu) ojc copa k"kt atoy opetov, ojq t.ogec e{>ci-pyeAG^ojaeyou
i.X07]V e' prjvriCj wc e^CGYyeAt^ojaeyoc &Ya6&j (oat &xovcftt]v ^otfjoto

Tr]V oiuTTjp Cay o"ou.)

1. cf. Nahura 1:15
2. Stenning, pp.176-77-
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1. INTRODUCTORY FORMULA

Nine times Paul has used this IF in Romans thus far.^ He re¬

fers here for the seventh time to the book of Isaiah. xaOcog

is supported by p46, 10, 13, 15» 16, 32 . K , A, B, C,. H, I, M, D,

G, 0220, 6, 33, 81, 104, 326, 424, 1175, 1739, and other MSS, Cle¬

ment of Rome, and Tischendorf1s margin, while xaO&rop is sup¬

ported only by Codex B. The weight of MS evidence is decidedly in

favour of xaOwc . ^

2. NEW TESTAMENT TEXT ANALYSIS

After t,o&£q , Codices Rc, D, E, F, K, P, ¥ , 33, 88, 104,

other MSS, Byzantine Lectionaries, the Old Latin, Syriac, Gothic,,

and Armenian versions, Marcion, Irenaeus, Tbrtullian, Hilary Ambrose,

and many Fathers, together with Weiss add twv e&aYyeXi&opi^vwy

eipr\vr]V .^ Sanday and Headlam believe that the insertion of these

words into the texts of these MSS was made so "that the citation may

correspond more accurately with the LXX" but that this was not comple¬

tely achieved since the LXX also include &xor]V elp-f]vr\Q though
the omission of these words might be from Homoeoteleuton.^ This

seems plausible. However, the text omitting may x.x.X. has still

stronger support in Codices p46, N , A, B, C, 81, 630, 1739, 1881,

the Old Latin, Coptic (both Sahidic and Boharic) and Ethiopic ver¬

sions, Clement, Origen both Greek and Latin, Epiphanius, Theodore,
oh 5

Cyril, Euthalius, and John*Damascus. ma is added before

&yu6& by p46, K *, the Koine texts and the majority of other

MSS, Clement of Alexandria and Tischendorf.^ The LXX omits

1. Romans 1:17, 2:24; 3:4,10: 4:17; 8:36; 9:13; 9:33-
2. Nestle and Aland.
3. UBS, The Greek New Testament.
4. Sanday and Headlam, p.297-
5. UBS, The Greek New Testament; Sanday and Headlam, p.297-
6. Nestle and Aland.
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the article so that it could not heave been inserted to make the

text conform to the LXX by a corrector. If it had formed part of

the original text a corrector may have omitted it for conformity

to the LXX. It would seem that this, with the support of p46, is

supported sufficiently well to be included in the text. tct, ayaGd
"b c

is read with Codices p46, K *> 0 ' ' K, L. id is omitted by

K °, A, B, C, D*, E, F, G, P, and other MSs/ Though there are

good MSS which support td , there are more good MSS which omit
*

p
it, so the evidence is in favour of the omission of . Co¬

dices F, and G omit tcov .

3. OLD TESTAMENT TEXT ANALYSIS

a. Massoretic Text

There are no textual variants except for the order in which

TtfUD. and occur.3
b. Septuagint Text

adjec tiVe,
wpa is read by the plural^ cypcuoi,., by Codices Q margin,

88, 22 , 62, and many others, the Syro-Hexaplar, Theodoret and

Paul in Romans 10:5* e7u...u)£ is omitted by Codex 88 and Paul,

coc to6sq is read ot to5ec by Codices 88, 22°, 93 and Paul, it
c i pe t IS/ _

is read wq 01 %oosq "by Codice 36 . omitted by 62, 90> an(i

other minuscule MSS. Theodoret omits WG while Tertullian

omits toosg . efcayyexi^opdvoo is read etaYveAt^dpevoi.

by Codices 106, and 87*, it is read f&v by

Paul. wc, before s^aYYeXt^ojasvoc is omitted by the Lucian

recension Codices 62, 86 , 456 and other minuscule MSS, Theodoret,

1. Tischendorf, Vol.11.
2. G. Zuntz, The Text of the Epistles, Oxford University Press,

London, 1951) p-173? for a contrary opinion.
3. Kittel, Biblia Hebraica.
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and Hilary in agreement with the MT. efcaYyeXt^opievoc; is read

in the genitive singular e&aYYsXujopevor by 88 and Codices

109 and 736° of Origen's Hexapla. &,xo\xyzr}\> is read &xouot6v

by Codex 456. TOifjOU) is read toht)<X£1 by Codex 62 and the

Syro-Hexaplar."'' It seems significant that Paul is supported where

he varies from the LXX B text by a number of "lesser" texts. In
adj e c A ive,

his use of the plural^ wpatToi, he is supported by the Syro-Hexap-
lar, Q, 88, 22 , 62 and many others plus Theodoret. His omission

of ^7cC..,u)C is supported by Codex 88. Paul's reading of the

article ot before %6beQ is supported by Codices 88, 22°,
C t fl

93, and 36 . coc before 7t66ec is omitted by several uncial

MSS, Theodoret, Tertullian, the Lucian recension, several uncials,

Hilary, together with the MT. Origen reads with LXXB but Aquila

substitutes rc wpatc&drptxv for ux; wpa . Symmachus has

efmpeTteTe for the same phrase while Theodotion has e&7tpe~
wetc • This would indicate that Origen followed his LXX text, for

he often made corrections to the other texts when the other texts

2
were closer to the Hebrew. It might be argued that the Syro-Hexap-

lar "which is a very careful translation of Origen's hexaplaric re-

3 t **cension" used another text in which o>paFot was used instead of

Origen's copa . This taken together with the Lucian recension's

mq , especially when it is thought that "Lucian worked quite in¬

dependently of the Origen text"'! seems to indicate that Paul was

not just quoting from a faulty memory, but had another text of the

OT in mind. There seems to be a group of texts, including Theodo¬

ret, which reflect Paul and add some validity to this hypothesis,

1. Ziegler, Septuaginta, Vol.14, Isaias.
2. B.J. Roberts, The Old Testament Text and Versions, University

of Wales Press, Cardiff, 1991? p.138.
3. E. Wurthwein, The Text of the Old Testament, Basil Blackwell,

Oxford, 1957» p.40.
4... Roberts, p.141.
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though admittedly this is, at best, only an assumption, for the

changes in the text may be accounted for on the grounds of conve¬

nience or exegetical changes in Paul. The scribes for the Syro-

Hexaplar and Lucian recension may have made scribal errors perhaps

because they may have been more familiar with Paul than with the

Isaiah text. Q and the other minuscule MSS may have been correc¬

ted to read with Paul. But, at least, there i-s an outside chance

that here Paul used another text of the LXX.

4. CONTEXT OF THE OLD TESTAMENT CITATION

The first twelve verses of Isaiah 52 contain a prophecy or

vision of God's redemption of Israel from bondage so that the

people will know His name. "The passage is one of consolation to

Israel in the Babylonian captivity and may well be regarded as

the prophecy of the restoration.In this restoration of Israel

into the grace and fellowship of God, the good news of this resto¬

ration and salvation will be carried by men. In stating the bles¬

sedness of this message Isaiah describes poetically in 52:7 how

welcome the messengers of this message will be. The joy and rejoi.

cing occasioned by the message will cause the people to attribute

to the messenger all the qualities of the message he bears. It is

from this verse that Paul selects a few phrases to describe the

messengers of Christ's Gospel.

5. PAUL'S RENDERING OF THE OLD TESTAMENT TEXT

Paul's citation here follows neither the Hebrew nor the LXX

2
though Paul follows the Hebrew more closely than the LXX. He

1. Murray, Vol.II, p. 59*
2. Liddon, p.188.
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omits Emnn *?y (era toiv opeoov ) because it has only lo-

cal reference." Rnn • , - , ,u)pa (4 4K3) is changed to wpatoi
by Paul. There is Old Latin MS evidence as early as the second cen¬

tury for the reading of the LXX. Though Toy shows that this could

easily have been a corruption from a text which read cb£ copafot
ft 2 c
£?u tcov opetov ot 7v65ec * Paul omits o;c and adds the plu¬

ral article ot before TtoSec ( ) thus making the phrase

3
plural to suit his purpose better. He adds twv before the par¬

ticiple etiaYyeXt^ojievou and at the same time makes the parti¬

ciple plural. Paul omits 01 VP ^'070 ( &xot)V...eWy-

yeXt^opevoc ) and the rest of the verse after 0113 (<iyu6<i),
Ellis is not quite correct when he says this citation is at vari¬

ance with the LXX and the Hebrew where they vary.^ Both the Heb¬

rew and the LXX have "on the mountains" yet Paul omits any mention

of "mountains", so Paul varies from both texts in some places where

they agree as well.

6. QUOTATIONS FROM OTHER SOURCES

a. Qurnran Literature

De Waard indicates that the MT of Isaiah 52;7 differs from

IQISa and lQISa completely on secondary grounds in both scrolls,

5
hut he does not indicate what these grounds are. There is also a

reference in the 1QH 18:14 to Isaiah 52:7 where it is given almost

the same meaning as in Isaiah 52:7•

1. Liddon, p.188; Sanday and Headlam, p. 297-
2. Toy, p.150.
3. Sanday and Headlam, p.297*
4. Ellis, Paul's Use of the Old Testament, p.150.
5. De Waard, p.6.
6. cf. Holm-Nielsen„ p.352. Mansoor, p.191.
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b. Midrash

There are at least three references to Isaiah 52s7 in Midrash

Rabbah.^ The reference in Lamentations is a fanciful one that con¬

trasts those things that have both good and bad relationships to

Israel. In this instance it is noted that Israel has "feet that

run to evil" and this is contrasted with the "feet of the messen¬

ger of good things" with much the same idea as that in Paul. The

references in Leviticus and Deuteronomy are given in reference to

the messengers who announce the Messiah.

c. Talmud

2
There is only one reference to Isaiah 52s7 in the Talmud.

It has no Messianic reference but is only cited rather arbitrarily

in connection with the interpretation of dreams.

7. PAUL'S HERMENEUTIGAL USAGE OF THE

OLD TESTAMENT CITATION

This passage in Isaiah is clearly eschatological and Messi¬

anic. It is clear, however, that the prophet probably had in

mind the redemption of Jewish prisoners of the Babylonian capti¬

vity.^ It is clear that the Rabbis understood this passage as

Messianic^ as well. These words are a prophecy that the Jews in

Babylonian captivity would so long for the news of their release

and restoration to Palestine that the most beautiful thing they

could imagine would be the runner running to announce to all that

their return to Palestine had been granted. The "good things"

has reference to the message of the Jews' release so they may re¬

turn to their homeland. "Publish peace" has reference to the

1. Freedmsm, Midrash Rabbah; Leviticus, p.120; Deuteronomy, p.118;
Lamentations, p.148.

2. The Babylonian Talmud., Berakoth, p. 348.
3. Plummer, p.518; Johnson, p.150.
4. Meyer, Vol.11, p.187; Johnson, p.150.
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deep-seated arid soul-satisfying peace that resulted from the mes¬

sage of such "good tidings". So that, though the passage is Messi¬

anic and perhaps has overtones of a spiritual redemption, yet the

main idea is that of physical redemption from Babylonian captivity.

Runners were the usual means of spreading the news and the prophet

visualizes the great joy with which such a runner with such a mes¬

sage of redemption would be received.

Paul quotes these words without showing any concern for the

context or the historical connection. The real difficulty concerns

what this quotation is cited to prove."'" There are several inter-
2 3

pretations given by different writers. Calvin considers that

this citation is introduced to justify the preaching of the Gospel

to the Gentiles. It is cited in supjjort of mc in verse four¬

teen. The possibility of adopting such an interpretation depends,

of course, upon the view taken of the argument of the whole chap¬

ter. In this case the logical connection seems wrong. If this is

what Paul intended to say, he must have said 'Salvation is inten¬

ded for the Gentile as well as for the Jew, for God has commissi¬

oned His ministers to preach to them.' Paul is not trying to jus¬

tify his mission to the Gentiles, but to show the culpability of

the Jews.

4 5
Roman Catholic commentators, followed by Liddon, Leen-

6 7 8
hardt, Barrett, and John Murray, consider that the citation is

introduced to justify an apostolic or authorised ministry. But

1. Sanday and Iieadlam, p.294»
2. See Calvin, Liddon, Meyer and others.
3. As quoted by Sanday and Headlam, pp.294—5•
4. Ibid.
5. Liddon, p.188.
6. Leenhardt, p.273.
7. Barrett, p.204«
8. Murray, Vol.11, p-50»
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this idea is alien to the whole argument of this chaptei". It is

unnecessary for the development of the argument that Israel has had

messengers sent to her, that she has not heeded them and therefore

Israel is culpable.

1 2
H.A.W. Meyer, followed possibly by F.F. Bruce, considers

that the citation is introduced to show "the necessity of the evan¬

gelical &7toaroXr) » being established generally in order to set in

sharp contrast the disobedience of the Jews. The establishment of

the Church among the Gentiles might set the disobedience of the

Jews in sharper contrast, but this, too, is not Paul's argument,

lie is not concerned in comparing or contrasting the Gentiles to the

Jews. He points up the culpability of the Jews completely apart

from the Gentiles. The best interpretation seems to be that of
3 4

Sanday and Headlam which is followed by Nygren and Dodd , Sanday

and Headlam largely follow Chrysostom. Paul has shown that the

Jews have neglected God's way of righteousness. They will natu¬

rally ask, "In what way have we neglected to obtain God's righte-

ousness? Paul, therefore must show that they had opportunity to

hear, but neglected to do so, so that their ignorance is culpable.

To do so he begins by asking what are the conditions necessary for

"calling upon the Lord" and then shows that God has met these con¬

ditions but that the Jews have not heeded. The quotation is intro-

5
duced to verify the fulfilment of these conditions. Chrysostom

stuns it up well:

"If the being saved, then, came of
calling upon Him, and calling upon
Him from believing, and believing
from hearing, and hearing from
preaching, and preaching from being

1. Meyer, Vol.11, p.105.
2• The Epistle to the Romans, p.205•
3, Nygren, p.385-
4- Dodd, The Epistle of Paul to the Romans, pp.169-170.
5. Sanday and Headlam, p.295*
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"sent, and if they were sent, and did preach,
and the prophet went round with them to
point them out, and proclaim them, and say
that these were they whom they showed of so
many ages ago, whose feet they even praised
because of the matter of their preaching;
then it is quite clear that the not belie¬
ving was their own fault only. And that be¬
cause God's part had been fulfilled comple¬
tely. "1

Thus Paul uses this citation, which as a prophetic utterance

of the joy with which release from Babylonian captivity would be

greeted by the Jews, to prove the fulfilment of the conditions for

belief on the part of God. This citation forms the climax of Paul's

series of rhetorical questions in vss. fourteen and fifteen which

concerns the 'sending' of the preachers. Perhaps the word 'feet'

in the Isaiah quotation suggested to Paul those who are 'sent' to

'run' for God as bearers of the good news, which now of course is

the good news of Jesus Christ. Paul applies this citation in a

practical sense to all those who bear the good news of Jesus Christ.'

1. Sanday and Headlam, p.295«
2. Stifler, p.190.
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ROMANS 10;16

THE NEW TESTAMENT TEXT FOR ROMANS 10:16

'HouSac; yap Xeyei,

KCpte, rCc enCcrzavcrev «rfl &xotl r){-iffiv;

THE HEBREW MASSORETIC TEXT FOR ISAIAH 53:1

THE TARGUM1 FOR ISAIAH 53:1

xamioaV j»n»n p
THE SEPTUAGINT TEXT B FOR ISAIAH 53si

Kfipie, tic ^TcCcrreucrev Tfl axofl rpftv;

THE NEW TESTAMENT PARALLEL PASSAGE

JOHN 12:38

KCpts, xtc ZnCcrrevo'EV Tfl axofj rp^v;

Stenning, pp.178-9•
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1. INTRODUCTORY FORMULA

This is the third time in Romans that Paul has referred to

Isaiah by name and the eighth time he has referred to the book of

Isaiah. This formula which occurs only this once in Paul is used

nowhere else in the NT.

2. NEW TESTAMENT TEXT ANALYSIS

Codices F and G-read tou etayye/uou for tw e£>aYY£^V 2
Codex K * adds ev before tw and Codex 69 reads enCcrvev-

ouv and omits tCc • Codex 103 of von Soden's H group of MSS(Ilot)
{fHl) x

and Codex6l57 of his la^ group^add xcu (3payta>v ttvi axoxaAbcpOri
2

after 'r]|.iwv . The first variant does not occur in the cita¬

tion, but since it occurs in the verse we note it. The next two

variants are neither well supported by the textual evidence nor do

they occur as variants in the LXX. The last variant is an evident

addition by a scribe to make Paul's citation include the whole of

Isaiah 53:1.

3. OLD TESTAMENT' TEXT ANALYSIS

a. Massoretic Text

'ft is read *3 by Codex 250. It.is read Jfa by

524 according to Kennicot's Authority.^ However, since these va¬

riants are not recorded by Kittel and since there is some question

as to the accuracy of Turpie I hesitate to attach much importance

to them.

b. Septuagint Text

No variant is listed by Ziegler for the part of the verse

5which occurs in the citation.

1. Tischendorf, Vol.11.
2. Von Soden, Vol.11, p.679.
3. Turpie, The Old Testament in the New Testament, p.107.
4. Ellis, Paul's Use of the Old Testament, p.150.
5- Ziegler, Septuaglnta,Vol.. 1/f, Isaias.
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4. CONTEXT OF THE OLD TESTAMENT CITATION

Our citation here forms the first clause of the first verse

of one of the most familiar portions of the entire OT, Isaiah 53:-

It is the best known of the Servant Songs and refers either to the

nation of Israel collectively or to an individual. The theme of

the song is that of vicarious suffering on the part of the Servant.

The words of the citation indicate that the message of God's Ser¬

vant is not heeded and consequently later in the song this leads

to his vicarious death.

5. PAUL'S RENDERING OF THE OLD TESTAMENT TEXT

This is the eleventh verbatim citation"'" from the LXX, which"

translates faithfully the Hebrew except that the Hebrew has no equi-
2

valent for Ktfpte . Therefore, Ellis is right in saying that this

citation is in agreement with the LXX against the Hebrew. .

6. QUOTATIONS FROM OTHER SOURCES

a* Parallel Quotations

The same citation is given in John 12:38. The citation is a

verbatim quotation of the LXX. The citation in John contains both

clauses of Isaiah 53:1 whereas the citation in Romans 10:16 con¬

tains only the first clause. It is highly unlikely that Paul had

read the Fourth Gospel and no evidence is available to show that

the Fourth Evangelist had read the Epistle of Romans

b. Apostolic Fathers

There is a reference to Isaiah 53:1 in I Clement XVI,2. Cle¬

ment begins Chapter 16 with the admonition that Christ is with the

1. See Table I, p. 402.
2. Sunday and Headlam, p.297*
3. Ellis, Paul's Use of the Old Testament, p.150.
4. Dodd, According to the Scriptures, p.39»
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flock. He cites Christ as an example of lowliness for all to fol¬

low and shows how this was in accordance with Scripture by citing

almost the whole of Isaiah 53, including this citation^verbatim
from the LXX. Clement applies it Messianically without reference

to its historical setting."'"
c. Qumran Literature

The texts of lQISaa and lQISa are identical with the MT for

Isaiah 53:1.2
Dupont-Sommer and Holm-Nielsen see an allusion to Isaiah

53:1 in 1QH Hymn,14, Column 8:14."^ However, the allusion, if it

is an allusion, is very slight indeed.

7. PAUL'S HERMENEUTICAL USAGE OF THE

OLD TESTAMENT CITATION

Isaiah 53:1 may be understood as referring to the Servant of

Yahweh either in a collective sense or as referring to the appea¬

rance of a single individual charismatic leader,^" however this is

a greatly disputed question. Isaiah seems to imply in this cita¬

tion that though he has spread widely the news of this coming Ser¬

vant - so few have believed his report that he is warranted in

asking "Who, if any, has believed my message about the Coming Ser¬

vant?" A historical situation is represented. Isaiah actively pro¬

phesied a coming Servant; he widely published his message; but he

was nationally disbelieved. This represents a literal, historical

5
experience in the life and ministry of Isaiah.

It is difficult to know just with what intent Paul introduces

1. LightfOot, The Apostolic Fathers, pp.13, 63.
2. De Waard, p.6.
3. Holm-Nielsen, p.143; A. Dupont-Sommer, p.227.
4. Ernest Best, The Letter of Paul to the Romans, Cambridge Uni¬

versity Press, 1967> p.387*
5. Barrett, p.205.
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iS/ / X
this citation. This verse in a section (vs.14-21) which is

"in style, one of the most obscure portions
of the Epistle. The obscurity arises from
the argument being founded on passages of
the Old Testament. Some trains of thought
are carried on too far for the Apostle's
purpose, while others are so briefly hin¬
ted at as to be hardly intelligible.I

While we may not wish to state the problem of this passage

quite as starkly as does Jowett, yet it is evident that he is
2

largely right. This section appears to suggest, a series of dif¬

ficulties to which short decisive answers are given. The diffi¬

culty raised here is that not all have accepted the gospel. The

answer is that this does not prove that the gospel was not prea¬

ched for Isaiah complains that his preaching of the coming Ser¬

vant was believed by only a very few and this is prophetic of the

reception of the gospel of the Messiah in the Messianic Age.''

Here Paul, though still without reference to context or

historical connection, gives this citation a literal interpreta¬

tion. The only difference is that Isaiah at most perhaps had in

mind only the rejection by Israel of the message concerning a

charismatic leader who was to arise from among his brethren. But

Paul sees in this citation a prophecy of the rejection'of Jesus

the Messiah by the Jews. He is thinking of "how overwhelmingly

unbelieving Israel has been." In chapter ten Paul is reflecting

on the Jewish rejection of Christ as Messiah and is going to ask

in chapter eleven whether this means that God has rejected his

people Israel. He uses the citation from Isaiah 53si as scripiu-

1. Benjamin Jowett, The Epistle of Paul to the Thessalonians;
Galatlans and Romans, John Murray, 1894» p.316.

2. Sanday and Headlam, p.214.
3- Ibid, p.293.
4. Munck, Paul, and the Salvation of Mankind, p.46.
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ral confirmation of Israel's refusal to heed the voice of the

prophets and now in this last day to respond to the preaching .

of the Gospel of Jesus Christ.
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ROMMS 10:18

THE NEW TESTAMENT TEXT FOR ROMANS 10:18

ptevoftv ys>

etc 7c£auv ifjv ynv bEfrfkQev o <p8oYY°C cl{)to3v, ml etc to

7c£pam Tfjc otxoup^vnc to prijaaara atmov.

THE HEBREW MASSOHETIC TEXT FOR PSAIM 19:4(19:5)

orpVo Vnn rraprn Dip >nxn *?D3

THE SEPTUAGINT TEXT B FOR PSALM 1984(18?5)

etc moav t'rjv ynv ££fj\6ev o <p66yyoc atiTwv, ml etc to

?cepa/to, Tf]c o' xouj-ieync to pf)|aai:a at>xwv.
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1. INTRODUCTORY FORMULA

Most writers do not regard pevouv ye as- an however,
2

I choose to follow Ellis here. The citation is set in a series of

quotations from the OT. It is preceeded in 10:16 by the IF 'Ecrafac

X£yet, it is followed in 10:19 by J.foUoijc Xeyei . pevofiv ye

consists of three intensive particles,"^ (the conjunction otv

is used as a particle).^ Nigel Turner notes that this expression

is used three times in the NT. Luke 11:28, Romans 9;20 where Codex

p46 corrects it, and here where Codices F and G (and other MSS plus

Origen - see below) correct it.^ Arndt and Gingrich say the phrase

states a correction and is to be rendered "rather".^ Sanday and

Headlam say of pavouv ye - that it is "an emphatic corrective,
7

with a slight touch of irony." pevouv ye emphasizes the implied
0

negation in the question. Shedd believes rightly, I think, that it

9
is not in irony, as in 9*20, but in emphatic earnest. Paul seeks

to answer a possible objection that not all have heard the Gospel

which the question of verse sixteen may have raised in the mind of

the Jews. Since he has cited Scripture in verse sixteen, he now in¬

troduces Scripture in answer to this supposed objection with three

emphatic particles, perhaps introducing it in the most emphatic way

he knew in the Greek language. There is a contrast between &xof]

of verse sixteen and seventeen with kCctujc of verse seventeen.

These verses may be paraphrased to read: "Do you say, not all have

1. Turpie, The New Testament View of the Old, pp.295-297*
2. Ellis, Paul's Use of the Old Testament, p.166.
3. cf. Robertson, A Grammar of the Greek New Testament, p.1148.
4. Dana and Mantey, p.255*
5. J.H. Moulton, A Grammar of New Testament Greek, p.338.
6. Arndt and Gingrich, p.152.
7. Sanday and Headlam, p.298.
8. Boise, p.96.
9. Shedd, p.324.
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heard this Gospel, because Isaiah, himself, says "Lord, who has be¬

lieved our report?" .... but rather and much more to the point,- I

quote "*■ It does not seem probable that Paul would answer a

problem arising from Scripture with a verbatim citation from the

OT introduced by three intensive particles, (psvoCv y£) which

are sandwiched in between two definite IFs, without intending that
2

they be used as an IF.

2. NEW TESTAMENT TEXT ANALYSIS

Codices F, G, d*, f, g, Origen, omit pevouv ye , Codices D*

and d*, add y&P after etc mo'av .

3. OLD TESTAMENT TEXT ANALYSIS

a. Massoretic Text

KIP is better read K2P . The LXX, Symmachus
r f 4, "

and Jerome propose, but not correctly, □Vlj? for Dlj? .

should perhaps be read with Aquila as

b. Septuagint Text

5
Psalm 18:5- There are no variants listed by Rah'lfs. Aquila

reads o v.avtov atxwv . Symmachus reads aX/-.' etc mo'av -rrjv yrjv effjX-

0ev rj riyoc atmov . ^

4. CONTEXT OF THE OLD TESTAMENT CITATION

The nineteenth Psalm from which this citation is taken is a

psalm which sets forth Nature as a revealer of God. The whole uni¬

verse is seen as revealing its Creator to such an extent that this

1. J.II. Moulton, A Grammar of the New Testament Greek, p.338.
2. Munck, Christ and Isi-ael, p-95«
3. Tischendorf, Vol.11, p.241; von Soden, Vol.11, p.680.
4. Ki11e1, Biblia Hebraica.
5. Rahlfs, Septuaginta, Vol.10, Psalmi curn Odis.
6. Field, Orlgenis Ilexaplorum, Vol.11.
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revelation is everywhere evident, though it may not he comprehended

as such by everyone. Our citation occurs in this context as a state¬

ment of the universality of natural revelation.

5. PAUL'S RENDERING OP HIE OLD TESTAMENT TEXT

For the twelfth time, Paul gives verbatim^ a quotation of

the OT in the language of the LXX. The LXX is a faithful trans¬

lation of the Hebrew except for (pCoyyoc; a&toov "their sound or

note" which translated mj? "line" or "measuring line". A num¬

ber of writers point out that may mean a string or cord of a

lyre or other stringed instrument and then by an easy transition to

mean the note or sound emitted by such a cord or string. <p06yY°C

also may mean an instrument of sounding such as a cord, string, or

2
hole in a pipe, etc. or a note in a tune, or even the harmony of

a tune.^ Though Arndt and Gingrich give no such meaning for this

word.^ Thus the two words may have had largely the same connotation.

While some have thought that Q'jj? was read □'Pip or nVp
since it also occurs in verse four and also since there is close re-

semblance between *1 and 7 . However, this seems unnecessary in

view of the breadth of connotation of the Hebrew and Greek words and

especially in view of Symmachus' rendering of Dip as rixo q . ^

6. QUOTATIONS FROM OTHER SOURCES

a. Apostolic Fathers
7

John Lav/son is in error when he says Clement in I Corinthians 27

1. Boise, p.96; Sanday and Headlam, p.298. See Table I, p.402
2. Turpie, The New Testament View of the Old, pp.99-100.
3. cf. The Book of Wisdom 19s18, A.T.S. Goodrick, The Book of Wisdom,

Riving.tons, London, 1913, p.273» See also Wm.J. Deane, The Book
of Wisdom, The Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1881, p.109.

4. Arndt and Gingrich, p.865.
5. Turpie, The New Testament View of the Old, p. 99*
6. Field, Origenis Hexaplorum, Vo'l.II.
7. Lawson, p.41.
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quotes Psalm 19:1-4 for the quotation there does not contain verse

four. Clement's citation ends at verse three.

b. Qumran Literature

There is reference to Psalm 19:1-4 in 1QH 1:29 where the

words of Psalm 19:1-4 are perhaps used as the model."'"
There is a hymn attached to the end of the Manual of Discip¬

line 10:1-9 in which the psalmist has expressed similar wonder at

the orderliness of the universe and its reflection of the glory of

2
God's eternal Law.

c. Midrash

There are four references to Psalm 19:4 (18:5) in the

Midrash,^ three of which refer to a part of the verse not in our

citation. The other ^ speaks of the revelation of God in nature

in a somewhat dissimilar way to Paul.

7• PAUL'S HERMENEUTICAL USAGE OF THE

OLD TESTAMENT CITATION

It seems clear that the psalmist is waxing poetical about the

way in which God is revealed in Nature. He begins by saying "the

heavens declare the glory of God" and continues on in verse two to

personify Nature as a revealer of God. In verses three and four he

-speaks of the universality of this revelation. It is apparent that

the psalmist does not have the messages of the prophets in mir:d,^
perhaps not even in the sense of man being an agent of Nature. The

psalmist's eyes are turned heavenward. It is the heavens that speak

1. Holm-Nielsen, pp.18, 26; Mansoor, p.103.
2. Lucetta Mowry, The Dead Sea Scrolls and the Early Church, The Uni¬

versity of Chicago Press, 1962, pp.210-11.
3. Freedman, Midrash Rabbah, Genesis, pp.46, 409 > Leviticus, p.329;

Ecclesiastes, p.17.
4. Ibid, Leviticus, p.329-

6. Arnold and Ford, p.247*
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and man everywhere, universally, is the receiver of the message of

Nature. It has a "strict literal and primary meaning" in reference

to creation.

Paul does not seem to be concerned here with the context and

purpose of the psalmist. Neither does he intend to say that the
2

psalmist "had reference to the gospel" in these words. He simply

uses scriptural language to clothe his own ideas.^ He does not use

these words as a proof text to prove his basic contention. However,

the Scripture is not used without a reason. In the psalm the psal¬

mist is concerned to show the universality of the revelation of God

in Creation. Paul is concerned to show that the gospel is universal

5
in its scope, not that it has been universally preached, but that

it is to be representatively preached throughout the world.^ Though

it is true as Hengstenberg remarks:

"The universal revelation of God in nature,
was a providential prediction of the univer¬
sal proclamation of the gospel. If the for¬
mer was not fortuitous, but founded in the
nature of God, so must the latter be. The
manifestation of God in nature, is, for all
his creatures to whom it is made, a pledge
of their participation in the clearer and
higher revelations."7

It seems unnecessary to bring into consideration here that the

psalmist and Scripture in general, regard general and special revela-
8

tion as complementary, to explain the fact that the psalm speaks of

2. Barnes, p.223.
3. Munck, Christ and Israel, p-95> Hodge, p.349*
4. Philip Schaff, The International Illustrated Commentary on the

New Testament, Vol.Ill, Charles Scribners Sons, New York, 1888,
p.111.

5. Sanday and Headlam, p.299; Schaff, Vol.Ill, p.111.
6. Munck, Christ and Israel, p.99*
7. as quoted by Hodge, p.349*
8. Murray, Vol.11, p.6l.
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general, while Paul refers the citation to special revelation.

Paul sees in the revelation of God in Nature an-analogy of the

universal character of the Gospel. He does not reject the li¬

teral reference to revelation in Nature but enlarges it and

applies it to the universality of the gospel. The quotation

gives him a suitable poetic text for the universal outreach of

the Gospel and implie_s for Paul that the nations (Jews and Gen¬

tiles) have indeed heard the Gospel, and as vss. 19-21 show, the

Gentiles have responded to and the Jews have rejected the Good

News. Thus, all have had a chance to hears not all have accep¬

ted.
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ROMANS 10:19

THE HEW TESTAMENT TEXT FOR ROMAICS 10:19

MMUctFK Aeys (• ,

j lyw mpa£r])/ockx> kn' obx eGvec, en' eGvet, &o"uv£tco
icapopYtS vjiSe.

THE HEBREW MASS0R3TIG TEXT FOR DEUTERONOMY 32:21

dowk Vm nan nv oxnpx nn

THE TARGUM1 FOR DEUTERONOMY 32:21

K:i72t3 KD^3 D? X*?n p3npX K3K1

THE SEPTUAGINT TEXT B FOR DEUTERONOMY 32:21

x&yw rapa^r|AcocRjj afctoix; kn' obx sGvec, en' 'edvei dcrrvexcp

mpopYtw a&roOc.

1. A. Berliner, p.236.
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1. INTRODUCTORY FORMULA

This is the third time Paul refers to Moses by name in his

IF. This very simple formula is not used elsewhere in the NT. It

is a variation of the other IFs in Romans 9:15, 10:5 which we have

considered and especially of the formulas in Matt. 22:24

et7cev, Mark 7J10 Ifotxrrje yap eixev, and Hebrews 12:21 lioUofjs

elxev . Only in Romans is the verb used in the present tense,

which may be the specific aoristic present (constative) or the
2

historical present rather than expressing the durative sense.

Only here is it used so simply in connection with MrUofjc.

2. NEW TESTAMENT TEXT ANALYSIS

ydp is added after £yu> by Codex 37- a&Totc is read

by K , C, and Ethiopic versions in apparent correction to confor¬

mity with the LXX. F, L, G, P, and a few other MSS read tl

eOvst with Chrysostom and Theodoret. ydp is added after

£y« by Codex 69.^ These variants supported by only a few of

the less important MSS, do not have sufficient evidence to be in¬

corporated into the text.

3. OLD TESTAMENT TEXT ANALYSIS

Deut. 32:21 - xdyw is read xat eyco by Codices g, 1,

s, and x. mpagnXdxyw is read mpagfjAw by Codex i. ex' o?>x is

transposed by Eusebius in about one-sixth of his citations. eOvet,

is read eOvrj by Codices M, N, b, c, g*, h, k, n, r, z, and a^.
ex' eQvei is omitted by Codices f, and g*. eGvet, before

1. Romans 9:15, 10:5'
2. Robertson, The Grammar of the Greek New Testament.
3. Tischendorf, Vol.11, p.421.
4. Von Soden, Vol.11, p.680. Codex 69 is von Soden's o505 MS.
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&0"DV£ttp is read e6vr) by MSS M, b, c, d, h, n, o, p, w, and

a^. afnrouc is read afta'otTc by Origen's Greek text about one-
fifth of the time."'" Origen translates K*?3 as en* o&x

eOvet aXkoQ ev mco Acm and '*13,3 as 1%' eGvet, &o"ovetw

while Aquila exchanges &/jrv£r« for i/xoppeouxt,

4. CONTEXT OF THE OLD TESTAMENT CITATION

The words of our citation occur in the Song of Moses. The

first fourteen verses ascribe praise to God and from verse fif¬

teen on, Moses upbraids Israel for apostesy and perversity.^ Verse

twenty-one, which contains the words of our citation, begins with

the statement that Israel has moved God to jealousy by that which

is not God and provoked Him to anger by their vanities. God then

declares in the words of our citation "I will move them to jealousy

with those which are not a people; I will provoke them to anger

with a foolish nation." The chapter continues in this vein to

verse forty-four.

5. PAUL'S RENDERING OF THE OLD TESTAMENT TEXT

Paul changes from mytS to eqw because there was no

need for the conjunction xciC which was needed in Deut, 32:21.

He also substitutes upo'c for ataoCc in both instances.

In the citation Moses was perhaps speaking prophetically and so

in looking forward to a future generation he used abxovQ >

Paul wishes to apply the words of Moses to the Israelites of his

day, so he changes the o^rouc to opclc . The LXX is a

correct translation of the Hebrew.^

1. Brooke and McLean, Vol.1, Part III; Numbers and Deuteronomy.
2. Field, Origenis Hexaplorum, Vol.1.
3. Murray, Vol.11, p.62.
4. Toy, p.157-
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6. QUOTATIONS FROM OTHER SOURCES

a. Qumran Literature

De Waarcl says of Deut. 32:21 that only one word of the Hebrew

text occurs in the MS fragments found in Cave No.I. This one word

of the text is identical with the MT.^

b. Midrash and Talmud

p
There are two references" in Midrash Rabbah to Deut. 32:21,

neither of which help us much in determining how this verse was un¬

derstood. The first reference is quoted to indicate that."jealousy"

denotes nought but "anger" arid the other is similar.

There is only one reference in the Talmud^ to Deut. 32:21.

Here the citation is made to refer "to a bad wife the amount of

whose kethubah is large." It is also'referred to the Sadducees.

It is not used in the way Paul uses it at all.

7. PAUL'S HERMEHEUTICAL USAGE OF THE OLD
TESTAMENT CITATION

This citation, as is noted above, occurs in the Song of Moses.

It seems to have more of a prophetic reference than a reference to

the situation of Israel of Moses' generation. The context does not

indicate what nation God will use to provoke Israel to jealousy and

anger. But since they have used that which is not God to provoke

God to anger the implication is that God will use another nation or

people which is apart from Israel to provoke Israel to jealousy and

5
anger. Though it is a prophecy probably based upon Moses' experi¬

ence with Israel, yet Moses no doubt had in mind an actual' people or

1. De Waard, p.13.
2. Freedman, Midrash Rabbah; Numbers, pp.258, 328.
3- The Babylonian Talmud, Yebamoth, Vol.1, p.424.
4. A. A. Livermore, The Epistle of Paul to the Romans, Walker, Wise

and Co., Boston, 1861, p.176.
5. Sanday and Headlam, p.300.
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nation to which God would turn to provoke Israel. It is doubtful

that Moses thought of God turning to the whole of .the Gentile world

as such or of God extending salvation to the whole of mankind apart

from Israel. Though it may be implied, it is not clear that Israel

'was to be rejected as a people but only that they would be made jea¬

lous and angry by God's acceptance or favourable treatment of another

people or nation.

Though Paul refers to the Gentiles in 10:12-13 he has Israel

2
in primary focus throughout in these verses. Paul shows that the

Jews had the means to know^ that they would lose the favour of God

by their obstinacy and rebellion^ and that God would then turn to

5
the Gentiles.' This citation therefore amounts to a proof text to

prove that what he maintained was actually taught long before by

Moses.^ The interpretation that Paul gives is that the Jews are

now provoked to jealousy and anger because the Gentiles who had not

heretofore enjoyed God's favour as Israel had, had now become the

7
recipient of the favour which Israel had despised. Paul applies

the citation to the Gentiles as a whole. The prophecy of Moses has

been fulfilled literally. Paul, as usual, does not concern himself

with the context or the circumstances which led -to the writing of

this verse. He sees in it a prediction which could appropriately be

applied to the circumstances of the Jews rejecting and the Gentiles

accepting the Messiah. This is a literal interpretation of the pro¬

phecy of Moses in which the prophecy is made to include the "message
8

of grace to the Gentiles throughout the whole world."

1. Stuart, p.363.
2. Sanday and Headlam, p.299; P.E.Hamilton, The Epistle to the Romans,

The Presbyterian and Reformed Pub. Co., Philadelphia, 1958, p.181.
Best, p.123.

3. Sanday and Headlam, p.299-
4. Munck, Christ and Israel, p.100, Barnes, p.225.
5. Hodge, p'p.'J/T9-350. See also Stuart, p.363.
6. Barnes, p.224.
7. Murray, Vol.II, p.62.
8. Godet, p.388.
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ROMANS 10:20

THE NSW TESTAMENT TEXT FOR ROMANS 10:20

'Hbttfae Se 3moToAp£ xai Aeye i,

etplGriv (sv) to~e eps pr) &r)ToCo'iv, ^pcpavrjc £y£v<5pr)v toTc

epe pri sTOpcoTaxnv.

THE HEBREW MASSORETIC TEXT FOR ISAIAH 65:1

KV? T1KXD3 KlV? 'Him3

THE TARGUM1 FOR ISAIAH 65:1

K3KH JVDDK 'Dip ID X^r1? >DD>D3 JT'p'XriUX
-.fmi P^XD ay^ XDV VO Xvta V»xrwD

THE SEPTUAGINT TEXT B FOR ISAIAH 65:1

epcpavrjij eyevf]0r)v toT^ cpe pr) eraparaoaTv, efcplOriv to~c epe

pr] grirovca v.

1. S terming, p.215.



1. INTRODUCTORY FORMULA

For the fourth time Paul mentions Isaiah by name in his IF,

This is a slight modification of the IF of 10:16. The only diffe¬

rence is the omission of y&p ana the addition of 6e &raa"oX|aS

xa£ • With the exception of Romans 9;29 and II Cor. 6:16-18,

every time Paul uses any proper name, 0e6<;, KfSpioc or rpaTH

in connection with a verb in the IF, the verb is in the present

indicative.

2. NEW TESTAMENT TEXT ANALYSIS

d^omoXpS vat is omitted by D*, G, and the Old Latin, Vul¬

gate and Syriac versions. kv is interpolated into the text af¬

ter eupe6r]v by p46, B, D*, G, V/estcott and Hort margin and

ev is also interpolated into the text after &yevo|_ir)y by B, D*,

Westcott and Hort margin."'" Codex 162 of von Soden's II group of MSS$/)
(991,Wo)

and Codices 6 353 and 6 260 of his la, and Ib^ groups^omit pf)
0-93)

before often,v . Codex 6206 of his lb, group readsi A

2
^rpcoftcn v for Ixsponuxxt, v . ~ The evidence supporting the text

seems conclusive except in the case of the interpolation of »

which is suppox-ted by the chief representatives of the Alexandrian

and Western family of texts. Ho¥/ever, the addition or omission of

bv here does not significantly affect the meaning of the text.

3. OLD TESTAMENT TEXT ANALYSIS

a. Massoretic Text

Three MSS, LXX, Old Latin (Sabatier), and Brian Walton's Syri¬

ac Polyglott) version read for I'pXIV of the MT.^

1. Nestle and Aland.
2. Von Sod.cn, Vol.11.
3. Kittel, Biblia Hebraica.



b. Septuagint Text

Isa. 65.I - Codex 565 omits the whole verse. The phrase

£|icj)avr]£ lysvsi-cnv x.t.X. is transposed with the phrase e?>p£6r)v x.t.X.

by Codices 62, 90, 130, 131, 403, Origen and Clement of Alexandria.

eYev6|iT)V is read eYSvf|Gr)v by Codices S°( K° ), Q» 26, B, V,

C, 80, 407 (Oil ), 410, 534, and Justin. Aquila, Theodotion and

Codex 86 have ^gegryrfiOriv for eppavrjc £Ysv^!iriv • £|J.<pa.VTK

eyevojiriv is supported" by Codices 36, 49, 86, 106, 109, 144, 147,

233, 239, 302, 305, Alexander of Alexandria, Clement of Alexandria,

Basil, Chrysostom, and Cyril. e?>p£Gr) is read by Codices 62, 90,

and 308. xac e|i(pavT)c eYevoppv is read by Codex 198. PI be¬

fore &rroCoxv is omitted by Codices 103, 36*, 490, and 306.

l-xepoxruxnv is read epci/ccooiv by Codices 147 and 534» it is trans¬

posed with grycouaiv by Lucian, Origen, Eusebius and Theodoret in

accordance with the MT. (ifj before e-rcepuycuxnv is omitted by

Codices 36*, 311 and 403.^'

4. CONTEXT OF THE OLD TESTAMENT CITATION

The short chapter 64 that immediately preceeds Isaiah 65:1 be¬

gins with the expression of earnest hope for visitation from God

(l-5) and continues on with the confession of sin (5-7), a fervent

cry for mercy (8-9), a reminder of the desolation of Israel (10-11),

and ends with a question: 'Wilt thou refrain thyself, 0 Lord?' See¬

mingly God begins an answer in chapter 65 and His first words are

the words of Paul's citation "I am sought of them that asked not for

me," etc. and goes on to tell of God's patience in dealing with re¬

bellious, idolatry-loving Israel.

1. Ziegler, Septuaginta, Vol.14; Isaias.
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5. PAUL'S RENDERING OP THE OLD TESTAMENT TEXT

Paul transposes the order of the two clauses. The LXX follows

the order of the Hebrew. Strictly speaking, *JWTI3 is not "I

have become manifest" but "I have allowed myself to be found out" and

so with "I let myself be found".^ These two verbs are

Niphals and are "permissive reflexives". Toy feels that £|.upavr)C

£yevf)Gr)y is from a different text word from our Hebrew MT. But

perhaps this need not be the case. The translators of the LXX no

doubt met with difficulty translating the Niphal as a "permissive ref¬

lexive" or as Turpie says, "the idiomatic difference of the two lan¬

guages produces the variance."^ Further, the only other difference

between the citation and the LXX is the use of eyev6|_i.r)v by Paul

for the eyevf|6r]v> of the LXX. Otherwise it is a verbatim cita¬

tion of the LXX. Again, it seems to me Ellis is not correct when he

says that Paul varies this citation from the LXX and the Hebrew

5where they vary. Paul differs from both in the order of clauses,

the order of clauses in the LXX and Hebrew being identical - thus

he differs from them where they agree. The use of Gyevoppv

instead of eyevf)9r)V of the IXX is only a slight modification,

and if the difference between the LXX and the Hebrew be understood

as I have indicated above, it hardly constitutes a variation at all.

Y/hile Liddon may be correct in believing that Paul changes the order

of the clauses "possibly with a view to the order of ideas'',^5 I be¬

lieve a more likely explanation is that Paul quoted from memory and

so the clauses were turned around in his memory for there seems

1. Liddon, p.193.
2. Toy, p.153.
3. Ibid.
4. Turpie , The Old Testament, in the New, p. 115 •

5. Ellis, Paul's Use of the Old Testament, p.150.
6. Liddon, p.192.
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little reason otherwise to change the order of the clauses.

6. QUOTATIONS PROM OTHER SOURCES

a. Qumran Literature

The MT differs here from lQISaa and lQISa^3 but only on com¬

pletely secondary' variants.

b. Midrash

2
There is a reference in Midrash Rabbah, where Isaiah 65:1 is

interpreted as meaning the Israelites who came murmuring to Moses

because of lack of food and who blamed Moses for leading them out

of Egypt. Moses instead of getting angry gives them "manna" thus

"I gave access to them that asked not for Me, I was at hand to them

that sought Me not."

7. PAUL'S HERMENEUTICAL USAGE OP THE.

OLD TESTAMENT CITATION

The first few verses of Isaiah chapter 65 form the answer God

gives to Isaiah 64:12. "0, Lord wilt thou hold thy peace and aff¬

lict us very sore?" The answer is "I am sought of them that asked

not for me, I am found of them that sought me not: I said behold

me, unto a nation that was not called by my name." Then God goes

on in the words of Isaiah to show how widely Israel had departed

from Him with whom they are in Covenant relation. The following

fifteen verses give an account of Israel's rejection, except for a

remnant, by God. I believe that Sanday and Headlarn are wrong in

applying the words of the citation to apostate Jews.^ The last

1. De Waard, p.6.
2. Preedman, Midrash Rabbah, Exodus, p.304. cf. also Strack-Biller-

beck, p.285, where he says there are only two passages in old
Rabbinic literature containing Isaiah 65:1. One applies it to
Israel and the other to non-Israelites.

3. Sanday and Headlam, p.300.



clause of the verse which is not included in the citation seems to

rule out this interpretation. Also this verse stands in contrast

to the following fifteen verses which lay the charge of apostasy

against Israel. Accordingly verse one and the following verses

could hardly have the same nation in view. The last clause of

verse one indicates that God has turned to another nation not to

all the Gentiles as such. The verse of the citation seems to be a

statement of fact rather than a prophecy although the following ver¬

ses are prophetic and therefore verse one may be construed as pro¬

phetic as well. The idea of this section seems to be that of a tem¬

poral rejection of Israel and a temporal blessing of the remnant of

Israel, perhaps together with the other nation spoken of in verse

one, for there is nothing in the context that implies any other kind

of rejection or acceptance than that related to physical and earthly

history.

Paul takes these words which were spoken perhaps propheti¬

cally concerning God's turning to another nation in physical bles¬

sing and applies it to the whole worid of the Gentiles. The Apostle,

says Strack-Billerbeck, referred Isaiah 65:1 to the Gentiles, which

is possible according to the words and context and the LXX seems to

have joined in this interpretation, whereas the Targum undoubtedly
2

referred it to Israel. For Paul, God has turned to the Gentiles

not to bless them necessarily in a physical way but to bless them

3
with inclusion in the gospel of Christ. So a nation'is enlarged to

include all Gentiles and the blessing of salvation from sin. Paul

takes the OT reference literally but enlarges its application. He

1. Godet, p.389-
2. Strack-Billerbeck, p.285-
3. Munck, Christ and Israel, p.103^
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does not concern himself with the context or the historical connec¬

tion, although verse twenty-one does encapsulate the context which

Paul probably presumes his readers to have some familiarity with.
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ROMANS 10:21

THE NEW TESTAMENT TEXT FOR ROMANS 10:21

7ipoc 6e tov ' Icpar|N Aeyet,

oXrjv tt]v r)|iSpav Ige-xsxaoa xa-c xet"p&C pov x.poc laov i•

Oovvxa xal ^vct^YOVira.

'THE HEBREW MASSORETIC TEXT FOR ISAIAH 65:2

mo ay Vk dvh *?o m >mno

THE TARGUM1 FOR ISAIAH 65:2

miKO xamo Kny mb> XDV bo "OS rnrrtw

ipnmmw nrin K2pn KV

THE SEPTPAGINT TEXT B FOR ISAIAH 65:2

egexexaon x&e xeTp&c; p.ou oArjV xrjv rjpepav xpoc Aaov ixet-
Gouvxa ml &vxi?veyovxa.

1. Stenning, pp.214-15-
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1. INTRODUCTORY FORMULA

This IF is "but a continuation of the IF in verse twenty. The

subject of Xeyet is 'Houfac; of verse twenty. The Tepoc; 6e

tov 'icrpa^A is added for clarification as the indirect object of

Xeyet .

2. NEW TESTAMENT TEXT ANALYSIS

•Kpoc Xaov is read stu Xaov by Codex D and Clement.

xal &vxtX£yovi;a is omitted by Codex G and Hilary.4 One MS reads

cIq Xa6v for xpoc Xaov. Codices D* and E read Xeyovca for

&vuX£yovra . £ge7ceTaau is read StexSrcuja by Codex
(fHl)

6157 of von Soden's la, group of minuscule MSS. 7tpoe is read •
w

ext by Codex 1026 of his Ian group, and Clement of Alexandria.i A

&vtiXeyovta is read Xeyovra by the same Codex 1026 • cr f
(ovx)(ct')

^vciXeyovra is omitted by Codices 1028f in the same group of MSS.A

These variants are not supported by sufficient evidence to warrant

incorporation into the text.

3. OLD TESTAMENT TEXT ANALYSIS

a. Massoretic Text

The LXX and the Old Latin (Sabatier) add miDI after

1110 .4

b. Septuagint Text

The entire verse omitted by Codex 565* £&£%£'caou, is read

6t,eTOTaoa by Codices 109, 302, 305, 736^, and 36*. ewct 6e ere is
added befox-e e^etceroou by Codex 544 and Eusebius. oXt]v tt]v

ripepav is omitted by Justin, Athanasius and a few others. 7vpoc

is read by Lucian Codices 22, 48> 198, 544 > Justin, and

1. Nestle and Aland.
2. Tischendorf, Vol.11, p.423.
3. Von Soden, Vol.11, p.680.
4. Kittel, Biblia Hebraica.
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Clement. ml IivmtAsYovmois marked, by an asterisk in Codices B,

2, 88, and the Syro-hexaplar.

4. CONTEXT OF THE OLD TESTAMENT CITATION

See above in Romans 10:20.

5. PAUL'S RENDERING OF THE OLD TESTAMENT TEXT

According to this, study, this is the thirteenth time Paul has

cited the LXX verbatim, the only difference being that Paul puts

oXrjv mriv rjp^pav first in the citation whereas the LXX and the

Hebrew both put it after e£e7c£raoa mac Pou • The

Covvma xat dvmt?^yovma represents an expanded rendering o£

the Hebrew TITO which means literally, being stubborn. no

is used of stubborn animals and the present participle indicates
2

the continuance of the situation. Toy thinks, erroneously I be¬

lieve, that &TCi6ouvma is the translation of "1*110 and

dvuXeYOVtct, may be for the same word read as some form of HID

"to draw back".^ If this should be the case, it would seem that

the translators of the LXX had another Hebrew text for reference.

One need not assume that here. It is simpler to see here only an

attempt to bring out the full meaning of the Hebrew.

6. QUOTATIONS FROM OTHER SOURCES

a. Post-Apostolic Fathers

There is a reference to Isaiah 65:2 in Barnabas 12:4-^ The

citation in Barnabas follows the order of Paul with two minor chan¬

ges — arcetOoftvma is read &7U2(,6fj and oow dixaCa poi> is

1. Ziegler, Septuaginta, Vol.14) Isaias.
2. Liddon, p.193.
3. Toy, p.153.
4. Lightfoot, The Apostolic Fathers, pp.257) 281.



added at the end. Barnabas shows clearly Pauline influence in the

order of the citation, but the added words may indicate the use of

another text available to Barnabas. This citation is applied to

Jesus and the literal stretching out of His hands on the cross. It

is referred to Moses as a type of Christ who like Moses will stretch

forth his hands, in suffering himself too, for the blessing and life

of others.

Quroran Literature

b st
1QH: 15> 18 quotes from Isaiah 65:2 while Isaiah 65:2 is

quoted in Romans 10:21."'" However, there seems to be no other re¬

ference to Paul's citation in the Quinran literature so far pub¬

lished.

7- PAUL'S HERMENEUTICAL USAGE OF THE

OLD TESTAMENT CITATION

Other than the fact that verse twenty-one refers to Israel

and their rejection and verse twenty refers to the Gentiles and

their acceptance, these two verses are used in precisely the same

2
way by Paul. In fact, verse twenty must not be dissociated in in¬

terpretation and application from verse twenty-one."^ It is the con¬

trast between the acceptance of the Gentiles and the rejection of

the Jews that is particularly relevant to Paul's thought here.

1. De Waard, p.62.
2. See above discussion on Romans 10:20.
3. Murray, Vol.11, p.63.
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ROMANS 11:3

THE NEW TESTAMENT TEXT FOR ROMANS 11;3

(rj ovx oioare ev 'HXta xC) Xeyet r) Ypa</,"1>

xovq 'Apotpfyrac croo dftexret vav, xa Ooo'tacrrnpid o"ou xa/cecrxatj/av,

y.&\w u7ieXsCqj0r)v povoc, xcu ty\xoocnv tt)v \[fi>xnv pou.

THE HEBREW MASSORETIC TEXT FOR I KINGS 19:10(14)

•nrnxi mra inn 1'sni run loin "pnnarn jik
jnnnp1? *wbz jik vtfpnn

THE SEPTUAGINT TEXT B FOR I KINGS 19:10(14)

xcu ra ©ucrtaoTfiptd crou xaGetXay xat uovc 7tpo<prp;a<s o'ou d?cex-
xeivav ev popcpaCa, xal uxoXeXippai £yo> povaxcatoc, xal £r]i;ofta"t.

tr]v ^uxnv pou XapeTv a$vf]v.
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1. INTRODUCTORY FORMULA

In this long, closely reasoned, treatise on Israel's relation¬

ship to God and the Gospel of Jesus Christ, Paul introduces this

quotation from I Kings 19slO(l4) as part of the evidence to show that

God has not cast off His people. In doing so he uses the rather long,

but quite specific introductory formula"'' f) oi)x oi&o/re Tt Xsyst r]

Ypciqrq which is put in the form of a question. While other formulas

are put in the form of questions, this is the only place in the NT

where this precise formula is used. This is also the only place in

the NT where HXCac; is mentioned by name in an IF. Xeyei ,

which is the leading word for Paul in chapters 9-H (used 12 times),

occurs often elsewhere in connection with Ypcicrrq and other words,
2

especially the names of OT figures. Barrett speaks of this IF as

"a curious expression which reflects a usage of Rabbinic Hebrew.^

2. NEW TESTAMENT TEXT ANALYSIS

There is no real question of the text here. Nestle in his

25th edition cites Codex A, the Koine texts and a number of other

manuscripts as inserting X&yxov at the end of verse two after

,Icrpaf)X , however, this is not in the citation itself. In the
q

citation itself Codex Claromontanus adds xaC after dxexfetvay

as, according to von Soden,^ Justin

Martyr, Lachmann, Tregelles, Westcott and Hort, a,nd the Revised Ver-

1. B. Metzger, The Formulas Introducing Quotations of Scripture in
the New Testament arid the Mishnah, Journal of Biblical Litera¬
ture, 70,~1951, p.297. ~ "

2. Turpie, The New Testament View of the.Old, p.316.
3. Barrett, p.208.
4. Nestle and Aland.
5. Tischendorf, Codex Claromontanus, Epistles of Paul., F.A. Brockhaus ,

Leipzig, 1852.
6. Von Soden, Vol.II.
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1 2
sion. This is against Tischendorf, Kilpatrick, Nestle and the

UBS.3

There is difference of opinion as to how the text should be

punctuated. Most editors take the introductory formula of verse

two as a question and place a question mark in the text there, and

a period at the end of verse three. However, some editors consider

the question involves all of verse two and so place the question
, c. g

mark after Iopaf|X . Still others consider the whole of verse

three as a question and put the question mark after pou at the

end of verse three. While Le nouveau Testament .... de I'Ecole Bib-

lique de Jerusalem, 1958, finds no question involved here at all,,

but puts an exclamation mark at the end of verse three.

3. OLD TESTAMENT TEXT ANALYSIS

The LXX inverts the order of the phrases and has xaC as

the conjunction between the two phrases. There are a number of re¬

ferences that can be cited both for and against the inclusion of

xaf here in the text, however, the evidence for leaving it out

is on the whole stronger. The LXX is somewhat longer than the cita

tion in the text of Romans and has the phrase 0ucaaoTf)pt,a

coming first.

4. THE CONTEXT OF -THE OLD TESTAMENT CITATION

The text in I Kings 19:10 is set in the context of Elijah's

contest with the prophets of Baal on Mt. Carmel in which Elijah was

1. Tischendorf, Vol.11.
2. Kilpatrick, The Greek New Testament.
3. The Greek New Testament.
4. cf. Textus Receptus, A.V. , R.V., A.S.V., N.E.B.
5. cf. Westcott and Ilort, Bover (4th edition 1959)* Nestle and Aland

R.S.Y.; Die Heilige Schrift, Ztlrich, 1942.
6. Segond, Le Nouveau Testament; UBS; The Greek New Testament.
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the overwhelming victor, so much so, that all the prophets of Baal

who took part in the contest were slain. Thereupon Jezebel, the

patroness of Baal, sought Elijah's life. Elijah fled to the Negev.

God met him there with the question, What are you doing here?

Elijah replies to God with I Kings 19:10 in which he refers not to

the slaying of the prophets of Baal, but to the fact that Israel,

in her zeal for Baal, had overturned the altars and killed all the

prophets of God excejit him.

5. PAUL'S RENDERING OF THE OLD TESTAMENT TEXT

Paul has shortened the text of the LXX by the omission of

kv popcpafa after -veivav and by the elision of xaC

with eyw into vA'fXi , also by the use of the aorist passive

taeAeC<p6r)v with povoc as against the use of the perfect

passive imoAeAeippcu povtorc/Eog of the LXX. Paul also leaves

off the AapsTv a&Tqv at the end of the verse in the LXX, other¬

wise the texts are identical. The LXX is a literal translation of

the MT with i>'AoA£Aeippcu translating ID IK (niphal imper¬

fect of "1119 - to be left, to be let to remain) very adequately.

There are no textual variants in the MT. However, there are two

minor notations in Kittel's apparatus"'" in the text immediately pren

ceeding the words quoted by Paul. Of this phrase John Gray says

that Codices G^, L, and S read for the MT "They have forsaken thy
2

Covenant" simply "they have forsaken Thee."

In this loose quotation or paraphrase^ Paul inverts the two

phrases "probably because the slaying of the prophets was a much

1. Kittel, Biblia Hebraica.
2. John Gray, I and II Kings, A Commentary, S.C.M. Press, London,

1964, p.364.
3. Swete, Introduction to the Old Testament, in Greek, p.400.
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graver sign of national apostasy than the destruction of altars.
wi

So Liddon believes. Toy says the inversion of the two phrases
2

"is without design" and may "be regarded as freedom of citation."

Sanday and Headlam say that the two clauses are "inverted perhaps

to put into a. prominent position the words touc Ttpo^Tac &.%-
£xteivav But it is needless to seek an explanation of the

inversion.

Most writers agree that this quotation in Rom. 11:3 is a

A

rather free use of the LXX. Liddon goes somewhat further, decla¬

ring, "The wording of this verse in Romans departs so far from LXX

as well as from the Hebrew that it may be taken as a free transla¬

tion of the Aramaic oral version: "I have left for myself", in¬

stead of the LXX "Thou wilt leave in Israel" and Hebrew "I will

5
leave in Israel."

It is generally held^ that Paul quoted this verse freely

from memory, making those omissions and changes which would better

express the existing conditions so as to further his argument more

concisely.

6. QUOTATIONS PROM OTHER SOURCES
7

I Kings 19:10 is used in the Midrash in explaining the Song

of Solomon 1:6 but the verse is used completely apart from the li¬

teral meaning of the text. It is used only to point out that God re¬

buked Elijah for speaking against Israel, God's people. This passage

is not cited anywhere else in the NT nor is it referred to by Jesus.

1. Liddon, p.196.
2. Toy, pp.154-155.
3. Sanday and Headlam, p.311.
4. Godet, p.392; Shedd, p.330. See also Olshausen, p.359-
5. Liddon, p.155*
6. See Olshausen, p.359* See also Meyer, Vol.11, p.205.
7. Freedman, Midrash Rabbah, Esther, p.56.



Paul alone cites it to aid his argument that God has not rejected

His people, Israel.

The nature of the passage here in I Kings 19:10, being a nar¬

rative of an incident in the life of Elijah, does not present many

problems of interpretation. Montgomery and Gehman say that the

critics, in general, hold this passage as of secondary import be¬

cause it is duplicated in more concise language in verses thirteen

and fourteen.

7. PAUL'S HEHMENEUTICAL USAGE OF THE

OLD TESTAMENT CITATION

These words of Elijah which form the citation were spoken-to

God in honest appraisal of the religious situation in Israel. The

nation had followed Jezebel, the patroness of Baal, in idolatry.

So far as Elijah was concerned his words were literally true. The

whole nation had turned against God and had thrown down everything

that had to do with His worship. Of all the prophets he alone was

left and Jezebel had put a bounty upon Elijah's head. This repre¬

sents the religio-historical situation of Israel in Ahab's reign as

Elijah saw it.

Paul, with only slight reference to the context and historical

situation, cites these words of Elijah which referred originally to

the Israel of Ahab's reign, with literal reference to the Jews of

the first century A.D. He gives the sense, if not the exact -words,
2

of the original. Paul says the same kind of situation prevailed m

1. J.A. Montgomery, and II.S. Gehman, International Critical Commen¬
tary , The Book of Kings. T. and T. Clark, Edinburgh, i960.
p.313.

2. Hodge, p.355•
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his day as in the days of Elijah."'" "There is an analogy, St. Paul

argues, between this situation (of Elijah) and that of his own day."

He does this particularly in verse five. Elijah's speech and God's

reply provide for Paul a tStoc or type of the situation of

the Jews in his own day. So Paul takes words that were used nearly

nine hundred years "before by Elijah to describe the religious situ¬

ation of Israel and uses them in the same sense^ of Elijah to des¬

cribe the religious situation of the Jews in the early days of

Christianity. He is not using this citation as a proof text, but

is saying that it is an analogous situation.

1. Munck, Christ and Israel, p.108.
2. Sanday and Headlam, p.311.
3. Barrett, p.208.



ROMANS 11:4

THE NEW TESTAMENT TEXT FOR ROMANS 11:4

tC Aeyei a&Tw o xpr}\J£Lrct.o\i6Q;
xa,t£Xi,tov IpaoTcj) evci;axt,c>xiA£ou<; av>8pac, cativec o&x exajayav

yovv t?! (3daA.

THE HEBREW MASSORETIC TEXT FOR I KINGS 19»18

ny-D x1? *m a'mrin VD D'DVK
. .Yj±>

THE SEPTUAGIHT TSXT B FOR I KINGS 19:16

xal xamXe £ i|/ei q ev * IaparjA e%ia xt.Ai.d8ac dvSpwv, xdvTa, y6vara
a otx wxAaaav yovv tco pdaA.



1. INTRODUCTORY FORMULA

The introductory Formula used here is unique. This is the

only place in the NT where &AX& rt Xeyei ataw o xpripamtcqioc;

is used. xpTlFCttCLpJ originally meant in tnG 8.C tive voice, to

transact business, to decide or to ordain. In the passive voice

it meant to assume a title, office or character. So Liddon,^ San-

2 1
day and Headlam, Arndt and Gingrich," give it the meaning: of God,

"to impart a revelation" or "injunction", or "warning" (of oracles)

in Diodoyus Siculus, of the first century, B.C. in 3:6; 15:10;

Pit. Syll. 663:13 (200 B.C.)o 6sog (-lot expw&ttcrev xamo, tov mcvov.

The word is found in the 0T Jer. 32:30; 37:2; in II Mac. 2:4,

and in Clement of Rome 17:5* In the passive voice it means a "reve¬

lation" or "warning" is given. The cognate verb yvpr)|iC/ECZjj) is

not only used in the 0T but several times in the NT as well. See

the following.
translated

Matt. 2:12 xpripairto'CevTee "being warned" of God

Matt. 2:22 £ "being warned" of God

Luke 2:26 xexpTlFCvrioi-ievov "revealed to" him by the
Holy Spirit

Acts 10:22; lxprHiaTfcr0ri "being warned" by a holy
angel

; Rom. 7:3 xpUP^f^1 "shall be called" an I
L adulteress J

Heb. 8:5 xsxp'GP&Tt.omen "instructed" by God

Heb. 11:7 xp'HI-10''11'0'©^ C "being warned" by God

1. Liddon, p.197*
2. Sanday and Headlam, p.311.
3. Arndt and Gingrich, p.893.
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In the active voice it is used of God often in Josephus and in Jere¬

miah 33:2; 36s23• Hebrews 12:25. xpTpciT££ovxa "who warned"

them on earth.

Thus in every case where it is used in Scripture, except Ro¬

mans 7:3 XpNi-10^£is used in reference to a revelation of some

nature by God, either directly or through His messengers acting for

Him. Further it is a word used by non-biblical writers with the

same connotation of an oracle from deity. From this verb is deri-
O

ved xpTlpa-tiop.6q used by Paul. Therefore it is evident that

Ellis^ and Metzger^' are right when they consider this phrase in

Romans 11:4 as a formula introducing a direct quotation, for the

word has reference to the oracles of deity when used in connection

with deity.

2. NEW TESTAMENT TEXT ANALYSIS

The text has some variants of a minor nature. Codices 260f

of von Soden's Ib2 group of MSS^read xpNOT-ioe for xpTiiao/tiolios.
<?D

Codex 162 of his H group^ reads rameAeiiita for yjj,%£~ki%ov • Yon
Soden also lists several MSS which read xaTeXeixov for

xa/ceXixov among which are A, C, ¥ and many other mostly later

texts. For this reason his text reads xo/teXefxov . Kilpatrick

cites p46, G, 1739 j and others -with the same reading but does not

incorporate xaxsXetTtov into his text.^ Codex 6 157 of von So-

den's group la, of MSS^ reads aotw for epiauTw Codex § 260
(wo~)

of his Ib2 group^reads to before yovu. tw for tf[ before

1. Liddon, p. 197-
2. Sanday and Headlam, p.312.
3. Ellis, Paul's Use of the Old Testament, p.l68.
4. Metzger, Journal of Biblical Literature,70i Dec. 1951 > PP-297-307.
5. Von Soden, Vol.11.
6. Kilpatrick, The Greek New Testament.
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(pn)o\o)l
p&aA is read by 1028f of his la-, group. " All variants have very1 A

little and mostly late manuscript evidence supporting them. The im¬

portant evidence lies with the text.

3. OLD TESTAMENT TEXT ANALYSIS

The LXX text is that of Codex B. Codex A omits

2
otherwise the texts are the same. Both Codices A and B change the

Hebrew THKoTH from the first person to the second person sin¬

gular xaraXei\[reiq . It is difficult to understand why the trans¬

lators of the LXX took J1 for Tl in the Hebrew text. The con¬

text clearly indicates that the first person should be used in the

verb. There are other places where the LXX differs quite a gre&t

deal from the MT where it is assumed by scholars that the transla¬

tors have used a different Hebrew text. That may be the case here.

4. CONTEXT OF THE OLD TESTAMENT CITATION

\ This verse in 1 Kings 19?18 is set in the same general con¬

text as verse three, so there is no need for further explanation

of the context.

5. PAUL'S RENDERING OF THE OLD TESTAMENT TEXT

There is some change made by Paul in this citation from the

LXX. The citation has xateXoTtov eairno for yxvcaXe£ijfeie cv

'Io*paf]7v which is a substitution of the reflexive pronoun eau'co!

for ev *Icrpaf)A . The shorter form of eTrraxioxtXCouc; avSpa^
is substituted for the longer exta ■^I'ki&bclq &v>Sp<!ov; oixivsq
yovu for tt&vxa to yovaxa a; and nrf} (SdaX is substituted for

Ttp p&a'A. . All in all this is quite a change from the LXX. Paul,

1. Von Soden, Vol.11.
2. Rahlfs, Septuaginta, Vol.I., p.602.
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here, departs from the MT as well as from the LXX.^' xa/ceXiTiov

epauTm is a closer translation of THKiSTl .than is xatro-

XeCtyeoe • Yet Paul fails to include sv 'XopafiX which the MT
has as well as the LXX. Paul's purpose seems to he to give the

same sense as these texts hut in shorter more concise Greek. His

use of the feminine article ffj before (5&aX has confused com¬

mentators considerably. I'm. Shedd indicates that the use of the

feminine article has been explained: l) by supposing that Astarte

is included, and that Baal is thus androgynous. (Reicke, Olshau-

sen, Philippi). 2) that it is used to express Jewish contempt for

idols. (Gesenius, Tholuck). 3) to agree with eixovt under-

stood. (Erasmus, Beza, Grotius, Bengel). However, Sanday and

Headlam,following Dillman, see the use of the feminine article

with (3&aX as the sign in the text of the LXX that alo'Xvvy
is to be read Instead of (3&aX , even though (3&aX was

written in the text in much the same way that Yahweh is written

with the pointing of Adonai in the MT. This seems understandable

in view of the extreme monotheism of later Judaism which fostered

the contempt the Jews later held for all idols. If Sanday and Head-

lam are right in this, and it seems well attested, then this ex¬

planation' is virtually the same as the one given by Shedd above in

No.2, since there is close affinity between 'contempt' and the rea¬

ding of aloxbvyj for p&aX.

Here, as in verse three Paul quotes most likely from memory

making changes as he does so, either from a faulty memory, or,

what seems more likely, to make the OT citation express the idea he

1. Meyer, Vol.11, p.203.
2. Sanday and Headlam, p.312. So^t I his be-e.au se o$ th* ujauj
3. Shedd, p.331. See also Meyer, pp.204-205. cox s etuLVt c.chs t-y-uc-t-fen .

4. Sanday and Headlam, p.312. See also Munck, Christ and Israel,
p.109.
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wants to set forth.

6. QUOTATIONS FROM OTHER SOURCES

This citation, like the citation in verse three, is quoted no¬

where else in the N.T. in fact, the two citations are rarely cited

in the Midrash or the Post-Apostolic Fathers or the Apocrypha.

7. PAUUS HEHMENEUTICAL USAGE OF THE

OLD TESTAMENT CITATION

The same situation and usage pertains here to this verse as in

verse three, which see.

r
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ROMANS 11:8

THE NEW TESTAMENT TEXT FOR ROMANS lit8

xa6w£ Ye;Ypa7n:a1',

"EScoxev afctoiTG o 0eoc Tcveupa xa/ravfcgewg, c^Oa'Apouc; tou pri

|3A£7tst, v xat coto tou (arj ixotieiv, ewe tF}q ofpepov rjpispac.

THE HEBREW MASSORETIC TEXT FOR DEUTERONOMY 29:4(3)

ym*? o'sm nixiV o»3»yi run1? nV dd1? mn» jm kP
nrn dvh iy

(

THE TARGUM1 FOR DEUTERONOMY 29:4(3)

pmiKi * THD1? p:p$n srpeV> o*'? p.t)V " arp KVI
pin x»i» iy ynvift

A. Berliner, p.231.
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THE SEPTUAGINT TEXT B FOR DEUTERONOMY 29:4

ml oux eScoxev xuptoc; o Geoc uji~v xapSCcw elbevai xcu 6cp6aX|j.oi>£

mi oVta. dxouei v ea)£ tfj^ rjpepac xautrjQ,

THE HEBREW MASSQRBTIC TEXT FOR ISAIAH 29:10

nx eixyn nDiin mi mn» 703

THE TARGUM1 FOR ISAIAH 29:10

x^nn n> psuD toki nytn nn prPiPD xfci »nx

THE SEPTUAGINT TEXT B FOR ISAIAH 29;10

cm xexcmxev ujaac xupioc xveCjiairt xauavuHecoc, xai xaptjiucret ttoug

cxpGaXpouc autujy.

1. Stenning, pp.92-93.
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1. INTRODUCTORY FORMULA

In explaining what had happened to Israel Paul here introduces

a quotation from Deuteronomy 29s4 > and there is no doubt a reference

to Isaiah 29:10 and an allusion to Isaiah 6s9» 10 as well. The cita¬

tion is introduced by Paul's favourite introductory formula. xaOwc

YeypaxTai as some texts have it, or xaO&xep ysYp0'7™1'' as
2

Nestle has it in his 25th edition with the support of Codex B, and

the eleventh century Codex 81.

2. NEW TESTAMENT TEXT ANALYSIS

X-o-t is omitted by Codex 253 in von Soden's lb, group of
&'>

„ „ 6sis) .

MSS^. eco£ is read a/vpi by Codex 551 of the Ic^ group and
t , faD
ripepac is omitted by Codices 8 507 of the la, group, and 365

64s
of the lb, group.

-*• A

3. OLD TESTAMENT TEXT ANALYSIS

a. Massoretic Text

Rudolph Kittel in his latest edition (1951) lists nothing

concerning these verses in his apparatus.^
b. Septuagint Text

Deuteronomy 29:4 - Codex 71 omits the entire verse. o Geoc

is omitted by Codices g, h, n, x, Ethiopia version, Dillmann's Codex

F, and Theodotion in one-half of his citations of this verse. upuv

is read i>p£ov by Codices F^, b, c, f, j, 1, m, s, v, and w; it is
read rpnv by Codices b, d, and e. xap8£cn> is read xapSCac

by Codex F^; it is read xap&Ca by Codex f. toU is added
before etSevcu by Codex k. aoU is added before (3Xe7ce(,v

1. See the UBS. The Greek New Testament and von Soden who indicates
all MSS except B, K > and 81 read xa6u>c.

2. Nestle and Aland, 25th Edition, 1963. See also Kirkpatrick, The
Greek New Testament, 1954•

3. von Soden, Vol.11.
4. Kittel, Biblia Hebralca.
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by Codex A and others. is also added before area by Codex

A.1

Isaiah 29:10 - upac is read ripac by Codex 36. The

Syriac adds o Geoe after xCptoq . Codex 93 omits xuptoc.

■KveCi-ian is read Ttveftpa by Codices S(K) ,93, 309, 301, 530 and

Origen. xaC before xappCcrs t is omitted by Codex 377- a&taSv
2

is read uptov by Lucian Codices 233, 456, and others.

The Hebrew TOTIM is an interesting word, it means "deep

sleep". It is translated here by xaxavCEjeox; . Thus also Origen,

Aquila translates it xaracpopac (weighed down, overcome, carried

away). Syrnmachus translates it by xapcocrecoe , and Theodotion

uses excnracric; to translate the Hebrew.^ It is used several

times in the Old Testament and is translated by several Greek words

in the LXX. It is translated exoTaorc in Genesis 2:21 and

15:12; by Gdppoc in I Samuel 26:12, by 8etXCa in Proverbs

\ 19:15 and by <po(3o<; or Set,vex; tpopoc (very great fear) in Job.

! Gesenius says of its use here in Isaiah 29:10 that it is "used of

very great inertness."^ It is also used in Psalm 60:3 in connec¬

tion with wine and is translated otvov xaravGgetoc; which is

5
rendered in the A.V. as "wine of astonishment". Many commentators

translate it "wine of reeling". About this word Kittel says:

1. Brooke and McLean, Vol.1, part III; Numbers and Deuteronomy.
2. Ziegler, Septuaginta, Vol.14, Isaias.
3. Field, Origenis Hexaplorum, Vol.11.
4. Gesenius.
5. See Toy, p.156; Liddon, p.201; Meyer, Vol.11, p.208; Shedd,

p.333.
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"The context allows us only one rendering
of -JtvsuiiG, mravtigeo>G namely, 'spi¬
rit of stupefaction'. This corresponds
to the sense of the reference in Isaiah
.... It is hard to believe that this
is newly coined by the LXX. The word is
already used metaphorically with no very
close connection with the sense of pier¬
cing. This suggests a prior history for
the figurative sense, which would explain
why the LXX translator is not aware of
the original meaning."1

There is general agreement about the meaning of the Hebrew

word, but there is difference of opinion as to the Greek xata-

vC^ecoc . Olshausen traces the root to y{ko and says that it

is not as in profane writers where it means "pricking" from
/ 2

vucroto . Meyer feels that every derivation is erroneous which

does not go back to vfcotreiv • Liddon says that it comes from

XdTavuaoio and originally meant to prick or to woiind.^ Friske

agrees with Liddon.in tracing the etymology back to yOouto

5
which is used with the jjrefix mud and. others. Liddon holds

with Meyer, that it is impossible to derive the xarav fiascos from

vtco as Olshausen maintains. Liddon goes on to say that in the

middle voice and the passive it meant undergoing overwhelming fear

or any strong emotional stress. So it comes to mean "to be men¬

tally or emotionally overwhelmed," "to be stunned speechless'! Though

it usually indicates mental or emotional disturbance, it can mean

physical stupor as well, of. Psalm 60:3. Parry points out that the

meaning of the noun can not easily be made to parallel the use of

the verb.^ Luther and Calvin take this word to mean "embittered".

1. Gerhard Kittel, Theolugical Dictionary of the New Testament, E.T., l/cl, ''',
2. Olshausen, p.361. p- LXL ■
3. Meyer, Vol.11, p.208.

Liddon, p.201.
5. A. Friske, Griechisches Etymologisches Wdrterbuch, Carl Winter,

Universit&tsverlag, Heidelberg, I96O-I963, p. 329-
6. Parry, p.143.



However, it seems inadmissible to depart from the meaning of

ilD"Jin especially since Paul was familiar with both the LXX and

the Hebrew text."'"

4. CONTEXT OF THE OLD TESTAMENT CITATION

The passage in Deuteronomy 29s4 is set in the last days of

Moses. Moses has led the Children of Israel all the way from Fjgypt

through forty years of wandering in the desert, and now they are in

Moab just ready to enter the Promised Land. Moses, in what must

have been nearly his last words to the Israelites at the journey's

end, reminds them of how their hearts and eyes remain dull to the

perception of God in their life as a people and nation.

The passage in Isaiah 29:10 is set against the background of

the Israelites, who as a people, honour God with their lips but

whose hearts are far from Him.

Sanday and Headlam believe that the form of Paul's citation

in Romans 11:8 resembles Deuteronomy 29:4> Hut that the historical
2

situation and meaning are better represented in Isaiah 29:10. This

seems to be correct.

They also believe that Paul also had in mind Isaiah 6:9,10.^
This may be true for the sense of the passage is very similar to

that in Isaiah 29:10. However, since there is no hint of this verse

in the citation otherwise, we only mention the fact of a possible

allusion.

5. PAUL'S RENDERING OF THE OLD TESTAMENT TEXTS

Paul here conflates Deuteronomy 29:4 and Isaiah ?9;10 into one

1. Meyer, Vol.11, p.208.
2. Sanday and Headlam,'p.314*
3. Ibid.
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statement, quoting .freely from the LXX. Of this citation Ellis

says that Paul is at variance from the LXX and the MT where they.
2

agree.

The first part of the citation e&ojxev xa/cav &£eco<; comes

from Isaiah 29:10. The MT has - to pour, here, he poured,

with God as the subject. This is rendered in the LXX with tcstco-

tixsv - give to drink, this is not a translation so much as it

is an interpretation."^ It is rendered by Paul in our text by an¬

other change e8coxev , he gave. Thus he does not agree with

either the LXX or the MT. For the subject of ""J 0.1 the MT has
mrp , the LXX has liftpcoe; which is the usual translation

of mn» but Paul uses o 0e6c , again not agreeing with the

LXX or the MT. There are still other changes by Paul: c^'totTc
for TtveCpa for 7u>e(>paTt . The first is necessitated be¬

cause of the difference in Paul's relationship to the ones addres¬

sed in the 0T text. The second change is a grammatical necessity

because of the use of a different verb.

The last part of the citation is taken from Deuteronomy 29s3.

Here Paul deviates quite a bit from the LXX. However, there is

little, if any,.change in the meaning. The LXX is stated negatively

-o?»x eScoxev xOptoc o Qsqq upuv ...otuGaXpouc (3?vS7tety xal com axofeiv,

whereas Paul makes a positive statement e&oxev abioiq b Qsoq 6(p0aXpouc;
tou (it] (3Xe7cetv xal com too pr) ixoCecv . It may be ar¬

gued that the statement of Paul is a stronger, more emphatic way of

putting it than is the LXX, for tou with the infinitive often

1. Because this citation is a combination of the two OT Scriptures
Origen and some of the Early Fathers did not regard it as a
quotation, cf. Samuel Davidson, Sacred Hermeneutics, p.408.

2. Ellis, Paul's Use of the Old Testament, pp.150-151.
3. Toy, p.156.
4. Barrett, p.210.
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expresses purpose. Here Paul seems to indicate a sovereign, act of

God. This would be in harmony with Paul's emphasis upon the sove¬

reignty of God over man in Romano nine. There is one other minor

change. Paul changes faCxr)q to read ofjpepov which is per¬

haps an unconsijcous change to suit his own times.

Swete says of Romans 11:8 that it is a good example of con¬

flation."*"

It seems to me that Paul here quotes freely from memory. As

he thinks about the relationship of the Jews to Christ in his day,

these two passages of Scripture come to mind and he promptly com¬

bines them into one statement with some changes from both the LXX.

and the MT.

6. QUOTATIONS FROM OTHER SOURCES

a. Midrash

There are two references to Isaiah 29:10 in the Midrash Rab-
2

bah and one reference to Deuteronomy 29:4« However, in all three

cases the literal meaning of the text is wholly disregarded and the

text is made to praise God's love for Israel.

b. Qumran Literature

cl
De Waard says that Isaiah 29:10 and IQISa are identical and

b 3 athat lQISa has a lacuna at this point. Actually in lQISa the

only difference is a change from of the MT to i"!QD
3.

of lQISa '. This is a minor difference here, although in some in¬

stances such a change could mean a major difference.^

1. Swete, An Introduction to the Old Testament, p.401.
2. H. Freedman, Midrash Rabbah, Exodus, p.452. Numbers 582.

Deuteronomy, p.144*
3. De Waard, p.6.
4. See later discussion on Isaiah 40:13 used in Romans 11:34*35-
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7. PAUL'S HERMENEUTICAL USAGE OF THE

OLD TESTAMENT CITATION

Deuteronomy 29s4 presents Moses' appraisal of the spiritual

condition of Israel after he had been their leader for forty years.

He says that God has not given them a perceptive heart. They are

dull of spiritual sight and hearing. Isaiah 29:10 is Isaiah's ap¬

praisal of the Israel of his day to whom he had been sent as a pro¬

phet and among whom he lived his whole life. God, he says, has gi¬

ven them the spirit of stupefaction because of their incessant sin.

In both cases metaphors are used to indicate their lack of moral and

spiritual perception. These verses form, at tYvo different eras in

the history of Israel, a graphic picture of the spiritual and moral

insensibility visited upon Israel "by God as a punishment for their

faithlessness."^ The words of these two citations "are in part des¬

criptive of what had occurred in the times of the prophets, and in
2

part prophetic of what should hereafter occur."

Paul, though he quotes freely, quotes according to the sense

of these passages.^ Lindars wrongly applies this verse to the total

hardening of Israel. He says "the Jews are rejected totally, so

that the remnant is the Gentiles."^ Paul does not say that the Jews

are totally rejected for he says plainly in verse seven that "the

elect obtained it, but the rest were hardened." For Paul, the fact

of the Jews' blindness and the manner of their spiritual insensibility

5
was in accord with the declaration of the prophets. He does not

quote literally nor with any concern for the contexts or historical

1. Sanday and Headlam, p.314*
2. Hodge, p.350.
3. Barnes, p.60. Stuart, p.370. Munck, Christ and Israel, p.114.
4. Lindars, p.241.
5. Barnes, p.60.
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connections involved. These citations "are adduced to support and

confirm the proposition of verse seven that 'the rest were har- .

denedTurner has an interesting and very insightful observa-
2 ■

tion to make here. He sees in nomans 11:5,8 a connection with

Mark's view about the Messianic "secret" (Mark 4sll-12; 8:27-30).

Paul saw the secret as due to God's deliberate act. though this

was not so much by parabolic method, as in the case of Mark, as

by a process of making dull the spiritual faculties of the Jews.

1. Murray, Vol.11, p.73. Munck, Christ and Israel, p.114*
2. Turner, p.49-
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ROMANS 11:9-10

THE NEW TESTAMENT TEXT FOR ROMANS 11:9-10

Aaul 6 X£yet,

YevrjGrrirco T) tp&xe£a afcttov etc myC5a xal etc 6f]pay xal etc
cnc&vSaAov xal etc &vta7i65o|-ia a&toCc, crxotto1>r)tu)aav ot ocpOaXpol
afcttov toft (J.T) (BXexetv, xal toy yootov atrcooy 8ta xavtoc cr6yxap}rov.

THE HEBREW MASSORETIC TEXT FOR P5AIM 69:22-23 (23-24)

n3D^nn -.vp^n1? D'oiVtyVi nsV oanVw
nynn Ton arpuriDi JIIKID nrprpy

THE SEPTTJAGINT TEXT B FOR PSALM 69:22-23 (68:23-24)

yevr)6rjtco rj tp&xe£a af>tSv tv'miov at>t8v etc myCSa, ml etc
&y taxAoocrt v xal etc crxdv6aXov crxottcrOfittoauv ot ocpQaXpol atmov

(iri pXexetv, xal toy vGtoy at>t£!v 8ta xavtoc crCvxaji^oy.

THE HEBREW MASSORETIC TEXT FOR PSAIA! 35:8

nx*m po to nrnm sn» kV nra inxian

Ti-IE SEPTUAGINT TEXT B FOR PSALM 38:8 (34s8)

eXOetw atitotc xaylc T)v oi> ytvaxrxoucrt v, xal rj Of)pa rjv expuy

ay cruXXa(3£tw a?)tot>C} xal ey tfj 7iayCot xecouvtat ev aftfTJ.
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1. INTRODUCTORY FORMULA

This is the only place in the NT where this exact IF,

ml Aaul5 X£yet is used.''"
Paul here regards David as the mouthpiece or spokesman for

God and therefore he is to he heard with the utmost reverence and

attention.

2. NEW TESTAMENT TEXT ANALYSIS

There are no variants listed in the latest edition of Nestle,

2
however, there is a variant spelling of Aon;£6 . Yon Soden lists

recension H (which contains most of the "best" and oldest texts

such as K , B, A, G etc.) as having the spelling of AaueCS •

A problem naturally arises in the spelling of David. The writers

of the uncial MSS transliterated the Hebrew Tl*T in the Greek as

Aau(e)£6 (often abbreviated) and the writers of the minuscules

transliterated it as Aa(3£o This has nothing to do with the ci¬

tation itself.

Codex Claromontanus has xal etc Grjpav repeated twice
5which is a very evident scribal mistake.

Th i6 i £ unimportant

to the consideration of the text.

3. OLD TESTAMENT TEXT ANALYSIS

a. Massoretic Text

There are no variant readings in the MT. However, Kittel

cites in his apparatus that the DEI, Aquila, Symmachus, Theodotion,

1. Please see remark above concerning the IF. of Romans 4*7-3» p.77.
2. Nestle and Aland, 25th Edition, 19&3-
3. Von Soden, Vol.11.
4. Moulton and Howard, A Grammar of the New Testament Greek, p.110.
5. C. Tischendorf, Codex Claromontanus, Epistles of Paul.
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and Jerome translates the Hebrew as D'falVl'Vl in Psalm

69:22, and the Syriac Polyglot version, edited by Brian Walton,

translates the Hebrew as Q?dV?W1 . This is a difference bet¬

ween the singular and plural of the noun. He suggests further that

the LXX is probably correct in reading QH ' ft1?"./1 . On Psalm

35:8 Kittel suggests that UT2H1 be read in the third person

plural; and that HKTW3 probably be read with the Syriac Poly¬

glot Version (edited by Brian Walton) nmWH.

The Septuagint Text

Psalm 68:23-24 evt'TUov atmov and eJc myC6a are

transposed by the Old Latin Codex g. 6f)pav xai etc crx&v6aAov
xat etc &vra7c66opa atirofc is added after &.VTaTO5ocn v by

Codex 55 in an evident attempt by the scribe to make it read in
2

conformity to Romans 11:9. Origen follows the LXXB, Aquila makes

a change, reading &.vra7Co56crei,c etc o~m\ov for &VTCwio8ocn,y>

xal etc crxavSaXov . Symmachus reads Y^votTO for vevriO-riTroo;

epiTtpocrOev for Ivdwtov ; and etc TtpxopCay, uxrre cuXXricpCfj-
vat for etc &VTa,7t6&ocHV, xat etc cncdv6aXov . Theodotion

only changes dvxa7t68ocrt c to read Lvia-Jiobocys t c • ^
This citation also incorporates into it both the thought and

some of the words of Psalm 35:8 therefore we need to consider it

briefly.

The LXX rendering of &VTa7t68ocriv is an interpretation of,

but not a translation of Q'DlVvVl Olshausen feels that the

translators of the LXX read those at rest, secure,

as Q'ftlVw'? thus, requital, which is derived from the verb

1. Kittel, Biblia Hebraica.
2. Rahlfs, Septuaginta, Vol.10. Psalmi cum Odis.
3. Fields, Origenis Hexaplorum, Vol.11.
4. Liddon, p.202.
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Q^iy to complete, so in the Piel, to recompense. In the MT

means, unconcerned, those who feel secure without

adequate reason, careless, whereas ^vTCWtoSojaa means, requital,

a recompense. uvtGWtooopcXp not found in classical Greek, hut
2

often in the LXX, in the Apocrypha and in the New Testament.

The Hebrew *7!V?D!"I is the Hiphil imperative and means, make

them to shake, the LXX translates it as arYxapi'ov which means,

to bend together, which is not too accurate a translation.^
eXGerco is read eXGdrw by Codices A, 55> and 1219.^

However, in the later Greek versions Aquila has ev oDVTnijjpKp TOcret-

toi ev a{rco~ for ev myCSa 'Aeooovrcu ev afctfj of Origen and

the LXX.5

4. CONTEXT OF THE OLD TESTAMENT TEXTS

That Psalm 69 is Messianic is seen by its citation in the

Gospels, where it is applied to Jesus (Matt. 27s34»48» etc., John

2s 17; 19:29,30). The Psalrn is a cry to God, out of great afflic¬

tion and part of the Psalm is given over to invocation of punish¬

ment upon the psalmist's enemies. The Psalm has no reference to

any deliverer other than mil' , but by typical interpretation

the writer was identified with the Messiah.^
Psalm 35 is also ascribed to David according to the title.

Verse eight of the citation comes in the context where the psalmist

cries out to God for help. He pleads for protection from his ene¬

mies and heaps imprecation upon them. Thus the context is -much

1. Olshausen, p.361.
2. Meyer, Vol.11, p.211.
3. Lid.don, p.202.
4. Rahlfs, Septuaginta, Vol.10, Psalmi Cum Odis.
5. Field, Origenis Hexaplorum, Vof.II.
6. Toy, p.157.
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like that of Psalm 69? except that it is not applied to the Messiah

in the NT as is Psalm 69. In each case the psalmist is surrounded

by enemies and in despair cries out an imprecation upon his enemies.

Paul takes these two verses from these psalms and indicates that

they are fulfilled in the rejection of the Messiah Jesus,by the Jews.

5. PAUL'S RENDERING OF THE OLD TESTAMENT TEXT

The citation is largely from Ps. 69:22-23 with T) G'Opa,

taken from Ps. 35s8, where it is used as a parellel to myCc

inserted. Both Psalms contain largely the same thought which is

represented by Paul here without any reference to the historical
2

setting of the OT texts.

The citation is a free conflation of the two Psalm texts and

represents a deviation from the LXX.'^ Olshausen says Paul makes

the citation freely from memory.^ Ellis is of the opinion that

Paul's citation here is at variance with the LXX and the MT where

5
they vary from each other.

6.. QUOTATIONS FROM OTHER SOURCES

a. The Midrash

There are two references to Psalm 69:22-23 in Midrash Rab-

6
bah. In Esther and Leviticus the psalmist is made to refer to the

enemies of the Israelites i.e. Haman, Esau, Balak, etc.

b. Qumran Literature

There is reference made in the Hodayot (lQH,IV,2) to Psalm

1. Godet, Vol.11, p.234*
2. Leenhardt, p.279-
3. Meyer, Vol.11, p.209 .

4. Olshausen, p.361.
5. Ellis, Paul's Use of the Old Testament, p.150.
6. Friedman, Midrash Rabbab, Esther, p.84; Leviticus, p.394*
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69s22 according to Gaster. Hymn IV is rather long. It tells of

those who oppose God's word, knowledge and way. It ends with: .

"But thou, 0 God, wilt give them their
answer judging them in thy power for
all their idolatrous acts and their
manifold transgressions to the end
that they should be caught in their
own designs."

It would seem that, if this is a reference to Psalm 69:22,

it is a very vague allusion. The last two lines can possibly be

construed to have something of the meaning of Paul's citation.

Gaster also feels that the Hodayot 11:29 has reference to
2

Psalm 35:8 . Here there is undeniable allusion made to the Psalm.

The most pertinent lines read:

"their own foot was caught in the net
they spread for rue in the traps
they had hidden for my soul
themselves they fall."

Though the latter reference in the Hodayot is closer to the

idea of the citation, yet it is sufficiently far removed to be only

a kindred thought rather than an elaboration of the text in the two

Psalms,

7. PAUL'S HERMENEUTIGAL USAGE OF THE

OLD TESTAMENT CITATION

The citations are taken from two psalms which are ascribed

to David. In each case the citation is set as an imprecation upon

the psalmist's enemies."^ Who the enemies are is not stated, but

they are among his own people, the Israelites. The psalmist is

asking God to frustrate his enemies and bring their scheming to

fruition \ipon their own heads. These citations are imprecatory

1. Gaster, pp,146~147»
2. Ibid. p.138.
3. Jowett, p.319.
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prayers for the confusion, frustration and destruction of the psal¬

mist's enemies. Sunday and Headlam understand these verses as.

"declaring the Divine wrath against those who have made themselves

enemies of the Divine will." This may be true but it is an inter¬

pretation of the text with the context in mind and not what is sta¬

ted in so many words by the text or context. It is thus, in a

sense, more eisegesis than exegesis. However, in view of verse nine

and twenty-one "There is nothing in the Psalm (69) which forbids its

being considered as a prophetic lamentation of the Messiah over his

afflictions, and a denunciation of God's judgments upon his ene¬

mies."^ This is especially true when one considers that in the Heb¬

rew of this psalm, the future is used rather than the imperative;

though it is used for an imperative and is correctly rendered as

such by the LXX and by Paul. But to say this was the intent, or

was in the mind of the psalmist seems more than the textual evi¬

dence will bear.

Paul quotes this passage not in its original sense of maledic¬

tion against the enemies of the psalmist, but as proof of the obdu-

4 5
racy of the Jews and their rejection. In doing so, it seems to

me that Haldane is right in believing that Paul regarded the words

of this citation as prophetic. "Whatever application the words

might have to David and David's times, their import as a proper pre-

diction is clear and they are so appropriated by the apostle."

One of the reasons he gives is that the citation of Psalm 69: fol¬

lows immediately the prophetical description of Israel's treatment

1. Livermore, p.179-
2. Sanday and Headlam, p.315-
3. Hodge, p.358.
4. Munck, Christ and Israel., p. 117 •

5. Jowett, p.319•
6. Haldane, p.541* See also Barnes, p.234-
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of the Messiah (verse 2l). Barnes' conclusion is appropriate. He

says:

"From the use which the apostle makes
of this passage in the Psalms, it is
clear that he regarded it rather as a
prophetic denunciation for their sins
- a prediction of what would be - than
as a prayer."!

Paul quotes this citation in evidence of God's rejection of
2 - 3

Israel and according to its meaning or general sense without any

regard for the context or historical connection, taking the cita¬

tion as prophetic and applicable to the situation he found himself

in. "The application of these Old Testament passages to the unbe¬

lief of Jewry in Paul's day has relevance surpassing anything that

could have been true in Israel's earlier history."^ Though the

Psalmist has his enemies in mind Paul sees in this citation words

that are highly pertinent, applicable and illustrative proof of

God's rejection of unbelieving Jews. "The interest is fastened on

the blindness of the Jews, yet not as something inflicted on them

as a punishment for their wickedness, hut as the cause of their tra-

5
gic. failure to grasp the salvation that has been offered them."

1. Barnes, p.234-
2. Arnold and Ford, p.253; see also Livermore, p.180.
3. Stuart, p.373-
4. Murray, Vol.11, p.74»
5. Lindars, p.102.



ROMANS Hi26-27

THE NEW TESTAMENT TEXT FOR ROMANS Hi 34-3*3

xaQcuc YeYpaOTai' >

"H£et ex 2(,a>v o puopevog, &xocnrp£>ife i dcrepsCac &xo 'laxwp'
xat, aim] ai-voTc 'h mp* epoC 8ta0f|xr), otav atpsXtopcu toc apapTCac
attwv.

THE HEBREW MASSORETIC TEXT FOR ISAIAII 39:20-21

'3Ki :mn» dk:i npyn wb its'? on
aim 'nn2 DKT

THE TARGUM1 FOR ISAIAH 59?20-21

npy n'm pmn xnriKVi p'lQ p^1?
...niiT noK pnoy pi k3kt :,nn» tox xjttix!?

THE SEPTUAGINT TEXT B FOR ISAIAH 59s20-21

xac rfeei evexsv 2eiwv o puop.evoc; xai &%ocnp£^eL dcrepetac <$/xo
Iaxu)j3, xat cluitj cx&to T£ tj rap' epou SoaG'rjxrj, etxev K{jpt,oc.

1. Stenning, pp.198-99•
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THE HEBREW MASSORETIC TEXT FOR ISAIAH 27:9

nnKan ion ns Vd nn

THE TARGIM1 FOR ISAIAH 2?:9

VD pin aj?y» >2in ]xis pss

»m:nn jtpbok nn;

THE SEPTUAGINT TEXT B FOR ISAIAH 27:9

oiav &<p£Xa4iai attot) tr]V Spiaptiav.

THE HEBREW MASSOEETIC TEXT FOR PSALM 14:7(13:7)

VX*W» J1W P»SD |J1»

THE SEPTUAGINT TEXT B FOR PSALM 14:7

itc, ooxrei kx Sicev to owrqptov toft 'lapafjA; ev tw &7ctarp£ijfai

KCpiov ttjv atxi_taXcoo"iav tot) Xaotf afctotJ.

1. Stenning pp.84-85.

*.



1. INTRODUCTORY FORMULA

Paul introduces this citation with his favourite IF-

2. NEW TESTAMENT TEXT ANALYSIS

Nestle lists only a change in the sequence of the words by

Codices 231 and p46.^ Von Soden indicates that Codex 114 of his H

group of MSS adds o before ' Icrpar)X and Codex 7 of his la,
(ml)

group reads lapamfhtxriQ instead of icrpaf]\ , while Codex 170
(tin) t ,of his la, group1 adds ire after puopsvoq. aTOcnrp^^st, is

(dia)'"")
read aTtocnrpeiJfai Codices 1028f by his Ia^ grouj^. &/rs|3eCac;

(/m)
is read acrepeTc by Codex 7 of the Ia^ group, Codex 5 260 of the

. (5138) *
Ib,, group and Codex 116 of the Ic, group- a,%5 is read eg by

(%i> 1 1
Codex 200 of la, group and Codex 64 of la, group. xdc before1 " " c 3 * tmi)2
SptaptCai; is omitted by Codex 116 of the Ic^ group of MSS. How¬
ever, the major texts are in agreement here with only the later

texts showing only minor variants, so the evidence lies overwhelmingly

in support of Nestle's text. It is worthy of note that von Soden in¬

corporates none of the variants listed in his Apparatus into the text.

3. OLD TESTAMENT TEXT ANALYSIS

a. Massoretic Text

Kittel indicates for Isaiah 59s20-21 that perhaps the LXX

read ' for on the basis of the Roman quotation.

He also believes that spy>3 ym should be read with

the LXX and Romans as !7'YS U'TPI and in verse twenty-

one am X should be read QflK .^

1. Nestle and Aland.
2. Von Soden, Vol.11.
3. Kittel, Blblia Hebraica.
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b* Sept.ua.gint Text

The initial xa£ is omitted. By Codices A*, JO, 130, and

311. svcxev is read ex by Codices 22°, 93? 564*? 407? 534?

Coptic Boharic, Fpiphanius, Hilary and Jeroine. o before puopevoc

is omitted by S* ( K *)♦ puopsvoc; is read topuopevog by Codices

109? 736, 564*? and 233- farefietac is read hcrefieiQ by Codex

86*, it is read after by Codex 147 and it is transposed with

'IaxtofS by Codices 109 and 736. 'Iaxcofi is read 'lcrpaf)X by

Codex 544* et'xev IvOptoc is added after 'laxd){3 by Codex V,

Lucian, Eusebius and Theodoret in agreement with the Targum. The

initial xa£ in verse 21 is read ott by Codex 22° and omitted by
> 1 *

Codex 93* TOip* is read mpd by Codex 147-

Isaiah 2J:J has no variants in the part used by Paul in his
2

citation according to Kittel. In Eahlfs1 edition of the LXX

Gwo'tv is omitted, and Geo is used instead by Codex A. There

are no variants in the part of the verse cited by Paul.^
For Isaiah 59*20-21 Field cites Aquila as reading xat eAefarerat

tff Zttbv dyxtoTeCcov instead of xat "rfeei svexsv Sttbv o poo~

psvoc . Symmachus and Theodotion read xtoreuc for

puopevoc . Origen agrees with LXXB,. but Aquila has xat trot's

&7co0Tp£ijfcuTtv <iGso"fav ev 'Iaxcb(3 for xat ^xoaxpepet &o"e(3eCac S-xo
'Iaxu>(3 . For the same expression Symmachus is in agreement with

&cr£(3etay
Aquila except that he substitutes for the aGeotav

of Aquila and the bcrefietac; of Codex B.^
It is interesting to note that for Isaiah 27:9 Aquila, Sym¬

machus and Theodotion read tx&q o xaptog, too TOptatpeGfjvat tt]v

1. Ziegler, Septuaginta, Vol.14- Isaias.
2. Kittel, Biblia Hebraica.
3. Ziegler, Septuaginta, Vol.14. Isaias.
4. Field, Origenis Ilexaplorum, Vol.II.



apapTlav akoiJ for orov &rpsNo|j.a(, cun'oo ttjv aqaap-uav

4. CONTEXT OF THE OLD TESTAMENT TEXTS

Both passages in Isaiah are set in a context which spea.ks of

Israel's sin. The verses quoted give promise of future redemption.

These verses were applied by contemporary Judaism to the restora-

2
tion of Israel by the Messiah.

5. PAUL'S RENDERING OF THE OLD TESTAMENT TEXTS

There is a play on prepositions here that is of interest.

k% ZlojV in Paul's citation is a translation or interpretation of

it means^ out of, or, from Zion, whereas the MT has^

to Zion, and the LXX has evexsv Stcbv , on account of, or, for

the sake of Zion, but there are several late minuscules which read

ex 21cov , these may have been corrected to read with Romans

11:26. Liddon thinks this is perhaps an intentional change from the

MT and the LXX text of Isaiah 59520-21, or perhaps suggested to Paul

by Psalm 14*7 where the LXX has ex Ztcov . Godet feels that per¬

haps in some of the MSS of the LXX used by Paul the evsxev had

been contracted so as to be easily confounded with ex This

seems possible though perhaps unlikely here. Toy agrees with Godet

that the change in prepositions may have come about from the use of

some Greek MS, though not from contraction of evexsv to ex

but with the variant reading of ex , or through inadvertence."'

Meyer thinks the changed prepositions resulted from a faulty memory

because of the study of other passages.^ Most commentators quoted

1. Field, Orlgenis Hexaplorum, Vol.11.
2. Parry, p.149.
3. Liddon, p.218.
4. Godet, p.257•
5. Toy, p.159.
6. Meyer, Vol.11, p.236.
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above would agree that though the prepositions are different in each

of the three texts, from whatever cause, the resulting difference in

meaning and significance is not great. Most would agree that here

is another example of Paul's being so intent on providing Scriptural

warranty for his argument that he quotes from memory, almost wholly

from the LXX, and conflates two passages without too much concern

for the historical setting of the passages cited.^ Ellis has an in¬

teresting view of this passage. He says:

"The MT reads 'to those who turn from

transgression in Jacob1 Romans, with the
LXX, has 'and shall turn away ungodliness
from Jacob'. The LXX itself is here an

interpretative rendering of the Hebrew,
an interpretation which accords with the
argument in Romans. Possibly Paul merely
follows the text which lay before him,
but more likely he retains the LXX reading
because it gives the sense which he him¬
self finds in the passage. In the same
verse Paul departs from the LXX in the
phrase ex Xiojy , evidently with a her-
meneutical purpose in view."2

6. QUOTATIONS FROM OTHER SOURCES

a. Quroran Literature

De V/aard believes that it is likely that kx Sttov goes

back to a Hebrew text of as is. found in lQISa&. He

says:

".... one may perhaps ask whether
ex Sicov can he traced to a Heb¬
rew origin. The reading of the MT

ITS'? is of no interest. lP is
used here either directly or in the
sense of "in Bezug auf". This reading
is supported by the Targum. The rea¬

ding P'Xft for Romans 11:26 as
Kittel suggests, has not yet been con¬
firmed by any Hebrew text tradition.

1. Olshausen, p.377*
2. Ellis, Paul's Use of the Old Testament, p.lJO.
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"But the variant reading of lQISa&: 'pN
is noteworthy here. In connec¬

tion with the "confusions graphiques"
as a result of which often
occurs for , the metaphorical
sense of "a cause de" can be defended.
In any case it is clear that the LXX
reading evexev goes back to the
Hebrew text, which read in¬
stead of *? . The reading Ix Diojv
in Romans lis26 could be based on the
same reading, if we take ex as a
causative, like uxo and ax6 , in
the sense of "because of". The pro¬
bability of this hypothesis increases
when we pay attention to the non-local
character of Sion in this text, and to
the insufficient evidence of a 'herme-
neutical purpose.

While we need not follow De Waard's hypothesis through as far

as he does, it is significant that lQISa has this variant reading

which would give indication that the LXX is based on another Hebrew

text containing VX. It is interesting to note how the

lQISaa text varies from the LIT. It reads *pK after KDT •

Spy *3 is written DIpVD ; 0X3 is written OKI3 5

nKT is written flXIT ; and DJTJK is written QflX , other-
2

wise there is no difference between the two texts.

Isaiah 59*20 is quoted by 1QH 14>24; 6,6. In these instances

the 1QH text is identical to the MT. In the case of IQH 2, 8-9, the

variant text of IQH throws no light upon either the NT text or the

LXX. So De Waard, but I have not been able to confirm it.^
Gaster believes that in the Hymn of the Initiants there is a

reference to Isaiah 59*20. It reads in part:

"And when His salvation comes join
the chorus of Praise I will help
no evil on any but pursue all men
with good."4

1. De Waard, pp.12-13.
2. Burrows, Millar, The Dead Sea Scrolls of St. Mark's Monastery,

Plate XLIX. """ " " '
3. De Waard, p.63.
4- Gaster, pp.1255 322.
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The last two lines may have some allusion to Isaiah 59;20 'but

it seems rather vague and one needs to use too much imagination for

this to have any value for our text.

b. Midrash

There are two references to Psalm 1417 in Midrash Rabbah.

However, the reference is not explained or applied in any systematic

way. It is geneivilly referred to Israel. Rabbi Levi is quoted as

having said:

"all the boons, blessings and consola¬
tions that the Holy One, blessed be He,
will in the future bestow upon Israel,
will come only from Zion. Salvation
will come from Zion: as it says" then
Psalm 14^7 is quoted.

Here, as is. the-case with most of the references in Midrash

Rabbah to Scripture, the interpretation and application certainly

are wanting in many ways.

7. PAUL'S HERMENEUTICAL USAGE OP THE

OLD TESTAMENT CITATION

Both Isaiah passages are prophetic and eschatological. Isa¬

iah is concerned with the sins of Israel and looks forward to that

day when Israel's sins will be purged and the "Redeemer will come

to Zion." The sin is both individual and national and so the re¬

demption is individual and national as well. The redemption is the
2

saving of all Israel from despotic oppression and their return to

God's favour."^ It is doubtful if Isaiah had more in mind than this.

Life after death was a hazy and most vague concept. Most OT soteri-

ology gathered around temporal redemption from oppression from what¬

ever source, either domestic or foreign. The salvation seems to be

1. Freedman, Midrash Rabbah, Leviticus, p.306; Lamentations, p.170.
2. Godet, p.412.
3. Schaff, Vol.Ill, p.121.
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limited to Israel. Israel occupies the centre of the stage. The

Gentiles gather round and fear the Lord because of what they see.God

do for Israel. They are the spectators of Israel's redemption more

than participators in a world redemption. Their blessing is that of

the friend of the bridegroom rejoicing with the bridegroom, a bles¬

sing by association rather than standing under the direct blessing

of God. Psalm 14:7 is a fervent desire or prayer phrased in escha-

tological terms.

Paul introduces this citation to confirm his contention that

"all Israel shall be saved.Lindars says "Paul expresses the

missionary hope in apocalyptic form with the aid of Isaiah 59:20f,
2

conflated with Isaiah 27:9»" That is, Paul makes the prediction

and then cites these words to show that it,is in line with OT

thought. In citing these words he does so according to the general

meaning of the text,^ though without citing literally.^ As usual

Paul disregards both the context and the historical connection of

the passages cited. In this combined quotation it seems probable

that Paul "does not intend to refer exclusively to any one predic¬

tion, but to give the general sense of many specific declarations

5of the ancient prophets." It seems evident that Paul by contras¬

ting the Gentiles with Israel, is speaking in these verses "not of

a si^iritual but of a literal Israel."^ It is also clear that Paul

considered that the prophecies of the OT and especially those which

he cites, "included much more than the conversion of the comparatively

1. Ibid, cf. also Munck, Christ and Israel, pp.136-7-
2. Lindars, p.245-
3. Stuart, p.381.
4. Barnes, p.245«
5. Hodge, p.374; cf. also Murray, Vol.II, p.99»
6. Jowett, p.323.
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few Jews who believed in Christ at the advent."'*" There is no ques¬

tion that Paul regards these OT passages as predicting the restora-
2

tion of Israel. In verse fifteen he speaks of them being cast

away and received again, and this can only mean nationally for he

has already spoken of a remnant being saved in the Messianic Age

(verse five). Then in verse twenty-five he indicates that the re¬

storation of Israel nationally will not take place "until the ful¬

ness of the Gentiles be come in." Thus it seems Hodge is right in

saying that Paul desired to establish that:

"The covenant of God with his ancient

peofjle secured, after their apostacy
and consequent banishment in Babylon,
and their dispersion over the earth,
and their rejection of Christ, the ul¬
timate purging of their sin, and their
restoration, as a nation, to the Messiah's
Kingdom."3

Paul was probably strongly influenced by Jewish thought for

the Rabbis connected Isaiah 59119 with the Messiah. A general re¬

storation of Israel was part of the Jewish expectation. There was

to be a kingdom in Palestine, and in-order that all Israel might

share in this, there was to be a general resurrection. Jewish
f

thought even included the Gentiles in the final blessing. There¬

fore it seems that Paul gave these verses a literal interpretation

perhaps to a certain extent along the lines of Jewish thought.

Paul's situation is different - God in His mercy has turned to

the Gentiles through the missionary preaching of the Gospel to them.

When all the Gentiles are brought in, only then will all Israel be

saved. This is different from the Jewish thought that Gentiles

1. Hodge, p.374-
2. Murray, Vol. II, p. 99*
3. Hodge, p.375.
4. Sunday and Headlam, pp.336-337*
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would be included in the final blessing - in Paul rather it is

the coming in of the Gentiles that is the necessary precondition

of the salvation of Israel. Reflecting on the fact that God has

turned to the Gentiles since the Jews have rejected Christ, Paul

nevertheless finds in his OT text assurance that after all Israel

too will be saved. The nation of Israel will be restored by the

Messiah whom they are now rejecting, and in the interim God is en¬

gaged in blessing the Gentiles and the remnant of true Israel. In

Isaiah though spiritual salvation cannot be altogether excluded,

the thought is temporal salvation by a Messianic Redeemer. Paul

seems to have the temporal as well as the spiritual salvation of _

literal Israel in mind, but the Redeemer is Jesus of Nazareth, the

Messiah.



ROMANS 11:34-33

THE NEW TESTAMENT TEXT FOR ROMANS 11:34-33

(y&p)
T[c, yap eyyco vouv xupfou; rj t£c cfi|a(3ouXo£ a^cou eyeve

iCq xpoeScoxev a{>Tw, xat &vtaxo 8oGrp'sxa i afiTto;
THE HEBREW MASSORETIC TEXT FOR ISAIAH 40:13

:wtp mn' mi nx pri

THE TARGUIvI1 FOR ISAIAH 40:13

mn' kVh x"33 1?d 0122 xsmp mi m ppn p

pwnn nmsn >»*ns nna^n nay x*j?nxi
THE SEPTUAGIHT TEXT B FOR ISAIAH 40:13

tCC eyvco voftv xupfou, xat tCg ataoo cuppouAoc £y£veTO

C0)|.t|3t(3£ a{)x6vj

THE HEBREW MASSORETIC TEXT FOR JOB 41?3

nVm nnnpn

THE SEPTUAGIHT TEXT B FOR JOB 41:3

T) tCg ^vxicpvf]0'£xat jiot, xat imopever;

MEW TESTAMENT PARALLELS

I CORINTHIANS 2;16

iCc, yap eyvco vow xupfov, oc o"op(3t0&cret, afj-rov;

1. Stenning, p.133.
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1. INTRODUCTORY FORMULA

It is not so easy here as in Romans 10:13 to see yap as

an IF. The last quotation is several verses back in verses 26-27.

Then too, .verse thirty-three begins a ney;- paragraph with a new

thought altogether. It is a note of awe or praise that is forced

upon the mind of Paul by the subject he has been discussing. 3f^P
is used causally to show the jrroof of verse thirty-three. Ps,ul

seems to say, "This is a tremendous thing that God is doing, I'm

not just dreaming or getting emotional because there is Scriptural

proof, for it is written ..." Y^Ypcwrrai can easily be under¬

stood with Y&P with no harm to the sense whatever, and there

seems little doubt that it was in the mind of Paul.

2. NEW TESTAMENT TEXT ANALYSIS

Nestle lists no variants for Romans 11:34—35-Codex 1026*
(o 4)

of von Soden's Ia-^ group of MSS^reads 0eol> for xuptou for
the text in verse thirty-four. In verse thirty-five Codex 1066 of

Cm)
, , 2the same grou^adds ovx before xat . These variants are in¬

consequential because all the "better'.' texts support the text as

Nestle has it in his 25th edition.

There is some variation in the punctuation of verse thirty-

four.^ Most put question marks after xupCou and after eyevero

while others put a comma after xupCou and a question mark after
* * 4
eyeveto

1. Nestle and Aland.
2. Von Soden. Vol.11.
3. See Textus Receptus, Bover, 4th Edition, 1959 j A.V., R.V., ASV,

NEB, UBS, The Greek New Testament, Westcott and Hort and others.
4. UBS, The Greek New Testament - RSV, Heilige Schrift, Luther,

Segond, Le Nouveau Testament (1962).



3. OLD TESTAMENT TEXT ANALYSIS

a. Massoretic Text, Isaiah 4P-J3

Kittel suggests for Isaiah 40:13 that it reads with the LXX

E^K 'fal . We might note that Origen reads with the LXXB

iIq eyvoj vouv xopfotfout that Aquila reads (tCc) £crca6pfjattTo nvev-

pa, xuptou for the following phrase. Origen also reads with

the LXXB but Theodotion reads ml &vhp (3ouXf)v ataroB, xal e'pvt'pt,o"ev
afaov for T) tfc cr&p|3ouXoe. .x.t.X. .2

^• Septuagint Text Isaiah 40:13

mC is read -f) by Codices 26, V, 51°, 87, 91, 309, 4-90

and others, Coptic Boharic, Syriac Palestinian, Clement of Alexan¬

dria, Jerome along with Romans 11:34- ataoB is read after

o"6p(3oyXoc; by Clement of Alexandria; it is omitted by Codex 96.

0£ is read oS by Codex 564• cruppt.(3&rei is read for

CupfUpS by Codices ^Ca (Sca), A, 106, 88 and many others, Jus¬
tin, Theodoret and Cyril, a&uov is read afafi by Codices 109,

147> 564 and others."^
c* Massoretic Text Job 41:3

For Job 41:3 Kittel feels that 'D should read

IQip Kin ''D and that should read with the LXX

.4

d. Septuagint Text Job 41:31

Rahlfs indicates that the Codices A and V add ecnriv oc,

after ; that the ecrrtv in verse three has been omitted due

1. Kittel, Biblia Hebraica.
2. Field, Origenis Hexaplorum, Vol.11.
3. Ziegler, Septuaginta, vol.14, Isaias.
4- Kittel, Biblia Hebraica.'
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to haplography in confusion with the eoxi,v of verse two in Co¬

dex V; the el before mou is not in the original LXXB text;

and Codices A and V have r] ouxt here.

There is insufficient evidence to support these variants

against the better texts, though they do throw light on the textual

situation and must be taken into consideration in any serious study

of the text of the 0T.-

4. CONTEXT OF THE OLD TESTAMENT CITATION

1. Isaiah 40-13

This text is set in a section of Isaiah that extols the great¬

ness of God. Verse fourteen continues the same line of questioning

calculated to turn Israel's mind upon the greatness of God. A lit¬

tle further along in the chapter, Isaiah scathingly ridicules ido¬

latry and sets forth God's greatness in stark contrast.

2. Job 41s3

Here the context is the dialogue between God and Job. Begin¬

ning in Chapter thirty-eight God asks Job question after question

designed to lead Job to see the puniness of man and the majesty,

power and infinite wisdom of God. So actually -the context of both

Job 41:3 and Isaiah 40:13 are much the same and afford Paul a source

for his citation setting forth God's greatness, this time in accord

with the 0T context.

5. PAUL'S RENDERING OF THE OLD TESTAMENT TEXT

1. Isaiah 40:13

2
Paul follows the LXX here quite closely. " Paul inserts *y5,p

1. Rahlfs, Septuaginta, Vol.11.
2. Shedd, p.354* See also Liddon, p.224; Sunday and Headlam, p.340.
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after arid changes the xaX of the LXX to r\ and puts

0.{)t:op before crS|ij3oi>Xor; in agreement with LXXA and Q where

the LXXB has it after cr&pPouXoc; ♦ Thus it is nearly a literal use

of the LXX by Paul. The Hebrew ]DD means, to make even, to

level, to weigh, hence, to prove, examine, to measure, as in Isaiah
1 V

40:12 where it says God "measured the heaven." The LXX syvco is

the intended equivalent. £yvoj i-3 a more comprehensive word but

it translates the Hebrew idea of our text very well. vow

( voCg is comparatively rare in the LXX) is meant as the equiva¬

lent of the Hebrew m 1 although rvefpa is perhaps more com¬

monly the translation for m '1 • Possibly eyeveiro represents

a Hebrew word not in the MT but it is more likely a loose transla-
2

tion. Paul shortens the LXX by leaving out oq ctu^|3(,(3&~ afnov
and in I Cor. 2:16 he changes the citation a bit more. The I Cor.

2:16 text is found in Codices A and K of the LXX, although it is

doubtful if it is a genuine variant or a conformity to the NT.~^
2. Job 41:3

Here Paul follows, with a change in person, the MT. Liddon

says of the LXX of this text that it appears to represent some lost

Hebrew text. He also notes that the words of the citation occur in

Codices A and K at Isaiah 40:14. Ewald thought it may have existed

in Paul's copy of the LXX, but Liddon thought that it probably was

an interpolation in the LXX text from our passage in Romans 11:34-

35.^ Olshausen says that the words are altogether wanting in the

MT and were, without doubt written into the margin of Isaiah 40:13

5and so found their way into the text.

1. Gesenius.
2. Toy, p.l60.
3. Ibid.
4« Liddon, p.225.
5. Olshausen, p.383-
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There is a great deal of difference between the MT and the LXX

in Job 41:3» too great to be accounted for by a difference in the vo¬

wel pointing of the Hebrew text. The LXX is either an interpolation,

paraphrase, or from a different text."'' Sanday and Keadlani call atten¬

tion to the fact that the only time Paul departs widely from the LXX
2

and remains close to the LIT is when he quotes from Job.

6. QUOTATIONS FROM OTHER SOURCES

a. Qumran Literature

The MT disagrees with IQISa here but completely secondary va¬

riations are concerned in both Isaiah scrolls."^ The only difference

in lQISaais is written ilS'TT It would seenr,

then, that both Isaiah scrolls found at Qumran substantiate the MT.

Brownlee points out the similarity of the Qumran texts with

the MT, but suggests that the last verb of the verse in the MT be

changed to agree with lQISaa with the feminine suffix "it". He be¬

lieves that it would go better with the meaning of verse twelve.

By doing this, the sense of verse thirteen is reversed and the re¬

sult is a greater consistency with verse twelve. He points out al¬

so that the meaning of verse thirteen, as it now reads, is repeated

in vex'se fourteen, so there would be no loss of meaning, but actu¬

ally a gain in the richness of thought would be achieved. He sug¬

gests too, that ]-in would then be taken in its more literal

sense of, measure, rule off, etc. He would then read verse thirteen

1. Munck, Christ and Israel, p.l/]2. Toy, p.l6l. See also Liddon,
p.225 and others.

2. Sanday and Headlam, p.340.
i. De Waard, p.6.
4. Burrows, The Dead Sea Scrolls of St. Mark's Monastery, plate XXXIII.
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as follows "Who has fathomed, the Lord's mind as to be able to reveal

it?"1

Braun indicates that Grossouw sees the same spiritual under¬

standing in Qumran as here in Paul. He says: "Auch hier findet Gros¬

souw die gleiche geistliche Auffassung wie in 1QS ll,21f. und 1QH

10,3-10: der aus Lehm gebildete Mensch verstumrne vor Gottes Trans-

zendenz. In der Tat behaupten beide Textgruppen, dass der Mensch

in seiner Niedrigkeit Gott nicht erkennen kOnne. Aber nur Paulus,

nicht Qumran hebt zitierend hervor, dass der Mensch Gott nicht etwas
2

geben kOnne, was Gott ihm danri zurilckgeben mtlsse."

b. Midrash

Isaiah 40:13 is mentioned in a number of places in Midrash

Rabbah.^ In every case something is said about God measuring every¬

thing except the Torah and Israel. This would show something of the

Hebrew understanding of ]Dn.
c. New Testament Parallels

Paul cites Isaiah 40:13 also in I Corinthians 2:16 and places it

in a completely different context. The context in Romans is that of

a doxology to the greatness of God, and this conforms to the context

of Isaiah 40:13. He also alters I Corinthians 2:16 so that it dif-

fers from the citation in Romans. T) rclQ is changed to the mascu-

line relative oc and the noun cuppouXoc is changed into the

verb oupPt,p&o'si . The thought here is that the indwelling Spirit

gives discernment since the Christian has the mind of Christ. The

spiritual life of the Christian cannot be discerned by the unregene-

rate since no man, apart from spiritual regeneration, can know

1. Brownlee, The Meaning of the Qumran, Scrolls for the Bible,
pp.220-221.

2. Braun, p.183.
3. Freedman, Midrash Rabbah, Genesis, p.71; Exodus, pp.275*302;

Numbers, vol.1, p.54; vol.11, p.844; Deuteronomy, p.121, etc.
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spiritual things, otherwise man may he found to know the mind of

the Lord. In this context Isaiah 40:13 is quoted to show the ab¬

surdity of man knowing the mind of God and spiritual things.

The parallel then, is only a matter of semantics for the ci¬

tation is used in an entirely different way and for an entirely

different purpose than the Romans citation.

7. PAUL'S HEKMENEUTICAL USAGE OP THE

OLD TESTAMENT CITATION

The 0T passages set fofth God's greatness, God is pictured as

being utterly transcendent, "everything under the whole heaven" is

His. "All nations are before Him as nothing". God is Creator,-in¬
finitely greater in wisdom and power than anything in creation. In

Job the greatness of God is brought in to silence Job's charge of

unjust treatment at the hands of God. In Isaiah the greatness of

God is set forth in relation to the goodness of God toward Israel.

The verse itself "is designed to express the infinite wisdom and

knowledge of God, by affirming that no being could teach him, or

counsel him."^"

Paul's object in citing these two passages is two-fold, first

to express awe at. the unfolding of God's marvellous plan of salva¬

tion and second "to challenge the wisdom of created things, for

the call is made on them to show ... wherein any of them has con-

2
tributed anything to enlighten or to guide the divine counsels."

By the first question Paul denies to man the power of understanding

and judging God; by the second he denies the power of man to co¬

operate with God; by the third question Paul denies to man any pos¬

sibility of obligating God in any way whatever.^ These three rhe-

1. Barries, p.251.
2. Stuart, p. 385-
3. Godet, p.418.
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torical questions, meant to inspire awe at God's great wisdom, all

implying strong negative answers, have their positive counter-parts

in the self-sufficiency, sovereignty, and independence of God.

Paul, contrary to the commonly held belief of the Jews, shows that

no one is in a position to plead his own merits or advance any claim
2

upon God. This is but an added and final emphasis by Paul, before

he turns to the practical side of the gospel, to emphasize the gos¬

pel is all of grace. The plan of salvation for both the Jew and

the Gentile is all of grace. There is nothing in it of merit or

recompense whatever. It is all freely bestowed "out of the ocean

depths of riches in God Himself."^ Thus Paul though still empha¬

sizing the greatness of God, gives it a different application from

the original writers. Whereas the original writers tie the concept

of God's greatness up with creation, Paul in no way connects these

passages with Creation. Whereas in Job God's greatness is shown to

silence Job's charge of undeserved suffering, Paul uses it to show

that no one has any claim upon God whatever. Whereas Isaiah uses

the passage in connection with God's goodness to Israel, Paul uses

it to show the utter sovereignty of God in dealing with man. He

does not refer to the context, historical connection, nor does he

connect the greatness of God with nature, but while still maintai¬

ning the greatness of God, he applies it to God's dealing with all

men.

1. Murray, Vol.11, p.107.
2. Barnes, p.252.
3. Schaff, Vol.Ill, p.122.
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ROMANS 12:19

THE TEXT FOR ROMANS 12:19

Y&YPama'i y&pj

epot lx6Cxrp*K, eyto ^vraxoSubto, Agysi KGpioc.

THE MASSORETIC TEXT FOR DEUTERONOMY 32:35

oVan DJ?3 'V

THE TARGUM1 FOR DEUTERONOMY 32:35

S3K1 rjiwtis »mj?

THE SEPTPAGINT TEXT B FOR DEUTERONOMY 32:35

ev ripepa IxSixfja~ewc, &vmxo&oxRo,

THE MEW TESTAMENT PARALLELS

HEBREWS 10:30

£|iot ex6txr)ca<s, eyto av<xa%ob(Sow.

Berliner, p.236.
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1. INTRODUCTORY FORMULA

This variation from Paul's favourite IF oc.curs here for the

first time in Romans but occurs several times elsewhere in his

writings."*" He adds ~k£Yet *6pt.O£ at the end of the citation

only here.

2. NEW TESTAMENT TEXT ANALYSIS

Marcion omits yeYpcwcrat Y^P and he with the Old Latin g,

Armenian, and Syriac Harclean versions add xaf before

(5/VTciTtSotiXKD is read by Codices 1028f in von Soden's

la, group of MSS. There are also a few MSS with orthographic va-
J- A

riants in cdtxyyj'L c (creic) "and ferrcwroSoxtw--(fxa) which are'

undoubtedly itacisms."^ These variants are supported by insufficient

evidence to be seriously considered as corrections that should be

read in a corrected text.

3. OLD TESTAMENT TEXT ANALYSIS

a. Massoretic Text

The Samaritan Pentateuch and the LXX read D1'1? instead

of > as is evident from Onkelos, the Samaritan Penta¬

teuch and the Septuagint, is an abbreviation of □ , for the

day. Accordingly the passage is to be rendered:

"Is not this laid up in store with me,
Sealed up in my treasuries?
For the day of vengeance and recompense,
For the time when their foot shall slip."

It will thus be seen that , for the day, and

for the time, obtain their natural parallelism and that the third

1. cf. 14:11; I Corinthians 1:19> 3:19»20; Galatians 3:10, 4:27»
2. Von Soden, Vol.11, p.604.
3. Tischendorf, Vol.11, p.433.
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line corresponds to the first, and the fourth to the second line in

accordance with one of the Laws of Hebrew parallelism. Dv?w1
.. • >

, . 2
probably should be read .

» * t
4 fc

^' Septuagint Text

There are no variants for the citations in the LXX.^

4. CONTEXT OP OLD TESTAMENT CITATION

Like the reference in Romans 10;19 this citation occurs in

the Song of Moses. Moses berates the Israelites for their idolatry

and declares that God will take vengeance upon them "for the Lord

shall judge His people" (Deuteronomy 32;36). Thus our citation is

set in the context of predicted idolatry and perverseness which '

brings judgment and recompense upon Israel because of her covenant

relation to the One, True God.

5. PAUL'S RENDERING OP THE OLD TESTAMENT TEXT

\ It is interesting to note here that this citation of Paul is
| 4identical with Hebrews 10;30 and is very close to Targum Onkelos.

Paul omits ev riu^pCL of the LXX and since there is nothing to

correspond to it in the Hebrew, Paul is closer here to the Hebrew

than is the LXX. Toy suggests, perhaps with some reason, that the

LXX read 01^3 though Kittel's suggestion of Dpi 01''*7
OV'yX seems preferable.^ Davidson says, a little too harshly, of

this idea: "this is a mere conjecture, for it has neither foundation

nor necessity." Paul adds Sjxo£ (Hebrew , which is not

1. C.D. Ginsburg, Introduction to the Massoretics - Crit:ical Edition
of the Hebrew Bible, KTAV Publishing House, New York, 1966, pp.
168-9.

2. Kittel, Biblia He oral ca.
3. Brooke and McLean, Vol.1, Part III, Numbex^s and Deuteronomy, p.665.
4. Sanday and Keadlam, p.365. Liddon, p.234*
5. See above.
6. Kittel, Biblia Hebralca.
7. Quoted by Turpie in The Old Testament in the Nev/, p. 156.
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needed in the LXX's sv r)ji£pa &xSixfio*£coc; . This use of £po£
without ev rijiepa necessitated the change of case from exSt~.

xr\crswQ to ex&Cxrjoac • Paul adds Aeyet xuptoe immediately

after &,vca%o5rSxno in Romans. Codex A, the Koine MSS and the

Syriac Harclean version read 'Keyet Ktfpioc after &yTcwto86ow
as well. However, the weight of evidence is against its inclusion.

The citation follows the Hebrew in the first half and the LXX in

the second. Since this citation differs slightly from the Hebrew

and even more from the LXX but agrees exactly with Hebrews 10:30,

and, even more significantly, agrees very closely with the Targum of

Onkelos, it would seem more likely that the saying, "had become

proverbial as a 'formula of warning' and as such was used by Paul,

the author of Hebrews, and the paraphrase of Onkelos,^ than that

"some curx^ent translation, probably the synagogal Aramaic version"
2

had been used.

6. QUOTATIONS FROM OTHER SOURCES

a• Quriran Literature

Other than a few references to the "vengeance of God"^ in

these documents there is no reference to Deuteronomy 32:35 which

is clear enough to help us see how this verse was understood and

interpreted by the Qumran Covenanters.

In 1QS 10:17-21 there is a section which may have been in¬

fluenced by Deuteronomy 32:35* If indicates that "with God is the

judgment of all living and He repays man for his actions,/' This

thought is very similar to the thought expressed in Deuteronomy 32:35

1. Boise, p.112; Liddon, p.244*
2. Toy, p.162.
3. Yigael Yadin, The Scroll of the War of the Sons of Light against

the Sons of Darkness, Oxford University Press, 1962, pp.260-6l.
of. Leaney, p.121.

4. Helmer Ringgren, The Faith of Qunran, translated by E.T. Sander,
Fortress Press, Philadelphia, 1963; p.138.



however, it is not a citation, but no doubt is an allusion. The

idea expressed in 1QS 10s17-21 that God repays man according to his

deeds is quite Jewish and the special formulation of Romans 12:19

is much closer to the Rabbinic phrases of "giving way" (Raura geben)
in/ 1

than to the general way of expression 1QS 10:10.

b. Midrash

There is one reference in Midrash Rabbah where Deuteronomy

32:35 is referred to the punishment which God will mete out to the

enemies of Israel after they cease from doing any good works they

may be doing.^

7. PAUL'S HERMENEUTICAL USAGE OF THE

OLD TESTAMENT CITATION

Paul's citation occurs in the Song of Moses in the midst of

a section which deals with the rebellion of Israel and God's con¬

sequent judgment. He declares that vengeance belongs to God. He

will wreak recompense upon Israel for all their apostasy and ini¬

quity by bringing calamity upon them. Moses declares that God will

bring temporal calamity upon Israel as punishment for their apos¬

tasy and waywardness. Moses does not say that vengeance belongs

only to God, but the thought is more the certainty of God's ven¬

geance upon sinful Israel.

There are at least three interpretations of this verse. The

best seems to me to regard "wrath" as the wrath of God. According

to Paul's usage the word "wrath" is generally applied to God. This

meaning of the word is the only one consistent with the meaning of

the phrase or with the context.^ Paul says in effect, "Dearly be-

1. Braun, p.185.
2. Freedrnan, Midrash Rabbah, Esther, p.24*
3. Hodge, p.401; see also Arnold & Ford, p.271, and others.
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loved, do not take revenge yourselves, leave that matter to God.

It is His perogative to punish, and He surely will." The citation

is quoted "to show the propriety of the command to leave vengeance

to God, and not attempt to take it into our own hands."'1' "Its de¬

sign is to assure us that those who deserve to be punished shall

be; and that, therefore, the business of revenge may be safely left
2

in the hands of God." For Moses this verse was written with Isra¬

el in mind. Paul. ..applies it to the Church, the true Israel. In

Deuteronomy it is a general statement to the effect that God will

take vengeance on evil-doers in Israel. In Romans it is quoted to

support a command to Christians not to take personal vengeance upon

those who have wronged them. The Christian has committed his life

to God and therefore must look to God to recompense wrongs against

him as a part of that committal. Therefore, Paul, as nearly always

in Romans, does not quote with reference to context or historical

situation, hut makes a general statement in reference to God, a ge¬

neral command for Christians.

1. Hodge, p.401.
2. Barnes, p.275*
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ROMANS 12:20

THE NEW TESTAMENT TEXT FOR ROMANS 12;20

kav xeivS b crou, \j«w[it£e ataov eav 7c6a"t£s akcov
toCto yap sotuSv avOpaxac; xupoc otopeCcrEi c £"*1 Trjv xecpaArjv afjTofi.

THE HEBREW MASSORETIC TEXT FOR PROVERBS 25;21-22

:Q'n inp^n KDX DKI on*? mV'DKn ficas run DK
Vy rmn hdk D»Vna 'D

THE SEPTUAGINT TEXT B FOR PROVERBS 25:21-22

kav xe 1 v& o crou, ^copi^e at-rov, eav 5n|f£, tot1<^e akuov"
touto yap koi&v avOpaxac xupoc oujpeCcretc £'~l vnv xe<paXr)v akou.
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1. INTRODUCTORY FORMULA

The strong adversative conjunction &XK& must refer back

to the IF of verse nineteen. It may be paraphrased: For it is

written .... but on the other hand it is also written .... So the

yeypcwvcat, extends to verse twenty as well."'"

2. NEW TESTAMENT TEXT ANALYSIS

Instead of &XXd eav the Koine text, 33, and the majority

of remaining witnesses read eav ouv . p46 seemingly, D*, G, ^ ,

and a few other witnesses with the Old Latin omit &XX& and read

only s&v . However, the reading aXXd e&v is supported by the
2

Hesychian texts, a greater number of other witnesses, and the Vul¬

gate. Thus the MSS evidence is overwhelmingly with the text, e&v

before is read ml e&v by D* and l&v 5e by ¥

and a few other MSS. vpy xetpaXrjv is read Trie xe<paXf)C by B

and Weiss.^ There are a few minor orthographic differences in some

of the MSS.4

3. OLD TESTAMENT TEXT ANALYSIS

a. Massoretic Text

is deleted by LXX, Syriac version and the Latin Vul-

5
gate. is deleted by LXX and Syriac version.

b. Septuagint Text

eav vteivS is read tTtv otv xetvfi by Theodoret. ^wj-uye

auxov is x'ead xpecpe txftxov by Codices N , A, 68, 106, 109,

147» 157> 159> and others, xpecpe abxov apzcc by Codex 23.
before 6c\jrS is read edv 65 by Codex 159 • edv...... .oAxov

1. Turpie, New Testament View of the Old, p.297«
2. Nestle and Aland, the Hesychian text includes the following MSS,

plO, pl3, pl5, pl6, p32, K , A, B, C, H, I, M, 0220, 6, 81 and
other minuscules, but not all MSS contain Romans.

3. Nestle and Aland.
4. Tischendorf, Vol.11.
5. Kittel, Biblia Hebraica.
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is omitted by Codices 109, 149 and. 260. afcroy is omitted by

Codex 297. mC is inserted before ktiv .by Origen.

Verse 22 rnncov is read TOHfjoac by Codex ft* alone and

av0paxa<s is read avCpaxa by Codex 252. vxopoc; is omitted

by A only. oxopeCaeic Is read otopeCoU by Codex 106 and

owpeCcret, by Codex 261. Tr)V xecpaArjv is read thg

xecpaXflc by Codices ft*, 68, l6l, 248, 252, and 253.^

4. CONTEXT OF THE OLD TESTAMENT CITATION

Since the book of Proverbs contains, almost altogether, a

collection of sententious sayings of the wisdom of Israel there is

little in the way of context for our citation here. The most that'

can be said is that it is set in the context of warnings and in¬

structions which begin with Chapter twenty and end with Chapter

twenty-nine.

5. PAUL'S RENDERING OF THE OLD TESTAMENT TEXT

Paul quotes verbatim from LXX for the fourteenth time in Ro-
2 3

mans so far. The LXX is almost literally after the Hebrew. Most

commentators regard the Hebrew D'Vru and the LXX avCpaxccc; xupoc

as being used metaphorically to express deep and lasting pain.^
This is made clear by Psalm lis6 and II Esdras 16:53- Thus, though

the LXX is not quite a literal translation, it does carry quite

faithfully, and almost literally, the meaning of the Hebrew.

1. Swete, The Old Testament in Greek, Vol.11, p.469• Holmes and
Parsons, Vetus Testamenturn Graecum, Vol.III.

2. See Table I, p=^02.
3. Shedd, p.373; Toy, p.163.
4. Sanday and Headlam, p.365; Liddon, p.245*
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6. QUOTATIONS FROM OTHER SOURCES

a* Midrash and Talmud

There is only one reference to Proverbs 25:21-22. In this

reference "bread" and "water" are referred to the "Torah" which one

is to give to his enemies. Thus it would not refer to any kindness

one might do towards others but to the impartation of the Torah.

There are two references to Proverbs 25:21-22 in the Talmud.^
In Megillah it is cited in connection with Queen Esther inviting

the king and Haman to the banquet. In Sukkah it is quoted in the

course of an explanation of "the evil inclination". In the first

instance only is it used in a way similar to Paul.

7. PAUL'S HERMENEUTICAL USAGE OF THE

OLD TESTAMENT CITATION

The words of the citation occur in the twenty-fifth chapter

of Proverbs. This is a collection of sententious sayings, largely

unrelated to one another grammatically or contextually. The pro¬

verb calls for considerate treatment even of one's enemy if he is

in need. This is called for on the basis that such kindness will

"heap coals of fire upon his head" which may mean that the enemy

2
may be overcome from the kindness and no longer remain an enemy.

Or it may mean that it heaps up the responsibility of being one's

enemy since he remains so in the face of kindness.^ A second rea¬

son given for such kindness is the fact that the "Lord shall reward

thee."

The words of the citation are used metaphorically both in

the OT and by Paul. These verses correspond roughly to the spirit

The Babylonian Talmud, Megillah, p.92. Sukkah, pp.247-48.
2. Barrett, p.243-
3. Haldane, p.587.



of the command, of Jesus "to l.ove your enemies" and "do good to them

that hate you." (Matthew 5:44)^' Paul's idea here is that by kind-

2
ness one will most readily subdue one's enemy. ^Paul cites this

of Jee-ds cf love.
passage to convey over into a Christian context^the same
teaching as the proverb had in the OT. Of course when he quotes

from Proverbs there is no prop>er context or historical connection

for Paul to be concerned with.

" A cto rd/yitj to Paul m'st/an is not noM- T-e. S/'siant til
±ltti HoY / S h* S t 61 ca-Hy pa i 5 iVe. He is
in (X tCLVvx faijn to o uA:r C.oy» -e £V/ I *■ ii J h-e luiik

Lc co-pens ujLiclx Chyi st liinrac/t (ts<?d ; de^J s of 'eve.
0,-n d i<7y/chi ess .tt 3 /By on>(,'tti ny -t/i-e. ajoircSc, "«.-*«< fA*
S h- a I ( if t.oj (Lf d e e 1~a ~h\ i li-e. (j uota-t tph. a ( ^ S (ZC s
-£/iu.fr iUoli a Ctrl oh iS '7/of bas<-A Upon an appeal tc
ib o yy\ p e.m S £ but j s h u. t ~n c. j~~r u < t t k-e Qesp /.

1. Barnes, p.275-
2. Schai'l', Vol.Ill, p.129; Arnold and Ford, p.271; Ilodge, p.402,

and others.

■J. w KUssen, oi ^ ; 5^, ^ gtpe1,fa,w
- Fg -K j-e, S tu iies . QjufLi-i)

^ ^ t j J, p- 3^^. C "f o(o K. Ct-e n} txkl t Not\ - f?-e td t

UW, /Wv, TWsia^./ ^ ^MT
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ROMANS 13:9

THE NEW TESTAMENT TEXT FOR ROMANS 13:9

to y^-p

oft poixefto'et q, oft cooveftoEi. g, oft xXfetyeie, oftx &7U0up.r)cr£t c,...

q tov xer)0"c ov o'ou uiq o'eavtov,

THE HEBREW MASSORETIC TEXT FOR DEUTERONOMY 5:17-21

Try -jy-n nayn KbT ::mn KbT Kbi :nx*in Kb
TDnn KbT :KVJ7

THE TARGIM1 FOR DEUTERONOMY 5:17-21

KbT :Ky?D3 rmx'n KbT :*pin KbT :ffsa bwn Kb
T'fann KbT :Knp'n xrmno ~p:irn -prion

THE SEPT1JAGINT TEXT B FOR DEUTERONOMY 5:17-21

oft C. oft cpoveftoEtc. oft xX^^/ec c» oft \l<ev5o|J.apTupfjaEt, q. ,,

oftx l:7tt,0u|i'ncrst g.

THE HEBREW MASSORETIC TEXT FOR EXODUS 20:13-17

:Tpvy Try pynn nnyn Kb ::mn Kb :pK3n Kb :nnn Kb
TDrin Kb

1. Berliner, p.202.



THE TARGUM1 FOR EXODUS 20;13-17

TilOn Kb Kb : Smri Kb blOp*J1 Kb
vnrm Kb Km no -pann

THE SEPTUMGIHT TEXT B FOR EXODUS 20; 13-17

oi) i-iocxs6°""e<• €« o5 xXeij/eG <s. ou (poveOo'EG c. 0& ^£t>Sof.tapi"i)-

pfjcre t c obx era ©upificre g q

THE HEBREW MASSORETIC TEXT FOR LEVITICUS 19:18

•pna *jsnb nnnsn

THE TARGUM2 FOR LEVITICUS 19:18

"jrnD prmb rpnnvm

THE SEPTUAGINT TEXT B FOR LEVITICUS 19;18

&YU7CT)a*£g Q iov rii\rfSiQV crou wq creauToy"

THE HEW TESTAMENT PARALLELS

MATTHEW 19»18

ou cpoveuatG£, 06 pogxeCeregq, o?> xX&tyeGC, oft \|.'£u5o|J.apTUp'r)cre

MARK 10:19

|-iT] (povsficrflc, |-if| |iOGxetar)c, pr) xXeijrflc, PI ^euGofJ.aptwpfp'OG.

• LHKE 10;20

piTj pogxe6oT!Q> PI ^oveCcrQC, PI xXe^c, pr] tyeu6opapTUpr]crr|C.
MATTHEW 19;19; MARK 12:31; GALATIAHS 3?14

d,'faTOTO"£GC tov tgAtp'gov crou coc; amu-cov.

1. Berliner, p.82.
2. Ibid, p.131.
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1. INTRODUCTORY FORMULA

Turpie does not believe that to y&p forms an IF here."1
2

Liddon seems to regard it as an IF but is too brief to be clear.

However, Ellis believes, rightly I think, that it is an IF.J With

this Turner agrees, he says of this expression "As in Classical

Greek the neutral article may be prefixed to quoted words" and he

gives as examples Matthew 19?18, Mark 9?23, Romans 13?9 and I Co¬

rinthians 4?6.^ At the end of verse eight, Paul says: o'yap ^ycwtSv

erepov vopov 7te7t\f)pcoxev and then uses to y&p to intro-
5

duce proof from Scripture that love is the fulfilling of the Law.

The article is used in Matthew 19:18 to introduce this same cita¬

tion. It is used in Luke 22:37 to introduce a citation from Isaiah

53:12 and is used in Galatians 5:14 (ev tw) to introduce Leviti¬

cus 19:18. Also see John 9:23 to ei SOv'fl - as far as your words,
you 6

"If^ can", are concerned. So, I believe that Ellis xs justified
7

in considering it an IF. It is interesting to note that Codex G

reads y^ypaTtTCH before to y&p

2. NEW 'TESTAMENT TEXT ANALYSIS

(pt$ 0i 0 ^
Codices 1028f, of von Soaen's la, group read1 A

ylypaxTat, before to yap „ Westcott and Hort put a comma after

y&p and begin 06 with a capital letter. o& \j/eu&o|-iapTVpf]cret Q
is interpolated into the text, after x\eijrst,<; by K , P, T ,

048, 1, 69, 88, and the majority of other witnesses, the Vulgate,

1. Turpie, New Testament View of the Old, p.316.
2. Liddon, p.252.
3. Ellis, Paul's Use of the Old Testament, p.170. \/ol.
4. J.II. Moulton, A Grammar of the New Testament Greek, p.182.
5. Stuart, p.403.
6. Arndt and Gingrich, p.554, see also Dana and Mantey, p.141.
7. See also Stuart, p.403.
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Clementine edition, Syriac Harclean edition, and the Coptic Boharic,

Armenian and Ethopic versions, and Origen.^ It is read after .

ImGuprjcrEl. C hy Codex 2495 and the Syriac Palestinian version.

06 \}r£u6opapri)pincret' C is read for oux £7U0u|iT)cr£i q by Chrysos-

tom. of>x iTciGvp-ncret,c and of> ^su6opapTupr)a*£ic are omitted by
IX.

1984, Clement, Origen, and Adiaantius. Codex P, in what is perhaps

an itacisra, reads 06 xAetnC, 06 T|reu8opapTupriaT]£, of>x £7u6vpfpT)S.
The text is supported by p4&, A, B, D, E, P, G, 33, 101 and many

other minuscules, Lectionaries, Old Latin (five MS5), Vulgate

(Wordsworth and White edition), Syriac Palestinian, Coptic Sahidic,

and Gothic versions, Ambrosiaster, Ambrose, Augustine, Cyril, Theo-
2

doret, and John-Damascus. The great weight of evidence, there¬

fore, is on the side of the text. eoTtv is read after £t£pa

by X *, A, 33) and a number of MSS, and some add ecrctv before

eT^pa . £v tw Lofu) to unco is read ev 'coviw t~ A6710 by

A, the Koine texts, and a greater number of other witnesses, Mar-

cion and Clement of Alexandria, also it is read in the margin by

Westcott and Hort. Westcott and Hort enclose tv ow before

&Ya7tr]cre 1 q in brackets and it is read by the Hesychian texts,

the Koine texts, and many others with Marcion and Tischendorf, but

p46 seemingly, B, F, G, and the majority of witnesses, the complete

Old Latin versions, and Weiss omit it from the text. creauTov is

read eauirov by F, G, L, P, and many other MSS, Clement, Chrysos-

tom, Cyril, Theophilus."^
In late Greek eautov was used for all persons in the re¬

flexive and this perhaps led to the substitution of it for o~e-

auxov in addition the general nature of the text would tend

1. Nestle and Aland, von Sod en; Vol.11, Tischendorf, Vol.11.
2. UBS, The Greek New Testament, Sanday and Head1am, p.373.
3. Nestle and Aland, von Soden, Vol.11, Tischendorf, Vol.11, p.435»
4. Sanday and Headlam, p.373.



toward this substitution. Most of these variants would not change

the meaning of the text materially and on the whole the evidence

rests with the text.

3. OLD TESTAMENT TEXT ANALYSIS

a. Massoretic Text.

1. Deuteronomy 3?17-21

In each case where there is a *1 prefixed to KV the Vul¬

gate, the second Ginsburg edition, in accordance with Kennicott

(18 MSS plus 5 "to 10 other MSS), Samaritan Pentateuch, the LXX,

the Syriac and several other MSS as well as Exodus 20s14f read

without the 1 . NW of verse twenty is read by about

seventeen MSS, the Vulgate, second Ginsburg edition as well as Exo¬

dus 20s 16. M17K of verse twenty-one is read JT>H by the Sama-
2

ritan Pentateuch. ,

2. Exodus 20:13-17

Other than the inversion of the order of verses and the in¬

version of fPH and JIY'K in verse seventeen there are no sig¬

nificant textural variants here.^

3. Leviticus 19:18

There are no textual variants in the Hebrew MT for the words

of the citation and only minor variants in the rest of the verse.

^• Septuagint Text.

Deuteronomy 5s 17-21 - ofc poixe^°*eG is inverted with

oft cpoveforete in Codices 18, A, F, M, a, c, e, f, h through m, o,

q, r, s, v, x, y, z, and , Boharic and Old Latin versions.^

1. De Waard, p.35•
2. Kittel, Biblia Hebraica.
3. Ibid.
4. Brooke and McLean, Vol.1, part III, Numbers and Deuteronomy.
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Exodus 20:13-17 - xX£^eiQ is read after (poveucret.q

in Codices A, F, M, a through e, h, k, 1, m, p, s, t, v, b^, Arme¬
nian, Boharic, Ethiopic, and Syro-Hexaplar versions, Josephus, Cle¬

ment of Rome, Chrysostom, Cyril and Hilary. o'o ^eu6opapT:upr,obtc

is read piri i{feu6opapT;upr]ariC Hy Codices M, c, x, 19, and others.1
Aquila and all others have cpovsCcret, q before ptocxeQ~ o(> 90-

2
veCcretc, 06 06 xX£tyet c.

Leviticus 19:18 - kfQ/Krp'ei c is read &Ya'!rno*nC by

Codex g*. aEauT6v is read ^o-utov' by Codices b, e, f, g, i*,

j, k, m, n, r, s, w, z, and Cyril.^

4. CONTEXT OF THE OLD TESTAMENT CITATION

See above Romans 7s7•

5. PAUL'S RENDERING OF THE OLD TESTAMENT TEXT

a. Deuteronomy 9?17-21

Paul abridges these 0T passages. He omits verse twenty alto¬

gether and the rest of verse twenty-one after the initials £?uGu-

jiT|(7Et c • Otherwise the citation is verbatim after the LXX.

b. Exodus 20:13-17

Paul follows the order of Deuteronomy 5s17-19 rather than

Exodus 20:13-15• He omits verse sixteen which corresponds to verse

twenty in Deuteronomy and omits the rest of the verse after the

initial extGupp'et-c in verse seventeen corresponding exactly

with verse twenty-one of Deuteronomy.

c* Leviticus 19:18

Paul omits the first part of the verse and EY10 e^lJl xCptoc

1. Brooke and McLean, Vol.1, part II. Exodus and Leviticus.
2. Field, Origenis Hexaplorum, Vol.1.
3. Brooke and McLean, Vol.1, part II. Exodus and Leviticus.



after o'eaurov otherwise this, too, is a verbatim citation from

the LXX.

6. QUOTATIONS FROM OTHER SOURCES

a• Post-Apostolic Fathers

There is a reference in the Didache (2) to the quotations

from Exodus 20:13-17 (Deuteronomy 5 s17-21) which follows a diffe¬

rent order from our text. Its reading oti <poveuo"atc, 06 [xotiers i q. .

oC> xhcilist, £.. .o&x ^TttOupncrei c does not agree in order either

with the OT texts or with the NT citations. This comes immediately

after the statement "This is the second commandment of the teaching",

then the paragraph goes on to deal largely with the Ten Commandments

and other prohibitions. Thus the usage seems to compare with that

of the OT citations in Romans."'"

Leviticus 19:18 is also cited in the Didache (l) The Way of

Life is this. First of all, "Thou shalt love the God that made

2
thee: secondly, thy neighbour as thyself." The usage here is the

same as the usage of the other two passages, that is, in conformity

1. Lightfoot, The Apostolic Fathers, pp.218, 230.
2. It is interesting to note that Barnabas 19:2 uses the same phrase

" &ya7rr)cre c q Tcn> TOirtouvrnd ere " in a paragraph that begins "this,
then, is the way of light" and a little farther down has a quota¬
tion from Ex. 20:14 ot po i xe tare t e set among other prohibi¬
tions. (Cf. Lightfoot pp.217) 229, 263, 286) The two expres¬
sions are very much alike and set in the same context of the "way
of life" and of the Decalogue. They were both written not far
from the same date the Didache perhaps in Palestine or Syria and
The Epistle of Barnabas in Egypt. (Lightfoot pp.216, 240). Which
author influenced the other? Or did they use a common source?
Perhaps so. If so, was it the OT? The writings of the still un¬
formulated NT? Or was it taken from a book of testimonies? Be¬
cause the wording of the phrases is the same or nearly so
mov Geov is dropped out by Barnabas but it is definitely
implied by the tov TOHrjaavra - and because neither the OT
or NT uses this construction it would seem that this expression .

was taken from the latter - a book of Testimonies common to
both authors.



to the literal and didactic application of the Leviticus passage.

The text follows the LXX.

Qufnra.n Literature

There do not seem to he any citations of Exodus 20:13-1? or

Deuteronomy 5:17-21 in the Qumran Literature. However, there is a

reference to Leviticus 19:18 in CD 6:20,8:5 and 1QS 1:9.

In CD 6:20 the text is very similar to the Hebrew of Leviti¬

cus 19:18. It reads IMCD IHTIK DX • Rabin trans¬

lates it "To love each man his brother like himself." Gaster

2
translates it "to love each man his neighbour like himself" . In

De Waard's discussion of the citation it is not clear whether he

wishes to deny NT dependence on CD 6:20 or CD 6:20 upon Leviticus

19:18. If he means the former, which I presume he means, I would

agree with him, but not if he means the latter."^ The citation is

used in CD 6:20 in much the same way and sense as in Leviticus

19:18. The thought is much the same, indeed, so much so, that in

translating it the English version comes out very much the same.

It may be pointed out that the substitution of IHTIX in CD 6:20

for the -pn of the MT is not significant because the two terms
A 5

are confused both in CD and in the LXX. The reference to Leviti¬

cus 19:18 in CD 8:5 refers to that part of the verse not in the ci¬

tation of Romans 13:9*

In 1QS 1:9 there is a reference to Leviticus 19:18. The cove¬

nanters are called upon "to practice all the precepts of God .... so

that they may love all the sons of light .... and hate all the sons

of darkness ...." Leaney feels this is a reference to Leviticus

1. Rabin, p.25. See also Dupont-Sommer, p.132.
2. Gaster, p.78.
3. De Waard, pp.35-36.
4. cf. 7:2; 8:6; 9;8; 16:15, etc.
5. Rabin, p.25; De Waard, p.35•



19:18.1 In 1:4 there is a similar reference "to love all that He

(God) has chosen and to hate all He has rejected ..." These refe¬

rences occur in the General Introduction of CD 1:1-15 and form what

amounts to a resolution by the Instructor and his men to accept of

"all who promise to practice the precepts of God ... so they may

love all the sons of light etc. This is not an injunction to

"love thy neighbour as thyself" therefore it is not a reference to

Leviticus 19:18 but Leviticus 19:18 may have been the basic refe¬

rence to the concept behind CD 1:9 and 4»

c • Z§Lrai 1 el_ Passages

Matthew 19:18 - follows the LXXB exactly from both Deutero¬

nomy 5:17 through the initial eraOujifjcreii; of verse twenty, and

Leviticus 19:18. Jesus' usage of these two citations seems to coin¬

cide with that of the passages cited, exactly.

Mark 10:19; 12:31 - Mark 10:19 follows the order of Deutero-
cl

nomy 5:17-20 but uses the aorist subjunctive with \x'\ rather than

oft with the future indicative as in Matthew, Romans, and the LXX.

Mark 12:31 follows the LXXB exactly. In Mark 10:19 Jesus uses the

citation from Deuteronomy 5:17-20 in the same way as in the 0T con¬

text. However, in Mark 12:31 Jesus connects Leviticus 19:18 up with

the Shema of Deut. 6:4»5•

Luke 18:20 - Luke uses the subjunctive with |rrj as does Mark

(except for Codex D which uses oft with the indicative), and follows

the order of LXXA rather than that of LXXB for either Deuteronomy

5:17-20 or Exodus 20:13-16 . As in both Matthew and Mark, so here in

Luke, Jesus uses the 0T citation in the very literal sense of its
h ere.

historic meaning and situation. Luke does not quote^from Leviticus 19
The distinction between the use of oft with the indicative and

1. Leaney, p.118.

However, as Luke w ec-h s Lev. \cL't$ ujltk
D ix-fc. L s" m /onke I e>; 21,



(if) with the aorist subjunctive used in the above passages indi¬

cates the attitude of the speaker. The force of oft is sometimes

very powerful, like the heavy thud of a blow. oft with the indica¬

tive is more emphatic than fir) with the subjunctive. While fir]

jpaves the door open for further discussion or entreaty, oft closes

the door abruptly."'' Further fif) with the aorist subjunctive means

"do not begin doing something", v/hile oft with the indicative means

If ^
"stop doing something already begun." It is a blunt command to cease

and desist, and oft with the future indicative is a blunt statement

not to begin in the future to do a thing.

Matthew uses oft with the future indicative because the rich

young man takes the initiative and asks Jesus what commands he had

in mind. Jesus could only give a clear statement of what the com¬

mandments were. Matthew indicates, by using oft with the future in¬

dicative, that these were positive prohibitions. But in Mark and

Luke the same scene is presented differently by the writers. Here

Jesus Himself puts the question to the young man and ends by kindly

saying, "you know the commandments" and then repeats them Himself.

The writers desire to indicate that Jesus wanted the conversation to

go further, therefore they use fif) with the aorist subjunctive. By

this they also indicate that the young man had not done these things

prohibited by the Ten Commandments. Further they indicate that Jesus

was making it easy for the conversation to go on. By using fir)

with the aorist subjunctive Mark and Luke indicate Jesus' love and

interest in the young man.^
1. Robertson, Grammar of the Greek Hew Testament, p.1157•
2* Ibid. pp.851f.
3. Note: If Jesus spoke Aramaic the difference between oft and pf)

cannot rightfully be attributed to Him, but must be attributed
to the Gospel writers. If Jesus spoke Greek then the writers
have changed His words because they desired to apply the story
differently.
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Galatians 5:1-4 - Paul does not cite the Deuteronomy or

Exodus passages in Galatians. But he does cite verbatim from the

LXX the passage from Leviticus 19s18. He quotes it in connection

with the Law, which for Paul meant, not just the Decalogue, but at'

least the Law of Moses in the traditional sense.^ Paul's use of

Leviticus 19 J18 in Galatians 5*14 is the same as in Romans 13s9•

d. Midrash and Talmud

There are numerous references and allusions to the 0T texts

of Paul's citation in the Midrash. In every case Midrash Kabbah

gives a literal and historical interpretation of the giving of the
2

Decalogue to Moses and its acceptance by the people.

There are a great number of references to the verses refer¬

red to by Paul in his citations from the 0T in the Talmud. Most

are rather vague, to say the least, others give a somewhat literal

interpretation with somewhat less forcefulness than Paul.J

7. PAUL'S HEHMENEDTICAL USAGE OF THE

OLD TESTAMENT CITATION

Of the three 0T passages cited by Paul here in Romans 13s9

the first (Exodus 20:13-15>17) occurs in the initial giving of the

Decalogue through Moses, the second (Deuteronomy 5:17-21) occurs in

a subsequent teaching of the Decalogue to the younger generation.

The third (Leviticus 19:18) occurs in a chapter wherein the Deca¬

logue is recapitulated along with other commands and prohibitions

as Moses teaches the people. In each instance the words are addres¬

sed to Israelites who are in a covenant relation to God. There is

1. Gerhardt Kittel, Theological Dictionary of the New Testament,
pp.1054, IO69. ~

2. Freedman, Midrash Rabbah, Leviticus,pp.307 ? 349> Numbers,pp. 239?
260, 345? 179? 466, 214, 598; Exodus, pp.06, 88, 568; Song of
Solomon, pp.131? 22, 26,etc.

3. The Babylonian Talmud, Berqkoth, p.29; Sanhedrin, pp.286, 569?
41, 570; Makkoth, p.91? Pesahim, pp.432,etc.
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no metaphorical or symbolical language used. The commands are meant

to be kept literally. These prohibitions and the command "to love

thy neighbour as thyself" are part of that covenant which binds Is¬

rael to God.

Paul cites these passages in much the same way they are used

in their OP context. He does not refer to their context or the his¬

torical circumstances involved in their writing. However, the mea¬

ning is, if you love your neighbour you will treat him in accordance

with the Law, you will not offend him in any point mentioned in the

Lav/."'' That the Law could be summed up in love was not a new thought,

but accepted by the Jews and by Jesus (Luke 10:25-28). Paul, on-

this occasion argues in remarkable conformity with bet Hillel, that

all the commandments in the Torah are comprehended ( &vax£<pa,\at,-
oftcrOat ) in the "word" ( Xoyoc ) on love for one's neigh¬

bour.^ Here love has reference only to inter-human relations.

Paul does not say the Law is love but that love fulfills the Law.^
The only difference in Paul's usage of these passages from that of

Moses is that whereas Moses addresses these words to Israelites in

covenant relationship with God, Paul addresses them to Christians

who are in soteriological relationship with Christ. Paul goes a

step further in stating that "love thy neighbour as thyself" sums

up the whole Law in its inter-human application. Thus he interprets

literally but with expansion of application.

1. Barrett, p.251.
2. Best, p.151.
3. Birger Gerhardsson, Memory and Manuscript, Uppsal4, G.W.K.,

Gleerup-:Lund, Ejnar Munksgaard, Copenhagen, 1961, p.138.
4. Murray, Vol.11, p.160.
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ROMANS 14 ill

THE NEW TESTAMENT TEXT FOR ROMANS 14;11

yeypa-Kiai Y^P>

<jZ kyd), XeyeL K6p i ocj, oti ejiot yA\±\re l tJ1\> yovv, xal man,

YXwqsa e^ojioXcYncreTat tw 6e<J>.

THE HEBREW MASSOKETIC TEXT FOR ISAIAH 45<23

'3 31-7' KVl 13*7 np3S '3D KX' W3173 '3
>3 yawi -pa *?3 snsn

THE TARGUM1 OF ISAIAH 45:23

*733' K^l Dins 7373 'D3p |D p33 TPD"p '3D'D3
*73 D"pn "1*13 *73 $n3J7 'Dip '*7K

THE SEPTUAGINT TEXT B FOR ISAIAH 45; 23

xai epauTou bpvCco,... .cm epiot x&p^et tJ3a> yovu, xac

opetTTCu rJSou, yTScraa tov Ge6v.

1. Stenning, pp.156-57*
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1. INTRODUCTORY FORMULA

(see above Romans 12:19 comments on IF)

2. NEW TESTAMENT TEXT ANALYSIS

Codices 1170 and 6 202 of von Soden's la group omit y<ip
ton)

, i „
and H114 omits yeypcwvrat . Instead of omt Codex G alone reads

el (if) . I^opoXoyncre'tCH is read before moo, by B, D*, E, F,

G, and many minuscules.. The text is supported by X , A, C, D13, L,

P, and many others."^ The evidence is about evenly divided between

these two readings, however, there is little significance in the va-

riant. Codices 208f of von Soden's Ic^ group of MSS^and the Syriac
Harclean version read mco xupCw for iw Seep in the text. The

Syriac Peshitta version reads pot for mw 8ecp In each of

the above cases the variant is either inconsequential and supported

by good but insufficient evidence or of some significance but suppor¬

ted by little textual evidence.

3. OLD TESTAMENT TEXT ANALYSIS

a. Mass0retic Text

npnx is perhaps to be read fiplXH • The LXX adds
tov 0sov (mw 0eto) .^

b. Septuagint Text

epaumofi is read £pou by Codices 46 and 534• opvuco is

read opvutov by Codices S* ( X *) and 544- xaC before opeFmt

is omitted by Codex 106 in agreement with the MT. 6peTmat

is read ££opoAoyr)o"emat Ly Codices A, Q, SC ( X )•

1. Von Soden, Vol.11.
2. Nestle and Aland.
3. Tischendorf, Vol.11.
4. Von Soden, Vol.11.
5. Kittel, Biblia Hebraica.
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and others. 6eo~ is read xov Qeov by Codices B, V, 88, Syro-

Hexapla, Lucian, Theodoret, Cyril, Eusebius; it is. read tov

(K }
Kftptov by Codex S*Mar/d Tov 6eov plus xov &Xr)0(,v6v Ly Luci¬
an, Codex 544) Eusebius and Theodoret. e£o|j.oXoYTp~ei;cu mou. yXwouu

C / c 1
to) Geco is read by Codices A, Q, and S ( K ) • be Waard adds

£ ^ vvithout citing authority for it.^ opeCTa,!, moo. y^^oouu tov Geov

is read by B, S* ( *), L, C, in agreement with the MT. The evi¬ls

dence therefore is on the side of the latter.

4. CONTEXT OF THE OLD TESTAMENT CITATION

Israel is reminded in the forty-fifth Chapter that God alone

is God, Sovereign Creator of all things and all men. "It is a

Messianic prediction of the final and universal triumph of God."^"
He declares Himself to be merciful and benevolent and pleads "Look

unto me and be ye saved all the ends of the earth." In this con¬

text of sovereignty and inercy comes the verse which Paul cites,

which indicates that the whole of mankind will at some future date

acknowledge its Creator and Lord.

5. PAUL'S RENDERING OF THE OLD TESTAMENT TEXT

xa,i* eparroU opvtco is altered to read e'yw, Xeyet,

liGptoc by Paul. The meaning remains about the same, but the ex¬

pression is altered beyond what one would expect as the result of

a faulty memory or a paraphrasing of the text. It may suggest the

1. Rahlfs, Septuaginta, Vol.11, p.629.
2. De Waard, p.10.
3. Ziegler, Septuaginta, Vol.14. Isaias.
4. Liddon, p.264.
5. Murray, Vol.11, p.135.
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use of a different text or a book of "testimonies".1 Paul may have
2

confused this verse with the beginning of Numbers 14*28, which .is

possible though not very probable when we consider that Paul was a

well educated Pharisee who obtained his education at the feet of

Gamaliel (Acts 22:3), one of the great scholars of Jewish Rabbinism.

The following two phrases of the LXX are omitted by Paul. 6|.te~'vat

of the LXX is rejected for ^ojioAoyncjerat, with the natural re¬

sult that tov Geov becomes rw 0e<~ the dative of the indi¬

rect object.^ This appears to be a conscious altering and a fol¬

lowing of the LXX, for the Hebrew has no equivalent for rov 6e6v.

This is a free hermeneutical rendering which is common both in the

various texts of the LXX and in the Targums^ as well as in other

versions. Toy suggests that ^opoXoYTjo'emai may have been taken

5
from "the oral Aramaic." This may have been the case, though Toy

is prone to see the use of the Aramaic almost everywhere there has

\ been an alteration in an OT citation. The '•^opoAo'fOO'efat, of

Paul is not as close a rendering of the Hebrew V3'PJl as opef

tch 0f the LXX. The Targum of Isaiah renders '2

as n'Cp * lO'DSt and. as in each case

1. Turpie says "the apostle merely supplies its place by the frequent¬
ly occurring formula eyw, Xeyet IlCptoc - The Old Testament
in the New, p.261. Toy says that it is a common prophetic ex¬
pression. (Toy, p.164) Stuart says "the apostle has translated
ad sensum, not ad verbum". (p.413)

2. cf. Numbers 14*21; Deuteronomy 32:40, Isaiah 49:36> Ezekiel 33*11,
3. Unless we understand "allegiance" or some such word as the object

of opoXoyrjcreTCH . Otherwise it would have to mean "praise to
God" o|ioXo*fna"etcH with the dative means "to praise" (cf. Mat¬
thew 11:25; Luke 10:21; Romans 15*9) or "to promise" as in Luke
22:6. It requires an object in the accusative when it means"to
confess" as in James 5*16. (Liddon, p.2o5; see also Boise, p.119
and Meyer on this verse; Shedd, p.394, Arndt and Gingrich etc.)

4. Toy, p.I64.
5. Ibid.
6. Stenning, pp.156-157-
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the meaning is, to swear, but it may also mean, to confirm, vouch,

declare a thing to be so. Toy may be right in thinking this may be

the source of Paul's e^o|aohoYncret:at, 1 though it is questioned
2

seriously by De Tfeard. The rendering of ego|-!o\oyiicr£a;cu by

Codices A, Q, and Sc ( ) is probably due to the influence of

Romans.^ Ellis is wrong when he says of this verse that it varies

from the LXX and the Hebrew where they vary,^ for ££5

Ktfptoc certainly varies from the LXX and the Hebrew, yet the LXX
is a very close rendering of the Hebrew. The same is true of

5 6
^ojaoXoyncreTOt . opsTTOt, is a close rendering of the Hebrew,

whereas Paul's oj-ioXo^n7Te'ra'' a very free rendering. And if .

the reading of LXXA, Q, S°( ) be considered, these texts read
• 7

with Paul except for the order of words.

6. QUOTATIONS FROM OTHER SOURCES

a. Qumran Literature

The Isaiah text does not occur in lQISa^. The text of

lQISa deviates from the MT in reading the particle before

yiUETl. Though the particle T is missing before in

the MT it is added by the LXX ( xaf ) and by Paul in Romans

14:11.^ It also differs in reading for which is

just another way of writing The same is true for

it is written ""[TlD in lQISaa.
There is a reference to Isaiah 45i23 in 1QH 13:18-19 though

1. Toy, p.I64.
2. De Waard, p.10.
3. Liddon, p.265; Toy, p.l63; Ellis, Paul's Use of the Old Testa¬

ment, p.144.
4. Ellis, Ibid, p.150.
5. De Waard, p.10.
6. Shedd, p.394-
7. De Waard, p.10.
8. Ibid.
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it is a reference to a different part of the verse than is the cita¬

tion of Paul."'"

c. Talmud

2
There are two references to Isaiah 45*23 in the Talmud." The

one"^ refers to a different part of the verse than Paul's citation.

The other^ refers to the first part of the citation "That unto me

every knee shall bow" to the day of dying because of Psalm 22:30

"all that go down to the dust shall kneel before Him." The last

clause "every tongue shall swear" is referred to the day of birth

because of Psalm 24;4* This does seem to take the verse in a some¬

what literal sense but it appears to be taken in a less serious way

than by Paul.

7. PAUL'S HEEMENEUTICAL USAGE OF THE

OLD TESTAMENT CITATION

This statement of Isaiah 45;23 occurs in the immediate con¬

text of God's plea "Look unto me and be ye saved, all the ends of

the earth, for I am God, and there is none else" (45*22) and in

the wider context of God's sovereignty in creation. The citation

is an asseveration that all mankind will bow in reverence before

5
Him and will confess Him as the one true God. "This homage sup¬

poses and implies the judgment by which they shall all have been

brought to His feet."^ The words are addressed to Israel but the

whole of mankind is in the view of the writer. The salvation "of

all the ends of the earth" in Isaiah 45*22 as well as the statement

1. De Waard, p.62; Holm-Nielsen, p.211.
2. The Babylonian Talmud, Nedarim p.14; Niddah, p.212.
3* Ibid. Hedarim p.l4«
4« Ibid. Niddah, p.212.
5. Arnold and Ford, p.286.
6. Godet, p.459*
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in Romans 14s10 that "we shall all stand before the judgment seat

of God", for which the citation is introduced for confirmation, in¬

dicate more than a temporal situation.

Paul quotes this passage as a proof text to prove that "we

shall all stand before the judgment seat of Christ."^" He inter¬

prets this citation literally according to its meaning in context,
2

yet he mentions nothing of the context or historical setting.

This }as always;is taken for granted; he assumes that his readers

have this background."^ Paul, like Isaiah who addresses the Isra¬

elites, addresses this citation to all Christians with the whole

of mankind in view.^ The "all" cannot be confined to Christians

only, no more than the words of Isaiah can be confined to Israel.

Paul also takes these words of Yahweh^God(and applies them in much
the same way as Isaiah. Therefore Hodge overstates the case in

his bold statement that

"The apostle evidently considered the recognition
of the authority of Christ as being tantamount to
submission to God and he applies without hesita¬
tion, the declaration of the Old Testament in re¬
lation to the universal dominion of Jehovah, in
proof of the Redeemer's sovereignty. In Paul's
estimation therefore, Jesus Christ was God."5

In Isaiah it is God to whom every knee shall bow, for Paul

it is Jesus Christ, as in Philippians 2:10-11, but here, Paul

does not mention Jesus Christ. God is the subject throughout the

context. In view of the context especially Romans 14:10-12 and

15:27 it is questionable whether Paul is applying the citation

to Christ and making the equation, God equals Jesus Christ.

1. Schaff, Vol.Ill, p.138.
2. H.J. Schoeps, p.39- See also Ellis, Paul's Use of the Old

Testament, p.l47«
3. Kistemaker, p.58.
4. Murray, Vol.11, p.184.
5. Hodge, p.422.
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ROMANS 15;3

THE NEW TESTAMENT TEXT FOR ROMANS 15?3

xa.6wc

Oi 6vei6toTiot twv 6vei5(,£6vtu)v cre h%£-KEOO,v kn* h[ie.

THE HEBREW MASSORETIC TEXT FOR PSAIM 69i9

:»V? 1^93 I'snn jnsirn

THE SEPTUAGIHT TEXT B FOR PSALM 69: 9 (68:10)

ol SvetStajiot t:c3v ovetSo&Svcwv as Ixeracsuv e% k[xet
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1. INTRODUCTORY .FORMULA

For the thirteenth time Paul uses this, his most often used

IF.1

2. NEW TESTAMENT TEXT ANALYSIS

There are no important textual variants for Paul's text

that involves the OT citation. There is a.. - diffe-

pers°~n
rence in ^tctcsouv . . Codex L reads -o'ov and others read

5"
-crev for the final ~ouv . o is omitted by D*, F, and G,

2
before Xpicrtoc af the beginning of the verse but this does

not concern this citation.

3. OLI) TESTAMENT TEXT ANALYSIS

a. Massoretlc Text

There are no variants in the Massoretic Text.

L. Septuagint Text

There are only orthographic variants in the LXX. £7te7ceotiv

is read by most texts, though £Ti£%£0~ov is read by Lucian and

Theodotion^ in agreement with the reading of Codex L for Romans.

tributed to David in the superscription. The first part of the

psalm speaks of the psalmist's humiliation and rejection. It is

in this section where the psalmist dwells upon his rejection that

the citation "the reproaches of them that reproached thee fell

upon me" occurs. Verses 22 and 23 have been quoted in Romans 11:9 >

10, which see.

1. cf. above, Romans 1:17.
2. Tischendorf, Vol.11.
3. Rahlfs, Septuaginta, Vol.10, Psalmi cum Odis.
4. Liddon, p.2?5> Dodd, According to The Scriptures, p.58.

4. CONTEXT OF THE OLD TESTAMENT CITATION

4
This 69th Psalm often quoted in the NT as Messianic is at-

5. yepresdKis doris
Seaovid aon'sh /* 0-r
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5. PAUL'S RENDERING OP THE OLD TESTAMENT TEXT

For the fifteenth time Paul quotes the LXX verbatim."'" The

LXX is a very close translation of the Hebrew. Dodd feels that

there is strong evidence since John 2s17 contains the first part

of Psalm 69s9 an,i altogether five authors quote from this Psalm,

that the authors of all these works were aware of the Psalm in its

2
entirety as a source of "testimonia".

6. QUOTATIONS FROM OTHER SOURCES

a. Qumran Literature

Psalm 69s9a is perhaps alluded to in 1QS 4:4 though, 69:9^
which forms Paul's citation is not referred to nor does it seem to

be alluded to.^

7. PAUL'S HERMENEUTICAL USAGE OF THE

OLD TESTAMENT CITATION

The psalmist in this psalm poetically sets forth his trials

and afflictions. The words of the citation clearly mean that the

reproaches men levelled against God fell upon the psalmist him¬

self.^ The psalmist was so identified with the cause of righteous¬

ness and the will of God that those who were antagonistic toward

the righteous will of God were antagonistic toward him. They, it

would seem from the words of the psalmist, condemned God and the

psalmist in the same breath. Further this verse (Ps.69:9) states

that a contributing factor was the zeal of the psalmist toward God.

Verses 10-12 indicate that whatever he did in his zeal towards God

only gave opportunity to his enemies to reproach him. Probably the

1. Sanday and Headlam, p.395*
2. Dodd, According to The Scriptures, pp.57-59> 96-97> 108. cf.

John 15:25", Matthew 27:345 Mark 15:36; John 19:28 and Acts 1:20.
3. Leaney, p.151.
4. Sanday and Headlam, p.395•
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psalmist had more in mind than just himself. The psalm may he con¬

sidered as describing "the suffering at the hands of the ungodly,

of the typically righteous man."^
Paul transfers the words of the citation to Christ who is re-

2
presented as here addressing them to men in general. In the psalm

the subject is the psalmist; in Romans it is Christ. In the psalm

the object of the reproaches is God; in Romans it is man. The

psalmist takes the reproaches directed toward God, in Romans Christ

takes the reproaches directed toward all men upon Himself. Paul

takes the verse literally according t© the context of the psalm but

applies it differently in regard to those who are the objects of

the reproach. The citation is regarded as prophecy concerning the

Messiah."^ This citation occurs in an exhortation to patient and

thoughtful conduct which should be the character of the believer's

life as it was of Christ. Strangely there is no mention of the

passion here, though it is quite evidently the supreme example of

patience. The basis of the apologetic use of Scripture is the need

to prove that all the things that happened to Jesus followed along a

predetermined plan. Paul's thought has gone on from this to show

the life of the Church also corresponds to scriptural expectations

for the life of the Church is, indeed, the life of Christ.^

1. Sanday and Headlam, p.395*
2. Ibid.

3. Barrett, p.269; Hodge, p.433.
4. Lindars, 13.102.

1-t S« s tUt tk-e Wrst
part of ,"s a pp) Ic. J to
I 'h l'(7.
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ROMANS 13*9-12

THE NEW TESTAMENT TEXT FOR ROMANS 15:9-12

xaGwc yeyoa.m<xi >

Aca toCao e£op.o>.0yqcrofia£ crot ev eGvecrtv, ml to ovojiatt

o'oo ijraXuS.

xal mXt v X£ye t}

E?xppdvOxiTs, £0vt), [j.£'ca toC Xaoft ataoft.

xal 7tdXiv,

Alveite, x&vta to eOvrj, tov xCpiov, xal i-mtvsodTcoaav afiaov
7cdvTee ot Xao£.

xal xdXtv *Baa?ac 'kiye1,

"Eotoi ti pC^a tou 'ieaaaf, xal o dvicrrdpsvoc ap^etv &6vo5v'
£7i* autco eGvr) IXtuouot, v.

THE HEBREW MASSORETIC TEXT FOR THE OLD TESTAMENT CITATIONS

PSAHM 18:49 (17850)

"ptfVi mn' on an ynK p W

DEUTERONOMY 32;43

w on a nmr?

THE TARCUM1 FOR DEUTERONOMY 32*43

iVO? iPOO? lilO'?

1. Berliner, p.237
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PSALM 117:1

:ci>aKn Vo imni7 on) VD HTP nx *iV?n

ISAIAH 11:10

□W 03*? 7tW TJ7X t?TP Kim Din H'Hl

d'H *1

THE TARGIIM1 FOR ISAIAH 11:10

oii?n vnn nn rpna "n xinn ^nn

Tin pdVn n*1? x»noyV nx

THE SEPTUAGINT TEXT B FOR THE OLD TESTAMENT CITATIONS

PSALM 18;49 (17»50)

Si& toO'to £t\opoAo'yT|cfoiiaf crot, kv eGveoa v, KCpte, xal a'oT

ovojiaxC crou \JraAfi5.
DEUTERONOMY 32;43

etxpp&vGiyce eGvr] pteTa toft Aaou at>To{>.

PSALM 117:1 (ll6»l)

AtveCte tov KCptov xavia tcl eQvr\, atveo'&Toxrav atnov
mvrec ot Xaot.

ISAIAH Hi 10

xat ecmu bv T?j rp£pa £xeCv'Q rj pf£a toft *Ieouut xoX b
(tovtcrrdpevoc apxstv eOycov, b%' atmo eGvr] IX7UoCcrii>.

1. Stenning, pp.42,43.
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1. INTRODUCTORY FORMULA

Paul begins this long"charaz" with his favourite indefinite

IF, which he uses here for the fourteenth time in Romans. The IFs

of verses ten and eleven, though not used heretofore in Romans in

this form, are variations of IFs which he has already used. The

IF of verse twelve is the same as in 10:16,20 except for the v.cll

v.d?a v

2. NEW TESTAMENT TEXT ANALYSIS

KCpie is interpolated into the text after eOyscrov by

Codices , 33, 1611, the majority of other MSS, and the Clemen¬

tine version of the Vulgate"'" in accordance with the LXX of Psalirr
p

18:49 (17:50), the Syriac Harclean version and Chrysostom.""

Sta ttouto is read 6td mou Ttpo^ycou by K and Origen. i},'a^t~
is read before mo~ oyoparC crou by Codices D (Greek), E (Greek),

G, g, and Coptic versions.'^
Aeyet is interpolated into the text after tbIXiv by

Codices B, D, E, F, G, and a few others, the Old. Latin and Syriac

versions. ercuvecrd/ciocrav is read kaivAouts by the Koine

texts, G, and the majority of other texts.^ The order -toy xftp'.ov
r&v%a to, e.0v»ii is followed by Codices C, F, G, L, f, g, the

Syriac Peshitta, Armenian and Ethiopic versions, Origen, Theophi-
r:

lus and others. xat before Jmtvecr&ixoouv is omitted by
(xoef)

von Soden's Codices 6 48(33) > e 173(^2.3), e 56(L). Syriac Peshitta

and Chrysostom. K , the Coptic versions and Origen read Xeyet,

instead of the reverse order. K reads dvurravopevoc

1. Nestle and Aland,
2. Von Soden, Vol.11.
3. Tischendorf, Vol.11, and von Soden, Vol.11.
4. Nestle and Aland.
5. Tischendorf, Vol.11.
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fox' dvicrcAuevoc. Von Soden's la, group with 37 (-9)
J

read eGvr) O.^r't^y IrJ afctcp . Von Soden's la, group and Codex
M

5 507 add o before'Hoo,ro,c • £>48(33), Theodotus and Codex w
A

add xoX before eo'tat, Codex 552 of von Soden's la, group

adds xal ectai. rj ivdmucnq aftrcft ttprj after eXtuovertv

There is lack of sufficient evidence for all of the above

variants, with the exception of the addition of Xeyei after

TtdXtv in verse eleven. Here the best representative MS of
I '

the Alexandrian (B), and.the Western (D) family of texts, together

with E, F, and G, and the Old Latin, form good, though not over¬

whelming, evidence for its acceptance.

3. OLD TESTAMENT TEXT ANALYSIS

PSALM 10:49

a. Massoretio Text

II Samuel 22:50 reads for II Samuel

22:50 inverts mil' □"'Tan. perhaps rightly read
2

-pw'? *
b. Septuagint Text

No textual variants noted here by Rahlfs.

DEUTERONOMY 32:43

a. Massoretic Text

W on/probably read 17DB7 (JIX) D'Ul in accordance

with Kennicott Codex 146/

1. Von Soden, Vol.11. The la group includes Codices 55, 56, 64,
552, 5 156, 6507 and many"others, p.XVI. Also see Tischendorf,
Vol.11.

2. Kittel, Biblia Hebraioa.
3. Ibid.
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b. Septuagint Text

Deuteronomy 32:43 - Aquila reads aivo7;oorpa/ce, eQvr\, Aaoc

a&rou . Theodotion reads dyetAAtooOe, e6vr), ?v.abg a&mou .4

PSALM 117:1 (116:l)

a. Massoretic Text

D'QXn is probably read CPttK1? .2
b. Septuagint Text

atvecRxrooaav is read £mtvecramt by Codices KC'a'T,
cl

K, A Margin, and it is read £movscrdroxxtv by Codex A and

£tch veatvee by Codex R^. ot before Aaot is omitted by

Codex "1219.4

ISAIAH 11:10

a. Massoretic Text

There are no Hebrew textual variants for this verse.

b. Septuagint Text

ev is omitted by Codices 233» 301. From 'ieootxt on, the

rest of the verse is omitted by Codex 565- sOvrj is read

eCvw by Codex A and the Boharic version adds wdyra as well.

Aquila reads oq dvfoumat sic; cruaerniiov Aatov . Symmachus reads

the same except that slg is bracketed and \a/x>v
^ is changed

, 5
to read mcov eCvcov

1. Field, Origenis Hexaplorum, Vol.1.
2. Kittel, B'iblia Hebraica.
3. Swete, The Old Testament in Greek, Vol.11
4. Rahlfs, Septuaginta, Vol.10, Psalmi cum Odis.
5. Ziegler, Septuaginta, Vol.14? Isaias.



4. CONTEXT OF OLD TESTAMENT CITATIONS

Psalm 18:49

Here Paul quotes again from a psalm attributed, in the super¬

scription to David. The superscription also indicates that this

psalm was composed at the time God delivered David from his enemies

and, perhaps especially, Saul. The psalm, therefore, is a psalm of

deliverance and praise._ David gives all credit to God and extols

Him. In the verse of our citation he waxes eloquent and'declares

that he "will give thanks unto thee, 0 Lord among the heathen, and

sing praises unto thy name."

Deuteronomy 32:43

This verse comes in the same context as Deuteronomy 32:35

which is quoted in Romans 12:19, which see.

Psalm 11? '• 1

This psalm is the shortest psalm of the Bible having only

two verses. It is a psalm of praise for God's mercy and truth.

It follows a psalm of thanksgiving and, in turn, is followed by

a psalm of thanksgiving. It is an invitation to the heathen

world to come into the kingdom of God."''
Isaiah 11:10

This verse comes in a section of Isaiah which is prophetic

of the Davidic Kingdom which is Messianic and eschatological.

When this "rod out of the stem of Jesse" reigns all nature will

be changed and "the wolf will dwell with the lamb" etc. The verse

of the citation comes in this context and declares that the Gen¬

tiles will seek this "root of Jesse". He will be universally accep¬

ted and will reign universally.

1. Liddon, p.279-
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5. PAUL'S RENDERING OP THESE OLD TESTAMENT TEXTS

PsalmIB:49

Paul omits the xftpte after eQveo'iV otherwise this ci¬
tation is taken verbatim from the LXX. In omitting xrpie he

departs both from the LXX and the Hebrew.'*" The LXX is a very

literal translation of the Hebrew.

Deuteronomy 32 a 43

The first clause only is cited by Paul and this is taken ver-

2
batim from the LXX. Here too the LXX differs from the Hebrew.

There is no equivalent in the Hebrew for piexd . As is noted

above the LXX may have read qfty jiK and so rendered ]")K} petd.-
The Hiphil J'3"in may mean, to cause to shout for joy, as in Psalm
65:9 and Job 29:13 or it may mean, to shout for joy, followed by

as in Psalm 32:11. The literal rendering seems to be "0 ye nations,

Make His people to rejoice." However, this does not seem to fit

the context nor does the translation of the LXX."^ This makes seven¬

teen times Paul has cited the LXX verbatim.

Psalm 117:1

Paul alters the- word order of the first clause from oive~-

tch tov xupiov 7t&vta td eOvr) to at ve t/rat xdvta td sOvt) toy xflpiov.
Toy feels that the change is due to a "rhetorical variation to gain

variety in the two clauses."^ But it may have suited Paul's idea

here best to place xdvta td eGvri in a more emphatic position.

Paul also adds the conjunction xa£ after xuptov and prefers

emtvsodtcoouy of the LXXA to the unprefixed atvso&twotxv of

the LXX K • It is interesting to note that lPDK occurs only

1. Ellis, Paul's Use of the Old Testament, pp.150-157•
2. Liddon, p.278.
3. Toy, p.165.
4. Ibid.



here in the OT, the word elsewhere means the Ishmaelites or Midi-

anitish tribes.''"

Isaiah 11:10

Paul omits iv ffj r)(-iepcx £xeCvij and drops the initial con¬

junction xat leaving just earat, rj ptcQx with the remainder
of the citation verbatim after the LXX, but the LXX differs from

the Hebrew.^ DUb UDV U7/K is paraphrased by the LXX to

read o &vicn;&|i£vo<; apystv eOvtov Ellis is not wholly correct
in saying that Paul is "at variance with the LXX and the Hebrew

where they vary."^' Paul varies from both where they agree. GT3

Kinn is translated correctly by the LXX as hv tP[ "rplpa.
exeJvT] yet this is omitted by Paul and where the LXX paraphrases

the Hebrew, Paul follows the LXX. Dodd, not unreasonably, sees

Isaiah 11:10 along with the whole pericope of Isaiah 11 as part of

the Scriptures which were used to make up the "testimcnia" of the

5
Early Church.

6. QUOTATIONS FROM OTHER SOURCES

a. Qumran Literature

£t Id
lQISa reads with the MT but lQISa has a lacuna at Isaiah

11:10.6

Dupont-Sommer sees a reference or at least an allusion to

Isaiah 11:10 in 1QH 2:13-14^ though Mansoor does not.^

1. Liddon, p.279*
2. Ibid.

3. Ibid, pp.279-280; Sanday and Headlam, p.399•
4. Ellis, Paul's Use of the Old Testament, pp.150-1.
5. Dodd, According to the Scriptures, pp.83, 107> 138.
6. De Waard, p.6.
7. Dupont-Sommer, p.205.
8. Mansoor, p.107.



b. Midrash

There is no reference in Midrash Rabbah to Psalm 18:49-

There are three references to Deuteronomy 32:43 but not to the part

of the verse that forms our citation."'' There are two references to

Psalm 117but it is difficult to say in just what way it is used,

so they are of little help in determining the usage of the citation.

Isaiah 11:10 is mentioned three times,^ each time the verse is app¬

lied Messianically to the "Coming of the Royal Messiah" from the

tribe of Judah.

c. Talmud

There are several references to Isaiah 11:10 in the Talmud.^
Two give the Isaiah 11:10 passage a definite Messianic and escha-

tological interpretation.

7. PAUL'S HEBMEREUTICAL USAGE OP THESE

OLD TESTAMENT CITATIONS

Though these four passages of Paul's citation come in diffe¬

rent places and contexts in the Old Testament yet they have several

things in common. First in each case the Gentile is called upon to

join Israel in rejoicing. Secondly, Israel calls the Gentile to re¬

joice with Israel because of Israel's temporal deliverance. Third¬

ly, each mentions the Gentile in contra-distinction to Israel.

Fourthly, there seems to be an underlying thought that Israel's

blessing is the Gentile's blessing too. In Psalm 18:49 David is so

elated over God's deliverance that he wants to share his joy with

the Gentiles. Deuteronomy 32:43 is prophetic and calls upon the

Gentiles to rejoice with Israel when Israel after great apostacy

1. Field, Midrash Rabbah, Genesis, p.890, 930; Deuteronomy, p. 73-
2. Ibid, Exodus, pp.121, 220.
3. Ibid, Genesis, pp.901, 957» 983*
4- The Babylonian Talmud, Pesahim, pp.608, 6ll, 324; Shabbath, p.582.
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turns to God and is blessed. Psalrn 117:1 calls upon the Gentiles

to rejoice with Israel because of God's mercy to Israel and in.Isa¬

iah If'-lG we have an eschatological passage which looks to the res¬

toration of Israel in which the whole earth is blessed. In all

these Cases it is God who does the blessing; it is Israel, or a re¬

presentative member of Israel, that receives temporal blessing, and

the Gentiles are called in to rejoice with Israel, much in the NT

sense of the friend of the bridegroom rejoicing with the bride.

Israel is clearly the head and the Gentiles are the tail. The Gen¬

tiles benefit because of God's blessing the Israelites. These Old

Testament quotations imply, if they do not explicitly state, that

Jews arid Gentiles will praise God together.""
For the most part Paul does not quote literally but according

to the sense of the passage. These passages are all adduced by

Paul to support the proposition that one of the designs of Christ

in becoming a minister of circumcision was the salvation of the Gen-
2

tiles. "These citations, taken from the three divisions of the Old

Testament (Law, Writings, and Prophets) confirm Paul's view of his

own work as well as furnish a motive for unity."" In Psalm 18:49 Da¬

vid is celebrating victory over his enemies, the surrounding Gen¬

tiles. Paul interprets this passage in such a way that Christ is

made to praise God together with the Gentiles. In Deuteronomy 32:43

Moses calls upon the Gentiles to rejoice with Israel over her enemies.

Paul interprets the citation as though the Gentiles and Israelites

will unite in the praise of God.^' Psalm 117:1 is a call to the Gen¬

tiles to praise the Lord because of mercy extended to Israel. Paul

1. Best, p.163.
2. Stuart, p.421.
3. Murray, Vo.l.II, p.206.
4. Schaff, p.143.
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interprets this verse to mean the Gentiles are called upon to

praise God in union with the Israelites."'" And in. Isaiah II: 10 the

Messiah in redeeming Israel establishes Himself so that the Gentiles

trust Him. Paul understands this passage to mean that the Messiah

is to reign over both Israelites and Gentiles through their mutual

faith in Him. In the context of the citation the emphasis is not

upon the root of Jesse, but upon the Gentiles. It is the last of

this catena of Scripture on this subject. The Gentiles will share

in joyful praise to God, because they are under the same ruler.

This is somewhat a different emphasis than the Hebrew which suggests

that it is the root of Jesse around which the Gentiles will gather.

Paul makes this point by pressing the implications of the LXX. It

is not adduced as a Messianic testimony. It is used only because
2

of its application to the Gentiles. Paul seeks in these verses to

show that one of the reasons why the Messiah came, was to open the

door of salvation to the Gentiles. He cites this catena of Scrip¬

ture to show that there are Gentiles among Israel who are called

upon to praise God in the OT. Their inclusion with the people of

God, in the OT, is the basis and the motivation for unity and har¬

mony in the Church. Thus Paul again cites the sense but enlarges

the application of the OT as he cites it to prove or at least con¬

firm his argument. He is not concerned with context or the histo¬

rical situation.

1. Sanday and Headlam, pp.398-399*
2. Lindars, p.202.
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ROMANS 15:21

THE NEW TESTAMENT TEXT FOR ROMANS 15:21

xaGcbc Y®Ypa71|;TOt> >

otc of>x hvvtfYG,'hr\ Tiept a&iroO o|ovtw, xat o" o£>x &xr|x6acriv
cruvrjcrovcn, v.

i

THE HEBREW MASSORETIC TEXT FOR ISAIAH 52;15

: 1331 nrin 1W K*7 Itm 1K1 On*? 130 K*? TffX '3

THE TARGUM1 FOR ISAIAH 52:15b

nVonoK wp xVn *irn pn*? ix»yirox xVj 'ik

THE SEPTUAOINT TEXT B FOR ISAIAH 52:15

on ole, o?>x dviryyeto] rcept afctoft otJ/ovtch, xai ot o£>x doenxoaenv

ovvfjcrovo'i v.

1. Stenning, pp.78-179«
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1. INTRODUCTORY FORMULA

For the fifteenth and last time in Romans 'Paul uses this' in¬

definite IF to introduce the sixteenth reference to the book of

Isaiah.

2. NEW TESTAMENT TEXT ANALYSIS

otyovfat is read after <x&tou by p46> "the Iiesychian

texts,the Koine texts,and most others together with Tischendorf

and von Soden. The text is supported only by Codex B. Therefore

the evidence is overwhelmingly for reading otJ/ovtch after aftrou.^
(jUi)

Codex 208 of von Soden's Ic^ group^ omits aXXd before xaG<oq.
ataoU is read aurrjc also by 5 206 of his Ib-^ group(zyl).
dvriYfeXri is read &vr\Y(s\6r\ by his II §6(c) and

2
by his II 63 (?). There are other orthographic variants of this

word.

3. OLD TESTAMENT TEXT ANALYSIS

a. Massoretic Text

There are no textual variants .in that part of the verse

composing Paul's Citation either in the Hebrew or the LXX.

4. CONTEXT OF THE OLD TESTAMENT CITATION

Paul has quoted from Isaiah 52 two times already.^ The con¬

texts is much the same for these other citations except that at

verse thirteen there begins the prophecy of the exaltation of the
q

Servant of the Lord out of great humiliation. The citation des¬

cribes the astonishment of the nations and kings at the humiliation

1. Nestle and Aland.
2. Von Soden, Vol.11.
3. See Tischendorf, Vol.11.
4. See Romans 2:24 and 10:15.
5- Liddon, p.289.



of the Servant of the Lord"'" and his exaltation.

5. PAUL'S RENDERING OP THE OLD TESTAMENT TEXT

Paul omits the first part of the verse together with the cau¬

sal ort, which introduces the portion of the citation in the LXX.

It is natural that Paul should drop oil > for it does not fit

grammatically into the construction in which Paul cites this Old

Testament quotation. Then Paul for the eighteenth and last time

in Romans quotes verbatim from the LXX which differs slightly from
2

the Hebrew. The LXX apparently took the relative pronoun

in each clause as masculine and as the subject of the verbs 1R""I

and 13 HI HUH rather than neuter and rendered it with Ttspt
aJirot) . However, the general sense of the passage was not

greatly affected.^ The Hebrew lays the stress on the things seen

whereas the LXX, and of course Paul, lays the stress on those who

5
see. The text of the Targum differs quite substantially from the

MT, although the meaning remains about the same.^ Dodd notes that

this is one verse of a cluster of verses from Isaiah 52J13 through

7
53s12 which were used as an.important source of "testiraonia ci¬

ted many times in the NT. However, plausible as it may seem, the

fact of "testimonia" has yet to be proven conclusively. The matter

of testimonia will be taken up more fully in the conclusion of this

thesis.

Roberts says of this verse that it stands out as an example

of "Jewish reserve in communicating the true or full sense of a

1. Sanday and Headlam, p.408.
2. Shedd, p.417.
3. Liddon, p.287-
4. Toy, p.168; Sanday and Headlam, p.408.
5. Turpie, The Old Testament in the New, p.108.
6. Stenning, pp.178, 179*
7. Dodd, According to the Scriptures, pp.92-94*
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passage to a Gentile reader.""'" Though he does not say so, I am in¬

clined to think that he has reference to that part of Isaiah 52:15

which does not form part of Paul's citation.

6. QUOTATIONS FROM OTHER SOURCES

cL "b
The Hebrew text varies from lQISa and lQISa but the variants

2
are completely secondary.

There seems to be an allusion to Isaiah 52:15 in 1QE 13:11

but the text is corrupt and the reading is uncertain."^

7. PAUL'S HERMENEUTICAL USAGE OF THE

OLD TESTAMENT CITATION

It is difficult to know precisely what is meant in Isaiah

52:15. The main idea seems to be that the Gentile nations stand

in astonishment at the Servant of the Lord. The passage is escha-

tological and prophetic of the coming Messiah. It seems apparent

that when he arrives on the scene He attracts the attention of the

Gentiles, and world leaders will stand in awe at His humiliation

and possibly later at His exaltation. His exaltation is perhaps

hinted at in "he shall sprinkle many nations." The scene is histo¬

rical and temporal. The Servant of the Lord appears on earth, in

history and in the flesh and causes the nations of the world to

marvel. The verse indicates that awe is the reaction of these na¬

tions and kings upon hearing or seeing the work of the Messiah "for

the first tirne".^

Paul takes the words of this prophecy and applies them, "quite

in the spirit of the original, to the extension of the knowledge of

1. B.J. Roberts, p.117.
2. De Waard, p.6.
3. Holm-Nielsen, pp.210,213
4. Godet, p.481- Stuart, p-425«
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the true servant of Jehovah to places where his name has not been

mentioned.""'" Isaiah has reference to kings and-nations seeing and

hearing the Servant of the Lord as a personage upon earth, while

Paul applies it to the declaration of a Risen Lord, who is not upon

earth, but in heaven. It has to do with the mental and spiritual

seeing and accepting of Christ as Lord, quite apart from Christ be¬

ing seen in His person. Thus Paul does quote in the "spirit of the

original" but he enlarges the scope of the original idea's applica-
2

tion. Paul apparently believed himself to be acting in accordance

with this prediction."^ Thus Paul, not concerned with the condi¬

tions under which the original words were wrdtten or the context

within which they are found, gives a literal interpretation to the

prophecy but widens the scope of its application from the nations'

personal standing in awe at the Messiah to the proclamation of the

Messiah by His messengers.

1. Sanday and Headlam, p.408.
2. Lindars, p.82.
3. Barrett, p.277; Hodge, p.441-
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A BRIEF SURVEY OF DOCTRINES BASED ON THE OLD TESTAMENT

We have now considered at some length the data concerning Paul's

citation from the OT in the letter to the Romans. But before we turn

to draw conclusions it seems appropriate, after dealing with the tex¬

tual data of Paul's citations and his hermeneutical use of them, that

we should consider briefly what doctrines these citations are brought

forward to elucidate. In doing this we can hardly analyse thoroughly

the development of the theological concepts but must content our¬

selves with the barest outline.

Of necessity we must systematise Paul's teaching in order to

deal with it, but we must also keep in mind the fact "that Paul was

not a systematic theologian in our sense of the word.""'' In writing

the letter to the Romans, Paul had no idea of writing a theological
2

treatise or text book. Christianity for Paul was not a system of

ideas but of events. He felt himself involved in a great drama in

which God and man play their parts and which issues in either salva¬

tion or perdition.^ Paul lays no claim to being a theologian. He is

proud to call himself a missionary to the Gentiles. Paul's theology,

therefore, is the theology of a missionary, a theology of conversion.

First we will give an outline of the doctrines Paul uses these

citations to support, then we will consider very briefly the doctrines

themselves. However, it must be kept in mind, that the outline con¬

tains only the major doctrines treated by Paul.
\

1. T.W. Manson, On Paul and John, Studies in Biblical Theology, No.38,
Alec R. Allenson, Inc., 1963; p.11.

2. H.F. Rail, According to Paul, Charles Scribner's Sons, New York,
1950, pp.5-0. See also J.S. Stewart, A Man in Christ, Hodder and
Stoughton, London, 1935> pp.1-30.

3. Manson, Ibid.
4. Cf. Romans 11:13; 15*16.
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Sin.

a. The Jews' sin gives occasion for the Gentiles to sin.
2 s 24.

b. The Universality of Sin. 3s10-18.

c. Function of the Law is to bring the knowledge of sin.
7:7-

The Righteousness of God revealed in:

a. Judgment.

1. God is righteous in punishing sin. 3:4*

2. The Universality of Judgment. 14:11.

b. Justifying the Sinner by Faith in Jesus Christ.

1. Faith counted for righteousness. 4;3.

2. Sin forgiven and therefore not counted. 4:7-8*

3. Abraham is the father of those who have faith.
4:17-18.

4. Suffering often the seal of salvation. 8:36.

5. Salvation Universally applicable. 1:17; 9:33b;
10:5-8, 11, 13; 15:9-12.

c. His ruling in History.

1. God sent Israel messengers. 10:15,16,18,19,21;
11:3.

2. Israel stumbled. 9'33; 10:21; 11:3,8,9,10

3. Israel refused to believe. 10:21; 11:3,8,9,10.

4. A remnant of Israel saved. 9:27-29; 11:4*

5. The Gentiles believed. 9:25-26; 10:20; (l5:2l).

6. All Israel to be saved. 11:26-27.

The Sovereignty of God. (Brought out incidentally in the treat¬

ment of the mystery of Israel's unbelief).

a. Election of Isaac and Jacob. 9:7,12,13.

b. Reprobation. 9:12,13,17-

c. General. 9:9,12,15,25,26,33; 11:4,8; 12:19; 14:11.
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4. Demands of Christian Living. The Christian is to:

a. Leave vengeance to God. 12:19-

b. Be kind to his enemies. 12:20.

c. Live by the law of love. 13:9-

d. Seek to please others. 15:3.

5« Paul's Mission is to those who have never heard. 15:21.

In our analysis we will follow the order of the above outline

rather than the order of the citations as they appear in Romans.

1. Sin.

The first three chapters of Romans set forth the moral depra¬

vity of mankind. In the first chapter he describes man's descent

into polytheism and immorality. In chapter two he wants to show the

Jews that, "for all their privileges, (they) are in as hopeless a

condition as the Gentiles.""'" The Law of Moses, of which the Jews

were so proud, had not brought salvation, because it had not been

kept. In fact, the citation in 2:24, is brought forward to show that,

so far from keeping the Law, the very name of God was blasphemed by

the Gentiles because of their stubborn perversity in breaking the Law.

Paul takes this citation, which the Jews interpreted as a compliment
2

to themselves, and uses it to point up the fact that their breaking

the Law had been the cause of the Gentiles' blasphemy, the worst of

sins to the Jews. In fact, in 7:7-. Paul shows that the Law, far from

bringing salvation, brought the knowledge of sin.

In 3:10-18 Paul uses these citations all of which, with the

possible exception of Psalm 14:1-3, refer only to the wicked in Isra¬

el, and uses them as proof texts to prove what he has affirmed"in the

first two chapters. From man's refusal to align himself with his

1. F.W. Beare, St. Paul and his Letters, Adam and Charles Black,
London, 1962, p.100.

2. See above pages 27-28.
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Creator comes the development of polytheism and from this the corrup¬

tion of his morals."'" Paul has analysed the state of mankind in terms

of religion and morals, and his analysis has led to the conclusion

2
that all humanity is guilty and under the dominion of sin.

2. The Righteousness of God is revealed in the Judgment of sin.

It is difficult to speak decisively in interpreting the para¬

graph where this citation of Romans 3J4 occurs, but the citation

seems to be meant as a strong affirmation of God's righteousness in

judging the sin of mankind. Romans 14s11 affirms that everyone shall

be judged by God, although Whiteley believes this citation is referred

by Paul to believers only.^ Other than the fact of a righteous uni¬

versal judgment, (of Christians only?), no details as to what the

judgment consists of are given or indicated in the citations or by

Paul's use of them.^

3. The Righteousness of God is revealed in Justifying the Sinner

by Faith in Jesus Christ.

Paul cites Genesis 15:6 to show that faith is the instrument

by means of which God imputes a righteousness, which is from God and

which alone is acceptable to Him, to those who believe. The cita¬

tions in 4:7-8 a^e made to show how God deals with, sin in the life

of the one who has faith in God. It is forgiven, covered, not reck¬

oned. Thus for Paul "the reckoning of faith as righteousness is

equivalent not to the counting up. of good works, but to the non-

5
reckoning of sin, that is, to forgiveness." Therefore justification

1. Lucien Cerfaux, The Spiritual Journey of Saint Paul, Sheed and
Ward, New York, 1968, p.ll6.

2. Beare, p.101.
3. Whiteley, p.272.
4- Ibid.
5. C.K. Barrett, From First Adam to Last, Charles Scribner's Sons,

New York, 1962, pp.32-33.



by faith is by God's grace alone and cannot result in any man's

boasting.^ Further it is shown that this justification by faith is

universally applicable. This is implied in the citation from Hab.

2:4 in 1:17, by Paul's rendering of Isaiah 28:l6b in 9:33, and the

citations in 10:5-8,11,13 and 15:9-12.

4. The Righteousness of God is revealed in His Ruling in History.

Thirty-one citations occur in chapters 9~H all of which

deal in some way with the mystery of Israel's unbelief. Paul cites

the 0T to show that God has been faithful in sending messengers to

Israel. Though he does not say what the message was that the messen¬

gers delivered, the implication is that the message was one^ which^

had they heeded, would have resulted not in their rejection but in

their salvation. But Israel stumbled. Their ears were closed to

God's messengers and their eyes were closed to their own needs.

Therefore, they stumbled and as a consequence they were ultimately

rejected by God. But Paul shov/s by further citations that the cause

lay in their heart of unbelief. They refused to believe God's

messengers. Therefore the fault lay in them. God had been faith¬

ful, yet they had spurned both His message and His messengers. Paul

shows that the Jews, by their own Scriptures, were culpable. Because

of their unbelief God rejected the nation, yet not entirely - a rem¬

nant had been graciously chosen by God for Himself, the rest had been

left in unbelief. Because of Israel's stubborn unbelief God had

turned to another nation, the Gentiles. This is documented by a

number of citations from the 0T some of which referred perhaps ori¬

ginally to Israel herself, but Paul refers them to the Gentile Christi-

1. J.L. Stoddard, The Theology of St. Paul, Burns, Oates and V/ash-
bourne, London, 1957, P«177«
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ans. But this is not the end of the play. Paul cites Isaiah 59:20

as a prophecy that Israel will he provoked to jealousy by God's tur

ning to the Gentiles and will turn back to God so that all Israel

will in the end be saved. Each step in this unfolding drama of his

tory is documented by ample citations from the 0T.

5- The Sovereignty of God.

While it does not seem to be the intention of Paul to teach

the sovereignty, of God as such, yet this doctrine, in its logical

ramifications, comes in inescapably when he discusses the mystery

of Israel's unbelief. Paul states that natural posterity is not

identical with spiritual posterity, that is, "they are not all Is¬

rael, who are of Israel.""'" Then several citations from Genesis,

Exodus, and Malachi are given to illustrate his contention. These

all speak of the sovereignty of God in the election of one person

and the rejection of another — "Jacob have I loved, but Esau have
2

I hated." Paul makes no attempt to explain the sovereignty of

God as shown in His electing one person and rejecting another. It

only comes into the picture incidentally as he v/ants to illustrate

that there is a spiritual Israel as well as a physical Israel.

Therefore it seems wise to be cautious about basing any doctrine of

reprobation on these verses in chapter nine.

6. Paul's Mission.

Paul cites Isaiah 52:15 "to show that his mission, the Apos-

tolate to the Gentiles, is in accord with the 0T and therefore in

accord with God's will.

1. Romans 9:6.
2. Romans 9:13.
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CONCLUSION

1. SOURCE OF PAUL'S CITATIONS

а. Testimony Book

One of the questions that is often raised in discussing what

text Paul used, is "Did Paul use a 'Testimony Book'"? Much has

"been written on the subject."'" E. Hatch was perhaps the first one

who phrased the question and gave impetus to further research be¬

ginning about 1889. Hatch felt that it was only natural that the

Gentile-Jewish religious tension would lead the Jews to compose

manuals of morals, of devotion, and of controversy which were based

upon the OT Scriptures and perhaps consisted of extracts from these

Scriptures. The composite quotations in the NT and in some of the

Early Fathers were regarded as the basis for the hypothesis for the
2

existence of such a manual. The recent discovery of AQ Testimo¬

nial at Qumran, which consists of a series of OT quotations without

intervening comments^, seemingly supports Hatch's theory of the

formation of manuals based upon OT Scripture. This theory of Hatch
5

gained wide popularity among scholars. E.G. Selwyn proposed that

g
a "rhythmical hymn" may have been the source of some citations.

In 1916 J.R. Harris published a volume on the subject to which he

7
gave the title Testimonies. In Harris's work the hypothesis of

Hatch reached conclusions which later scholarship regarded as over-

1. For a rather full discussion of the "Testimony Book" hypothesis
see Ellis, Paul's Use of the Old Testament, pp.98-107.

2. E. Hatch, Essays in Biblical Greek, Oxford, 1889, p. 203.
3. J.M. Allegro, Journal of Biblical Literature, 75> 1956, p.l82f.
4. Fitzmyer, 40. Testimonia, p.531.
5. Ellis says that by 1920 the theory was virtually unanimously

accepted. Paul's Use of the Old Testament, p<>98*
б. E.G. Selwyn, p.268.
7- J.R. Harris, Testimonies, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge.

Vol. I, 1916; Vol.11, 1920.
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reaching the evidence brought forward for its support."^ Harris's

argument for the use of testimonies itself was based upon the cha-
2

racteristics of the quotations in the NT. First, he noted that

recurrent quotations in the NT often agree with one another and

with patristic quotations but differ from any known OT text. Se¬

condly, he noted that some of these quotations were compiled of

more than one OT passage and so suggested a common source apart

from the OT. Thirdly, he drew attention to the fact that the same

OT passages tended to be used in supporting a particular argument

which quite often used a key-word such as "stone" in Romans 9533

and in I Peter 2:6-8. Harris was concerned to show the early date

of the "Testimony Book" as well as its anti-Judaic character. He

saw evidence for its anti-Judaic character in Paul's arguments in

Galatians and Romans."^

Harris's theory was accepted by most writers and with slight

modifications it was applied to NT research.^ But at the same

time there was an interest in pre-canonical Christian writings

which eventually led some scholars to modify drastically Harris's
8 6

hypothesis or to discard it altogether. Manson felt that a

"Testimony Book" would not necessarily have been in written form

but may rather have been a collection of memorized proof texts

assembled for the aid of preaching and containing the primitive

kerygma. Therefore it was only natural that these should fall

1. Dodd, According to the Scriptures, p.26.
2. Ellis, Paul's Use of the Old Testament, p.100.
3. Dodd, According to the Scriptures, p.26.
4. Ellis, Paul's Use of the Old Testament, p.101. But see Fitz-

myer, p.522 for opposing opinion.
5. Ellis, Ibid.
6. 0. Michel, Paulus und seine Bibel, Druck- und Verlag von C. Ber¬

telsmann in Gutersldh, 1929> PP«52f, 88f.



into groups in the collection of OT testimonies for the primitive

kerygma.^
Dodd significantly altered Harris's hypothesis. He formerly

2
was in general agreement with Harris, but later concluded that the

theory of a 'pre-canonical Christian "Testimony Book" outran "the

evidence, which is not sufficient to prove so formidable an enter¬

prise at so early a date."^ He objects to Harris's hypothesis,

first, because there are very few places in the NT where recurrent

citations that read against the LXX occur.^ In any case they cer¬

tainly are "not more numerous than cases where one agrees with the

LXX and the other differs or where both differ from the LXX and

5from one another." Secondly, there are few identical combina¬

tions of OT passages in parallel NT texts and these may either be

special or exceptional and are insufficient to support the theory.

Thirdly, the recurring "stone" passages are almost unique.^ And

lastly, he concludes that if there was a work of such importance

to NT and patristic writers it is inexplicable that there should
f

be no reference to it and no extant derivative from it until Cyp-

7
rian in the third century.

After careful study Dodd concludes, l) That the quotation of

OT passages in the NT may not be accounted for by a "primitive an¬

thology of isolated proof texts". The composition of "Testimony

Books" was the result of a method of Bible study of early Christian

1. T.W. Manson, The Argument from Prophecy, Journal of Theological
Studies, XLVI, 1945, p.132.

2. Ellis, Paul's Use of the Old Testament, p.104, note No.2.
3. Dodd, According to the Scriptures, p.26.
4. Fitzmyer, 40 Testimonia, p.534-
5. Ellis, Paul's Use of the Old Testament, p.104.
6. Fitzmyer, 40. Testimonia, p.534»
7. Dodd, According to the Scriptures, pp.26f.



scholars which originated orally and was only later, and that spora¬

dically, reduced to written form. He says:

"I am not thinking of a book at all, but rather of
something belonging to the body of instructions
imparted, orally in the main, no doubt, to those
whose duties in the Church led thera to Old Testa¬
ment research; a sort of guide to the study of
the Bible for Christian teachers."^

2) This Bible study method involved the use of large sections of

certain OT Scriptures, mainly from Isaiah, Jeremiah, the Psalms, and

certain minor prophets. These sections were regarded as representing

the whole context. Shorter sentence quotations were introduced to

illustrate or explicate the larger reference. But it must be kept in

mind that it is the total context, not just the particular verse ci¬

ted, which forms the basis for the argument utilized by ITT writers.

3) The OT was understood as setting forth the counsel and plan of

God in history which was fulfilled in the facts of the gospel and

therefore these relevant OT Scriptures fix the meaning of the gospel

facts. 4) "The whole body of material — the passages of the OT

Scriptures with their application to the gospel facts is common to

all the main portions of the New Testament, and in particular it

provided the starting point of the theological constructions of Paul,
2

the author of Hebrev/s, and the Fourth Evangelist."

Therefore, with Dodd, research into the "Testimony Book Hypo¬

thesis" which Hatch first helped bring to the fore in 1889 has nearly

gone full circle. Opinion has moved from "Testimony Books" as a col¬

lection of Greek testimonies compiled by Hellenistic Jews (Hatch) to

compilations in Hebrew from the OT by the Jews for dogmatic purposes

1. G.H. Dodd, The Old Testament in the New, University of London,
The Athlone Press, 1952, p.9-

2. Dodd, According to the Scriptures, pp.126-7•
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(Vollmer) to compilations made by Christian leaders as a method of

Bible study. And as a consequence opinion has regarded these "Testi¬

mony Books" first as the source of the OT citations, and finally, in

Dodd, as the method of OT Bible study used by Christian leaders which
2

gave rise to "Testimony Books". It is generally agreed that Dodd is

right — there is insufficient evidence to support the "Testimony

Book Hypothesis",^ and there the matter might have rested, had not
i

the tremendously significant scroll discoveries been made at Qumran.

So far, of the scrolls and fragments found there, three are of some

significance for the study of the problem of the use of "testimonia"

in the NT. In order to understand better how these discoveries are

important for this study we will look briefly into the reason why

"testimonia" were postulated especially for the writings of Paul.

Fitzmyer says that "testimonia" were postulated in order

"to explain four problems of OT citations in
the New Testament: a) the attribution of
citations to wrong OT writers; b) "formula
quotation" found in Matthew; c) the diver¬
gence of OT citations from the LXX and their
closer agreement with the Hebrew; d) the com¬
posite quotations."5

The first two categories do not apply to Paul. The third

category has relatively small application to his epistles. E.F.

Kautssch has shown that of eighty-four citations in Paul seventy

either agree or differ only slightly from the LXX. Only ten are

in considerable disagreement, and of these ten, only two, Romans

12:19 an<i I Corinthians 14s21 are quite free, but still recognizable

1. Fitzmyer, 4Q Testiroonia, p.521.
2. Dodd, The Old Testament in the New, p.9- See also K. Stendahl,

The School of Matthew and its Use of the Old Testament, p. 45*
3. Fitzmyer, 4Q Testimonia, p.524. Ellis, Paul's Use of the Old

Testament, p.104. Kistemaker, p.92.
4. Fitzmyer, 40. Testimonia, p.532.
5- Ibid, p.515.
t* B-Speetalty &<? fo~r f)£nt. 31, C-La-pter U/k/ck ujas U6W byPhul later

C.kr( stio~r\ ujr~<ter$ # ^ quarry icstt'yiAni*-, because. o~
lC-yminier /Vt£S' af this ctapie-r use-re. At
$u_miA-K /->! (Save. 14. ft.Ha-ms ft/S£J s>u^e.$ts -tk< foss'i a pre-
Chris tia n ~ r 7 ^r-€S t,-yyy 0ny ioaK.
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as quotations. In two passages Paul quotes from Job altogether

from the Hebrew. Therefore only the fourth category has any real

importance for Paul. It is just in this fourth category that Fitz-

myer shows the relevance of recent discoveries at Qurnran for the use

of "testimonia" for Romans.

It is in the Pauline letters that the best.examples of com¬

posite quotations are found. Two are especially notable. Romans

3810-18 where there is no key-word used but the unifying element is

the description of the depravity of man with the enumeration of

different parts of the body as a secondary element. In Romans
2

15:9-12 the key-word that unites the section is the word "heathen".

Before the discoveries at Qumran two reasons were given for

the denial of the use of a "Testimony Book" by NT writers. The

first was that the composite quotations could be explained on the

basis of Rabbinic influence. Rabbinic tradition gave Paul the model

for his composite quotations."^ Also "testimonia" were objected to,

especially by Michel, on the basis that there was no pre-Christian

Jewish example of any similar usage. He mainly rejects "testimonia"

because "es fehlt jede Spur sp&tjtidischer Florilegien. Das bleibt

zu beachten",^ And he further adds:

1. E.F. Kautzsch, De Veteris Testamenti locis a Paulo apostolo alle-
gatis, Lipsiae, I869, p»5f« See also Joseph Bonsirven,S.J.,
The Theology of the Hew Testament, Burns and Oates, London, 1963,
p. 197.

2. Further examples in Romans are 9:25-29; 10:15-21; 11:8-10,26,34>
35; also II Cor. 6:16-18. Because of intervening comments it is
doubtful whether Romans 9112—13»33; 10:6-0,11-13; 12:19-20 are
really composite quotations. See Fitzmyer, 4Q Testimonia, p.520.

3. See A.F. Puukko, Pa.ul.us und das Judentum, Studia. Orientalia 2,
1928, p.62. 0. Michel, Paulus und seine Bibel, pp.12-13,03.

4. Michel, Ibid., p.43.
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"There are no traces of pre-Christian flori-
legia, either of the late Hellenistic Jewish
type (Hatch), or of the late rabbinical sort
(Vollrner) . Moreover, the hypothesis of R.
Harris, that there were early Christian flo-
rilegia, which would have been composed prior
to the writings of the NT, cannot be regarded
as probable. Collections of that sort occur
first in early Christian setting; they can be
proved to exist with Melito of Sardis and
Cyprian. Probably their origin can be traced
to an even earlier time; the Epistle of Barna¬
bas perhaps supposes them. But the impres¬
sion we get is that the Gentile Christian Church
compiled these florilegia for missionary and
polemical purposes."!

Fitzmyer points out that neither Dodd nor Stendahl goes as

far as Michel in denying the existence of "testimonia". Both Dodd

and Stendahl criticize "the way in which the testimonia are said to
2

have been used or the extent to which they were employed."" Fitz¬

myer also points out that a number of writers admit that "testimo¬

nia" collections must have preceeded certain sections of the NT.

Thus, few scholars have followed the lead of Michel. Most schol¬

ars have felt that there is sufficient evidence to dictate caution

in denying the use of any "testimonia" whatever, yet they have

felt, even more strongly, that there is insufficient evidence to

warrant the full acceptance of Harris's hypothesis. And there the

matter stood.

But now Fitzmyer, on the basis of discoveries at Qumran,

has challenged Michel's statement that there is no example of pre-

Christian Jewish usage of "testimonia". He first cites one of the

John Rylands papyri first published by C.H. Roberts in 1936'.^ This

1. Michel, Pauliis und seine Bibel, p.52.
2. Fitzmyer, 4Q Testimonia, pp.524-26.
3. bf.Sanday and Headlam, pp.264,282. J. Moffatt, An Introduction

to the Literature of the New Testament, T. and T. Clark, Edinburgh,
1918, pp. 23-25, etc.

4. C.H. Roberts, Two Biblical Papyri in the John Rylands Library,
Manchester, Manchester, 1936, pp.47-62.



is a fragmentary papyrus of the fourth century A.D. This fragment

of two columns belongs to two other fragments of an Oslo papyrus

first published by G. Rudberg in 1923-^ The combined fragments con¬

tain portions of four books of the OT, namely, Isaiah 42:3-4;

66:18-19 and Isaiah 52:15; 53:1-3, 6-7, 11-12; Genesis 26:13-14;

II Chronicles 1:12; Deuteronomy 29:8,11 and an unidentified verse.

Mien the Oslo fragments were published in 1923 they were described

as "the property of some poor Christian Community in Egypt." It

was further suggested because Genesis was combined with Isaiah "that

the book was meant for liturgical use." Roberts in his publication

suggests that the fragments are "a part of a Book of Testimonies."

Fitzmyer admits that these fragments cannot with certainty be assig¬

ned to a list of "testimonia". However, he notes that no reviewer

of Roberts's publication has questioned his identification of the

text.^

Fitzmyer also cites 40, Testimonia as possible pre-Christian

Jewish "testimonia". 40 Testimonia, published in 1956 by J.M.

Allegro,^ is another fragment which consists of a single page. It

has compiled Deuteronomy 5:28-29; 18:18-19; Numbers 24:15-17; Deu¬

teronomy 33:8-11 and a passage of no Messianic import which has been

discoverd by J. Strugnell among other 40 fragments and has been gi¬

ven the provisional title of 40 Psalms of Joshua. The fragments

seem to be part of an apocryphal work used by the Qumran sect and

hitherto unknown. These fragments in both Roberts's Papyrus and

1. G. Rudberg, Septuaginta Fragmente unter den Papyri Osloenses,
(Proceedings of the Scientific Society of Kristiania, 1923/2;
Kristiania, 1923), later published by S. Eitrem and L. Amundsen,
Papyri Osloenses 2 (1931) lOf.

2. Fitzmyer, 40 Testimonia, pp.527-29-
3- J.M. Allegro, Further Messianic References in Qumran Literature,

Journal of Biblical Literature, 75, 1956, pp.182-87, Document IV.
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40. Tastimonia are alike in stringing together OT citations without

introductory formulas or intervening comments on the text.

Another fragment provisionally entitled 40 Florilegium was

published at the-same time by Allegro."'" This fragment too, "which

appears to be an anthology of biblical passages describing the

2
future restoration of the house of David", seems related to "tes¬

timonia". The fragment is introduced by "as it is written" and

cites II Samuel 75 11-14 Amos 9JH with intervening comment.

The text "is mainly concerned with the re-establishment of the House

of David in the last days." Fitzmyer does not hold this fragment to

be of the same importance as the other two.

The importance of 40. Testimonia is that it "presents a se¬

quence that can only be described as a collection of "testimonia"

used in Qumran theological circles."^ Thus we have in 40 Testimonia

a collection of OT passages strung together in much the same way as

\ composite quotations in the NT. If 40 Florilegium is related to the

"testimonia", we have then in addition a sectarian writing which

links together OT passages with connecting comments as Paul does in

Romans.^ What seems important to note is that these documents were

published after the "Testimony Book" discussion had been underway

for some time. Michel's main reason for rejecting "testimonia" is

now no longer valid. Fitzmyer feels that 40 Testimonia also forces

Dodd and Stendahl to modify their views slightly as well, because

40 Testimor7a shows that the stringing together of 0T quotations was

a pre-Christian xxractice, which may well have been imitated in the

early stage of the formation of the NT. In fact he believes that

1. Allegro, pp.176-77» Document II.
2. Bruce, Biblical Exegesis in the Qumran Texts, p. 47-
3. Fitzmyer, 40 Testiinorria, p.533-
4. Cf. Romans 9:12-13,33; 10:6-3,11-13; 12:19-20.
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"it resembles so strongly the composite citations of the NT writers

that it is difficult not to admit that "testimonia" influenced cer¬

tain parts of the NT 4Q Testimonia furnishes pre-Christian

evidence of a literary process that led to the use of composite

quotations in the NT and thus supports the hypothesis of testimonia.""'"
The discovery also confirms the opinion of Vollmer that collections

of OT passages existed among the Jews in Hebrew before the time of

Christ. It does not, however, invalidate the views of Dodd but seems

to call for a modification of his views.

Now that we have briefly reviewed recent developments in the

use of "testimonia" in the NT we must reach some conclusions as to

whether Paul used "testimonia" or not. First it should be noted

that no attempt is made to suggest that Paul used "testimonia" ex¬

cept in the case of composite quotations, and of these only the ones

without intervening comment. This means that four-fifths of Paul's

quotations from the OT are unaffected by the "Testimony Book Hypo¬

thesis". Secondly we must also remember that the new discoveries

from Qumran do not invalidate one serious objection to the use of

"testimonia", namely, that composite quotations may be explained on

2
the basis of Rabbinic influence. Rabbinic influence, it seems to

me, may well be the source of 40. Testimonia and 40 Plorilegium.

Thus can we not argue cogently that Rabbinic method is the common

source for both the Qumran fragments and the NT composite quotations?

It seems to me that the Qumran discoveries do not invalidate the ar¬

gument for Rabbinic influence in the formation of the NT, at best

they only push the argument a step further back. Paul's own testimony

1. Fit'zmyer, 4Q Testimonia, p.537-
2. See following page.
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declares that he was a Pharisee and brought up in Rabbinic tradition

at the feet of one of Israel's most famous Rabbis. Bruce Metzger

says:

"with regard to Paul himself scholars are
coming once again to acknowledge that the
Apostle's prevailing set of mind was rab-
binically oriented, and that his newly-
found Christian faith ran in molds previ¬
ously formed at the feet of Gamaliel."!

So it seems impossible to rule out the influence of Rabbinic

2
method in the composite citations of the NT. But this does not

rule out automatically the possibility of "testimonia" being used

by NT writers. It only suggests a possible source of any such

"testimonia" and the Qumran fragments give example of what it may

have been like and make the use of "testimonia" by NT writers only

somewhat more probable.

I think it is pertinent here to refer to Davies's contention

that "the source of much of Pauline ethical teaching (was) derived

from catechetical and code material of Jewish origin."^ Davies

points out that though he is

"unable definitely to point to specific
Jewish codes used by Paul and the other
New Testament writers ....there was a

tradition well defined and familiar within
Judaism of ethical exhortation, which would
and probably did supply precedents for
early Christian leaders in their work of

1. Bruce M. Metzger, Considerations of Methodology in the Study of the
Mystery Religions and Early Christianity, The Harvard Theological
Review,Vol. XLVIII, 1955 > P-7-(Revised in New Testament Tools and
Studies, Vol.VIII, p.?.) Cf. also Davies, pp.130-141- Kistemaker,
p.77- W.C. Van Unnik, Tarsus or Jerusalem, The Epworth Press,
London, pp.52-58.

2. Bonsirven, The Theology of the New Testament, pp.l93> 197 5 212f.
Ernst Lohmeyer, Grundlagen der Paulinischen Theologie, Ttibingen,
1929 > p-231- J- Jeremias, Theol. Llteraturzeitung, 1949> pp.147^-
J. Klausner, From Jesus to Paul, London, 1946.

3. Davies, p.136.



"moral education. Dr. Daube may be right in
suggesting that if we combine Aboth, Demai
and Derek Ergtz Zuta we can get some idea of
the kind of code material that lies behind
the hortatory sections of Pauline and other
New Testament epistles. The variations in
various epistles may be due to the fact that
Paul, and the others, used different versions
of the same code or codes or different trans¬
lations of them. What is important for our
purpose is that Paul again has been proved to
have ajjpealed to a didactic tradition within
Judaism."1

Whether or not we want to accept Davies's conclusions we must

concede that he has shown the possibility of Paul using Rabbinic

ethical materials in his epistles. This is not the same as using

"testimonia" but it does point up the fact that Paul was not averse

to using materials at hand, though this traditional material "has
2

been baptized by Paul into Christ."

But Davies continues with material which is more pertinent for

our consideration of Paul's use of "testimonia". He cites eight

3
places in Romans, nine instances in I Thessalonians, and eight in¬

stances in Colossians "where Paul is clearly dependent upon the words

of Jesus.He also cites seven instances in which "there is (in his

opinion) evidence that there was a collection of sayings of the Lord
n

to which Paul appealed." For one of these, I Corinthians 7;25»

Davies cites M. Dibelius as followss-

"When in I Corinthians 7*25, Paul remarks
'concerning virgins I have no directions
of the Lord' we may probably deduce that
he had received a number of such 'direc¬
tions from the Lord', and that the two
sayings of Jesus which he cites in this
letter belong to him. Amongst these di-

1. Davies, pp.135-136.
2. Ibid, p.136.
3. Romans, 12:14,17,21; 13:7,8-10; 14:10,13,14-
4- Davies, pp.138-40.
5- Ibid, p.140 (See note No. 2 on the following page).
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"rections he finds no words about virgins,
and we may hear a tone almost of regret
as he confirms his lack. Hence he voices
either sayings which he has in his memory

or else he looks through the leaves
of papyrus which he carries. Thus there
were not only words of Jesus alongside of
other sayings contained in the framework
of exhortation but also collections which
contained exclusively sayings of Jesus, and
which were given the missionaries orally
or fixed in writing. Naturally such collec¬
tions serve the purpose of exhortation but
of course the.sense of their authority
operated in the fact of their composition.
It was desired to hand down certain direc¬
tions not only in the spirit and name of
the .Lord....but also of His authorative

sayings."1

Here again the evidence points to the possibility that Paul
2

had "the words of Jesus to which he turned for guidance, and he

makes it clear that when there is an explicit word uttered by Christ

on any question, that word is accepted by Paul as authoritative"^
It seems to me that this evidence introduced by Davies, of

Paul's use of "catechetical and code material of Jewish origin" in

the hortatory sections of his epistles and the "evidence" found in

Pauline literature of a collection of the sayings of Jesus, when

taken together with 4$ Testimonia and other Qumran "testimona" evi¬

dence, forms a substantial and cumulative weight, of evidence for

the probability that "testimonia" were used during the NT period

and therefore increases the possibility that Paul may have used

some yet unidentifiable "testimonia". We have definite Rabbinic

1. M. Dibelius, From Tradition to Gospel, p.242, as quoted by W.D.
Davies, p.141.

2. I am aware that this is a highly controversial and much debated
question. Even so, there is some evidence from Paul's writings
which support the possibility that Paul had a collection of the
sayings of Jesus. And this evidence, weak and controversial as
it is, does give a modicum of support to the contention that
Paul used "Testimonia".

3- Davies, p.14*
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precedent in stringing together Scriptural passages related in some

way. And further the 4Q. Testiinonla and 4Q Florilegium give pre-

Christian examples of how it was done by the non-Rabbinic Qumran

community. The NT tells us that the risen Christ Himself...."first

directed the minds of His followers to certain parts of the Scrip¬

tures"*" as those in which they might find illumination upon the mean-

2
ing of His mission and destiny" . Since He, according to the Gos¬

pels formulated by the early Church, pointed out OT passages that

illuminated His mission, and since the words of Jesus as evidenced

by Paul's writings, were regarded as authoritative, it is only natu¬

ral to assume that the Apostles, the most important leaders of the

early Church, would make a list of such Scripture and add to it as

1. Modern scholarship finds it difficult to determine whether it was
Jesus who provided the creative impetus for the Church to search
the Scriptures or whether it arose from the need in the Church to
give answer to the questions that would naturally arise in the
minds of both the Jews and the Gentiles concerning the passion of
Jesus whom the Church so devoutly affirmed to be the Christ, the
Savior of mankind, the very Son of God. However, since we have in
40, Testimonia and 40 Florilegium pre-Christian non-Rabbinic prece¬
dent for such use of Scripture, and since it would be natural for
Jesus, even though He regarded His mission as self-authenticating,
to want to substantiate and authenticate His mission in the face
of determined opposition, it seems probable His defense of Himself
and. His mission by resorting to OT Scripture, provided the impetus
for the early Church to search the Scriptures. (Though we cannot
concur with the fictional reconstruction of the mission of Jesus

by H.J. Schonfield in The Passover Plot, yet it is interesting to
note that he lays great stress on Jesus' use of Scripture to authen¬
ticate himself. Hugh J. Schonfield, The Passover Plot, Bantam Books,
New York, 1967? PP»36-37?55?56.) This need, felt by Jesus, to sub¬
stantiate and authenticate His mission, would be felt even more

keenly by the infant Church. For the Church no doubt felt that,
because it made "messianic" claims for one who had been executed
on a cross, it had to justify that death particularly out of the
Scripture. The Church also felt itself to be commissioned by Jesus
to carry the Gospel to the ends of the earth. The opposition met
by the infant Church in carrying out this commission would further
require that the Church's search for Scriptural justification be
carried even further than it was by Jesus. But in this the Church
was but feeling the same need for substantiation as its founder
and no doubt it attempted to meet the need in the same way He did.
(Cf. also Whiteley, pp.15-16)

2. Dodd, According to the Scriptures, p.110.
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they gained experience in responding to the needs and questions as

they arose in the Christian community.

Therefore it seems reasonable to conclude that it is possible

that Faui used "testimonia" of some kind as a source for his compo¬

site quotations, especially for the composition, order and sequence

of the Scriptural references. But perhaps the textual variants, as

is shown later, can best be explained from the stand point herme-

neutics.

b. Aramaic Oral Targum.

Originally the Jews spoke Hebrew but from the time of the Cap¬

tivity, Aramaic, a kindred Semitic dialect using the same consonants,

came into common use. As Aramaic became the language of the people

Hebrew remained the language of the scholars. In the synagogue ser¬

vice, since the common people did not easily understand Hebrew, it

became necessary to have someone give an Aramaic translation after

the Torah had been read in Hebrew. The Torah was always read from

a written text and the translation was always given from memory. As

the Torah could not be recited from memory but must be read from a,

manuscript so the Aramaic translation could not be read from a manus-

2
cript but must be recited from memory. The Rabbis opposed, the re¬

duction of the oral Torah or the Targums to writing. All, other than

the written Torah, had to be transmitted orally.'^ To distinguish

further between the written Torah and the Aramaic translation the

same person could not give both readings in the synagogue service.^
Knowing these facts of history,Toy , and perhaps a few other

1. Freed, p.128.
2. Gerhardsson, p.68.
3. Ibid, pp.157-60.
4. Ibid, p.68.
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writers,''" believed that Paul, being a Pharisee and thoroughly versed

in both the written Torah and the oral Aramaic translation, often

cited from the Aramaic oral tradition when he cited quotations from

the CT, especially where there arc variations from the Hebrew or the

LXX.

C
However, there is no extant Targum of the first century A.D.

The Talmud and Midrash contain writings of the second or third cen¬

turies A.D. and may, as some think, reflect with little change the
2

situation of the first century", but it is by no means an established

fact."^ Therefore it is not easy to determine with exactness whether

Paul used an Aramaic Oral Tradition in some of his citations from the

OT^. Ellis says, "the theory of an Aramaic Volksbibel finds little

if any support in Paul's variants; the Apostle's fluency in both

languages would make any accurate labeling in this regard difficult."

Although he concedes that "Aramaic texts of some type probably lie

5
behind some citations." We know that the worship exercises in the

synagogue required the services of an Aramaic translator. We know

also that this Aramaic translation of the written Tora.h was given

from memory and could not be in written form. We know, further,

that Paul was a Pharisee and had a thorough Rabbinic training. It

seems entirely probable that such familiarity with the Aramaic trans¬

lations of the written Torah would influence Paul's citations from

the OT. However, there is not sufficient evidence to say that any

1. Liddon, p.155 etc.
2. C.G. Montefiore, Judaism and St. Paul, Max Goschen, London, 1914)

P • 87 •

3. H. Danby, The Mishnah, Oxford University Press, London, 1933,
pp. XII, XIV. See also Davies, p.3.

4. David Daube says "The truth seems to be that the problem does not
admit of a uniform solution to be stated in a few words." Concerning
the Reconstruction of the 'Aramaic Gospels'. Manchester Univ. Press,
Manchester, 1945> p. 3.

5. Ellis, Paul's Use of the Old Testament, pp.15-16.
•fch 4 ~

6. 5o on e. i\o(d P<l I e S-t J fen e.u.<Lk ToLYjWhi Y&pTc S£i tej
i Y\ -thJ- VoL-titdW Ms Vdofrf/ t is first de* iur/ M-&u<L-^iTlLS
ScroUs Ck y.

, f Hi). A T^-rdw^
■TOU-yiJ iv\ CAV-e. a fl_-t Qu-vu YO-n U>Ll< e k e-t th.~e Situation .
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citation of Paul in Romans was made from an Aramaic Targum. The

idea of Matthew Black, though expressed concerning the Gospels and

Acts, seems relevant here. He says:-

"From Greek texts there is not a great deal
of evidence of 'translation-variants1 which
can be explained, with any confidence as
certainly the result of translation of an
Aramaic original.

Therefore, we conclude that, though it seems probable that

Aramaic oral tradition influenced Paul, there is insufficient evi¬

dence to state with assurance that this was the case in any of his

citations.

c. Different Hebrew and Greek Texts.

There are some writers who explain some of the variants found

in Paul's citations with the hypothesis of a yet undiscovered text,

or texts, either in the Hebrew or Greek.^ Recent developments in

textual criticism have given more credence to this hypothesis. A

few years ago it was thought that the LXX, in the many places where

it differs widely from the known Hebrew text, had been carelessly

translated or that the translators did not know the meaning of some

Hebrew words. Now, because of recent discoveries and publications,

1. Matthew Black, An Aramaic Approach to the Gospels and Acts. The
Clarendon Press, Oxford, 19^7» p.224-

2. David Daube makes this pertinent observation; he says that "There
must, therefore, have existed a nucleus of sayings and stories
in Aramaic. But it has been convincingly argued that Greek ver¬
sions of these, or many of these, were current'from an early date
and were used by the evangelists or even their sources. Probably
some narratives and sayings to be found in the gospels were in
Greek from the outset. The truth seems to be that the problem
does not admit of a uniform solution to be stated in a few words."

p.3.
3. B.J. Roberts, p.141, Liddon, p.225-
4. Meyer, Vol.11, p. 158. Sanday and Iieadlam, p.265.
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this concept is seriously questioned."'" The LXX is thought, at least

in certain places, to "be the translation of a still unknown Hebrew

text. However, it seems safer to explain Paul's citations from the

OT on the basis of the textual evidence that we now have. It is

altogether too easy to explain difficult textual problems by refe¬

rence to an unknown text. Paul's citations vary so much and in so

many ways that it is difficult to believe that there are different

texts which stand behind the variants'. Therefore, while recognizing
/

the possibility of Paul's reliance, in a few instances, upon a text

still unknown, we propose to explain, to the extent we can, his ci¬

tations upon the basis of known texts.

d. Analysis of Citations.

It is difficult to classify or analyse Paul's quotations from

the OT. The form of each citation is largely determined by its im¬

mediate context in Paul's composition of Romans. Often citations

are so modified that it is difficult to determine what has really

happened. For this reason the tables compiled and the following

classifications are not to be considered final or absolute.

First we will discuss those citations taken verbatim from the

2
OT. There are at least fifty-seven citations" from the OT in Romans.

Eleven of these citations are in their entirety verbatim from the LXX

and the MT.^ Seven of these fifty-seven are in agreement with the

LXX against the MT. Further there are two citations^ in which the

first part is modified but the last part is verbatim from the LXX

1. Fitzmyer, Testimonia, pp.535-36.
2. There are fifti^-eight citations if you include Exodus 20:13-17

along with Deuteronomy 5 J17-21 in Romans 13s9 -

3. See Table I page 402.
4. Romans 3:16 (Isaiah 59;7-S) and Romans 9:9h (Genesis 18:10).
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and the MT. Thus thirty-one percent of Paul's quotations in Romans

are verbatim from the LXX and if the citations which have the final

part verbatim are allowed, then this is increased to thirty-four per¬

cent .

In addition to this there are twenty-six citations which are

very close to being verbatim."'" Of these twenty-six (forty-five per¬

cent of all the citations from the OT in Romans) fifteen are in

their entirety in agreement with the LXX and the MT. Eight are in

agreement with the LXX against MT and three are closer in some

respects to the Hebrew than to the LXX. Three citations have been

2
modified considerably but remain verbatim in part. In ten oita-.

tions Paul omits a word or phrase. Thirteen times he substitutes

another word for that found in the LXX. And in four places he adds

a word to the citation.

Thus forty-one citations, or seventy-two percent of Paul's

citations from the OT,are in their entirety either verbatim or near¬

ly so from the LXX. Four of his citations (7/^) ane partially ver¬

batim and partially modified. Fifteen of these citations, or nearly

twenty-six percent, are in agreement or nearly so, with the LXX

against the MT and three are closer to the MT. Thus the verbatim

and near-verbatim citations represent forty-four out of fifty-seven

quotations from the OT, or about seventy-seven percent. This is

about six percent less than Kautzsch's findings.'^ He found seventy

out of eighty-four (83/&) citations were in agreement or differed

only slightly from the LXX. The difference in these percentage

rates may be due to the fact that Kautzsch's figure represents all

1. See Table II, p.403. ,

2. Romans 3:12 (Psalm 13:l), 17 (Isaiah 59:7)? and 9s33 (Isaiah 28:16)
3. Kautzsch. p.5.
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the citations in Pauline writings rather than only those in Romans.

Or it may he that he was more generous in his judgment of what con¬

stitutes a "slight variation" from the LXX.

Paul agrees with Codex A against other MSS nine times"'' but

disagrees with its reading seven times. He agrees with Codex B

against other MSS five times but disagrees with it ten times. Paul

agrees with Codex K against others eight times but is in disagree¬

ment with it nine times. In twenty-four instances he is in agree¬

ment with Codices A, B, K and in two instances he is in disagree¬

ment with them. From these figures it is evident that Paul, at

least for his verbatim and near-verbatim citations, used a text

which was very much in agreement with the "big-three of the LXX",

A, B, K , with a slight preference for Codex A. In three instan¬

ces Paul favors the MT against the LXX as against fifteen instances

where he favored the LXX against the MT. In most instances (26)

the LXX and the MT agree closely so that it is impossible to tell

whether they were made definitely from the Hebrew or the■Greek text.

But the positive evidence indicates Paul favored the LXX.

These verbatim or near-verbatim citations are taken from

2
eleven books of the OT. In every instance when Paul cites Genesis

or the Psalms it is verbatim. These facts point up the fact of

Paul's familiarity with the OT. In the Psalm citations Paul is in

agreement with K once against other MSS and differs from K , A,

and B once, elsewhere he is in agreement with the "big three of the

LXX". In Isaiah Paul cites in agreement with Codices A and K

three times, with A, and K and B once in each instance. This, too,

1. Freed, p.126. See also Table III page 404.
2. Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, Deuteronomy, Psalms, Proverbs, Isaiah,

Hosea, Joel, Habakkuk, and Malachi.



shows a slight preference for Codex A in citing Isaiah.

Thus we are left with twelve citations (21fo) in which there

are considerable variations from any known MS."'" In addition there

are four citations in which part of the citation is given verbatim

2
from the LXX or from the MT the rest being modified considerably.

In these twelve citations Paul uses fifty-three percent of the words

of the LXX against seventy-six percent for all his quotations in

Romans. He omits fourteen percent of the words found in the LXX

against eleven percent for all his quotations in Romans and finally

he substitutes twenty-eight percent of the words found in the LXX

against thirteen percent for all his quotations in Romans.^
Paul quotes from two more OT books among these considerably

modified citations.^ This brings the total books quoted from the

OT in Romans to thirteen.

There is indication here, too, that Paul agreed with Codex A

in these citations though the evidence is not extensive. Nine times

he cites for the reading of Codex A and four times he reads against

it. Four times he seems to be in agreement with the three major

texts of the LXX (A, B, ft ). He is in agreement with Codex B in

four instances and in disagreement in ten instances. He is in oppo¬

sition to Codex}? once. It seems, therefore, that Paul favored the

readings of Codex A.

1. Romans 2:24 (Isaiah 52:5)', 9:17 (Exodus JilG); 9s25 (Hosea 2:23)
9:27-8 (Isaiah 10:22-3); 10:15 (Isaiah 52:7); llt3 (I Kings 19:14);
11:4 (l Kings 19:18); 11:8 (Isaiah 29:10, Deuteronomy 29:4);
11:35 (Job 41:3); 12:19 (Deuteronomy 32:35); 14:11 (Isaiah 45:23).

2. Romans 3:10-11 (Psalm 13:l); 3:15 (Isaiah 59;7); 9J9a (Genesis
18:10); 9:33a (Isaiah 28:16).

3. C. Table VIII, p.409.
4. I Kings and the book of Job.
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We may say then in conclusion that:

1. Paul cites from, thirteen OT books in Romans. With all of

these books, from all sections of the OT, he shows a great deal of

familiarity.

2. Paul cites in conformity with the LXX in fifty out of fifty-

seven citations, or eighty-seven percent of the time. Of these fifty

citations twenty-seven (54$) are also in agreement with the IvIT and

twenty-three (46/0) are cited with the LXX against the MT. Paul's

dependence upon the LXX is evident from these figures. Therefore

we conclude with H.B. Swete and others that the LXX was the primary

source from which Paul derived his citations."'' It is evident, though,

that this was no slavish dependence as is shown by the fact that in

seven instances (12$) Paul cites in favor of the LOT against the
2

LXX , in thirty-two instances he varies to read different from both

the MT and the LXX, and in twenty-nine instances his citations vary

from the LXX and the MT where they agree.^
3. Paul favored the texts of the "big three of the LXX",

namely Codices A, B, ^and H ■in as much as he is in agreement with

all three of them in twenty-eight instances, or nearly fifty per¬

cent of the time. In the other instances he is in agreement with

one or more of them except in the case of Job 41s3 where he departs

widely from the LXX and follows the MT.

1. H.B. Swete, An Introduction to the Old Testament in Greek, pp.392,
400f. See also Ellis, Paul's Use of the Old Testament, pp.12-13.
Kautzsch, p.5. Schoeps, pp.27-32,217-10. A.D. Hock says "Paul is
not writing peasant Greek oi"1 Soldier Greek; he is writing the
Greek of a man v/ho has the Septuagint in his blood and has a sup¬
reme self-confidence in using words which allows him to play tricks
with a sentence, to make his queer explosive transitions in the
middle of a phrase. Paul saw life around him in terms of the Sep¬
tuagint." The Vocabulary of the Hew Testament, Journal of Biblical
Literature, Vol. LII, 1933, pp.138-39*

2. Cf. Table V, p. 406.
3. Cf. Table VI, p.407.
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4- We may feel sure that Paul favored Codex A, or a MS that was

very similar to it. He cites in agreement with Codex A against other

MSS eighteen times but is in disagreement in only eleven instances.

While he is in agreement with Codex B against other MSS in nine in¬

stances but is in disagreement in twenty instances. With Codex ft

he is in agreement eight times and in disagreement ten times. This

evidence indicates a slight, but decided, preference for Codex A or

a similar text."'"

2. REASONS FOR PAUL'S VARIATION FROM THE LXX

a. Free Quotation from Memory.

While some scholars regard Paul's memory of the "Aramaic Oral

Targum" as the source of his quotations, and therefore of the vari¬

ants found in them, yet other scholars account for these variations

by ascribing them to a faulty memory. This is done so widely and

seemingly so casually, if not carelessly, that such practice, with¬

out sufficient evidence, must be suspect. The evidence we have in¬

dicates that caution should be exercised.^

It is well known that until comparatively recently education

consisted largely in reading and recitation until a thing was learned

and could be reproduced by rote memory. It is well documented that

the Jewish Rabbis and others, through the constant exercise of their

memories, could accomplish what seem to us today, when writing and

writing materials are so common, completely impossible feats of me¬

mory.

1. Toy's contention that Codex A in the OT is unreliable (see page 124
of this thesis) because of many corrections to make it conform to
the NT text seems unfounded and unsupported by modern scholarship
C.II. Roberts says that there are some glosses of a theological
nature but that A is our third best MS for the OT, ranking only
after Codices B and K . He also indicates that some scholars
.believe A to be an independent translation and not simply a tex¬
tual variant of the LXX itself. Roberts, pp.152-153-

2.'Cf. Stoddard, pp.415-417-
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As a rule the first book learned in the "bet sefer", the Jew¬

ish school for boys who began attendance at five to seven years of

age,"'" was Leviticus. This training consisted mainly in the learning

of a "correctly cantiilated reading of the sacred text, and probably

also the learning of the relatively simple translation given in the
2

Targum". The text had to be learned by heart. Memorizing of the

text of the OT therefore played a basic educational role in Hebrew

education. The written Torah could not be learned from oral recita¬

tion from the teacher. It had to be learned from the text itself.

The aim was to teach the pupil to read the text fluently and accura¬

tely which in practice meant reading it off by heart. This method

of learning was practiced in Hellenistic schools as well but it was

more closely adhered to by the Jewish schools. Talmudic literature

makes it plain that the children had to learn the Scripture by heart.

These texts learned by the small boy in "bet sefer" were to be kept

as a lifelong attainment. Jerome stated that the Jews of his day

knew Moses and the Prophets by heart. Any scholar who showed inde¬

cision when dealing with the written Torah was derisively told to re¬

turn to the "bet sefer". The Rabbis in all Rabbinic literature bear

constant witness to unequalled memory-knowledge of the Scriptures.^
With this background in mind it seems incredible that Paul

should constantly quote from a faulty memory. Paul came from a stric¬

tly Jewish home in Tarsus of Asia Minor. He was sent to Jerusalem to

study under one of the best-known Rabbis of his day.^ Paul says of

1. A. Edersheira, The Life and Times of Jesus the Messiah, Wm. B. Eerd-
mans Pub. Co., Grand Rapids, Reprint, 1945> Vol.1, pp.331-33.

2. Gerhardsson, pp.57-66.
3. The information of the above paragraph is largely taken from

Gerhardsson, pp.57-66.
4- There are indications that Paul may have been sent to Jerusalem

at an early age and so brought up there. See W.C. Van Unnik;,
p.52f.
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himself that he is a Pharisee and the son of a Pharisee, a Hebrew of

the Hebrews. Which is Paul's way of saying that .he came behind, none;

that he ranked with the best scholars of his day. Could he conscien¬

tiously say this if he had such a faulty memory that he made constant

mistakes in quoting that which was most important to them, the sacred

Scriptures? It cannot be claimed that Paul's memory failed in later

years for his citations vary from the OT even in his earlier epistles.

Paul, unless he misrepresents himself and is misrepresented in Acts

by Luke must have known large sections of the OT by heart and have

been very familiar with it in its entirety.

Therefore we conclude that, while a faulty memory cannot be

ruled out in every case, it is highly unlikely that his citations

in many cases vary from the texts of the OT because of a faulty me¬

mory.

We agree with Ellis;

"The importance of scriptural memorization for
the Jew, Paul's rabbinic training, and the verbal
exactness of many of his quotations, militate
against" memory lapse.2

However, if "memory quotation" should be understood as "...a

free rendering in accordance with literary custom, or for an exe-

3
getical purpose, rather than as a result of memory lapse" , we would

be quick to concede that many cases of this type of "memory quotation"

occur in Romans.

b. Grammatical Variations.

In preaching from the Bible the preacher often needs to alter

1. See Acts 23;5; Phil. 3s5- Also Schoeps, pp.24-25-
2. Ellis, Paul's Use of the Old Testament, pp.40-41-
3. Ibid. p.15-
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his text slightly in order to fit it into the living context of his

thought. These alterations are not made because -the preacher is

contemptuous of Scripture but because the preacher wants to apply

the teaching of Scripture to the present-day needs of his congre¬

gation. Paul was no exception. Paul did not use the 0T loosely

or capriciously.He revered th 0T. The 0T was the oracles of
2

God to him. The 0T was a way of life for Paul as it was for all

pious Jews. It was for this reason to be studied and memorized.

But this reverence for the 0T was practical. The 0T was dynamic,

3
not static. It lived and its dynamism was only realized 'when it

t

was applied to the living circumstances of each succeeding genera¬

tion. In applying the 0T to his human context Paul was not bound

by narrow legalistic concepts. He used the 0T as a good craftsman

uses his tools. Where the grammatical modification of a text

meant a better understanding and application Paul did not hesitate

to make the changes necessary. However, there is no evidence that

Paul made changes in the 0T text arbitrarily.

There are only a few places where Paul makes grammatical mo¬

difications. We will now look at some of these citations.^" In

Romans 2:24, among other changes for differing reasons, Paul takes

the statement made by God in Isaiah 52:5 and modifies it so that

it becomes a general statement, that God's name is blasphemed among

the Gentiles because of the Jews. It would have been awkward to

1. "For Paul, the Scriptures are the words of God ( xa Xoyta xov
Geotf , Romans 3:2) He is entirely in agreement with the opi¬
nion that they provide an inexhaustible source of revelation,
comfort, teaching, instruction, and discipline. It is unthinkable
for him that the Scriptirres should be dispensed with." Gerhardss.on,
p.284.

2. Romans 3:1-2.
3. Gerhardsson, pp.40-41.
4. See Table VII, page 408.
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it into a general statement Paul is able to apply, it generally Tylth-

out distorting the original meaning. Paul uses the third person

(them) instead of the second person (you) in Piomans 11:8 because he

has reference to unbelieving Israel. To have used the second person

would have included his readers among whom were believing Jews.

This seems to be purely a grammatical change to suit his human con¬

text. In Romans 11:9 Paul adds o&iolq for grammatical clari¬

fication. In Romans 15:11 the mC may have been added for gram¬

matical reasons. Paul omits the ott in Romans 15:21 because it

does not fit the grammatical context where he uses it.

There are other places where Paul may have made grammatical

modifications in the text he cites from the OT but they are compa¬

ratively rare when compared with other reasons for modification of
i

the text. It is often difficult to tell exactly what brought about

the change and many factors may have influenced Paul.

c. Editorial or Hermeneutical Variations.

Because the majority of variants occur under this heading we

will take up first those variants which occur in the citations

which are nearly verbatim and then those that occur in the citations

which contain considerable modification.

In order to have the facts of these citations available for

quick reference we will briefly outline the variants which occur

and then seek to discover the reasons which lie behind the changes.

1. Variants in Nearly Verbatim Citations.

Romans 1:17 — Rou is omitted for a more general application.

3:12 — The change is only in Orthography.



3:14 — ou is changed to cbv and afjtou is

omitted for grammatical reasons and for wider application. The or¬

der of the citation is changed and 56Aou dropped for greater

emphasis.

3:17 —eYVcocnxv is substituted for the oidoorv

of the LXX.

3:18 — a&Toft is changed to afttcov for grammati¬

cal reasons and for a wider application.

4:3 — 'Appadjj. is substituted for 'App&p..
8:36 — evexev is substituted for evsxa.

9:15 — The change is only in Orthography.

9:26 — xat aftrof is omitted find IxeT added in

agreement with Codex A. xal abioC is omitted by Origen, Cle¬

ment of Rome and others which may indicate another text. But it is

more likely that Paul O/ri/1~£ e«j dAJTOt a 6 V t- d uit t^a.nir a S

C e_ -S CogiLV A.
b i • > "> A -t

9:33 — Paul <£7T < U7(.V etS do
i.

C.5 <i '£■€$ A AUd /i'» PI is omitted and the mood of the verb is

changed. Codices D, E, F, and G follow the LXX in having ofo prj

xaTatcrx,uv6f| , this is insufficient evidence for the "better"

texts all read ot> xaraicrx.uvCrp'e'cai, . Paul perhaps felt that the

simple negative with the indicative was a more forceful way of em¬

phasising his thought than the subjunctive with the strong double

negative.

10:5 — Whether my correction holds for this citation

or not, there are two modifications of the text made by Paul. The

relative a coming immediately after oti was probably changed

to o for grammatical reasons. a^toCc is supported by Codices
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P46, D, E, F, G, K, L, P, , and many other MSS so the reading of

our text ( a&Tff ) may be in error, a&xd which is supported by

p46, B, the Koine texts, and in the parallel passage in Galatians

3:12, is perhaps put in by Paul as the object of 7tot/naac; in

correspondence to the DflK of the Hebrew.

10:6 — ripcv is omitted perhaps because Paul felt

that it added nothing to the idea he wished to express.

10:8 — The change of order is no doubt due to the

fact that Paul wished to emphasize the nearness of the word to the

believer. crcp68pa is omitted because with Put i-n "the

emphatic position at the beginning of the phrase o"cpo8pa was t

not needed.

10:11 — The addition of mc makes the idea of the

phrase more emphatic. The other changes are explained in 9133 above.

10:19 — is made to read ftp&c . This is

brought about by the fact that Paul wants to apply the prophecy of

Moses to the unbelieving Jews of his day.

10:20 — The change in the order of the phrases may be

due to the fact that Paul wanted to put the emphasis upon the second

phrase, or perhaps it was due to a slip of the memory.

10:21 — The change in the order of the phrases is due

to the fact that Paul wished to emphasize the time element in this

citation and therefore the patience and long suffering of God.

11:9 — Paul omits £v<?»uov a&xSv as redundant.

He changes the order slightly and adds 6r)pa from Psalm 35:8

in order to give a fuller and more consecutive sequence to his

thought.

11:10 — There are orthographic changes only.
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11:26 — I believe, with Ellis, that Paul changes

evexev to read ex because he had a definite "hermeneutical

purpose in view", for Paul wishes to show that the Redeemer is to

come "out of" rather than "for the sake of" Zion.

11:27 — The last part of the phrase is changed to the

plural in order to give it wider application.

11:34 — Y&p is used causally to introduce scriptu¬

ral proof for verse thirty-three. The change of xaf • to r|

is done for grammatical reasons and perhaps to add emphasis by break

ing up the question in the LXX into two rather pointed questions.

o.ttou is put after o"6p|3ookoc in accord with Codex A against

Codex B.

13:9 — This verse is verbatim with the LXX of Deute¬

ronomy 5:17-21 and is verbatim with Exodus 20:13-17 in Codex A but

disagrees, in order only, with Codex B.

15:9 — Paul may have followed the LXX here in inclu¬

ding the vocative K.upte which is supported by Codex X but it

seems more likely that this is an attempt on the part of a scribe

to make Codex ft read in agreement with the LXX. Paul, not addres¬

sing his remarks to God. but introducing a catena of Scripture to

show the inclusion of the Gentiles with the Jews in the worship of

God, would feel that.the direct address, KGpie was better

omitted.

15:11 — Paul changes the order to emphasize x&vra

T& e6vr) in accord with the emphasis of this whole catena of

Scripture. He reads erat,vso&Twatxv with Codex A against Codex B

15:12 — Paul omits ev Tfj rijaepa £xe£v'Q perhaps

because he felt this prophecy had been fulfilled in Jesus and per¬

haps because it would detract from the emphasis he has just been



putting upon the union of the Gentiles with the Jews in the worship

of God.

These citations contain some orthographical changes which may

he due to scribal errors,but Paul may have modified the citations

2
to agree with his own preferences. Aside from these modifications

all other variants seem to be done editorially for grammatical, exe-

getical or other reasons.

Five times Paul felt that it was necessary to make changes

in the Scripture he cited because in adapting to the context of his

letter the grammar needed to be adjusted.^ In five instances he

definitely follows the reading of Codex A while rejecting the read¬

ings of Codices B, X , and other MSS.^ In six citations he omits

words found in Codices A, B, and X because they were not pertinent

to the ideas he was developing. In at least seven of his citations

changes are made so that a wider application of the OT may be made

than the original text would allow. In sixteen instances Paul

either changes the OT citation in order to modify the normal appli¬

cation allowable by the OT text or to place certain words or phra¬

ses in emphatic position, or both. It is thus apparent, in these

citations at least, that Paul did not feel himself bound to any lega¬

listic concept concerning Scripture.

2. Variants in Citations which also are Verbatim in Part.

Romans 3:10-11 — Paul substitutes 5Cxat,oc for Ttotcov

Xp'ncnrotri'ca because it is in accord with his argument that
im* ipapmCav sivat, is a want of 8txaiocr5vr) • He shortens

1. See Romans 3:12; 9:15; 11:10.
2. See Romans 4:3; 8:36.
3. See Table VII, page 408.
4. Cf. Table III, page 404-
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the last phrase without materially reducing its impact. In verse

eleven Paul enlarges the sense of the LXX and the MT. He changes

an implied negative statement into a very forceful negative state¬

ment. The first part of this citation has been deliberately modi¬

fied to support Paul's argument. The meaning of -the original, while

not disregarded, has been changed so that it supports Paul's argu¬

ment more positively and directly.

3:15 — Paul has shortened this citation and modified

it extensively. The metaphor has been changed and strengthened,

yet the meaning has been retained and heightened.

9:9& — Again Paul has shortened the citation consi¬

derably. He has omittedlmvcurrpe<pcov, r^poc o*s end etc
(/

copa<; because they add nothing to his argument, though they

give details to the narrative in Genesis. r\£<u may have been chan¬

ged to eAeCcropat because eAeuo"opia(, was the more common or

because "pxco may have been used more often in connection with

pagan cults^ than eAsucopai, and therefore was less acceptable

to Paul.

9 s 33a -- The change in this citation is perhaps the

greatest of any citation we have considered thus far. Paul has

mixed together two citations from the OT in one of the clearest

conflations in his letter to the Romans. Paul's statement is con¬

cise, representing a shortening of the original wording, and con¬

veys, with greatly added force, the ideas found in the two passages

in Isaiah. The citation gives no impression of being a garbled ver¬

sion of these two passages but appears to be an editing of these

passages to put the idea of these passages more concisely and force¬

fully and with greater effect for Paul's argument.

1. See Arndt and Gingrich in reference to ipcoo.
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These four citations have been modified much more extensively

than those which were nearly verbatim. In each case Paul shortens,

omits, substitutes or conflates as he felt it necessary to fit the

citation into the context of his letter.

3. Citations With Considerable Variation.

Romans 2:24 — Paul changes the order because he wishes to

change the emphasis of .the citation from 5<,' t)|icZc to ovopa

iroft Geoft . pou is changed to a~oft Geoft for clarification.

6t,& mvcoc is omitted perhaps because Paul felt that it did not

add to his argument.

9:17 — Paul makes the citation more emphatic by read¬

ing etc atao touto for xai evexev aourou . He follows the

MT in Igfiyeipd ere and (ji/vJm (v -for 1 fy'Jv «-S o'« S

A'

9:25 — Paul inverts the text of Eosea 2:23 so that it

gives the emphasis where he wants it. epco may have been substitu

ted for xaXSaw because of the influence of the previous verse

or it may be that Paul used this verb.so that he could be more con¬

cise by omitting et cr6

9:27-8 — Paul makes three substitutions and omits a

great deal of Isaiah 10:22-3. The resultant citation expresses sub

stantially the meaning of the LXX but in much more concise and

shorter format.

10:15 — Paul edits Isaiah 52:7 quite severely. He

omits £7U t(ov ope&v perhaps because it has only local refe¬

rence. He changes copa to wpaiot for which there is se-

dond century Old Latin support. He omits coc and adds the

plural article before "x68ec . He adds fffiv before the parti¬

ciple which he makes plural as well. In short, he edits a somewhat



long cumbersome quotation into a concise pungent citation.

11:3 -- Paul's editorial knife slashes quite deeply,

but not wildly here. What he does is omit words and phrases which

embellish the statement in the original text but which add little or

nothing to the citation as he wants to use it.

11:4 — Paul reduces the number of words of the LXX

from fifteen to ten. He changes the tense of the first verb to

agree with the MT but at the same time omits words which are in

both the MT and the LXX. There is no change in the meaning of the

citation, it is made more concise and expressive.

11:8 — In the quotation from Isaiah 29s10 Paul has

simplified the metaphor. The Hebrew has "Yahweh has poured out"

and the LXX has "the Lord has given you to drink". Paul has simply

"God gave". This use of a different verb means that TtveCuan,

is put in the accusative case. Paul also changes to

a&Totc because of his different relationship to those ad¬

dressed from that of Isaiah. In Deuteronomy 29s4 Paul uses only the

last two phrases and they are changed from a negative to a positive

statement. Paul has, by his changes, combined the thought of the

two passages and has made a stronger and more expressive statement

than the two quotations would have made if quoted verbatim.

11:35 — In this citation from Job 41'3 Paul follows

the Hebrew with only a change of person to adapt the citation to

his context. It is only when Paul cites from Job that he departs

widely from the LXX.

12:19 — The citation, as Paul uses it, is found in

Hebrews 10:30 except that Aeysi Ktptoc is omitted. In adding

Xeyst, KCptoc Paul follows Codex A. The expression is also very

close to that of the Targuin. Paul here probably was following a
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proverbial formula of warning. At any rate, Paul's statement is

stronger than that of the LXX.

14s 11 — The substitution of Zfi *■■{&, Xeyet, Kupioc

(cf. Isa. 49:18) for xai;' epaumoft opv&co may have been because

the former v/as a "frequently recurring formula" which is far more

expressive thant the LXX. substituted e^opoXoyncrsTat for

Spettat CIS do€-S Codex A. The change of order in the last

phrase- may have been because Paul wanted to place the universality

of the praise of God in the most emphatic position.

In these citations Paul in three instances has followed the

variant reading of Codex A. In one instance he has followed the

Hebrew against the LXX which departs widely from the Hebrew. Five

times he makes changes which seem to indicate a desire on Paul1s

part to change the emphasis of the OT text. Twice Paul follows ex¬

pressions which were either common or had become proverbial. But

almost in every case, except for the latter, Paul alters the OT

text to make it shorter, more concise or expressive. In almost

every case the citation retains the original meaning but it is so

polished that it fits like a gem into the context of Paul's letter

to the Romans.

It is apparent when these variants are carefully analysed

that Paul edited the quotations which he cited from the OT. He

felt free to modify the OT in whatever way he felt was necessary

to adapt it to the context of his letter. In fact, Paul's cita¬

tions vary so much and in so many ways that it is difficult to

think, except for a very few cases, that different texts stand be¬

hind the variants. One cannot explain these variants on the basis

that Paul followed Rabbinic method, which, of course, he did, but

not in its extremes."'" Nor can we account for them adequately by

1. Schoeps, p.39*
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postulating a "testimony book" for at best this theory can help only

in explaining the variants in composite citations. Faulty memory may

explain the variants in a few cases, but when used extensively to

explain these variants, it quickly becomes evident that it is not

consistent with what is known concerning the use of the memory among

the Jews at this stage in their history. And since grammatical

changes seldom occur in the citations it is evident that we cannot

explain the variants in Paul's citations by referring to his gram¬

matical usage.

In studying the citations in Romans one cannot but be impres¬

sed by the fact that Paul edits the 0T passages he cites, at will.
3

He shortens almost every passage he cites. He omits every word

that is not pertinent to the development of his thought. He often

takes a rather "long complicated passage and reduces it to a concise,

expressive, effective, and polished statement which still retains

the original germinal meaning, but is so edited by Paul that he is

able to use it in a heightened sense, give it a wider application

or emphasis, or, in some cases, give it a different application al¬

together."'" He substitutes words quite often to gain effect, clarity,

or widen the application. He conflates 0T passages almost always

editing so that the thought of the passages is retained but it is

expressed more concisely and effectively. When one compares the 0T

passage with Paul's citation of it one cannot but be impressed with
2

Paul's ability as an editor. In almost every case the 0T passage

is so masterfully edited that it fits like a gem into the context of

Paul's letter to the Romans. In short, Paul is not bound by lega-

1. Gerhardsson, p.299*
2. There are two notable exceptions, Romans 12:19 and 14:11. In the

former Paul was following a proverbial saying and in the latter
he was perhaps following a recurring formula of v/arning.

3 k I -though. in± es e p 6-vi <L S . C4, -i k -e Q-f
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listic or superstitious ideas concerning the use of what was to him

Sacred Scripture. He felt free to vary both the 'MT and the LXX' so

as to express more clearly such ideas as he wanted to convey to his

readers in Rome."'' However, in no instance, has Paul altered the

Hebrew or Greek text of the 0T in order to gain an advantage or

produce a proof to which the 0T Scriptures bear no testimony, nor
t

2
does he in any way cast doubt upon what is written there. We may

be sure that there were many avenues of suggestion which influenced

Paul. He may have been influenced by the need to clearly express

and defend his argument and he was no doubt influenced by the gram¬

matical context as well as the human context of his letter. We .

conclude, therefore, that, though no doubt some variants occur be¬

cause of grammatical reasons, slip of memory, etc., yet the over¬

whelming majority of the variants are adequately explained only on

the basis of editorial and exegetical necessity.

1. Stuart, p.356.
2. Atkinson, p.63.



A CLU ± CI .L ifW

VERBATIM CITATIONS

Citations which are verbatim with ;

both the MT and the both the MT and the the LXX against the
LXX in their entirety LXX in part MT in their entirety

3:13b ' 3:13a

4:7-8

4:17

4:18.

7:7

9:7

9:12

9:13

10:13'

13:9

15:3

3:16

9:9b

9:29

10:16

10:18

12:20

15:10

15:21



J. aux v..

VIRTUALLY VERBATIM CITATIONS

Minor variations but the citation agrees substantially with :

both MT LXX against MT against Omissions Substi- Additions
and LXX MT LXX tutions

1:17 1:17

3:4 3:4

3:12 3:12

3:14
_ 3:14

3:17 3:17

3:18 3:18

4:3 4:3

8:36 8:36

9:15 9:15

9:26 9:26 9:26

9:33b
10:5 10:5

10:6 10:6

10:8 10:8

10:11

10:19 10:19

10:20

10:21

11:9 11:9 11:9 H«9

11:10 11:10

11:26-27 11:26-7 11:26-7

11:34 11:34

13:9 13:9

15:9 15:9

15:11 15:11 15:11

15:12 15:12



Changes of
oi-thography

VIRTUALLY VERBATIM CITATIONS

Minor variations because:

Grammatical Followed Reduntant"
reasons Codex A

Wider

applies.
tion

1:17

3:12

4:3

8 j 36

9:15

3:14

3:18

9:26

9'33*
9:26

10:6

10:0

3:17

3:18

10:11

11:9 11:9

11:10

11:27

11:34

15:9

11:27-8

11:34

13:9

15:11

11:27

15:9

15:11

15:12

Change of
application
or emphasis

1:17

3:14

3:17

3:18

9:26

9:33b

10:8

10:11

10:19

10:20

10:21

-11:26

11:34

15:9

15:11

15:12



Table IV 405

VARIATIONS IN THE TEXT 0? THE CITATION

Single type Multiple Variaton in Text Conflation
variation type word order abridged of texts

variations

1:17 2:24 2:24 3:11 9:9

3:10 3:11 3:14 3:14 9:25-26

3:12 3:14 9:9a 3:15 • 9:33

3:17 3:15 9:25 9:9a 11:8

3:18 9:9a 10:8 9:9b 11:9

4:3 9:25 10:20 9:26 11:26-27

9:17 9:26 10:21 9:28 11:34-35

10:5 9:27 11:3 9:33

10:6 9:28 11:8 10:7

10:19 9:33 11:9 10:8

10:21 10:7 11:34 10:15

10:10 10:8 15:11 11:3.

13:9 10:11 15:21 11:4

14:11 10:15 11:8

15:9 10:20 11:9

15:12 11:3 11:26-27

11:4 - 13:9

11:8 14:11

11:9 15:12

11:26-27

11:34

11:35

12:19

15:11

15:21



Table V 406

VARIATIONS IN THE TEXT OP THE

(contd.)
CITATION

.Retains
LXX reading
against MT

Retains
MT reading
against LXX

Omits

reading
against
MT, LXX

Omits
LXX reading
not found
in MT

Omits
MT reading
not found
in LXX

1:17 9:17 1:17 1:17

2:24 9:33b 3:10 9:17

3:4 10:11 3:11 9:27

3:13a 11:4 - 3:14 9:28

3:14 11:10 3:15 9:33

4:3 11:35 9:9a 10:8

9:25 12:19 9:26 10:11

9:27 9:27 (10:15)
9:28 9:28 11:4

9:29 9:33 11:35

9:33 10:6 12:19

10:5 10:7

10:16 10:8

10:18 10:15

10:20 11:3

10:21 11:4

11:9 11:9

11:34 11:26

12:20 11:34

14:11 13:9

15:10 15:9

15:12 15:12

15:21 15:21

1:17

3:14

9:27

10:5

(10:15)



Table vi

VARIATIONS IN THE TEXT OF THE CITATION

(contd.)

Adds reading
not found in

LXX, MT

Varies to
read against
both MT and LXX

Varies where
MT and LXX

vary

Varies from
the MT and LXX
where they agree

2:24

3:11

3:15

9:26
9:27

10:7

10:11

10:15

11:8

11:9
11:26

(11:35)
14:11

^15:11

1:17

2:24

3:10

3:11

3:14

3:15

3:18

9:9a
9:25

9:26

9:27

9:28

9:33

10:5

10:6

10:7

10:11

10:15

10:19

10:20

10:21

11:3

11:4

11:8

11:9

11:26-27

11:35

14:11

15:9

15:11

(15:12)
15:21

1:17

3:10

4:3

9:17

9:25

9:28

9:33
10:11

10:15

11:4

11:8

11:9

11:26

11:35

12:19

14:11

15:12

2:24

3:10

3:11

3:14

3:15

3:18

9:9a
9:17

9:25

9:26
9:27

9:33

10:5

10:6

10:7

10:11

10:15

10:19

10:21

11:3

11:4

11:8

11:9

11:26-27
14:11

15:9

15:11

15:12

15:21



Table VII 408

VARIATIONS IN THE TEXT OF THE CITATION

(contd.)
Varies for

grammatical
Varies for Varies for
editorial exegetical

Varies from

faulty
Varies because

of
isons reasons reasons memory scriba.1 error

2:24 2:24 1:17 (1:17) (3:4)
3:14 3:10 2:24 (3:17) (3:12)
11:8 3:14 3:10 (4:3) (3:17)
11:9 3:15 3:11 (9:17) (8:36)
15:11 (3:17) 3:14 (9:25) (9:15)
15:21 3:10 (3:17) (9:26) (10:8)

4:3 3:18 (9:28) (11:9)
8:36 9:17 (10:5) (11:34)
9 = 9a 9:25 (10:6) (15:9)
9:15 9:26 (10:8) •

9:17 9:27 (10:15)
9:25 9:33a (10:20)
9:26 10:5 (10:21)
(9:27) 10:7 (11:3)
9:28 10:11 (11:9)
9:33 10:19 (11:34)
10:5 (10:21) (13:9)
10:6 11:3 (14:11)
1,0:8 11:4 (15:9)
10:11 11:8 (15:11)
10:15 11:9

10:20 11:26-27

10; 21 (11:34)
11:3 11:35

11:4 12:19

11:8 13:9

11:9 15:11

11:26 (15:12)
11:34

11:35

12:19

13:9

14:11

15:9

15:12

15:21



Table VIII

WORD COUNT

Reference

Agrees
with
LXX

Omissions of
words or

short phrases
within
citation

Substitu¬
tions of
different
words or

word forms

Additions
of extra
words

Variation
in

tense,
case,
mood

1*17 6 1 - - -

2:24 8 2 1 1 -

3:4 12 - 1 - 2

3:10 2 2 4 - -

3:11 5 4 - 5 -

3:12 11 - 1 - -

3:13 15 - - - -

3:14 6 1 1 - -

3:15 5 5 - 1

3:16 7 - - - -

3:17 4 - l - -

3:18 7 - 1 - -

4:3 8 - 2 - -

4:7-8 18 - - - -

4:17 6 - - - -

4:18 5 - - - -

7:7 2 - - - -

8:36 11 - - - -

9:7 5 - - - -

9:9a 4 2 1 - -

b
9:9 5 - ■ — - —

9:12 5 - - - -

9:13 7 - - - -

9:15 9 - - - -

9:17 15 - 6 1 -

9:25 7 1 2 - 5

9:26 16 2 - 1 -

9:27 8 1 6 - -

9:28 6 5 4 1 -

9:29 16 - - - -

9:33 5 17 8 2 -



WORD COUNT (contd.)

Agrees Omissions of Substitu¬ Additions Varied', ion

Reference
with words or tions of . of extra in
LXX short phrases different words tense,

within words or case i

citation word forms mood

10:5 4 - 2 - -

10:6 5 1 - - -

10:7 3 1 4 - -

10:8 14 1 - - -

10:11 5 1 1 1 -

10:13 8 - - - -

10:15 3 8 2 2 -

10:16 6 - - - -

10:18 17 - - - -

10:19 8 - 3 -

10:20 10 - 1 - 1

10:21 12 - - - -

11:3 14 3 3 - -

11:4 3 2 9 - -

11:8 9 - 5 5 1

11:9 12 2 3 ]. -

11:10 13 - - l -

11:26-7 17 1 4 - -

11:34 8 - 1 - -

11:35 3 - 3 1 -

12:19 1 2 1 2 -

12:20 21 - - - -

13:9 14 (8) - - -

14:11 8 - 6 - -

15:3 8 - - - -

15:9 11 1 - - -

15:10 6 - - - -

15:11 10 - 1 1 -

15:12 14 4 - - -

15:21 11 1 - - -
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